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NOTE. Substantial parts of papers [l]* [2] and [6] are included in
ray Ph.D. thesis (Cambridge» 1964)5 and [5] is a short summary
of [6]« The other listed papers are separate from the Ph.D.
thesis and from each other* and are my own independent work
except where explicit references are made to other authors.
In this introduction the papers are discussed infiree separate
batches» labelled A» B* C in the list above. Those in batch A are
concerned with sufficient conditions for the solubility of finite
groups and the analysis of the soluble groups which satisfy these
conditions» as well as of insoluble groups which almost satisfy
them; those in batch B deal with the internal structure of finite
soluble groups; and those in batch C with problems about group
extension®.
The first paper [l] contains generalizations of a classical theorem
of O.J. Schmidt (1924) and K. Xwassawa (l94l) which asserts that a finite
group G is soluble if all its proper subgroups are nilpotent. This
result had already been generalized by B. Huppert (1954)» who showed
that the conclusion holds if the word 'nilpotent' in the hypothesis
is replaced by the more general 'supersoluble*. In [l] the effect of
restricting the structural condition on subgroups to a subset of the
set of proper subgroups is investigated. It is shown that G is soluble
if all its proper abnormal subgroups are nilpotent* but that the con¬
clusion now fails if 'nilpotent' is replaced by 'supersoluble*. On
the other hand» G is soluble if either all its proper self-norraalizing
subgroups are supersoluble or all its abnormal maximal subgroups are
supersoluble and of prime-power index in G.
These investigations are continued in [4]» where it is shown that
a finite group G is soluble if all its proper abnormal subgroups are
supersoluble and if the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are abelian. Further*
the effect is considered of replacing •supersoluble' in some of these
results by the still more general 'Sylow tower groups of a specified type'.
Results of an arithmetical kind are proved about the structure of
finite soluble groups all of whose proper abnormal subgroups are
supersoluble but which are not themselves supersoluble.
It is a well known fact of finite group theory that a finite
euperaoluble group is a Sylow tower group of a special type called
ordered. Huppert (1954) proved a partial generalization of this
result in which he assumed that the groups in question had orders
not divisible by 2 or 3» That some such condition is needed is
4
shown by the alternating group A of degree 4 and order 12» which
does not have an ordered Sylow tower. In the paper [15] it is
shown that one may relax the condition on the prime divisors of the
orders of groups in Huppert's result and related results by assuming
4
instead merely that the group A is not involved in the groups in
question. A deeper result in [15] is that a finite group G has an
ordered Sylow tower if» for each prime divisor p of the order of
G except perhaps the largest» G has no elementary abelian subgroup
3 4 32
of order p ; providing that neither A nor B " is involved in G»
32
where B is a certain group defined in the paper and which has
degree 32 and order 160. A corollary of the arguments used is that
if P is a finite p-group which has no elementary abelian subgroup
3
of order p and if P has an automorphism of prime order q / p» then
2
either q divides p -1 or p « 2 and q « 5*
Underlying the work in [l] and [4] are the important results
of J.G. Thompson's thesis (1959)» and in particular his theorem
that a finite group is soluble if it possesses a nilpotent maximal
subgroup of odd order. Examples are known of finite insoluble
groups G which possess nilpotent maximal subgroups (necessarily of
even order). Thompson established a classification theorem for
such a group G in which the Sylow 2-subgroup T of a nilpotent
maximal subgroup is either dihedral or generalized quaternion» and
he conjectured that this condition on T was in fact redundant.
Typically» in the known examples» the Sylow 2-subgroup of G are the
nilpotent maximal subgroups. In [l8] this observation is made precise:
it is shown that a finite insoluble group G with a nilpotent maximal
subgroup is» modulo a certain central subgroup of G» the direct
product of a nilpotent group and an insoluble group whose Sylow
2-subgroups are maximal subgroups; and in particular» that if G
has trivial centre» then the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are maximal
subgroups* An example> described at length in the paper» shows
that the clause 'modulo a certain central subgroup of G' cannot
be omitted in general| but a positive result shows that the clause
can validly be omitted under suitable conditions including those of
Thompson's classification theorem. Another result yields a class
of counter-examples to Thompson's conjecture.
In the first paper [2] of batch D» there is associated to every
finite group G and every subgroup H of G a non-negative integer
a(G 1 H)» called the abnormal depth of H in G. This integer is
designed to give a measure of the complexity of the embedding of
H in G. It has the properties (i) that a(G:H) = O if and only if H
is a subnormal subgroup of G» (ii) that a(G:H) < 1 whenever H is a
subgroup of G of prime power order* (iii) that if K is a subgroup of
H then a(GsK) < a(G:Il) + a(H:K) • The paper gives bounds for a(GtH)
under various conditions» with G soluble. In particular» it is
shown that a(G:H) < 1 when G is raetanilpotent and H is nilpotent.
There is a contrast in the embedding properties of arbitrary sub¬
groups between two different classes of metani1potent groups. It
is shown that if G is abelian-by-nilpotent then every subgroup H
of G satisfies a(GsH) 1; but that for every positive integer n*
there is a supersoluble group G with a subgroup H such that a(G:H) = n.
The proof of the latter fact uses a general characterization of the
lattice of subgroups of the direct square GxG of an arbitrary group
G which contain the diagonal subgroup of GxG. This result has been
included (and credited to the present author) by Huppert in his
standard treatise ([d]^* p.52» Satz 1.9.14).
Investigations of a similar kind are contained in [8]» where
there is a detailed study of the embedding of nilpotent subgroups
in finite soluble groups of small nilpotent length. In order to
show that various of the results obtained cannot be improved*
examples are constructed» several of thera by means of a technique
which is treated axioraatically in [9]« There it is shown that if a
finite group G acts on a finite abelian group A» where the orders
of G and A are relatively prime» if the action is 'absolutely faithful'
(as defined in the paper)» and if K denotes the semi-direct product of
f
References with small roman letters are listed at the end of the
introduction•
A by G determined by this action» then G has exactly as many
conjugacy classes of nilpotent subgroups as K has conjugacy
classes of maximal nilpotent subgroups; and the correspondence
between classes is described explicitly. It is also shown that
this applies in particular if K is a regular wreath product of a
non-trivial abelian group by a group G» where the orders of these
groups are relatively prime» and A is the base group of K. This
is the result needed in [8].
The note [5] is a brief summary of results in [fi]. The
paper [6] is concerned with rather more technical aspects of the
theory of finite soluble groups. Every finite soluble group
possesses two characteristic conjugacy classes of nilpotent sub¬
groups which play a prominent role in the theory: the system
noraalizers (introduced by P. Hall in 1937) and the Carter subgroujs
(discovered by R.V. Carter in 1961). Every system nortaalizer is
contained in a Carter subgroup and every Carter subgroup contains
a system normalizer. The problem treated in [6] is to describe
the relationship between system normalizers and Carter subgroups.
This problem is still not satisfactorily resolved in general» but
the results in [6] extend previous work of Carter. The paper
introduce® and exploits P. Hall's simple but important notion of a
pmnoraal subgroup (which appears in the literature for the first
time here)• It also establishes a special property which has subse¬
quently been made the basis of the definition of a now standard
term (cf« G.A. Chambers [b]). This is a property possessed by the
system normalizers of a soluble group G which has abelian Sylow p-
subgroups for some prime p; namely» that the Sylow p-subgroups
of the system normalizers are also Sylow p-subgroups of some normal
subgroup of G. In the current terminology» one says that the system
norraalizers of G are 'p~normally embedded* in G. Some of the results
of [6] have been generalized further by A. Mann (cf. [e] mid [f])•
The final paper [13] in batch B deals with a different kind of
question» which is not restricted to the class of soluble groups.
The general problem» of which a special case is treated here» is the
following. For a given group G» can G be embedded as a subnormal
subgroup in some group K with prescribed properties.1 In [13]» G
is finite and K is to be finite and complete. It is shown that any
finite group G can be embedded subnormally in a complete finite group
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K} furthermore that certain properties of G can be imposed on K.
In particular» if G is soluble then K can be made soluble* This
shows that there is no bound on the complexity of complete finite
soluble groups (for instance» on their orders» derived lengths»
nilpotent lengths» etc.) A problem raised in [13]» concerning the
existence of non-trivial complete groups of odd orders» has recently
been solved affirmatively by R.S. Dark ([c]).
Extension theory» to aspects of which the papers of batch C are
devoted» aims at a description of the structure of all groups G
containing a specified normal subgroup K with quotient group
isomorphic to a specified group Q. Under favourable conditions»
all such groups G 'split* over K» in which case there is a fairly
satisfactory description of the groups G. An important problem of
extension theory is therefore to identify sufficient conditions for
splitting.
The paper [3] gives a new proof of a theorem of V. Gaschtitz
(195?-) establishing particular sufficient conditions for splitting.
The proof in [3] is more elementary than the original proof in that
it relies on standard results and avoids factor system computations.
[3] has been quoted in the book by A. Babakhanian ([a]).
Extensions of a group K by a group Q are usually classified
into equivalence classes with respect to a standard equivalence relation.
It is known that if K has trivial centre then the equivalence classes of
extensions of K by an arbitrary group Q stand in one-to-one correspondence
with the distinct homomorphisms of Q into the quotient of the group
of all automorphisms of K by the group of inner automorphisms of K.
In Kurosh's well known book» this fact is obtained as a corollary of
deep cahomological results of S. Eilenberg and S. KacLane (19^7)« In
[?] an entirely elementary proof is given» based on the observation
that when K has trivial centre» copies of all the extensions of K by
Q appear as subgroups of the direct product of Q mid the full automorphism
group of K. A simple consequence of the main result of [7] is the
following theorem for finite groups. Let G be a non-trivial finite
group and suppose that in a composition series of G there are just n^
factors isomorphic to E » n factors isomorphic to E » ...» n factors
x c* 2 K
isomorphic to E^» where E^» ...» are pairwise non-isomorphic simple
groups» including all types of composition factors of G. Suppose
further that every is non-abelian and satisfies Schreier's
Conjecture - this conjecture is correct for all known non-abelian
finite simple groups - and also that every n^ is at most 4. Then
G is isomorphic to the direct product of its composition factors
(in a particular composition series)*
It is convenient to consider next the paper [ll]* This deals
in a broad way with the problem of splitting of group extensions
by seeking conditions on a given group K which ensure that all
extensions of K by groups of some specified class split. Results
obtained typically give necessary and sufficient conditions of the
following kind! the centre of K must be restricted in some way and
certain specified subgroups of the group of all automorphisms of K
must split over the group of inner automorphisms of K. For instance»
it is shown that all extensions of K split if and only if K has
trivial centre and the full group of automorphisms of K splits over
the group of inner automorphisms of K. Among the groups K satisfying
these conditions one finds all complete groups; but there are also
groups which are not complete. For example» it is proved in [ll] that
all extensions of thai dihedral group of order 2n split (where n denotes
an integer greater than 2) if and only if n is odd and at least one
prime divisor of n is congruent to -1 modulo 4; whereas it is easy to
show that the dihedral group of order 2n is complete if and only if
n « 3* A detailod analysis of certain relative holomorphs of elementary
abelian groups yields the following arithmetical result for finite
groups. Suppose that a finite group G has an abelian minimal normal
subgroup N» say of order p"» and a chief factor L/N of prime order q 4 P
such that L is non-nbelian. Let t be the least positive integer such
2 "t
that q divides p-1. If q~ does not divide p -1 and q does not divide n
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then Q splits over L« Example» show that these arithmetical condition»
cannot be omitted.
It follows from results in [ll] that if P is a finite p-group of
exponent p"» where p is a prime number and n a positive integer» there
is an extension of P by a cyclic group of order pn which does not split;
moreover» if there is a central element of P which is not a p-th power
of any element in P then there is an extension of P by a group of order
p which does not split. On© asksi do there exist non-trivial finite
p-groups for which ail extensions by a group of order p split? This
question is treated in the paper [lo] (commissioned for the Festschrift
issue of Math. Z. for the sixtieth birthday of H. Wielandt). Necessary
and sufficient conditions are estab1ished for all extensions of an arbitrary
group K by a group of order p to split. This criterion is then applied
to the case of a non-abelian p-group K with a cyclic subgroup of index p.
It is shown that there is such a p-group K for which all extensions by a
group of order p split providing that p / 3*
In [12] a rather more specialised problem is treated. It is known
from work of R. Baer (19^6) that for any group K with non-trivial centre
there is an extension of K by a free abelian group of rank 2 such that
K is not a direct factor of the extended group. In a similar vein» it
is shown in [ll] that if K is any group with non-trivial centre» there
is an extension of K by an abelian group which does not split! the
problem considered in [is] is whether» as In Baer's result» this abelian
group can be taken to be free abelian of rank 2. Necessary and sufficient
conditions are established for all extensions of an arbitrary group K
by a free abelian group of rank 2 to split. Then this criterion is
applied to demonstrate that all extensions of a dihedral group of order 8
by a free abelian group of rank 2 do in fact split; thus giving a negative
answer to the question posed.
This is of interest because It shows (contrary to the expectations
of several workers in tho field) that in the Eilonborg-»MocLono cohomological
correspondence between the equivalence classes of extensions of a group K
by a group Q with a specified coupling and the equivalence classes of
extensions of the centre of K by Q with the induced coupling» split
extensions of K by Q do not necessarily correspond to split exffensions
of the centre of K by Q.
In [l4] the problem of splitting of group extensions is considered
from a point of view dual to that of [ll]s her© one looks at the
extensions of groups of some specified class by some given group G.
Let G be a finite group. Then» according to the Schur-Zassenhaus
theorem» a sufficient condition for all extensions by G of a finite
group K to split is that the orders of G and K be relatively prime.
However» this condition is in general not necessary» for it has been
pointed out already that there are non-trivial finite groups all extensions
of which split. Suppose now that G and K are finite groups whose orders
have a common prime divisor. Then it is proved in [l4] that there is a
subgroup K* of a finite direct product of copies of K such that K is an
epimorphic image of K* and such that there is an extension of K* by G
which does not split. The structure of K* is quite similar to the
structure of K: for instance» for every prime p» the Sylow p~subgroups
of K and K* have the some class» derived length raid exponent? and if
K is soluble than K and K* have the same derived length» nilpotent
length and p-length for all primes p. On the other hand» by the remark
above» it is not in general possible to take K* » K| and in fact it
is shown in [l4] that it is not in general possible to find such a K*
which is itself a direct product of copies of K. The proof of the main
result in [l4] depends on a wide generalixation of a fundamental result,
of Gaschutz (1954): this establishes a universality property for
suitable classes of group extensions.
It is clear that if one seeks to describe the extensions of a
given group K» one needs adequate information about the automorphism
group of K. The paper [l6] is not directly concerned with group
extensions» but with this problem» of basic importance for extension
theory» of the determination of the full automorphism group of a
given group. There is no systematic general procedure for doing this.
The aim of [l6] is to establish a reduction technique which provides
a uniform method of calculating automorphism groups for various
frequently occurring classes of groups with trivial centre. The key
lemma gives the following statement. Let G be a group with a characteristic
subgroup H whoso centralizer in G is trivial. Then G can be identified
in a natural way with a subgroup of the automorphism group of H» and this
identification extends naturally to an identification of the automorphism
group of G with the norraalizer of G in the automorphism group of H.
This is applied to the determination of automorphism groups of serai-siraple
groups» wreath products* and relative holoworphs of abelian groups. In
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particular» if A is a finite abelian group and G is a relative
holotuorph of A with trivial centre the results show that under
various extra conditions the automorphism group of G is again a
relative holomorph of A. An example shows that some extra condition
is indispensable. An interesting corollary of these results is that
the extended affine group of any finite field with more than 2 elements
is a complete group. Moreover» for any positive integer ra» there is
2
a prime p such that in the extended affine group of the field with p
elements» which is itself complete» there is a chain of m distinct pro¬
per subgroups» all complete» and with prescribed odd prime indices.
Finally» [l7] stems from Giwichtltz's fundamental paper on extension
theory in Crelle's Journal (1952)« Gaschtitz proved two parallel results
by factor system calculations» one a criterion for splitting» the other
for 'partial splitting' of a finite group over an abelian normal subgroup.
Examples in the literature (the first due to Zassenhaus) shows that the
splitting result cannot be generalized to give a similar criterion for
splitting over a nilpotent normal subgroup. In [17] a new proof of the
partial splitting result is given which shows that this criterion does
remain valid for nilpotent normal subgroups. This leads to the question:
if A is a normal p-subgroup of a finite group G contained in the Frattini
subgroup of G» does A lie in the Frattini subgroup of a Syluw p-subgruup
of G? It is shown that the answer is 'no* in generalt but various positive
results are proved under suitable conditions. An application is made to
give information about dimensions of GascMitz modules.
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THE INFLUENCE ON A FINITE GROUP OF ITS PROPER
ABNORMAL STRUCTURE




The results of the present paper spring from two sources: a classical
theorem of 0. J. Schmidt [15] and K. Iwasawa [13] and some later
developments from it; and the theory of abnormal subgroups established
by R. W. Carter in several papers—see in particular [3] and [4], The
Schmidt-Iwasawa theorem is the following :
I. If a finite group G lias all its proper subgroups nilpotent, then G
is soluble.
The hypothesis in (I) has in fact much stronger implications for the
structure of G than solubility. For instance, Schmidt and Iwasawa
showed that if in addition | G\ has at least 3 distinct prime factors, then
G is actually nilpotent.
Among the many extensions of the Schmidt-Iwasawa theorem which
have been published, one due to B. Huppert [9; Satz 22] is of particular
interest. He showed that nilpotent in the statement (I) may be replaced
by supersoluble, with the same conclusion; and that in this case, if | G\
has at least 4 distinct prime factors, then G is itself supersoluble. We
shall consider the effects of replacing proper by proper abnormal in the
hypotheses of these and similar results.
We show in Theorem 1 that (I) extends directly, but in Example 1
that Huppert's result does not: there exists an insoluble group, all of
whose proper abnormal subgroups are supersoluble. This leads us to
prove a weaker extension of Huppert's theorem, namely that if every
proper self-normalizing subgroup of a finite group G is supersoluble,
then G is soluble: this is the corollary to Theorem 3. The hypothesis
that every proper abnormal subgroup of a finite group G is supersoluble
is of course equivalent to the hypothesis that every abnormal maximal
subgroup of G is supersoluble. We show finally, in Theorem 4, that if a
finite group G has each of its abnormal maximal subgroups supersolublo
and also of prime-power index in G, then G is soluble. This result may bo
viewed as a partial converse to the theorem of Galois which asserts that
if G is a finite soluble group, then every maximal subgroup has prime-power
index in G.
We make one remark on our methods of proof. There are two places
where we use a deep result of J. G. Thompson [18], and a deduction from
it, made in [17], For convenience, these are stated here as:
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Theorem A.f Let G be a finite group and P a Sylow p-subgroup,
where p is an odd prime. Let A be a group of automorphisms of G which
leave P invariant. Suppose that for every A-invariant normal subgroup Px
of P, elements of G of order prime to p which normalize Px actually centralize
l\. Then G possesses a normal p-complement.
Theorem B. Let G be a finite group, and suppose that G has a maximal
subgroup which is nilpotent and of odd order. Then G is soluble.
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P. Hall and Dr. D. P. Taunt, for their generous help and encouragement.
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Definitions and notation. All groups considered will be finite. For a
group G, we denote its order by \G\.
We write II ^.G to mean II is a subgroup of G,
II < G for II is a proper subgroup of G,
and II <| G for II is a normal subgroup of G (not necessarily
proper).
The index of a subgroup H in G is denoted by | G: II |.
Ng(H) is the normalizer of H in G, and Co(II) the centralizer of
H in G.
We define the hypernormcdizer of H in G as follows
Let H0 — H, and for each positive integer i, IIt = N
We have B0^IL1^.H2^...., and since G is finite, this ascending
chain of subgroups terminates. The subgroup reached is the hyper-
normalizer of H. We denote this by N(fJ(II).
If X is any non-void subset of G, {A} denotes the subgroup of G
generated by X.
H is an abnormal subgroup of G if, for each g e G, we have g e [H, g^1 IIg);
or equivalently, as shown by Carter in [4], if H satisfies the two conditions:
(a) every subgroup of G containing II is self-normalizing in G;
(b) if is not contained in two distinct conjugate subgroups of G.
We recall the obvious but convenient fact that a maximal subgroup of
G is either normal or abnormal in G. Thus the abnormal maximal
subgroups of G are precisely its non-normal maximal subgroups. Carter
showed in [4] that a finite soluble group G always possesses nilpotent
self-normalizing subgroups, that all such subgroups are conjugate and
also abnormal in G. These are called the Carter subgroups of G.
f Thompson has published recently an improved result, with shorter proof, in
Journal of Algebra, 1 (1964), 43-46. This yields a slightly shorter proof of our Theorem 2.
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If m is a set of prime numbers, we denote the complementary set by
w'. A ro-group is a group, every prime factor of whose order belongs to w.
When ro contains only one prime p, we refer to p-groups and p'-groups:
a p-group is one of order a power of p, and a p'-group is one whose order
is not divisible by p.
A subgroup II of a group G is a Hall ro-subgroup if it is a ro-group and
[ G: H | is divisible by no prime in w.
The Fitting subgroup of a group is its unique maximal nilpotent
normal subgroup. The Frattini subgroup of a group is the intersection
of all its maximal subgroups: this is well known to be a nilpotent
characteristic subgroup, so that in particular it is contained in the Fitting
subgroup.
2. An extension of the Schmidt-Iwasawa theorem, and an example
We begin with a lemma, which is a corollary of Thompson's Theorem
B (above).
Lemma 1. If a finite insoluble group G has a nilpotent abnormal
maximal subgroup M, then \ G\ is even and M = Nq{T) for some Sylow
2-subgroup T of G.
Proof. It follows at once from Theorem B that | G | is even. Let
T be the Sylow 2-subgroup of M. T <iM. Either M = Nrj(T) or 2'<1G.
If the latter were true, then G/T would have nilpotent maximal subgroup
MIT of odd order, so that by Theorem B, GIT would be soluble and so
G would be soluble, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore M = Nq(T).
If T were not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, we should have T < S for some
Sylow 2-subgroup S of G, and NS(T) > T\ but NS(T) would be a 2-group
contained in Nq{T), while T is the Sylow 2-subgroup of M = Nq{T)—a
contradiction. It follows that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and
M = Ne{T).
We may note that there exist insoluble groups having nilpotent
abnormal maximal subgroups. For example, N. Ito [12] has pointed
out that when p is a prime of the form 2/v"— 1 and k ^ 4, the projective
special linear group PSL(2, p) contains its Sylow 2-subgroups as maximal
subgroups.
We have the following corollary to Lemma 1:
Corollary. A finite group G can have at most one conjugacy class
of nilpotent abnormal maximal subgroups.
Proof. Let Mx, M2 be nilpotent abnormal maximal subgroups of G.
If G is soluble, then Mx, M2 are Carter subgroups of G and therefore
conjugate in G.
If G is insoluble, then, by Lemma 1, Mv M2 are the normalizers in
G of conjugate subgroups of G; consequently Mlt M2 are conjugate in G.
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It is now easy to derive the following extension of the Schmidt-Iwasawa
theorem.
Theorem 1. If every proper abnormal subgroup of the finite group
G is nilpotent, then G is soluble. Moreover, G has a normal Sylow subgroup
P such that G/P is nilpotent.
Proof. We may assume G to be non-nilpotent. Then, by the Corollary
to Lemma 1, G has a single conjugacy class of abnormal maximal sub¬
groups. Let M be an abnormal maximal subgroup of G, and p a prime
factor of \ G:M\. Let P be a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. Then Nq(P)
is abnormal in G, and p does not divide [ G: Na (P) [. So we must have
Ng{P) = G, that is P<1 G.
Now if LjP is a maximal subgroup of GjP, p does not divide | G: L \,
and so L<\G. Every maximal subgroup of G/P is normal, so that by
a well known characterization, G/P is nilpotent.
This result may also be proved without using Lemma 1, by induction
on [ G | and application of the Schmidt-Iwasawa theorem to show that
G cannot be simple, non-abelian. R. Baer [1; p. 124] has adopted
essentially the latter method to prove a slightly different result, from
which Theorem 1 follows easily.
We shall now show by an example that if we substitute supersoluble
for nilpotent, the first assertion of Theorem 1 fails to hold.
Example 1. An insoluble group may have all its proper abnormal
subgroups supersoluble.
Consider the group H = PGL(3, 2) of projectivities of a plane II
over the Galois field GF(2). II is transitive as a permutation group
on the seven points of II, and also on the seven lines of II. This accounts
for the two conjugacy classes of octahedral subgroups of index 7 in II:
they are the stabilizers of the points of II and the stabilizers of the lines
of II. Note that PGL(3, 2) = GL(3, 2), so that we may identify each
projectivity with the unique matrix representing it, with respect to a
fixed system of homogeneous coordinates for II.




consists of all non-singular matrices
1 al2 al3
0 a22 a23 9
0 a32 a33_
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and the stabilizer K of the line [10 0] consists of all non-singular
matrices
"1 0 0"
®21 ®22 ®23 •
«31 a32 «33
The mapping a: x->(x"1)' of Id into itself (where, for any yell, y'
is the transposed matrix of y) is clearly an automorphism of H of order 2.
Moreover, a interchanges the subgroups K and K (so that a is an outer
automorphism of H).
Form the subgroup G = H {a.} of the holomorph of H, that is G is the
split extension of H by a. Then the 14 octahedral subgroups of H form
a single conjugacy class of self-normalizing subgroups of G. We assert
that every maximal subgroup of G other than H is supersoluble.
Let M denote a maximal subgroup of G, M ^ H. Then MR = G,
and so M: M r\H\ = 2. Moreover, since Id is a simple group (of order
168) and 1 <Mr^H <dd, we have M = Na(Mr\ld). Therefore
NH(Mr\H) = ddr\Na(M rsH) = Mr\H,
that is M r\ II is self-normalizing in H. The subgroups of Id are well known;
see Burnside [2 ; Chap XX]. They fall into four sets:
(i) cyclic and dihedral subgroups;
(ii) subgroups of order 21—the normalizers of the Sylow 7-subgroups;
(iii) two classes of tetrahedral subgroups;
(iv) two classes of octahedral subgroups—the normalizers of the
tetrahedral subgroups.
It is clear that an extension by a group of order 2 of any group of
types (i) and (ii) is supersoluble. Also, since Mr\H is self-normalizing
in H, Mr\Id cannot be tetrahedral. So in order to verify the assertion,
it only remains to show that Mr\H cannot be octahedral. This follows
from the fact that the octahedral subgroups of H are self-normalizing
in G, whereas Mo Id must have index 2 in its normalizer in G.
3. Some sufficient conditions for p -solubility,
and an extension of dduppert's theorem
Before considering other possible extensions of Huppert's theorem,
we shall prove some similar results for p-nilpotent and ^-soluble groups.
We recall that for a given prime p, a finite group G is called p-nilpotent
if it possesses a normal ^-complement; a finite group G is called p-soluble
if there exists a series 1 = G0 <iGx <... <Gr= G such that each Gt<\ G
and each factor Gi/Gi_1 is either a p-group or a //-group. The p-length
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lp{G) of a p-soluble group G is the least number of p-factors appearing
in any series of G of the kind specified above.
The following analogue of the Schmidt-Iwasawa theorem is due to
ltd [11], and is also proved by Huppert in [10];
II. If a finite group G has all its proper subgroups p-nilpotent, then
either G has normal Sylow p-subgroup or G is p-nilpotent. In particular,
G is p-soluble and lp(G)= 1 (ifp divides | G\).
We prove now a partial extension of this result.
Theobem 2. If every proper abnormal subgroup of the finite group
G is p-nilpotent, and if in addition either (i) the Sylow p-subgroups of G
are abelian, or (ii) p is an odd prime, then G is p-soluble. Furthermore,
there exists in G a normal p-subgroup P0 (possibly trivial) such that G/P0
is p-nilpotent. If (i) is satisfied, G either has normal Sylow p-subgroup
or is itself p-nilpotent. In any case, lp(G) ^ 2.
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. We may assume that
Na(P) < G, since otherwise the result is clear.
(i) Suppose P abelian. Ng(P) is by hypothesis p-nilpotent, so
that Nq(P) = PxR (direct product), where IIis the normalp-complement
of Ng(P). Since P is abelian, P lies in the centre of Ng(P). By a well
known theorem of Burnside (see [2; p. 327]), this implies that G is
p-nilpotent.
(ii) Now suppose p is an odd prime, and make no further assumption
on the structure of P.
For any xeG, write t(x) for the inner automorphism of G induced
hyx. Let A = {r(x): xeNo(P)}, a subgroup of the group ofautomorphisms
of G. Then if If is any A -invariant subgroup of P, we have Py<i Ng(P),
so that Ng(Pi) ^Ng(P)- There are two possibilities:
(a) For every such Px >1, NafPf < G. Then Na (Pf) is a proper
abnormal subgroup of G, and so by hypothesis p-nilpotent. If If is the
normal p-complement of Ng(I\),
NG(Pf) = P.Iffi P1.P1 = Pyx Pv
If centralizes If , so that C'a(If ) Ev \ Nc(If ) '■ Ccj(If) ] is therefore
a divisor of |IVg(-P1) : Pi| = | P|, so that Wg(P1)/C'g(F>1) is a p-group.
We may now apply Thompson's Theorem A to prove G p-nilpotent.
(b) Otherwise, for some (A-invariant) subgroup P0 of P, P0 -f 1, we
have P0<] G. Choose such a P0 of maximal order. P0 < P. Then
G/P0 is a group all of whose proper abnormal subgroups are p-nilpotent.
P/P0 is a Sylowp-subgroup of G/P0 which is not normal in GIP0. Moreover,
if Pi/P0 is a non-trivial subgroup of P/P0, we cannot have P1/P0< G/P0,
for otherwise we should have If<] G with P0 < Px <P, contradicting
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the prescribed maximality of P0. By what we have proved already in
(a), G/P0 is p-nilpotent. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
We can obtain a littleHnore information about the structure of the
group in Theorem 2. Consider any Sylow g-subgroup Q of G for any
prime q^p dividing j G\. Either QP0<\ G; or Wg/po(QP0/P0) <G/P0,
in which case, since QP0/P0 is a Sylow subgroup of G/P0, QP0 lies in a
proper abnormal subgroup of G, and is therefore by hypothesis p-nilpotent:
consequently QP0 = Qx P0 and Q centralizes P0.
Let the prime factors of | G| other than p be q1} ...,q3\ and let Qt be
a Sylow g-subgroup of G (i=l, We may suppose the primes
labelled so that for i = 1, QiP0< G, while fori = r+1, Q{P0^]G,
and Qi centrahzes P0.
Write U/P0 for the normal p-complement of G/P0. Then U/P0 has
normal nilpotent Hall subgroup H/P0=Q1 P0/P0X...xQrP0/P0. By
Schur's theorem, U/P0 splits over HjP0, say UjP0 = H/P0. V/P0; and
also V splits over P0, say V — P0. W. W is a Hall subgroup of G which
centralizes P0, so that V = P0 X W.
Corollary. Let U/P0 be the normal p-complement of G/P0. G/P0 has
a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup H/P0^. UjP0. U/P0 splits over HjP0,
say U/P0 = HIP0.VIP0, and V has a direct product decomposition of the
form V = P0 X W, where W is a Hall subgroup of G.
We shall now show that we cannot improve the statement of Theorem 2
to conclude that lp(G)= 1.
Example 2. For any odd prime p, there exists a group G satisfying
the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and such that lp(G) = 2.
The construction of such a group is based on the result that if H is a
finite group having a unique minimal normal subgroup K, and if q is any
prime which does not divide \K\, then H has a faithful irreducible repre¬
sentation over any field F of characteristic g. In particular, if we take F
to be the Galois field GF(q), we may deduce that there exists an elementary
abelian g-group Q, and a split extension H* of Q by H, such that Q is
the unique minimal normal subgroup of H*. If we start with a cyclic
group H = Hv we can in this way form a sequence IIx, Hz, ... of soluble
groups with orders divisible by primes in a prescribed sequence, such
that Hn has nilpotent length n, and every Hn has a unique chief series.
These facts are described briefly by E. H. McLain in [14].
Given the prime p, let q be any prime -Lp. Then we can construct
a group G with a unique chief series
G >H >K> 1
such that | G/H \ —p, H\K is a g-group and K is a p-group. It is clear
that lp{G) = 2. Let M be an abnormal maximal subgroup of G. There
are two possibilities:
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(i) M > K. Thai MH = G and Mr^II = K (since H/K is abelian
and minimal normal in G/K). Therefore M is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
(ii) M ^ K. Then MK=G and M r^K = I (since K is abelian
and minimal normal in G). Then M £ G/K, which is p-nilpotent.
Therefore every proper abnormal subgroup of G, being contained in
an abnormal maximal subgroup of G, is p-nilpotent.
Example 1 shows that a group which is not 2-soluble may nevertheless
have all its proper abnormal subgroups 2-nilpotent, so that Theorem 2
fails to hold without restriction on the Sylow 2-subgroups in the case
p = 2. We prove next a weaker analogue of Theorem 2 which, however,
provides new information in case p = 2.
Theorem 3. For any prime p, if every proper self-normalizing sub¬
group of a finite group G is p-nilpotent, then G is p-soluble. More precisely,
there exists in G a normal p-subgroup P0 such that G/P0 is p-nilpotent;
lp(G)< 2.
The success of this result when p = 2 is of course due to the fact'that
a proper self-normalizing subgroup need not be contained in an abnormal
maximal subgroup of a group. In proving Theorem 3, we shall use a result
which is stated and proved in a convenient form by G. Higman [8]:
Lemma 2. If the finite group G is not p-nilpotent, then it has a p-subgroup
P, and an element x of order prime to p, such that xeNo(P), but xf CG(P).
We also need
Lemma 3. If a group G has a non-trivial subnormal p-subgroup P,
then G has a non-trivial normal p-subgroup.
Proof. Suppose P — H0<\ LT1< ... <] Hr_i< Hr = G, where r is a
positive integer. We use induction on r. If r — 1, the assertion is trivial,
so assume r >1. By the induction hypothesis Hr_x has a non-trivial
normal p-subgroup. Let P* be the unique largest normal p-subgroup
of Hr_^. P* 1. Then P* is characteristic in Hr_lt and so P*<\ G. This
completes the induction argument.
Proof of Theorem 3. We use induction on | G\. We may assume that
G is not p-nilpotent, and then, since quotient groups of G also have the
property that their proper self-normalizing subgroups are p-nilpotent,
it is enough by the induction hypothesis to show that G has a non-trivial
normal p-subgroup.
By Lemma 2, G has a p-subgroup P, and an element x of order prime to
p, such that x normalizes but does not centralize P. Write II = N(y°{P).
the hypernormalizer of P in G. By Lemma 3, if II = G then G has a
non-trivial normal p-subgroup. So suppose H <G. H is self-normalizing
in G, so that by hypothesis H is p-nilpotent. Therefore {P, x}, as a sub-
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group of II, is p-nilpotent. But this implies that {P, x) = P X {x), which
contradicts the fact that x does not centralize P. The result follows by
induction.
The symmetric group of degree 4 is a group of 2-length 2, in which
every proper self-normalizing subgroup is 2-nilpotent.
By making use of the celebrated result of W. Feit and J. G. Thompson
announced in [5], we may state the result of Theorem 3 for the case p = 2
in the following way:
If every proper self-normalizing subgroup of a finite group G is 2-nilpotent,
then G is soluble and has a factor HIK with H<\ G, K<\ G and H/K isomorphic
to a 2-complement of G.
The corollary of Theorem 3, stated below, is an immediate consequence.
However, it is unnecessary to employ such a deep means of proof, and
we prefer to derive the result by another method. We depend on the
fact that a supersoluble group H is p-nilpotent, when p is the smallest
prime factor of | H\: see, for instance, [9; Satz 7].
Corollary. If every proper self-normalizing subgroup of a finite
group G is supersoluble, then G is soluble.
Proof. It is clear that quotients of G also have the property that
their proper self-normalizing subgroups are supersoluble. We now
observe that so also do subgroups of G. Let II be any subgroup of G,
and V a proper self-normalizing subgroup of II. Then N(f'(V) < G,
for otherwise V would be subnormal in G, and so also in II, which is
impossible. N(ffV) is self-normalizing in G, and is therefore by hypo¬
thesis supersoluble. Hence V is supersoluble.
In proving the result by induction on | G\, it therefore suffices to show
that G is not simple (we may suppose G non-cyclic). Let p be the smallest
prime factor of \G\. Then every proper self-normalizing subgroup of G
is p-nilpotent. By Theorem 3, G is p-soluble, and so G is not simple.
The result follows by induction.
Remark. We may note that the argument in the first paragraph
of the proof of this Corollary shows that if 36 is any class of groups, closed
under the operations of forming quotient-groups and subgroups, then
the property that every proper self-normalizing subgroup of a finite
group G belongs to X is inherited by all the quotients and subgroups of G.
Then an induction argument shows that if X has the further property that
a finite group G is soluble whenever every proper subgroup
of G belongs to X, it is actually enough for G to be soluble that every
proper self-normalizing subgroup belongs to X. The Corollary follows
from Huppert's theorem by taking X to be the class of supersoluble groups.
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We have mentioned that Schmidt and Iwasawa proved that if every
proper subgroup of G is nilpotent and | G | has at least three distinct prime
factors, then G is nilpotent; and Huppert that if every proper subgroup
of G is supersoluble and | G | has at least four distinct prime factors, then
G is supersoluble. We shall show by an example that no statement of a
similar kind is possible in the situations described in Theorem 1 and the
Corollary to Theorem 3.
Example 3. For any integer n~> 1, there exists a group G such that
\ G | has n distinct prime factors, every proper self-normalizing subgroup
of G is cyclic, and G is not supersoluble.
Let G = Hx K, where if is a tetrahedral group and K a cyclic group of
orderp3Pi...pn, where thept are primes such that 5 ^p3 <p.i <■■■ <pn-
The only non-nilpotent subgroups of G are the subgroups containing H,
and since G\H is cyclic, these are all normal in G. So the only proper
self-normalizing subgroups of G are actually its Carter subgroups, which
are cyclic of order 3p3 Pi--.pn. Since H is not supersoluble, G cannot
be supersoluble.
4. Another sufficient condition for solubility
In Example 1, we may note that the group G has maximal subgroups
not of prime-power index in G, namely its Sylow 2-subgroups. On the
other hand, it is a classical theorem of Galois that in a finite soluble group,
every maximal subgroup has prime-power index. These observations
suggest the following question:
If a finite group G has each of its abnormal maximal subgroups
supersoluble and of prime-power index in G, is G necessarily soluble ?
We shall answer this in the affirmative. We need two preliminary
lemmas.
Lemma 4. Suppose the finite group G has a dir *:t product decomposition
G= Gxx... X Gn. Let wbe a set ofprimes. If G has a Hall w-subgroup H,
then IIi — IIr^Gi is a Hall w-subgroup of Gi (i=l, ...,n) and
H = H1x...xHn.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case n = 2. IIi is a ro-subgroup ;
and | Gi: H{\ = \HGi: H\, from which it follows that Hi is a Hall
ro-subgroup of Gt. Write J = II1H2 nf H. Then
\G: J\ = \G1Gi: GXH2\,| G1H2: II1H2\
= \G^G^^G^G^. G^i^H^
= \G2:H2\.\G1:H1\.
So | G: J | is divisible by no prime in ro, and therefore J = H.
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Lemm a 5. (J. Szep and L. Redei [16]). If a group G is factorizable by
two of its proper subgroups H and K, that is G = HK, and if H n,K contains
a non-trivial normal subgroup of H (or of K), then G is not simple.
We include an easy proof here.
Proof. Suppose that there exists L<\H with 1 < L sC Hr\K. Let
J be the normal closure of L in G, that is the unique smallest normal
subgroup of G containing L. We have
J = {g-iLg:geG},
— {(M)_1 L(hk): heH, keK], since G — UK,
= (&-1 Lk: keK} since L<i H,
<K.
So we have J<\ G with 1 <J ^.K <G. G is not simple.
Theorem 4. If a finite group G has each of its abnormal maximal
subgroups supersoluble and of prime-power index in G, then G is soluble.
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 4, it is perhaps worth remarking
that we shall use frequently the fact that a supersolublc group H has
normal Sylow p-subgroup, where p is the largest prime factor of \H\.
We also use the fact that the derived group of a supersoluble group is
nilpotent.
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose the result false, and let the group G
provide a counter-example of least order. Since any quotient of G also
has each of its abnormal maximal subgroups supersoluble and of prime-
power index, the minimality of G implies that G has a unique minimal
normal subgroup, say K. K must be insoluble, and since K is character¬
istically simple, this means that K is a direct power of a simple non-abelian
group.
If M is an abnormal maximal subgroup of G, denote by pm the largest
prime factor of | M\. If P is a Sylow p/irsubgroup of M, then by the
supersolubility of M, P<\ M. Since G has no non-trivial soluble normal
subgroup, M — Nq(P). This implies, as in the proof of Lemma 1, that
P is actually a Sylow /^/-subgroup of G. We see that if Mv M2 are
abnormal maximal subgroups of G, and Pm1=Pm2, then, since Mv M2
are the normalizers in G of conjugate subgroups of G, Mlt M2 are
themselves conjugate in G. So the conjugacy classes T>x, ...,T>r of abnormal
maximal subgroups of G are in 1-1 correspondence with a set of primes
pv ..., pr such that for k = 1, ..., r, Me'Gk if and only if M = Nq(P) for
some Sylow p/c-subgroup P of G, pk being the largest prime factor of \M\.
We may suppose the primes ordered so that px >... >pr. If, for each
i = 1, ..., r, we choose Mie(Gi, we see that p{ does not divide \Mf for any
i < j. Consequently p{ divides ! G: \ for all i, j such that 1 < i <j < r.
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By the hypothesis that every abnormal maximal subgroup has
prime-power index in G, we must have r sC 2 : for | G: Mr \ is divisible by
Pi, • • • > Pr—V
Thus G has at most two conjugacy classes of abnormal maximal
subgroups; therefore it has precisely two, for otherwise, as in the proof
of Theorem 1, G would have a normal Sylow subgroup, contrary to the
fact that G has no non-trivial soluble normal subgroup. Let p be the
largest prime factor of | G\. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. and M a
maximal subgroup of G containing Ng(P) (< G), then M = Na{P).
Let L be an abnormal maximal subgroup of G not conjugate to M. Then,
by what we have proved above, p does not divide \L\, so that L must be
a p-complement of G. Suppose j G: M \ = a power of q, prime. Let U
be a ^-complement of M, and therefore also of G. U n>K is a ^-complement
of K, and Lr\K a p-complement of K. Let Kx be a simple direct factor
of K. By Lemma 4, Ur\K1 is a (/-complement of K1, and Lr\Kx a p-
complement of Kx. Since U r\Kx, Lr^Kx have coprime indices in Kx,
they are permutable and
Kx = (Ur^Kx).(LnKx).
We must have Un>K1<K1 and Lr\Kx < Kx, since U and L are
supersoluble.
Therefore, by Lemma 5, Ax=Ur\LrsKx contains no non-trivial
normal subgroup of either U r\Kx or Lr\Kx. (*)
Now Ax is a Hall {p, g}'-subgroup of Kx, and therefore a p-complement
of U n>Kx and a g-complement of Lr\Kx.
If Px is a Sylow p-subgroup of Un>Kv then Ur\Kx (since Ur\Kx
is supersoluble and p is the largest prime factor of | Un>Kx\). By the
remark (*) above, Ur\K1 can have no non-trivial normal p'-subgroup:
for such a subgroup would be contained in Ax. Therefore Px is the Fitting
subgroup of Ur\Kx. But since the derived group of a supersoluble group
is nilpotent, this implies that U o/i1/P1 is abelian. Since AX^Ur\KxjPx,
Ax is abelian.
Let t be the largest prime factor of | Lr\Kx |. Then, if Tx is a Sylow
^-subgroup of Lr\Kx, we have Tx<\ Lr\Kx.
By the remark (*), Tx ^Ax, a g-complement of Lr\Kx. So we must
have t — q. Consequently q is not the least prime factor of | K \: for
if it were, Lr\Kx would be a g-group and Kx a {p, g}-group; but by a
well known theorem of Burnside [2 ; p. 323], this would make Kx soluble,
which is false.
Now let A — Ur\Ln>K, a Hall {p, g}'-subgroup of K. By Lemma 4
and the fact that Ax is abelian, A is abelian. Let r be the least prime
factor of\K\. We know that p >g >r. Let R be a Sylow r-subgroup of A.
Then R is also a Sylow r-subgroup of K<\ G. It follows that Ng(R) is
abnormal in G. Ng(R) < G, so that by hypothesis Na(R) is supersoluble
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Therefore Nk{B) = Kn>Na(B) is supersoluble, and so has normal
r-complement, W say, r being the least prime factor of | Nk(B) [. It
follows that
Nk(B) = BxW.
Since B is abelian, B lies in the centre of Nk{B). Thus K has a Sylow
r-subgroup contained in the centre of its normalizer, and by another
theorem of Burnside, this implies that K has normal r-complement.
This is in contradiction to the fact that K is characteristically simple;
and this contradiction establishes the theorem.
We have already made use of the characterization of finite nilpotent
groups: G is nilpotent if and only if every maximal subgroup is normal
in G; or, equivalently, if and only if G has no abnormal maximal subgroup.
A non-nilpotent group G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 is almost
nilpotent, in the sense that its abnormal structure is severely restricted:
G has a single conjugacy class of abnormal maximal subgroups—they
are nilpotent, and are in fact the only proper abnormal subgroups of G.
Also, if F is the Fitting subgroup of G, then by Theorem 1, GjF is nilpotent.
There is an analogous characterization of finite supersoluble groups,
due to Huppert [9; Satz 9]: G is supersoluble if and only if every
maximal subgroup has prime index in G. A non-supersoluble group G
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4 is in a similar way almost super-
soluble. By a recent result of W. Gaschutz [7], G has a single conjugacy
class of maximal subgroups which do not have prime index in G. We
prove finally the following corollary to Theorem 4:
Corollary. Suppose G satifies the conditions of Theorem 4, and
let F be the Fitting subgroup of G. Then GjF is supersoluble.
Proof. We use induction on | G\. We may assume that G>F.
Denote by <E> the Frattini subgroup of G. We have O ^ F, and by a
theorem of Gaschutz [6; Satz 10], FjT is the Fitting subgroup of C?/0.
If d> > 1, the result follows by the induction hypothesis. So we may
assume that 0=1. By another result of Gaschutz [6; Satz 15], in a
non-nilpotent group G with trivial Frattini subgroup, the intersection
of all abnormal maximal subgroups coincides with the centre Z of G.
We must have Z <F, for otherwise if L/F were a non-trivial nilpotent
normal subgroup of G/F, L would be a nilpotent normal subgroup of
G with L~>F. Therefore G has an abnormal maximal subgroup M such
that Mf^-F. Then G = MF. M is supersoluble, by hypothesis, and
since GjF~M/Mof, GjF is supersoluble. The result follows by
induction.
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Abnormal depth and hypereccentric length
in finite soluble groups*
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John S. Rose
Let G be any finite group, and H any subgroup of G. We shall associate
with G and H a non-negative integer a{G:H), determined by the way in which
H lies in G and called the "abnormal depth" of H in G. The study of this
function was suggested by Professor P. Hall, to whom I wish to express here
my sincere thanks for his kindness and generosity in providing many stimulating
ideas.
§ 1. Abnormal depth
The definition of a(G: H) is made in terms of chains of subgroups connecting
H to G. We shall call a chain of subgroups H = H0f^ Ht Hr = G balanced
if, for each /=1, r, either Hi^l is normal in or Hi_1 is abnormal in Hp,
and we refer appropriately to two consecutive subgroups Hi^1^Hi as forming
a normal link or an abnormal link of the chain.
We recall that a subgroup B is said to be abnormal in a group A when, for
every a e A, it is true that a e (B, a~l B a>, the subgroup generated by B and
n_1 B a. Equivalently, B is abnormal in A if and only if the following two condi¬
tions are satisfied: (i) every subgroup of A containing B coincides with its own
normalizer in A, and (ii) B is not contained in any two distinct conjugate
subgroups of A. The most familiar examples of abnormal subgroups are
provided by the normalizers of Sylow subgroups in any finite group. Further
important examples have been discovered by Carter [4], He has proved that
any finite soluble group G possesses nilpotent self-normalizing subgroups, and
that all such subgroups are conjugate and actually abnormal in G. These sub¬
groups are now called the Carter subgroups of G.
Since any chain in which each subgroup is maximal in its successor is
balanced, it is always possible to connect a subgroup to a finite group by means
of a balanced chain of subgroups. This fact enables us to make the following
Definition. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G. Then n((7:H)=the
least number of abnormal links appearing in any balanced chain of subgroups
connecting H to G. a(G:H) is the abnormal depth of H in G.
To express the idea underlying this definition briefly, we may say that the
number a(G:H) is designed to increase with the complexity of the embedding
of Hin G. From this point of view, the simplest situation occurs when a(G:H) = 0,
* This work was carried out in Cambridge and Tubingen, while the author received
financial support from the Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland and from a NATO
Research Fellowship.
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and we see that this is precisely when H is subnormal in G. It ought perhaps
to be pointed out that, in spite of the use of the word "depth" in this context, a
group G may have subgroups H, K such that H>K, but a(G: H)>a(G:K).
It is easy to see that if cp is any homomorphism of G, then a(G'p
a(G\H). Also if AT is a subgroup of H, then a(G:K)^a(G:H) + a(H :K).
The first aim is to establish certain bounds for a(G:H) in particular
circumstances of G and H. We may observe at once that if P is any subgroup
of prime power order of a finite group G, then a{G: P)^ 1; for P lies in some
Sylow subgroup P of G, P is subnormal in NG(P), and NG(P) is abnormal in G.
(For any subgroup H of a group G, NG(H) denotes the normalizer of H in G.)
We shall now show that when G is a finite soluble group and H a nilpotent
subgroup, a(G:H) is bounded in terms of the nilpotent length of G. We need
first a definition and a lemma.
Definition. If H is any subgroup of a finite group G, define recursively:
H0 = H, H—NoiHi-J (/=1,2,...). Then H0<Hl<,H2< ..., and since G
is finite, this ascending chain of subgroups must become stationary, in a sub¬
group which we denote by NG (//). This is called the hypernormalizer of H in
G. We see that, by this definition, H is subnormal in NG(H) and NG(H) is
self-normalizing in G.
Lemma 1. Suppose that G — HK, where H, K are nilpotent subgroups of the
finite soluble group G, and Kff_G. Then the hypernormalizer H* = NG(H) of H
in G is a Carter subgroup of G.
Proof. From H^Hi=Ng(H)^HK, it follows that H1=H(HlnK).
H , by definition of Hx, and K-^Hi, since Kf^G; moreover, H and
jHlr\K are both nilpotent. Therefore, by Fitting's theorem, Hl is nilpotent.
Also G = H^K. Repeated application of this argument shows that H* is nil-
potent. H* is, however, self-normalizing in G, and so H* is a Carter subgroup
of G.
We are now able to establish
Theorem 1. If G is a finite soluble group, of nilpotent length n, arid H is a
nilpotent subgroup of G, then a(G:II)f.n—l.
Proof. There exists, by hypothesis, a series of normal subgroups of G:
1 = U0<U1< •■■<Un = G, such that each quotient UiIUi-l is nilpotent
(/=1, ..., n). Define
H^HUi (/ = 0, 1, ..., n),
Ni=Ngt+i(Hi) (/ = 0, ..., n —1).
Since G/Un_1 is nilpotent, every subgroup of G containing H„_1 is subnormal
in G, and therefore Nn-1=G.
We apply Lemma 1 to //i + 1/G; (/ = 0, ..., «—1). This is possible because
Hi+ilUi=Hi[Ui. Ui+1IU;, with HfU^HjHr\U which is nilpotent, Ui+1IUi
is nilpotent and We conclude that is a
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Carter subgroup of Hi+1IUi. But Nffl+iiVl{Hi/U/) = NiIUi, and so we see that
Nt is abnormal in Hi+1(i=0, n— 1). Thus, if in the chain of subgroups
H = H0^N0^Hi^N1^-^Hn_1^Nn_1 = G,
we insert normal links between Ht and Nt for i=0, 1 — as we may, since
Ht is subnormal in Nt — then we obtain a balanced chain connecting H to G.
It is clear that this chain has not more than n — 1 abnormal links, and this
yields the result.
Theorem 1 shows in particular that if H is a nilpotent subgroup of a finite
metanilpotent group G (that is, G has nilpotent length ;£2), then a{G:H)t2 1.
We ask whether this statement remains true if the condition on H is removed.
In answer we shall prove two results, which display strongly contrasting be¬
haviour in two different classes of metanilpotent groups.
Theorem 2. If G is any finite abelian-by-nilpotent group, then every subgroup
H of G satisfies a(G: H) ^ 1.
Theorem 3. For any positive integer n, there exists afinite supersoluble group
G with a subgroup H such that a(G\ H) =n.
(We recall that the derived group of a supersoluble group is nilpotent, so
that a supersoluble group is nilpotent-by-abelian and, in particular, meta¬
nilpotent.)
We begin by deducing Theorem 2 from Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. We use induction on the order of G. The hypothesis is
that G has an abelian normal subgroup A such that G/A is nilpotent. The
subgroup HA of G also has A as an abelian normal subgroup, and HA/A
is a subgroup of G/A and therefore nilpotent. Hence if HA<G, the induction
hypothesis implies that a(HA:H)^ 1. Since G/A is nilpotent, HA is subnormal
in G, and so a(G:H)t^a(HA:H)^l. Therefore we may suppose that HA = G.
Then H n Af^H, since A<1G, and H n Af3A, since A is abelian; so that
H n A</G. Then G/H n A has A/H n A as an abelian normal subgroup, with
quotient group isomorphic to G/A, which is nilpotent. Thus if H n A>\, the
induction hypothesis implies that a(G/H n A:H/H n A)^ 1. It is clear that
a(G/H nA: H/H nA) = a(G:H), and so a(G:H)^ 1. Therefore we may suppose
further that HnA = 1. This implies that H~ HA/A = G/A, so that H is nilpotent.
In this case however, Theorem 1 shows that a(G:H)^. 1. The result follows by
induction.
§ 2. The direct square of a group, and its diagonal subgroup
In preparation for the construction needed to establish Theorem 3, we shall
investigate the structure of a certain sublattice of the lattice of subgroups of
GxG, the direct square of an arbitrary group G. The results contained in
Lemma 2 are of an elementary nature, but might perhaps prove helpful in
other contexts. There are no finiteness restrictions on the groups appearing in
this section.
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We begin with some notation and terminology. For any elements x, y of a
group G, [x, y] = x~1y~1xy. For any subgroups H, K of G, [H, K] is the
subgroup of G generated by all elements [h, k] with h e H, k e K. [G, G] = G', «
the derived group of G. By a factor of a group G, we shall mean a group H\K,
where H-f^G, K<1G and H^K. H/K is called a central factor of G if [G, H]^K.
H\K is called a hypercentral factor of G if there exists a chain of subgroups
H= H0^H1^ • ■ ■^.Hr = Ksuch that each H^G and each 1/Hi is a central
factor of G (/= 1, ..., r). A factor HIK is called a hypereccentric factor of G if
there is no central factor H1/K1 of G such that HfH,>K^K.
Some comment on the last definition is perhaps needed. When the group G
possesses a chief series, and in particular when G is finite, the notion of a
hypereccentric factor of G as defined here coincides with that as defined else¬
where, for instance by Hall [6]. Schreier's theorem serves to show this. The
present definition is however applicable also to groups which do not possess
chief series. It is preferred as being more conveniently adapted to the statement
(iv) of Lemma 2 below.
For any given group G, we shall denote by G* the direct square of G, that
is the direct product of 2 copies of G:
G* = the set of all pairs (gi,g2) with g1,g2eG, and multiplication by
components.
We define the diagonal subgroup of G* as
G = the set of all pairs (g, g) with ge G.
It is clear that G is a subgroup of G*, and that G=G.
We shall characterize the lattice of all subgroups of G* containing G. For -
this purpose, we introduce the following notation. If K is any subgroup of G, let
Ky =the set of all pairs (fc, 1) with keK,
K2 =the set of all pairs (1, k) with keK.
Kl and K2 are subgroups of G*, both isomorphic to K. If K^G, then K{f^G*,
,&2<!G*, and K1G — K2G: for if keK, then (1 ,k) = (k~1, 1) (k, k), so that
K2 Ki G, and similarly Kl ^ K2 G.
When K<1G, let
K* = Kt G = K2G.
We note that this gives a consistent notation, since Gj G = G2 G = G*, as defined
originally; and also that G=l*. The correspondence K -> K* defines a map¬
ping * of the lattice of normal subgroups of G into the lattice of subgroups
of G* containing G. The properties of this mapping are contained in the
following
Lemma 2. The mapping *: K-+K* of the lattice of normal subgroups of G
to the lattice of subgroups of G* containing G is bijective, and a lattice-iso-
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morphism. The inverse image of a subgroup K* of G* containing G is the sub¬
group K of G corresponding in the natural isomorphism Gl = G to the subgroup
K1 = G1 n K* of G1 (or, equivalently, corresponding in G2 = G to K2 — G2 m K*).
Furthermore,
(i) Any two subgroups of G* containing G are permutable; no two are con¬
jugate in G*.
(ii) K* is normal in H* if and only if HjK is a centralfactor of G.
(iii) K* is subnormal in H* if and only if HjK is a hypercentralfactor of G.
(iv) K* is abnormal in H* if and only if FljK is a hypereccentricfactor of G.
Proof. We show first that * is injective. Suppose X<]G, //<|G and K* = H*,
that is G = H1 G. Then for any k e K, (k, \) — (h, 1) (g, g) for some he H
and g e G. It follows from this equation that k = h. Thus K^H, and similarly
Hf K. Therefore K=Fl.
Next we show that * is surjective. Given a subgroup K of G* containing G,
let K be the subgroup of G corresponding in the natural isomorphism G^ = G
to the subgroup Gx n X of G1. Then Gt n K = Kl. Since GjfgG*, it follows
that X^X, and therefore Kl is normalized by G. Hence, for any keK and
ge G,
(g, l)-1 (k, l)(g, l) = (g-1 kg, l) = (g, gr1 (k, 1) (g, g)e Xx.
Thus X^G^ and so Xf^G. Moreover, since G^K^G* = G1 G, it follows
that X = (Gj n K)G = K1 G. Hence X = X*. This proves that * is surjective,
and also that the inverse image of X* is K, where K, =G1 n K*.
We want to show also that for any X<JG, Kz = G2 n K*. We have observed
already that K2^K*. Any element of K* may be expressed as (1, k) (g, g) for
some/c e K andg e G, and this belongs to G2 only if g= 1. Hence G2 n K*^K2,
and so X2 = G2 n K*.
We have proved that * is a bijective mapping, and it is clear that H*^K*
if and only if Ff^K. In order to prove that * is a lattice-isomorphism, it remains
only to show that * preserves joins and intersections: if 7/f3G, X<JG, then
<H, X>* = <JT*, K*} and (H n K)* = H* n K*. It is easy to verify this
directly; or we may refer to the fact that any bijective mapping *: jS? —> JSf*
from a lattice onto a lattice £F*, such that XY* if and only if X^ Y,
for any X, Ye £?, is necessarily a lattice-isomorphism: see for instance
Birkhoff [7], pp. 20, 21.
(i) We see at once from the definition of * that any H* and X* are per¬
mutable. Now suppose that X* = (H*)x for some xeG*. Then G1 n X* =
G\ n (H*y = (Gl n H*)X = G1 n H*, since Gl n 7/* = /7j<JG*. Hence X* =
(Gi n K*)G = (Gl n H*)G = Fl*.
(ii) Suppose X*<]7/*, that is G^F[lG. For any geG and heH,
(h, l)_1(g, g) (/*, l)eXi G=GKU so that (h~l g h, g) = (g' k, gj for some
Math. Z., Bd. 90 3
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keK and g' e G. Then g=g' and h 1 g h = g k, so that [g, h] e K. Hence
[G,H]^K.
Conversely, suppose [G, H]^K. We want to show that Ki Gg^Hl G, and
for this purpose, since K{flG*, it is enough to show that for any g e G and
h e H, (h, 1)~1 (g, g) (h, 1) e Ky G. By hypothesis, [g, h] e K, so that h~1 g h =
g k for some keK, and therefore (/r ~1 g h, g) e G K1 = K1 G, as we need.
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii).
(iv) In view of (i), no K* is contained in two distinct conjugate subgroups
of G*. Therefore K* is abnormal in H* if and only if, for every J* such that
= By (ii), NG,(J*) — Z*, where Zj/J is the centre
of G\J. Thus A"* is abnormal in H* if and only if, for every J* such that
Z* n H* = J*; or equivalently, by the lattice-isomorphism,
if and only if, for every /<1G such that K^J^H, Z} n H=J. This is true if
and only if there is no central factor AjB of G such that K^B<A^H; that
is, if and only if HIK is hypereccentric in G.
§ 3. Hypereccentric length
If G is any finite group, there exist series of normal subgroups of G,
l = G0^G1^ Gr = G, in which each factor Gi/Gi-1 is either hypercentral
or hypereccentric in G: indeed, any chief series of G is of this kind. We shall
call such a series separated.
Definition. Let G be a finite group. Then r\{G) = the least number of hyper¬
eccentric factors appearing in any separated series of G. We shall call r\{G)
the hypereccentric length of G.
We observe that rj(G) — 0 if and only if G is nilpotent.
Carter [5] has shown that if G is a finite soluble group, of nilpotent length
n, and if G=L0>L1 >•••>£,„= 1 is the lower nilpotent series of G, thenZ,;/Lj is
a hypereccentric factor of G for lrg/^n— 1. Thus if Z/;=Li+1 for all i such
that l^/^/j—l, then LJ1 is a hypereccentric factor of G, and so rj(G)^l.
In particular, if the lower nilpotent series of G coincides with its derived series
(as happens if G is an /(-group, that is a finite soluble group in which every
Sylow subgroup is abelian), then t?(G)^ 1. Also, if G is an abelian-by-nilpotent
group, then rj (G) ^ 1.
Next we note a connexion between abnormal depth and hypereccentric
length, which is the key to the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 3. If G is any finite group, G* the direct square of G, and G the
diagonal subgroup of G*, then a{G*\G) = i](G).
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2, (iii) and (iv).
We see from Lemma 3 that, in order to prove Theorem 3, it will be enough
to prove
Theorem 3'. For any positive integer n, there exists a finite supersoluble
group G with rj(G) = n.
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Once this has been achieved, we can form the direct squared* of G; G*
will also be finite and supersoluble, and will have a subgroup G (its diagonal
subgroup) such that a(G* :G) — n.
Any finite group G has an "upper separated series". (We may compare this
with the upper p-series of a p-soluble group, and hypereccentric length with
p-length: see Hall and Higman [7].) In order to define this, we note that G
has a unique greatest normal subgroup H such that H\ 1 is a hypercentral factor
of G, namely H is the hypercentre of G; and also that G has a unique greatest
normal subgroup E such that E/l is a hypereccentric factor of G. To prove the
latter statement, suppose that E1 <1G, E2^G and EJl, E2\ 1 are both hyper¬
eccentric in G. We want to show that £, E2\\ is hypereccentric in G. If this
were false, there would be a central chief factor A/B of G such that Et^B<
A^Et E2, since EJ1 is hypereccentric in G. Then A = E1 (A n E2) and
B = El(B n E2). But [G, A]^B would imply that [G, A n E2]f^Bn E2, so that
A n E2\B n E2 would be a central factor of G. The supposition that E2j 1
is hypereccentric in G would then imply that A n E2 = B n E2, and therefore
that A = B, a contradiction.
We shall call E the shell of G. We define the upper separated series of G:
(f) \=E0^H0^Ey^H^E2^-
recursively by
E0 = l, HJE—ihe hypercentre of GjEt,
Ei+1IH~the shell of G/tf; (z = 0,1,2,...).
It may readily be shown that if
l = G0^G1^G2^-^G2r^G2r+1 = G
is any separated series of G, in which G2i+1/G2j is hypercentral in G for
z'=0, 1, ..., r, and G2;/G2i_x is hypereccentric in G for z=l, ...,r, then
G2if^Ei and G2i+1fLEti for z = 0, 1, ...,r. Hence in the series (f), Hn = G for
n = t](G); and, by definition of t](G), Hn_14=G. The upper separated series of G,
terminated at H„ for the least integer n such that H„ = G, is thus a separated
series of G in which the number of hypereccentric factors is least possible.
When G is soluble, and n = rj(G), En<Hn — G, for no non-trivial quotient
of G can be hypereccentric in G.
It is possible to define also a "lower separated series" of G, but we shall
not refer to that in what follows.
The construction which will be used to establish Theorem 3' is made by
means of an extension of a group of unitriangular matrices. Let m be any given
positive integer, and let K be a field. Denote by etJ the m-square matrix, with
entries in K, which has the identity element 1 of K in the z'-th row and j-th
column, and the zero element 0 of K everywhere else. A matrix of the form
1 + X'h j et j'
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where 1 now denotes the identity /«-square matrix, and each Xtj e K, is called
unitriangular. Such a matrix is invertible, and thus belongs to the general
linear group GLm{K). The set U of all unitriangular matrices forms a subgroup
of GLm(K); and when K is a finite field, of characteristic//, U is a Sylow
//-subgroup of GLm(K). The structure of U, when K is finite and p an odd
prime, has been investigated by Weir [5]. The following facts will be needed:
(i) U is generated by all elements of the form
l + 2eii;+1 (leK, i = l,2,..., m — 1).
(ii) Let Lk be the subset of U consisting of all elements
1 + Z h j ei j
i<j
for which 2;j = 0 whenever j—i<k (l^k^m). Then Lk is a subgroup of U, and
the lower central series of U coincides with U=Ll>L2>--->Lm=l. This
series also coincides with the upper central series 1 = Z0<Z, <■ ■ ■ <Zm_l = U
of U; that is, Zk=Lm_k for O^k^m— 1.
For the purpose of proving Theorem 3', we choose m = 2n, where n is any
given positive integer, and K=GF(p), a Galois field with p elements, where p
is an odd prime. We consider the subgroup G = <£/, t) of GLln(p), where
t = diag { — 1, +1, —1, +1,..., —1, +1/ = X ( — 1 y ea-
i = 1
It is clear that t has order 2 and normalizes U, so that G is a split extension of U
by t. The operation of t on Uis determined by the relation t"1 etj1 = (— 1 )l+J etj.
We shall show that rj(G) = n. Each term Zk (0^k^2n—l) of the upper
central series of U is a characteristic subgroup of U, and therefore a normal
subgroup of G. We set Z2n—G, and consider the series:
1 = Z0 <Z1<- <Z2 i = U <Z2 „ = G.
We shall show that this is the upper separated series of G, and that its first
non-trivial factor Z1/1 is hypereccentric; hence that rj(G) = n.
We begin by proving that ZkjZk_, is hypereccentric in G when k is odd, and
hypercentral in G when k is even. Let AiB be any chief factor of G for which
Zk^1^B<A^Zk, where k is any fixed positive integer <2n. Then, since
ZkjZk_x is a central factor of U, ALB is certainly central in U. Therefore AjB
is central in G if and only if t induces the identity automorphism in AjB. Let a be
any element of A; and set w;= 1 +e;, i+2„-k f°r ' = 1, ••• > k- We see that ZkIZk_t
is the direct product of k groups of order p, generated by the elements Zfc_1 ut
(1 ^i^k). Then since Zk^t^B and A^Zk, we have Ba — Bu'u\2... urkk, for
certain integers i\, r2,..., rk. Now t transforms the element u; of G to u\ =
1 + (— 1)* eh i+2„-fc) so that u\ = Ui if k is even, and u'—uf1 if k is odd.
Therefore, since uu u2,..., uk commute modulo B, t transforms Ba to Ba
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if k is even, and to Ba'1 if k is odd. Thus when k is even, t certainly induces
the identity automorphism in AjB; but when k is odd, and a is an element
outside B, a could only be fixed by t if a2 e B, which would, however, since
B is a p-group and p an odd prime, imply that a e B, a contradiction. Hence
t induces the identity automorphism in A/B if and only if k is even. Since it
is obvious that Z2JZ2n_1 is central and therefore hypercentral in G, the
assertion at the beginning of the paragraph is proven.
The next step is to note that every proper normal subgroup of G is a p-group,
and so lies in U. In order to prove this, it suffices to show that no proper normal
subgroup of G contains t. This follows from the fact that, for any X e GF(p)
and any /=1,2, ..., 2/7 — 1,
^l+"2~ eu+i^ (^+~2~ ebi+i^ = l+^ei,i + i'
(Division by 2 is permissible, since p is odd.) Since, by (i) above, U is generated
by all elements of the form 1 + Xeu i+!, and since any normal subgroup of G
containing / must also contain all elements of the form [g, /] with g e G, the
assertion follows.
The final argument in proving rj(G) = n is to show that Z2i+1/Z2i = the
shell of G/Z2 i, Z2 ;+2/Z2,• +1 = the hypercentre of GIZ2 i+i,for i= 0,1,..., n— 1.
Suppose that ]=E0^H0^El^Hi^E2S • • • is the upper separated series of G.
We observe first that H0= 1: for otherwise G would have a non-trivial centre,
V say, and, by what was proved in the preceding paragraph, V^U; but this
would imply that F^Z, = centre of U, and this is impossible since we have
shown already that Z,/l is hypereccentric in G. Next, since H0=l and Zf 1
is hypereccentric in C, Zt ^Et. Since G is soluble, Ex <G and therefore E1 U.
If Z1<E1, E1/Z1 would be a non-trivial normal subgroup of the p-group
U/Z1, and so E1/Z1 would have non-trivial intersection with the centre of
tZ/Zj, namely Z2/Z1; this is however impossible, since Z2/Zl is hypercentral
and E1/Z1 hypereccentric in G. Hence El=Zl.
We now prove by induction on k that Z2k = Hk, Z2k+1 = Ek+1 for £ = 0,
1, ...,72—1. These equalities have been established for k — 0. Suppose now
that they are true for k=i— 1, where 0<i<n. Then Z2;/Z2i_1 is hypercentral
in G, so that Z2i^JT;. Ht<G, since i<n and therefore G/Z2i is not hyper¬
central in G. Therefore If ^ U. If Z2i<Hi, HijZ2; would have non-trivial
intersection with Z2;+1/Z2i (by the same argument as for El/Zl with Z2\Zf),
which is impossible since Z2 i+ fZ2; is hypereccentric and EIijZ2; hypercentral
in G. Hence Z2~Eli. From this it follows that Z2i+1^£'i+1. Moreover
Ei + 1<G, because G is soluble and Hf + G. Therefore El+1^ U. Application of
the same argument as before yields Z2 i+ 1 = Ei+1. This completes the induction
argument.
In this way we have shown that G is a group of hypereccentric length n.
It is clear that G is metanilpotent, but it is claimed that G is even supersoluble.
This may be proved directly quite easily; or it may be deduced from the
following
1
-) ^i, i+ 1 H
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Lemma 4. If a group G is an extension of a finite nilpotent group H by a
group of order 2, then G is supersoluble.
Proof. We may suppose // 4= 1. Let 1 = Z0 < Z, < ■ • • < Zr = // be the upper
central series of the nilpotent group H. Each Zt<\G. We may therefore refine
the series 1 = Z0 < < ■ • ■ < Zr < G to a chief series of G. Let A/B be any chief
factor of G belonging to this series, and such that AfLH. Then AjB is a central
factor of H, and so A/B becomes a right (////-module by defining, for any
a e A and g e G, (B a)Hg = B(g~1 a g). Since A/B is a chief factor of G, A/B is
an irreducible G///-module. It follows from Lemma 5 below, with n = 2, that
AjB is a cyclic group. Hence G is supersoluble.
Lemma 5. Suppose that C is a cyclic group offinite order n> 1, and that M
is an irreducible C-module. Then M is generated, as an abelian group, by a set
of < n elements.
Proof. For convenience, the group structure of M is written additively.
Choose me M, m4=0, and suppose that c generates C. The elements m, mc,
me2, ..., m cnl generate a subgroup L of M which is obviously C-invariant,
that is, which is a submodule of M. Since M is irreducible and L4=0, L = M.
Let m* = m + mc + mc24 Then m* c = m*. If 0, then m*
generates a C-invariant non-trivial subgroup of M, which is therefore the
whole group M\ M is then a cyclic group, and the result is true. Otherwise
m* = 0, and at least one of the generators m, mc, mc2, ...,mc"~x of M is
superfluous; that is, the abelian group M has a set of <n generators.
§ 4. Nilpotent subabnormal subgroups
No example has yet been given of a soluble group with a nilpotent sub¬
group of abnormal depth >1, and so an example will be supplied in this
section. However, the question of whether Theorem 1 gives a best possible
result for n>2 remains unanswered.
Some remarks on nilpotent subabnormal subgroups are pertinent to the
example. A subgroup H is said to be subabnormal in a group G if there exists
a chain of subgroups H= H0 ^ Hl :S • • • ^ Hr = G, connecting H to G, such that
//;_! is abnormal in Ht, for each /=1, ..., r. A finite group must possess
minimal subabnormal subgroups, and these are necessarily nilpotent. It is a
remarkable fact, discovered by Hall [6, Theorem 4.8], that in a finite soluble
group G, the minimal subabnormal subgroups form a single conjugacy class;
they are actually the system normalizers of G.
Let G be a finite soluble group, and denote by JP the set of all its nilpotent
subabnormal subgroups. Then AP has a single conjugacy class in G of minimal
members, namely the system normalizers of G. The Carter subgroups of G also
belong to JP, and form a conjugacy class in G of maximal members of AP. If G
is metanilpotent, then by a theorem of Carter [2, Theorem 5.6], the system
normalizers and Carter subgroups coincide, so that in this case AP consists
of a single class of conjugate subgroups of G. If G has nilpotent length 3, AP
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may contain more than one class of conjugate subgroups of G, but a more
recent result of Carter [5, Theorem 3] shows that the Carter subgroups of G
are the only maximal members of Jf. This leads to the following Corollary
of Theorem 1.
Corollary. If G is a finite soluble group, of nilpotent length n f. 3, and H is
a nilpotent subabnormal subgroup of G, then a(G: H)^n — 2.
Proof. Let G=L0>L1> ■ ■ - >Ln=l be the lower nilpotent series of G.
HL3\L3 is a nilpotent subabnormal subgroup of G/L3, and since G\L3 has
nilpotent length 3, it follows that HL3\L3 lies in a Carter subgroup RIL3 of G\L3.
HL3 is subnormal in R, and R is abnormal in G, so that a(G:HL3)^ 1. But HL3
is a group of nilpotent length rgn —2, and so by Theorem 1, a(HL3:H)^n — 3.
Hence
a(G:H)^a(G:HL3) + a(HL3:H)^n-2.
It might be asked whether, for any finite soluble group G, the Carter sub¬
groups of G are the only maximal members of the set Jf. We shall show that
this is false by giving an example of a group G of nilpotent length 4, with a
maximal nilpotent subgroup V, which is subabnormal in G but not a Carter
subgroup of G; and we shall see that a(G: V) = 2.
Example. G is the wreath product of a cyclic group of order 5 by a sym¬
metric group of degree 4, taken with respect to the natural representation.
This group has been described already, by Carter [5, pp. 562, 563], and we
adopt his notation (except that we have A instead of N, to avoid confusion
with normalizers). G — AG and A n G=l, where A is elementary abelian of
order 54, generated by elements a,, a2, a3, o4 of order 5; G is the symmetric
group on the set {I, 2, 3, 4); and for each x e G, 1 ;£z:g4, x^1 at x — aix.
_£=<(1 3 2 4), (1 2)> is a Carter subgroup of G, and it is easy to show that
ZE is a Carter subgroup of G, where Z=(aj a2 a3 af) = the centre of G. Thus
the Carter subgroups of G have order 5.23.
Consider now £> = <( 1 2))>. The centralizer of D in A is K=(al a2,a3, af).
Let V=(K, Dy — KxD, which is nilpotent.
NQ(V) = NG(K) n Na(D).
Ng(D) = NaCD) • NG(D) = K ■ <(12), (34))^ Na(K).
Hence Ng(V) = Ng(D)=K • <(1 2), (3 4)>. Thus V has index 2 in NG(V),
and Na(V) is non-nilpotent. Hence V is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G.
V has order 53.2, and so is not a Carter subgroup of G. However, V is sub-
abnormal in G, for V=KD has index 5 in AD, so that V is maximal in AD.
But V is not normal in AD, since 2) ay=ai 1 a2(l 2) £ V, and so V is
abnormal in A D. A D is subabnormal in G, since in the isomorphism G\A = G,
AD/A corresponds to D, and D is subabnormal in G. (D is in fact a system
normalizer of G.)
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Finally, a(G:V) — 2. In order to establish this, we remark first that V is con¬
tained in no proper normal subgroup of G; this is easily shown to be true for any
subabnormal subgroup of a group. Next, it is well known that the normalizer
of a maximal nilpotent subgroup is necessarily self-normalizing in a group.
Hence, since also Vis a maximal subgroup of NG(V), we could have a(G:V)= 1
only if Ng(V) were abnormal in G. However, NG(V)<A • <(1 2), (3 4)><]
AE<G, and so Na(V) is not abnormal in G. Therefore a(G: V)> 1. Since
Ng(V) is maximal, and therefore abnormal, in A • <(1 2), (3 4)>, and AE is
abnormal in G, a(G: V) = 2.
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1. Let G be any finite group, and p any prime number. (All groups to be
considered here are finite, and we assume this without further comment.)
We denote by Kp(G) the unique smallest normal subgroup of G for which the
quotient G/Kp(G) is a p-group. G/Kp(G) is called the p-residual of G.
W. Gaschiitz (2, Satz 7) has proved the following
Theorem. Set K = Kp(G). If the Sylow p-subgroups of K are abelian,
then G splits over K.
The method of proof adopted in (2) depends on general reduction theorems
for the splitting of a group over an abelian normal subgroup, and these require
quite elaborate calculations with factor systems. The techniques involved are
powerful enough to yield many other interesting results, but the Theorem
quoted above is perhaps of sufficient intrinsic interest to warrant the publication
of another proof. This is the purpose of the present note. The chief tools
employed here are the Second Theorem of Griin (7, p. 171, Theorem 6), the
Theorems of Schur and Zassenhaus (7, p. 162, Theorems 25 and 27), and
Lemma 1. If the group H has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup P, then
H'nZ(H)nP = 1 (where H' is the derived group of H, and Z(H) is the centre
of H).
This was proved for soluble H by D. R. Taunt (5), and in general by means
of an easy transfer argument by B. Huppert (4).
2. Given the results mentioned above, the key to the proof of the Theorem
lies in certain observations about p-complements. It is convenient to begin
by introducing some notation and terminology. Suppose that H is a group,
and K a subgroup of H. We write KH for the normal closure of K in H, that
is the unique smallest normal subgroup of H which contains K. We write
Nh(K) for the normalizer of K in H, that is the unique largest subgroup of H
in which K is contained as a normal subgroup. Thus K is normal in H if and
only if KH — K, and if and only if NH(K) = H. We say that K is contranormal f
in H if KH = H; and that K is self-normalizing in H if NH(K) = K. In general,
K may be contranormal but not self-normalizing in H, or self-normalizing
but not contranormal in H\ but we shall be concerned with special circumstances
in which each of these properties implies the other. We may remark that the
abnormal subgroups of R. W. Carter (see for instance (1)), of which normalizers
of Sylow subgroups provide the most familiar example, are both contranormal
and self-normalizing.
t This term has been introduced by Professor P. Hall.
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A subgroup Q is called a p-complement of a group H if Q has order prime
to p, and index in H a power of p. In general a group need not possess a
p-complement. However, we note the obvious fact that if a group H has a
p-complement Q, then QH = KfH). In particular, Q is contranormal in H
if and only if Kp(H) = H, that is if and only if H has trivial p-residual. A group
with trivial p-residual is said to be p-perfect.
By Schur's Theorem, a sufficient condition for the existence of a p-complement
in a group H is that H has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P, for then H splits
over P; and in that case Zassenhaus's Theorem shows that the p-complements
form a single conjugacy class of subgroups in H. We deduce
Lemma 2. If H is a normal subgroup of the group G, and H has a normaI
Sylow p-subgroup, then G = HN0(Q), where Q is any p-complement of H.
Proof. This goes by the usual Frattini argument. For any g e G, we have
g_1Qg ^ H; and then, since g~lQg is a p-complement of H, we know that
there exists he H such that g~lQg = h~lQh. Then gh'1 e NC(Q), and the
result follows.
Now suppose that the group H has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, and let
Q be a p-complement of II. It follows from the fact that the p-complements
form a single conjugacy class in H that NH{Q) is abnormal in H—by an argument
exactly similar to the one used in proving that the normalizer of a Sylow sub¬
group is abnormal in a group. Hence if Q is self-normalizing in H, then Q
is abnormal in H, and so in particular Q is contranormal in H. The converse
is false: a group H may have a normal Sylow p-subgroup, and a p-complefnent
Q which is contranormal but not self-normalizing in H. For instance, in a
split extension of a quaternion group by a cyclic group of order 3, defined by
means of an automorphism permuting cyclically the three subgroups of
order 4 in the quaternion group, a 2-complement is contranormal, but is of
index 2 in its normalizer. However, we shall see that the imposition of an
extra condition makes this converse true.
Lemma 3. Suppose that the group H has a normal abelian Sylow p-subgroup
P, and let O be a p-complement of H. If Q is contranormal in H, then Q is
self-normalizing in H.
Proof. Let P0 = PnNfI(Q). Since P is normal in H, P0 is normal in
Nh{0). Since also Q is normal in NH(Q) and P0nQ = 1, NU(Q) — P0XQ
(direct product), and P0 centralizes Q. Moreover, P0 centralizes P, since P
is abelian. Therefore P0 centralizes PO = H, that is P0 ^ Z(H), the centre
of H.
Now by hypothesis O" = H, or equivalently, H is p-perfect. It follows
from this that P i£ //', the derived group of H. Hence P0 ^ H'nZ(H)r\P = 1,
by Lemma 1. Therefore Nn(Q) = Q.
3. Proof of the Theorem
We proceed by induction on the group order. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup
of K. P is abelian, so that K is p-normal in the sense of Griin. By definition
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of K, K is p-perfect, and therefore the Second Theorem of Griin shows that
Nk(P) is p-perfect. Let N = Na(P); then NnK = NK(P). NnK is normal in
N, and since N/NnK is isomorphic to NK/K, N/NnK is a p-group. Since we
have shown that NnK is p-perfect, we must have NnK = Kp(N). As a subgroup
of K, NnK has abelian Sylow p-subgroups. Hence if A is a proper subgroup
of G, the induction hypothesis implies that N splits over NnK, say N =
(NnK)P* with (NnK)nP* = 1. Then, since P* :g N, KnP* = 1. Therefore,
since the Frattini argument shows that G = KN, we have G = KP* with
KnP* = 1. Thus G splits over K.
So we may suppose now that N = G, that is that P is normal in G. Then
P is normal in K, so that by Schur's Theorem, K possesses a ^-complement Q.
K is p-perfect, and so QK = K. Since P is abelian, it follows from Lemma 3
that Nk(Q) = Q.
Now by Lemma 2, G — KNa(Q). Let P* be a Sylow p-subgroup of NG(0),
so that Ng(Q) = QP*. Then, since Q ^ K, G = KP*. Also
Q = Nk(Q) = KnNa(Q) = Kn(QP*) = Q{KnP*),
so that as KnP* is a /)-group contained in Q, which has order prime to p, we
must have KnP* = 1. Thus G splits over K. This completes the induction
argument.
4. P. Hall (3, § 5) has described examples of groups which show that the
condition that the Sylow jO-subgroups of K be abeiian is indispensable for
the truth of the Theorem. For instance, let A be a non-abelian group of order
27 and exponent 3. The centre Z of X has order 3. The automorphism group
of X has a quaternion subgroup Q which leaves Z invariant. If we form a
split extension H of A by means of Q, and then extend PI by an element a
commuting with every element of H and such that a3 generates Z, we obtain
a group G of order 648. K3(G) = H, but H contains all elements of G of
order 3, so that G cannot split over H.
5. In this final section, we add some remarks on a particular application
of the Theorem. A group G is said to bep-nilpotent if Kp(G) has order prime
to p (in which case Kp(G) is the unique /7-complement in G). Thus the extremes
of behaviour for a group, in regard to its /^-residual, are to be p-nilpotent
or p-perfect. The Theorem has the following
Corollary. If G is a group with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups, then either G
is p-nilpotent or G is p-perfect.
Proof. Let K = Kp(G). The hypothesis for G is inherited by subgroups,
so that the Sylow p-subgroups of K are cyclic. Hence by the Theorem, G
splits over K, and so there is a y>subgroup P of G with G = KP and KnP — 1.
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing P. KnP is normal in P, and since
G = KP, P — (KnP)P; and of course (KnP)nP = 1. Since P is cyclic, it
follows that either P = P or P = 1. This gives the result.
Further properties of groups with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups have been ob¬
tained by H. Wielandt (6, § 4).
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We may note that if p = 2 in this Corollary, then G is actually 2-nilpotent.
This may be proved by an elementary argument, as follows.
Proposition. IfG is a group with cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups, then G is 2-nilpotent.
Proof. Let p be the right regular representation of G. Suppose that G
has order 2mn, where n is odd and we may assume that w>0. Let x be a
generator of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then p(x) may be expressed as a
product of n disjoint cycles of equal length 2m, and hence p(x) is an odd
permutation. Therefore the even permutations form a subgroup of index 2
in p(G). By the isomorphism between G and p(G), G has a subgroup Gx of
index 2. If has even order, Gx is again a group with cyclic Sylow 2-sub-
groups, so that we may repeat the argument above to show that Gx has a
subgroup G2 of index 2. Repetition of the argument yields a chain of sub¬
groups
G — G0> G{ > ... > Gm,
with Gt of index 2 in G,-_j for each i = 1, ..., m. Gm has odd order. By
induction on m, we show that Gm is normal in G, so that Gm = K2(G) and G
is 2-nilpotent.
Remarks. 1°. Since groups of odd order are soluble (Feit-Thompson
Theorem), we may deduce from this result that a group with cyclic Sylow
2-subgroups is necessarily soluble.
2°. If, in place of the elementary argument used above, we apply the
Theorem of Burnside which asserts that if a group G has a Sylow ^-subgroup
in the centre of its normalizer, then G is ^-nilpotent, we can obtain the following
stronger result. If G is a group with cyclic Sylow ^-subgroups, where p is
the least prime factor of the order of G, then G is /?-nilpotent. This is known.
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B. Huppert ((5) Satz 22) proved that if all the proper subgroups of a
finite group G are supersoluble then G is soluble; and that if in addition
| G | has at least 4 distinct prime factors then G is itself supersoluble.
More recently, in (10). the effects of replacing proper by proper abnormal
in the hypothesis of this result have been investigated, and tire following
facts established.
(i) There exists a finite insoluble group, all of whose proper abnormal
subgroups are supersoluble.
However, Huppert's theorem extends to
(ii) If all the proper self-normalizing subgroups of a finite group G are
supersoluble, then G is soluble.
There is also a partial extension:
(iii) If all the abnormal maximal subgroups of a finite group G are
supersoluble and have prime-power indices in G, then G is soluble.
The present paper furnishes another partial extension of Huppert's
theorem (in the corollary to Theorem 1); more detailed information on
the structure of soluble but non-supersoluble groups, all of whose proper
abnormal subgroups are supersoluble; and various related results. The
terminology and notation of (10) are adopted here. All groups considered
are finite.
The investigations described here were undertaken while the author
held a NATO Research Fellowship and enjoyed the hospitality of the
Mathematical Institute of the University of Tubingen.
Attention is directed largely to the existence of Sylow towers. A
group G is called a Sylow tower group when every non-trivial homo-
morphic image of G has a non-trivial normal Sylow subgroup. This
is true if and only if, for some ordering of distinct prime numbers
pv p2, ..., Pn, there exists a series of normal subgroups of G:
1 = G0 < C?i < ... < Gn = G
such that GJG,-^ ^ a Sylow ^-subgroup of G (i = 1, 2, ..., n). Such a
series will be called a Sylow tower of G of complexion pv p2, ..., pn.
Gi/Gi_1 is permitted to be trivial: this happens of course if and only if
Proc. London Math. Soc. (3) 16 (1966) 577-89
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pi does not divide | G\. In any case, if G has a Sylow tower of complexion
px, ..., pn, all the prime factors of 16?| appear among pn. It is
clear that if G is a group with a Sylow tower of complexion pv ..., pn,
then subgroups and quotients of G also have Sylow towers of the same
complexion.
In particular, if px > p2 > ... > pn, G is said to have an ordered Sylow
tower. One of the most striking properties of supersoluble groups is
that they possess ordered Sylow towers: see, for instance, Huppert
((5) Satz 7).
Theorem 1. Suppose that every proper abnormal subgroup of the finite
group G has a Sylow tower of complexion px, ..., pn; and that the Sylow
2-subgroups of G are abelian. Then G is soluble.
Proof. Suppose the result false, and let the group G provide a counter¬
example of least possible order. Since the properties of G, as enunciated
in the statement of the theorem, are inherited by quotients of G, the
minimality of G implies that G has no non-trivial soluble normal sub¬
group. Every prime factor p of | Gj appears among px, ..., pn; for if P
is a Sylow p-subgroup of G then P is not normal in G, and so Na(P) is
a proper abnormal subgroup of G; therefore NG(P) has by hypothesis
a Sylow tower of complexion pv ..., pn, and p certainly divides | N0(P)\.
A positive integer r (^ n) is uniquely defined by the following
conditions: G has a series of normal subgroups Gr < Gr+1 < ... < Gn — G,
such that Gr is not pr-nilpot.ent and (if r < n) GJG.^ ^ a Sylow
prsubgroup of G for i = r+ 1, ..., n. Let H = Gr. We distinguish two
possibilities:
(a) pr — 2. Then if T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of II (and so also of G),
Ng(T) is a proper abnormal subgroup of G, and therefore has a Sylow
tower of complexion px, ..., pn; hence so also has H r\NG(T) — NH(T).
Since \H\ is not divisible by pT+1, ..., pn, this means that NH(T) has a
Sylow tower of complexion p1; ..., pr. In particular, NH(T) is pr-nilpotent,
that is 2-nilpotent. But since by hypothesis T is abelian, this implies
that T lies in the centre of NH(T), and therefore, by a well-known theorem
of Burnside ((2) 327), that H is 2-nilpotent; that is Gr is pr-nilpotent.
This is in contradiction to the definition of r.
(b) pr is odd. Let P be a Sylow pr-subgroup of H (and so of G),
and let P0 be any non-trivial characteristic subgroup of P. Then
Ng(Pq) ^ Na(P), and so NG(P0) is a proper abnormal subgroup of G.
Na(P0) has a Sylow tower of complexion p1: ..., pn; hence so also has
Nh(P0). Since \H\ is not divisible by pr+1, ..., pn, NH(P0) has a Sylow
tower of complexion px, ..., pr. In particular, NH(P0) is pr-nilpotent.
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This implies that NH(P0)/CH(P0) is a pr-group. A theorem of J. G.
Thompson (12) now shows that H is pr-nilpotent, which again contradicts
the definition of r.
In each case we are led to a contradiction, and therefore conclude that
the result as stated is true.
As an immediate deduction we have the
Corollary. If every proper abnormal subgroup of the finite group G
is supersoluble, and if the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are abelian, then G is
soluble.
It is of course essential for the validity of Theorem 1 that the proper
abnormal subgroups have Sylow towers of the same complexion, since,
for example, in the icosahedral group every proper subgroup has a
Sylow tower and all the Sylow subgroups are abelian.
We shall now seek to discover how nearly a group satisfying the
hypotheses of Theorem 1 itself possesses a Sylow tower of complexion
pv ..., pn. With this purpose in view, we consider first soluble groups
in which all the proper abnormal subgroups have normal Sylow p-sub-
groups, for a fixed prime p. If a group G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup,
then so also does every proper subgroup of G; but the converse is false.
However, we have
Theorem 2. Suppose that K is a finite soluble group in which every
proper abnormal subgroup has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, but that K
does not have a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Then the following conclusions
hold:
(i) Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of K. NK(P) is a maximal subgroup
of K, so that | K: NK(P) | is a power of a prime, say q.
(ii) Any abnormal maximal subgroup L of K which is not conjugate to
Nk[P) in K has index in K a power of p, and the unique Sylow p-subgroup
of L is precisely the largest normal p-subgroup of K.
(iii) K has at most two conjugacy classes of abnormal maximal subgroups.
(iv) If Q is the largest normal q-subgroup of K, then Q ^ ArK(P) and
therefore PQ <1 K. Moreover, K/PQ is nilpotent.
In particular, K has nilpotent length ^ 3, and t-length 1 for every prime
factor t of | K\ except possibly for t = q; and in any case K has q-length ^ 2.
In proving Theorem 2, we shall use the following lemma, which is a
slight extension of a well-known result of W. Gaschiitz ((4) Satz 10),
and which follows from this and another result of Gaschutz.
Lemma 1. Let G be any non-nilpotent finite group, and let T be the
intersection of all abnormal maximal subgroups of G. Suppose that II <\G
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and that H ^ F. Then, if K <\G, II < K, and K/H is nilpotent, K is
nilpotent.
Proof. Let O be the Frattini subgroup of G. Then O < T, and
r/O is the centre of ((4) Satz 15). Let II = II® and K = KO.
K/H is isomorphic to a quotient of K/H, so that K/H is nilpotent.
Therefore, since <I> ^ H ^ Y and hence II/'b < the centre of G/<b, K/<\>
is nilpotent. It follows that K and K are nilpotent ((4) Satz 10).
Proof of Theorem 2. By hypothesis, NK(P) < K. If M is a maximal
subgroup of K such that M > NK(P), then M is abnormal in K and so,
by hypothesis, P <\ M; hence M = NK(P). By a well-known theorem of
Galois for soluble groups, | K: M | is a power of a prime, say q.
(a) If K has a single conjugacy class of abnormal maximal subgroups,
namely the normalizers of the Sylow p-subgroups, then K has a normal
Sylow (/-subgroup Q, and K/Q is nilpotent: see ((10) proof of Theorem 1).
In this case, Theorem 2 is proved.
(b) Suppose, now, that K has more than one conjugacy class of
abnormal maximal subgroups. Let L be an abnormal maximal subgroup
of K not conjugate to M. By hypothesis, L has a normal Sylow
p-subgroup, I\ say. I\ lies in some Sylow p-subgroup of K; we may
suppose that P1 P. Since L is not the normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup
of K, I\ < P. It follows from this, since | K: L j is a power of a prime,
that K: L j is a power of p. It also follows from I\ < P that I\ < NP(P1).
Since P1<\L, L is maximal in K, and Pl is the Sylow p-subgroup of L,
this implies that P1 <] K.
Let P0 be the largest normal p-subgroup of K. Then I\ sc Pfl) and
we want to show that I\ = P0. If I' is a p-complement of L then L = 1\P
and L < P0R < K, since P0 is not a Sylow p-subgroup of K. The
maximality of L now implies that L = P0R, and hence that I\ = P0.
Now let T be the intersection of all abnormal maximal subgroups of K.
We have shown that P0 ^ T, and so the number of conjugacy classes of
abnormal maximal subgroups of K is equal to the corresponding number
for K/P0. Any abnormal maximal subgroup L/P0 of K/P0, not conjugate
to M/P0 in K/P0, has index a power of p, and Sylow p-subgroup P0/P0;
that is, L/P0 is a p-complement of K/P0. Since the p-complements form
a single conjugacy class of subgroups of K/P0, we conclude that K has
just two conjugacy classes of abnormal maximal subgroups.
We want to show that Q =£ M, where Q is the largest normal ^-subgroup
of K. Suppose to the contrary that M > Q, and therefore that every
conjugate of M in K contains Q. Since every subgroup of index a power
of p in K certainly contains Q, Q ^ P. Thus PnQ ^ F. If V/P„Q is the
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largest normal ^-subgroup of K/P0Q, Lemma 1 implies that V is nilpotent.
If Vp is the Sylow p-subgroup of V then Vv <] K and so Vp = P0. Hence
K/P0Q has no non-trivial normal ^-subgroup. Exactly similar reasoning
shows that K/P0Q has no non-trivial normal ^-subgroup. If t is any
prime factor of | K with t p and t =£ q, and if Rt is a ^complement of K,
then Rt < K; for NK(Rt) is abnormal in K, but no proper abnormal
subgroup of K has index a power of t. Hence K has a normal Hall
[p. </}-,subgroup H, and K/H is nilpotent. Certainly P0Q ^ H, and in view
of the deduction above that K/P0Q has no non-trivial normal /j-subgroup
and no non-trivial normal (/-subgroup, we must conclude that P0Q = H.
But then H ^ I"1 and K/H is nilpotent, so that it follows by Lemma 1
that K is nilpotent. This however contradicts the hypothesis that K
does not have a normal Sylow ^-subgroup.
Hence Q ^ M. Therefore MQ = K, and so it follows from P < M that
PQ < K. No proper subgroup of K of index a power of p can contain PQ,
and since also M ^ Q, no abnormal maximal subgroup of K contains PQ.
Therefore K/PQ is nilpotent.
Theorem 2 will now be applied to the consideration of soluble groups
in which all the proper abnormal subgroups have Sylow towers of
complexion p1; ..., pn.
Theorem 3. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group in which every
proper abnormal subgroup has a Sylow tower of complexion pv ..., pn,
but that G does not have a Sylow tower of the same complexion. Then
(a) There is at most one prime factor q of \ G | which does not appear
among px, ..., pn. If there is such a q, then the q-complements of G are the
only proper abnormal subgroups of G, G has a normal Sylow q subgroup Q,
and G/Q is nilpotent.
(b) If all the prime factors of \ G\ appear among px, ..., pn, then there is
an integer r satisfying 0 < r < n — 1, and a direct decomposition of G:
G = H x K, such that if r = 0 then H = 1, while if r > 0 then II is the
unique Hall \px, ...,pr}-subgroup of G and It is nilpotent; and K satisfies
Theorem 2, with p = pr+1.
In particular, G has nilpotent length < 3, and t-length 1 for every prime
factor t of | G \ with one possible exception; and in any case G has t-length ^ 2.
Proof, (a) Suppose first that there is a prime factor qoI\G \ which does
not appear among pv .... pn. Then if M is any abnormal maximal
subgroup of G, q does not divide \ M\ and therefore, since G is soluble,
M must be a (/-complement of G. Thus q is unique and G has a single con-
jugacy class of abnormal maximal subgroups, namely its (/-complements.
This implies (see ((10) proof of Theorem 1)) that G has a normal Sylow
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g-subgroup Q, and that G/Q is nilpotent. Therefore the g-complements of
G are nilpotent. Every proper abnormal subgroup of G lies in an abnormal
maximal subgroup of G, that is in a g-complement of G. Since the
g-complements are nilpotent, it follows that they are the only proper
abnormal subgroups of G.
(b) Now suppose that all the prime factors of \G\ appear among
p1; ..., pn. An integer r, such that 0 < r < n — 1, is uniquely defined by
the following conditions: G has a series of normal subgroups
1 = G0 ^ G1 ^ ... ^ Gr,
such that G/Gr does not have a normal Sylow pr+1-subgroup, and
(if r > 0) GJGt_x ^ a Sylow gq-subgroup of G for i = 1, ..., r. Let
H = Gr. Then if r = 0, H = 1, while if r > 0, II is the unique Hall
{gq,...,pr}-subgroup of G. Let K be a Hall {pr+x,.... jqJ-subgroup of G.
If K were contained in any proper abnormal subgroup of G, then K
would have a Sylow tower of complexion gq, ..., pn; and since K is a
{fVn> •■•>2bi}"grouP> this would mean that K had a Sylow tower of
complexion pr+1, ..., pn. But K ^ G/H, and by definition of r and H,
G/H does not have a normal Sylow gq+1-subgroup. Hence K is contained
in no proper abnormal subgroup of G. Since K is a Hall subgroup of the
soluble group G, NG(K) is abnormal in G. Therefore K <\G, and G/K is
nilpotent. It follows that G = H x K, and then, since H ^ G/K, that II
is nilpotent. K G/H) is a group in which every proper abnormal
subgroup has a normal Sylow pr rsubgroup, but K itself does not have
a normal Sylow pr+1-subgroup. This completes the proof.
We consider next soluble groups in which all the proper abnormal
subgroups are supersoluble.
Theorem 4. Suppose that G is a finite soluble but not supersoluble group,
in which every proper abnormal subgroup is supersoluble. Let the distinct
prime factors of |G| be px > p2 > ... > pn. Then there exist an integer r
satisfying 0 ^ r < n— 1, and a direct decomposition of G: G = II x K, such
that if r = 0 then H — 1, while if r > 0 then H is the unique Hall {p1,...,pr}-
subgroup of G and H is nilpotent; and either K has a normal Sylow
Pr+X subgroup, L say, and G/L is supersoluble (so that in particidar G has
an ordered Sylow tower), or K satisfies Theorem 2, with p — pr+1-
Proof. Every proper abnormal subgroup of G has a Sylow tower of
complexion pv ..., pn, so that if G does not itself have an ordered Sylow
tower, Theorem 3(b) yields the result at once.
Assume now that G possesses an ordered Sylow tower:
1 = C?o < Gx < ... < Gn -- G,
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with each Gi<^G and Gi/Gi_x £ a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. For each
i = 0, 1, n — 1, let Kf he a Hall {pi+1, ...,p„}-subgroup of G, and let
Kn = 1. Thus, for each i, Kt complements Gi in G. The K{ may be chosen
so that G = K0 > Kx > ... > Kn = 1. Let r > 0 be the largest integer
such that Gr is nilpotent and Kr <\ G. Then G = Gr x Kr, and certainly
r < n — 1. Either Gr+1 is not nilpotent or Kr+1 -ft G. If Kr+1 -ft G then
Na(Kr+1) is a proper abnormal subgroup of G, and so Kr+1 is supersoluble.
On the other hand, if Kr+l <\ G then Gr+1 is not nilpotent and so, since
G/Kr+1 = Gr+1, Kr+1 lies in some proper abnormal subgroup of G, and
hence Kr+1 is supersoluble. Thus, in any event, Kr+1 is supersoluble.
Since Kr 2 G/Gr, Kr has a normal Sylow pr+1-subgroup, say L; and
Kr/L ^ Kr+1, so that Kr/L is supersoluble. It follows that L <] G and,
since Gr is nilpotent, that G/'L is supersoluble. The result follows by
setting H = Gr and K = Kr.
It may be observed, as a corollary of Theorem 2, that if K is a soluble
group in which every proper abnormal subgroup has a normal Sylow
p-subgroup, then K has a normal subgroup Q, of prime-power order,
such that K/Q has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Theorems 3 and 4 yield
corresponding statements. These are particular cases of a rather general
result, which may be deduced very easily from Lemma 1.
A class X of groups is called Q-closed when any homomorphic image
of an T-group is again an T-group.
Theorem 5. Let X be any q-closed class of groups. Suppose that G is
a finite soluble but non-nilpotent group in which every abnormal maximal
subgroup is an X-group. Then G has a normal subgroup W of prime-power
order such that G/W is an X-group.
Proof. Let U be the Fitting subgroup of G, and let F be the intersection
of all abnormal maximal subgroups of G. F is nilpotent (Gaschiitz
((4) Satz 16)) so that F ^ U. G/U is non-trivial, and since it is also
soluble there is a non-trivial nilpotent normal subgroup N/U of G/U.
This implies that T < U, for otherwise, by Lemma 1, N would be a
nilpotent normal subgroup of G with N > U, contrary to the definition
of U. Hence there is an abnormal maximal subgroup M of G such that
M / U. There must be at least one Sylow subgroup W of U such that
M % W. Then W < G and MW = G. G/W s M/M n W e X, since
M e X and X is q-closed.
Remark. The substance of this argument was used in proving the
Corollary to Theorem 4 in (10). I am indebted to Dr R. W. Carter for
pointing out to me that it is more generally applicable.
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It seems desirable now to investigate the existence of groups satisfying
Theorems 2, 3, and 4. We shall confine attention to such groups G having
g-length 2 for some prime factor q of (7 j, and therefore having also
nilpotent length 3. Existence is shown already by the symmetric group
of degree 4, which has 2-length 2, and in which every proper abnormal
subgroup is supersoluble. But, in view of the second assertion of Huppert's
theorem, it is of interest to inquire whether there is a bound on the
number of distinct prime factors of \G\, at least when all the proper
abnormal subgroups of G are supersoluble. It will be shown that there
is no such bound, even when G has no non-trivial decomposition as a
direct product. First, however, we shall show that there are certain
arithmetical restrictions when all the proper abnormal subgroups of G
are supersoluble.
We begin by observing that if Gx is any finite nilpotent group and
G2 is a finite soluble group in which every proper abnormal subgroup is
supersoluble, then Gx x G2 is also a soluble group in which every proper
abnormal subgroup is supersoluble. In order to prove this, let M be
an abnormal maximal subgroup of Gx x G2. By a result of N. Ito
((6) Proposition 14), either M > Gx or M > G2. Since Gx x GJG2 ~ Gx,
which is by hypothesis nilpotent, M % G2. Therefore M > Gx, and so
M = Gx x (M n G2). By the isomorphism Gx x G2/Gx c; G2, MnG2 is
abnormal maximal in G2, so that by hypothesis M n G2 is supersoluble.
Hence M is supersoluble.
Thus the situation of interest is that described in the hypotheses of
Theorem 6. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group in which every
proper abnormal subgroup is supersoluble, that G has q-length 2 for some
prime factor q of \G\, and that G has no non-trivial Sylow subgroup as a
direct factor. Then, if p is the largest prime factor of | G\, p = 1 (q); and
if t is any prime factor of \ G | other than p or q, q = 1 (/,).
Proof. We apply Theorem 4 to G. Since G has no non-trivial Sylow
subgroup as a direct factor, r — 0, H — 1, and G = K. Since G has
(/-length 2, G does not have a Sylow tower, and so K satisfies Theorem 2,
with p the largest prime factor of |(7|. We now adopt the notation of
Theorem 2. We see that q, the prime factor of \K\ for which K has
(/-length 2, is also the prime of which | K: NK(P) | is a power, where P
is a Sylow ^-subgroup of K. Let M = NK(P). By Theorem 2(iv), M % Q,
where Q is the largest normal (/-subgroup of K. M n Q <] M, and since
M riQ < Q and Q has prime-power order, M C\Q < NQ(M nQ). Therefore
M n Q <3 K. Also M n Q ^ r, the intersection of all abnormal maximal
subgroups of K, since M n Q ^ M and every abnormal maximal subgroup
of K not conjugate to M has index in K a power of p.
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Since K has (/-length 2, there exists an abnormal maximal subgroup
L of K not conjugate to M in K. Since MQ — K and, by hypothesis,
M is supersoluble, K/Q is supersoluble. Therefore every maximal sub¬
group of K/Q has prime index in K/Q. It follows, by Theorem 2(ii),
that \K:L \ = p and that |P: P01 = p, where P0 is the largest normal
p-subgroup of K. Since P0 < L n M, Theorem 2(iii) shows also that
p0 < r.
We shall now show that if t is any prime factor of j T | then t also divides
\K/T\. Let T be the Sylow 1-subgroup of the nilpotent group T. Then
T < K. If K/T were supersoluble then, by Lemma 1, K would have nil-
potent length 2, in contradiction to the hypothesis that K has (/-length 2.
Therefore K/T is not supersoluble. If t did not divide ] K/Y | then T
would be the unique Sylow Gsubgroup of K. A ^complement R of K
would be isomorphic to K/T, and therefore not supersoluble. Since
Nk(R) is abnormal in K, this would imply that NK(R) = K, that is
R <] K. But then K would have the decomposition K — T x R, in contra¬
diction to the hypothesis that K has no non-trivial Sylow subgroup as a
direct factor.
We note that QY is the Fitting subgroup of K, since P0 ^ T and, by
Theorem 2, any normal [p, g}'-subgroup of K lies in F. Hence, by
Lemma 1, QY/Y is the Fitting subgroup of K/Y. It follows that K/Y
has (/-length 2.
These facts enable us, without loss of generality in proving Theorem 6,
to assume that F = 1. Then P0 = 1, and so | P| = p. L is a ^-complement
of K. Let K = K/Q, and let P = PQ/Q. P < K, by Theorem 2(iv), and
\P\—p. Let H = Cx(P). K/H is cyclic, of order dividing p— 1. Let
L = L/Q, so that K = PL and, by Theorem 2(iv), L is nilpotent. Then
H = P.Cl(P) = P xCl(P). Thus H is nilpotent. Hence if U/Q is the
Fitting subgroup of K/Q then K/U is cyclic, of order dividing p— 1.
In particular, since K has (/-length 2, q must be a divisor of \K/U\.
Hence p = 1 (q).
Next, since ilfnQ=l. Since M is a maximal subgroup
of K, it follows that Q is a minimal normal subgroup of K. In fact Q
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of K, since it is also the Fitting
subgroup of K. Let V/Q be a (/-complement of L/Q. V is supersoluble,
since L is by hypothesis supersoluble. The elementary abelian (/-group Q
has the structure of a representation space for V/Q over the Galois field
GF(g), in a natural way. Since q does not divide | V/Q \, Maschke's
theorem implies the complete reducibility of the representation space.
This means that Q is expressible as a direct product of minimal normal
subgroups of V, say Q = Q1 x ... x Qs, where each Qd is a minimal normal
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subgroup of V (i = 1, It follows from the fact that V is super-
soluble that each \Qi \ = q (i = 1, Therefore V/Cv(Q/) is a subgroup
of a cyclic group of order q— 1 (i = 1,...,s). Since Q is the Fitting
subgroup of the soluble group K, CK(Q) = Q (H. Fitting ((3) 106,
Hilfssatz 12)). Hence fl = @v(Q) — Q- ^ follows then that V/Q
i=l
is isomorphic to a subgroup of the direct product of s copies of a cyclic
group of order q— 1. However, V/Q is also isomorphic to a Hall
{p, gj-'-subgroup of K. Therefore if t is any prime factor of j K such
that t / p and t / q, then t divides (q— l)s, and so q = 1 (t). This estab¬
lishes Theorem 6.
Theorem 7. For any integer n ^ 2, there exists a group G satisfying
Theorem 6, and such that \ G \ has n distinct prime factors.
We make use of
Lemma 2. Let q he any prime number, and suppose that the finite group H
is an extension of a q-group Q by an abelian group X. If every element x
of X satisfies the equation a;8-1 = 1, then H is supersoluble.
Proof. Let K/L be any chief factor of H with K ^ Q. To establish
the lemma, it suffices to show that K/L is cyclic. K/L has the structure
of an irreducible A -module, where A is the group algebra over GF(g)
of the group Y = H/Ch(K/L). Now Ch{K/L) (R. Baer ((1) 649,
Proposition 1)), so that Y is isomorphic to a quotient group of X. Thus
Lemma 2 follows from
Lemma 3. Suppose that M is an irreducible A-module, where A is the
group algebra over GF(7/) of a finite abelian group X. If every element
x of X satisfies the equation x8-1 = 1, then M has dimension 1 over GF(g).
Proof. Set F = GF(g). Let X be the group of F-automorphisms of
the F-space M induced by X, and A the algebra of F-endomorphisms
of M induced by A. For any to in M, a in A, and a' in A, (ma')a = (ma)a',
since A is commutative. Therefore A is a subalgebra of the algebra of
A -endomorphisins of At, which by Schur's lemma is a division algebra.
Since A is commutative, A is a field. We may regard F as a subfield of A.
Consider the field automorphism <p: a aq of A. By hypothesis, every
element of X is invariant under cp. Since A is spanned as a vector space
by X, and since every element of the prime field F is invariant under rp,
cp is the identity automorphism on A. This, however, implies that A
has just q elements, therefore that A = F.
M is an irreducible A -module, that is an irreducible F-space. Hence
the F-dimension of M is 1.
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Remark. Lemmas 2 and 3 are certainly well known. For instance,
Lemma 2 follows immediately from the characterization by Gaschiitz
('Zur Theorie der endlichen auflosbaren Gruppen', Math. Zeitschrift 80
(1963) 300-5, Beispiel 8) of the class of finite supersoluble groups as a
locally defined formation; however, no explicit proof is to be found there.
Since I am unable to cite explicit references, proofs are included here. I
am indebted for these proofs to the Referee, to whom I wish to express
my thanks.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let p be an odd prime, and d a divisor of p — 1
with d > 1. The holomorph of a cyclic group P of order p is an extension
of P by a cyclic group of order p— 1, and therefore has a unique sub¬
group H of order pd, an extension of P by a cyclic group of order d.
Furthermore, P is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H, and the
only abnormal maximal subgroups of H are cyclic of order d. Let q be
a prime divisor of d, so that in particular q p p. It is now possible to
construct a group G which is a, split extension of an elementary abelian
g-group Q by H, such that Q is the unique minimal normal subgroup
of G; for the justification of this construction, see ((10) Example 2).
We shall show that p, d, and q may be so chosen that G fulfils the condi¬
tions required to establish Theorem 7.
Let M be any abnormal maximal subgroup of G. If M Q then
MQ = G and so M n Q = 1, by the minimality of Q. Then M ~ G/Q ^ H,
a metacyclic and therefore supersoluble group. On the other hand, if
M ^ Q then M/Q is an abnormal maximal subgroup of G/Q, and so
M/Q is cyclic of order d. Thus M is an extension of a g-group by a cyclic
group of order d. It will be shown that d can be chosen to have the form
d = qr, where r is a divisor of q — 1. Then it will follow from Lemma 2
that M is supersoluble, so that every proper abnormal subgroup of G
will be supersoluble. Since it is clear from the construction, because q
divides d, that G has g-length 2, and that G admits no non-trivial
decomposition as a direct product, it remains to show only that the
arithmetical conditions can be satisfied.
If n = 2, we begin by choosing an arbitrary prime pv If n > 2, we
choose first any n — 2 distinct primes p2, p3, ..., pn_x. By a celebrated
theorem of Dirichlet, there exist primes congruent to 1 modulo
p2p3-■ -Pn-i' and we choose p1 to be one of these. We then employ
Dirichlet's theorem again to ensure the existence of primes congruent
to 1 modulo p^p3p3...pn-\i an(i choose p to be one of these. Finally,
we may choose d = p1p2p3...pn_1 and q = pv Then d = qr, where
r = p2Ps-■ ■Pn-i ifw>2orr=lifn = 2; and by the choice of p±, r is a
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divisor of q — 1. Since | G | has now precisely the n distinct prime factors
p, pv p2, ..., pn-V the proof of Theorem 7 is complete.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that a group G in which every proper
subgroup has a Sylow tower of complexion p±, ..., pn is soluble (without
restriction on the Sylow 2-subgroups); and that if G does not itself
possess a Sylow tower of the same complexion then it belongs to a special
and fully characterized class of groups. We follow Z. Janko and
M. F. Newman (8) in calling a non-nilpotent finite group in which every
proper subgroup is nilpotent an SRI-group. The structure of such groups
has been discussed by O. J. Schmidt (11), by K. Iwasawa (7), and at
length by L. Redei (9). If G is an SRI-group then G | has exactly 2
distinct prime factors p, q\G has a normal Sylow subgroup corresponding
to one of these primes, say p; and then the Sylow g-subgroups of G are
cyclic.
N. Ito ((6) Proposition 2) proved that if all the proper subgroups of a
finite group G are p-nilpotent, for any particular prime p, then either G is
itself p-nilpotent or G is an SRI-group. From this we deduce very easily
Theorem 8. Suppose that every proper subgroup of the finite group G
has a Sylow tower of complexion px, ..., pn. Then G is soluble; and either
G has itself a Sylow tower of complexion plt ..., pn, or G is an SRI-group.
Proof. G may be supposed non-nilpotent. Then, since every Sylow
subgroup of G has a Sylow tower of the given complexion, it is certain
that every prime factor of |C?| appears among px, ..., pn. Also n ^ 2.
It may be supposed further that every pi is a divisor of | G | (i = 1, ..., n).
If n = 2, every proper subgroup of G is p2-nilpotent and Ito's theorem
yields the result at once. If n > 2, every proper subgroup of G is
jPjj-mlpotcnt. Since | G \ has more than 2 distinct prime factors, G is
not an SRI-group, and so Ito's theorem shows that G is pw-nilpotent,
say with pM-complement H. Then H < G, and pn does not divide \II\, so the
hypothesis of the theorem implies that H has a Sylow tower of complexion
px, ..., pn_x■ Hence G has a Sylow tower of complexion px, pn.
Remark. In particular, a finite group G in which every proper subgroup
is supersoluble either has an ordered Sylow tower or is an SRI-group
(a fact pointed out by Janko and Newman in (8)). Huppert gave an
example ((5) Beispiel 4) of such a G which is non-supersoluble and in
which | G | has 3 distinct prime factors (the maximal possible number);
G must then have an ordered Sylow tower. The structure of non-
supersoluble finite groups in which every proper subgroup is super-
soluble, has been studied in detail by K. Doerk; his results will be
published in a paper to appear in Math. Zeitschrift (1966).
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In view of the remark on p. 356 of (10), Theorem 8 has the following
Corollary. If every proper self-normalizing subgroup of the finite
group G has a Sylow tower of complexion px, ..., pn, then G is soluble.
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Remarks on system normalizers
and Carter subgroups
JOHN S. ROSE*
In investigations into the abnormal structure of a finite soluble group,
a natural problem is posed by the relationship between system normal¬
izers and Carter subgroups. At present this eludes a satisfactory general
solution. For an account of results already obtained, reference may be
made to papers [1] of J. L. Alperin and [2] of R. W. Carter.
Some extensions of results of Carter on .4-groups, and methods of
proof different from his, are reported here. The approach adopted
depends on a property of A -groups which follows from
Theorem 1. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group, with abelian
Sylow p-subgroups for some prime factor p of |G|. Let D be a system
normalizer of G, and Dv the Sylow p-subgroup of D. Then DP is a Sylow
p-subgroup of a normal subgroup of G.
Corollary 1. Suppose that G is an A-group and D a system normalizer
of G. Then each Sylow subgroup of D is also a Sylow subgroup of some
normal subgroup of G.
This property is perhaps rather unexpected, since D is contained in
no proper normal subgroup of G. The relevance of Corollary 1 to the
problem of relating system normalizers and Carter subgroups is seen by
elementary considerations of pronormality. The definition and basic
properties of pronormal subgroups are due to Professor P. Hall.
Definition. A subgroup H is pronormal in a group G if any two
conjugates of H in G are already conjugate in their join.
* The author wishes to acknowledge financial support from The Australian
National University, NATO, and The University of Newcastle upon Tyne,




This isolates a useful property of Sylow subgroups in a finite group.
In fact, one has
Lemma 1. Sylow subgroups of normal subgroups are pronormal.
Thus Corollary 1 implies that if G is an A -group, then each Sylow
subgroup of a system normalizer of G is pronormal in G. From this fact,
the following deduction can be made.
Corollary 2. If G is an A-group, then the system normalizers of G are
pronormal in G.
It seems that this property of an A-group underlies Carter's results
on system normalizers and Carter subgroups, for the following precise
analogues of Theorems 6, 9, and 10 of [2] can be proved. (For any
soluble group X, l(X) denotes the nilpotent length of X.)
Theorem 2. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group such that G and
all its subgroups have pronormal system normalizers. Define D0= 1,
B0 = G; and, inductively, for each positive integer i, D{ = a system nor¬
malizer of Bi_1, Bt = NG(Dt), the normalizer in G of Dt. Then
(i) Di+1>Dt, -Bj+i < Bu for all i.
(ii) There is a Carter subgroup C of G such that Dt<C < B{ for all i.
(iii) If Di + 1 = Du then Di = C. If Bi + 1 = If, then If — C.
(iv) For any Carter subgroup C of G, there is a uniquely determined
sequence D0, B0, I)1, B1;... with C as its limit.
(v) If l(Bt) > 3 for any particular i, then l(Bi + 1) < l( hf) — 2.
(vi) If 1(G) < 2n+ 1, then Bn = C. If 1(G) < 2n, then Dn = C.
In establishing his results, Carter made extensive use of four in¬
variants, which he associated with each subgroup of a soluble group.
These are not used in the proof of Theorem 2, which relies on simple
properties of pronormal subgroups, rather than on more special
features of A-groups. In particular, the following facts are needed.
Lemma 2. If H is a pronormal subgroup of a group G, then the
normalizer Na(H) of II in G is abnormal in G. Moreover, every subgroup
of G in ivhich H is subnormal is contained in NG(H), so that Na(H) is the
subnormalizer of H in G.
Lemma 3. No two distinct conjugates of a pronormal subgroup are
permutable.
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It follows at once from Corollary 2 and Lemma 2 that if D is a system
normalizer of an A -group G, then Na(D) is the subnormalizer of D in G.
This was also proved in [2] (Theorem 5), by different means, and used
in the proofs of the subsequent theorems.
Details of the results described here will be given in [3].
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The abnormal structure of a finite soluble group has been the subject
of several recent investigations. In these a prominent role is played by
two characteristic conjugacy classes of nilpotent subgroups, the system
normalizers and the Carter subgroups. The system normalizers appear
naturally in P. Hall's development of an arithmetic theory of finite
soluble groups. Their significance for considerations of abnormal struc¬
ture derives from a striking characterization established by Hall ((8)
Theorem 4.8), which may be expressed in the following way: any finite
soluble group G has a single conjugacy class of minimal subabnormal
subgroups, and these are precisely the system normalizers of G. (For a
brief discussion of nilpotent subabnormal subgroups, see ((11) §4).) This
result makes available for application to problems about abnormal struc¬
ture the well-developed theory of system normalizers, in particular their
covering and avoidance properties ((8) Theorems 6.1 and 7.1). The
second class of nilpotent subgroups is a discovery of R. W. Carter (4).
He showed that any finite soluble group G possesses nilpotent self-normaliz¬
ing subgroups, all such subgroups arc conjugate in G, and they aie also
abnormal in G. These are called the Carter subgroups of G.
It follows at once from the results stated above that any Carter
subgroup contains a system normalizer, and that any system normalizer
is contained in a Carter subgroup. The problem suggests itself of describ¬
ing more fully the relationship between system normalizers and Carter
subgroups. This seems to be rather intractable and no complete solution
has yet been found, but various interesting results bearing on the problem
have appeared. For instance, J. L. Alperin (2) has shown that if two
system normalizers Dx, I)2 are contained in a single Carter subgroup C,
then Dlt I)2 are conjugate in C. Carter himself has approached the
problem by restricting attention to particular classes of soluble groups.
By his work (3) on soluble groups with self-normalizing system normalizers,
it is known that the classes of system normalizers and Carter subgroups
coincide in a metanilpotent group (that is, a group of nilpotent length
at most 2). More recently, he has provided in (5) detailed information
about the relationship for the classes of groups of nilpotent length 3
Proc. London Math. Soc. (3) 17 (1967) 447-69
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and of A-groups. Alperin (2) has given different proofs of the results
for groups of nilpotent length 3.
Carter's approach is adopted in the present paper, where the results
for A-groups are extended to a wider class of groups and obtained by
different means. In (5), Carter made extensive use of four invariants
which he associated with each subgroup of a soluble group. Here reliance
is placed rather on the properties of pronormal subgroups, to be described
in §1.
The definition and basic properties of pronormal subgroups are due
to Professor P. Hall, and I wish to acknowledge here my indebtedness
to him and to express thanks for his many helpful suggestions. Since
no account of pronormality has yet been made widely available, § 1
provides a brief survey, designed to supply the facts on which the main
considerations of the paper are based.
A summary without proofs of parts of this paper has appeared already
in (12).
All groups considered are implicitly assumed to be finite. The notation
and terminology used are largely standard. If A is a non-empty subset
of a group G, Nn(X) denotes the normalizer of X in G, and G0(X) the
centralizer of X in G. Then CB(G) = Z(G), the centre of G. It is some¬
times convenient, for an arbitrary subgroup 77 of G, to set
Nh(X) = 77 n Na(X) and CH(X) = 77 n C0(X).
The hypernormalizer of 77 in G is denoted by NrJTj(II): this is the sub¬
group of G in which the ascending chain of subgroups 770 < Hx < 772 < ...
becomes stationary, where 770 = 77 and, for each integer i > 1,
77, = Ar(J(7/i_1). The subgroup of G generated by X is denoted by {A};
and if Y is another subset of G, the notation {A, Y) is used in place of
{A U Y}. If g and x are arbitrary elements of G, we set gx — x~lgx and
Hx = x~xHx. The notation 77 <\ G is used to mean that 77 is a normal
subgroup of G (not necessarily proper).
Throughout this paper, the symbol p denotes a prime number, and
p' the set of all prime numbers other than p. When G is a soluble group,
Gp is sometimes used to denote a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and Gv a
p-complement of G. In particular, if G is nilpotent then Gp and Gv are
uniquely determined, and G — Gp x G". If G is a p-soluble group, lp(G)
denotes the p-length of G, and if G is a soluble group, 1(G) denotes the
nilpotent length of G.
A group is called monolithic if it has a unique minimal normal subgroup.
In the language of closure operations, a class (f of groups is called
Q-closed if any homomorphic image of any group belonging to (I also
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belongs to (£, and £ is called n0-closed if, for any group G with normal
subgroups II and K such that G/H e (f and G/K e (E, G/H n K e £. A
class of finite soluble groups which is both q-closed and R0-closed is called
a formation (W. Gaschiitz (6)). Gaschiitz has made clear the significance
of formations for the theory of finite soluble groups. Of particular
importance for the recognition of characteristic conjugacy classes of
abnormal subgroups are the saturated formations: Carter subgroups
appear by Gaschfitz's method from the saturated formation of finite
nilpotent groups.
1. Pronormal subgroups
Definition. A subgroup II is called pronormal in a group G if any
two conjugates of H in G are already conjugate in their join.
One rather obvious but helpful observation may be made. In proving
a subgroup H pronormal in a group G, it is enough to show that for
any element x of G there exists an element y of {H, Hx\ such that Hx — Hv;
for then, if Ha, Hb are any two conjugates of H in G (a, b e G), IIba~l = Hc
for some c in {H, II'"^1}, and so Hb — Hca = (Ha)a~lca with
a~xca = ca g {H", Hb).
All normal subgroups and all abnormal subgroups of a group are
clearly included among its pronormal subgroups. Further examples are
provided by
1.1. Sylow subgroups of normal subgroups arc pronormal. Hall sub¬
groups of soluble normal subgroups are pronormal.
The basic properties of pronormal subgroups may be verified in a few
lines by straightforward arguments.
1.2. If H is pronormal in G and H ^ L < G, then H is pronormal in L.
1.3. If K <l G and K < H < G, then H is pronormal in G if and only
if H/K is pronormal in G/K.
1.4. If H is pronormal in G and K <\ G, then HK is pronormal in G
and Ng(HK) = N0(H)K.
The next two statements are of particular importance for the subsequent
theory. They show that all pronormal subgroups possess certain special
properties known for Sylow subgroups.
1.5. H is both pronormal and subnormal in G if and only if H <\G.
1.6. If H is pronormal in G, then NG(H) is abnormal in G. Moreover,
every subgroup of G in which H is subnormal is contained in NQ(H), so that
Ng(H) is the subnormalizer of II in G.
5388.3.17 P
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The following will also be needed.
1.7. No tivo distinct conjugates of a pronormal subgroup are permutable.
Proof. Suppose that H is pronormal in G, and that IIX is permutable
with H, for some x in G. Then Hx = Hv, for some y in {H,HX} = HHX.
Now y may be expressed in the form y = h1h2x, with hv h2 in H. There¬
fore Hx — Hh,x~lh2X = Hx~lh**, from which it follows that H — Hx~lh2 and
Hx = H.
1.8. Suppose that H and K are subgroups of G such that K ^ NU(H).
If H and K are both pronormal in G, then HK is pronormal in G.
Proof. Let J = HK. Since II is pronormal in G, for any x in G,
H — Hxy for some y in {II, IIX\ ^ {J, Jx}. Since II <; J, it follows that
H <] {J, Jxy). By hypothesis, K is pronormal in G, so that K = Kxyz for
some z in [K, Kxv) {J, Jxy} < {J, Jxj. It follows from H <i {J, Jxv} that
H = Hxyz, and so J = HK = HxyzKxyz = Jxyz, with yz in {J, Jx). Hence
J is pronormal in G.
2. A property of A-groups
In any finite soluble group, the Carter subgroups are abnormal, and
so in particular pronormal. In a metanilpotent group, the classes of
system normalizers and Carter subgroups coincide, so that then the
system normalizers are also certainly pronormal. However, the sym¬
metric group of degree 4 demonstrates that system normalizers in general
need not be pronormal.
The results of § 1 show that if a soluble group G has pronormal system
normalizers, the abnormal structure of G has various agreeable features.
In particular, proposition 1.4 shows that normalizers of system normalizers
of G have the property of homomorphic invariance (under homo-
morphisms of G), the importance of which has been stressed by Alperin (1).
(System normalizers themselves always possess the property of homo¬
morphic invariance (Hall ((8) Theorem 7.3)), but not so their normalizers.
This is a major source of difficulty in attempts to investigate generally
the relationship between system normalizers and Carter subgroups.)
Proposition 1.6 shows further that the normalizer of a system normalizer
D of G is also the subnormalizer of D, and is abnormal in G. These
properties were established by Carter for A-groups in (5). It will now
be proved that all A-groups actually have pronormal system normalizers.
The following lemma is a well-known result. It is a particular case
of Theorem 1.2.6 of P. Hall and G. Higman (9), and has also been proved
in another way by B. Huppert ((10) Satz 17).
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Lemma 2.1. Suppose that the p-soluble group G has abelian Sylow
p-subgroups, where p is a prime factor of\G\. Then lp(G) = 1.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group with abelian
Sylow p-subgroups, for some prime p. Let D be a system normalizer of G.
Then the Sylow p-subgroup Dp of D is also a Sylow p-subgroup of some
normal subgroup of G.
Proof. We use induction on |6r|. Let K be the largest normal ^'-sub¬
group of G. Then G/K has abelian Sylow p-subgroups, and DK/K is a
system normalizer of G/K, with Sylow p-subgroup DpK/K. If K > I,
the induction hypothesis implies that there is a normal subgroup L/K
of G/K such that DpK/K is a Sylow p-subgroup of L/K. Since
IL : Dp| = |Z*: DpK\\DpK : Dp\ = |L/K : DpK/K\ \K\,
T)p is a Sylow p-subgroup of L; and L <\G.
Thus we may assume that K = 1. By Lemma 2.1, it follows that G
has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, P say. We know then that
Dp = PnNa(R)
for some p-complement It of G (Hall ((8) Theorem 3.3)). Therefore
Dp o Na(R), since P <i G. Furthermore, since P is by hypothesis abelian,
Dv < P. Therefore Dp <] PNa(R) = G; and Dp is a Sylow p-subgroup of
itself. This completes the induction argument.
This theorem shows in particular that A -groups have the following
curious property. (We recall that a system normalizer of an arbitrary
soluble group G is contained in no proper normal subgroup of G.)
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that G is an A -group and that D is a system
normalizer of G. Then each Sylow subgroup of D is also a Sylow subgroup
of some normal subgroup of G.
By 1.1, this shows that if G is an A -group, each Sylow subgroup of
a system normalizer of G is pronormal in G. Then application of 1.8
yields immediately
Corollary 2.4. The system normalizers of an A-group G are pronormal
in G.
Theorem 2.2 is not generally true in the absence of the condition on
the Sylow p-subgroups of G, even when G is metanilpotent—although
in that case the system normalizers are abnormal, and so in particular
pronormal in G.
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Example 2.5. A finite metanilpotent group G may have a system
normalizer D, and Sylow p-subgroup Dp of D, such that Dp is not a Sylow
subgroup of a normal subgroup of G.
Construction. Let G be the wreath product (according to regular
representations) of a dihedral group of order 8 by a cyclic group of
odd prime order q. Then G has nilpotent length 2, and may be expressed as
G = HQ,
i
where II = T)r [[ {xit yf, Q = {u}, and xfi = yfi = 1 = (xpyffi, n" = 1,
i=1
xfi = xi+1, yfi = yi+1 for all i (the suffixes interpreted modulo q). H and
Q define a Sylow system of G, and if D is the corresponding system
normalizer, its Sylow 2-subgroup is
_D2 = H C\Ng(Q) = Ch(Q),
since H <\G and therefore D2 < Na(Q), Q < N0(Q), and D2nQ = 1. It is
easy to show from this that
D2 = {x1x2...xQ, yxy2... yq},
a dihedral group of order 8. Then
(ViVi ■ ■ ■ yfiXl = ^I2(2/I2/2 — yq)$ D2.
since xf f D2. Therefore JJ2 <1 G. However, as a subgroup of the 2-group
H cG, D2 is subnormal in G.
If D2 were a Sylow subgroup of a normal subgroup of G then, by 1.1,
D2 would be pronormal in G; and so, by 1.5, IJ2 would be normal in G.
Since this is false, Z>2 cannot be a Sylow subgroup of a normal subgroup
of G.
3. The class X of finite soluble groups with pronormal system normalizers
It will be convenient to denote by a special symbol the class of finite
soluble groups with pronormal system normalizers, and the symbol X
is used for this purpose throughout the present paper. It was pointed
out at the beginning of § 2 that X contains the class of finite metanilpotent
groups, and it has been proved that X contains also the class of A -groups
(Corollary 2.4). Closure properties of X will now be investigated, and
it will be shown that X is a formation.
We begin with a general property of system normalizers.
Lemma 3.1. If G is a finite soluble group, D is a system normalizer of G,
and H <iG, K <\G, then (DH) n {DK) = D(H n K).
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that H > 1, K > 1,
and II f\ K = 1. We use induction on \G\. Let Hx be a minimal normal
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subgroup of G contained in II. Then, since iJlf/lf is a system normalizer
of G/If, the induction hypothesis implies that
(DH/H/ n (DlfK/Hf = DHX/HX,
so that
(DH) n (DK) = (DH/) n (DK).
Therefore we may suppose that H — Hlt that is that if is a minimal
normal subgroup of G. In a similar way, we may suppose that K is a
minimal normal subgroup of G.
By the covering property of D, we may suppose further that both
H/1 and K/1 are eccentric chief factors of G. Then HK/H is an eccentric
chief factor of G, and so by the avoidance property of D,
D n (HK) = 1.
Then if d-Ji = d2k, with dv d.2 e D, h e H, k e K, it follows that
d21d1 — kh-1 e D n (HK) = 1,
and so h = keHnK=i. Therefore (DH) n (DK) = D. This establishes
the lemma.
It is perhaps worth while to point out that the analogous result for
Carter subgroups is also true, although this will not be used in the sequel.
Corollary 3.2. If G is a finite soluble group, C is a Carter subgroup
of G, and H <G, K<\ G, then (CH) n (CK) = C(H n K).
Proof. Again we may assume that H > 1, K > 1, and HnK = 1.
Again we use induction on |Cr|. Let If be a minimal normal subgroup
of G contained in H. Since Clfi/Ifi is a Carter subgroup of G/Hx, the
induction hypothesis implies that
(Gil/If) n (ClfK/If) = Clf/If,
so that
(CH) n (ClfiK) = CHt. (1)
Similarly, if Kx is a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in K,
(CK) n (CHKf) = CKV (2)
From (1) and (2),
(CH) n (CK) = (Clf) n (CK/). (3)
Now IfIf (= If x Kf is abelian, and C is nilpotent, so that Clflf is
metanilpotent. Moreover, C is a Carter subgroup of GIflf . Therefore,
by Carter's result on metanilpotent groups, C is also a system normalizer
of CHXKV Lemma 3.1 may now be applied to the group ClfK} to yield
(CH/) n (Clf) = C.
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Then from (3),
(CH) n (CK) = C.
This completes tlie induction argument.
The following simple lemma will be used in showing that X is a
formation. A proof may be found in (11).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that G — HK, ivhere H, K are nilpotent subgroups
of the finite group G, and K <] G. Then the hypernormalizer Nq°{ II) of
II in G is a Carter subgroup of G.
Theorem 3.4. X is a formation.
Proof. The fact that a homomorphic image of a group in X also belongs
to X follows at once from the homomorphic invariance of system
normalizers and from 1.3 and 1.4. Thus X is q-closed.
To establish that X is a formation, it is necessary to prove also that
if H<\G, K <] G, and G/H e X, G/K e X, then G/H n K e X. We may
assume that Ht~)K = 1, and that II > 1, K > 1. We use induction on
|Cr|. Let D be a system normalizer of G. By hypothesis, DH/H is pro-
normal in G/H and DK/K is pronormal in G/K. We wish to prove
that D is pronormal in G.
Let If be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in H. Since
(G/Hf)/(H/H/ e X and (G/If)/{IfK/If) e X, the induction hypothesis
implies that G/If e X. Thus we may assume that II = If, and therefore
in particular that H is abelian.
We consider the canonical isomorphism
DHK/K ~ DH/(DH) n K.
By Lemma 3.1, (DH) fl K = DnK. It follows from this that the image
of DK/K in the isomorphism is D/(D n K). Since DK/K is pronormal
in DHK/K, the isomorphism shows that D/(l) n K) is pronormal in
DH/(D fl K). Therefore D is pronormal in DH.
Let E = Ndh(D). Since D is pronormal in Dll, it follows by 1.6 that
E = NdiK/D). Therefore, since H is abelian and by Lemma 3.3, E is
a Carter subgroup of DH. Now DH is pronormal in G, so that, for any
x in G,
(DH)X — (DH)V, for some y in {DH, (DH)X} = H{D, Dx}.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that y e {!), Dx} — J, say.
Ex and Ev are Carter subgroups of (DH)X = DXH, and so there exists
an element u of DXH such that Ex = Eyu. Then
Dx < Ex and Dyu < Eyu = Ex,
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so that Dx and Dyv are permutable subgroups of G. Therefore
DXK = (.DK)X and DyuK = {DK)yu
■ are also permutable. On the other hand, these are conjugate pronormal
subgroups of G, and so, by 1.7,
DXK = DyuK.
Also
DXH = DVH = I)yuH,
since u e DXH. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1,
Dx = Dyu.
Now yu e JH — HJ, and so yu = hj, for some h in H and j in J.
Then, since D is pronormal in DH,
Dx = Dhi = Dv>, for some v in [D, Dh);
and
Dh = jyx)-1 {Dxj} j
Hence v e J; and Dx — Dvj with vj e J. Therefore D is pronormal in G,
and Gel. The result follows by induction.
We observe next that the property of belonging to X is not in general
inherited by subgroups. The example described by Carter (3) to show
that a subgroup of a soluble group with self-normalizing system
normalizers need not have self-normalizing system normalizers serves
also for the present purpose.
■i
Example 3.5. A group G in X may have a subgroup N not in X.
Construction. Let k denote the Galois field GF(33). Then G is the
group of all mappings of k into itself of the form
x-+ax3" + b, (1)
where a, b e k, a =£ 0, and r = 0, 1, 2. G is soluble, of order 2.34.13, and
it is shown in (3) that the system normalizers of G are self-normalizing,
and hence abnormal, in G. Therefore G e X. The subset of G consisting
of mappings in which a is a square in k forms a normal subgroup N of G
of index 2; and it is shown that the system normalizers of N have order 3.
The mapping (1) will be denoted by <p(a,b; r). Then D = {cp{ 1,0; 1)}
is a system normalizer of N: for \D \ = 3, and D normalizes a Sylow system
of N. (D normalizes any Sylow 3-subgroup of N which contains it, and
also {<p(a,0; 0): a e k, a ^ 0} n N, which is a Sylow 13-subgroup of N.)
Now
K — {<p{l,6; 0): b e k} < G,
iff | = 33, and D ^ K. Therefore DK is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N. If 1)
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were pronormal in N then, by 1.5, D would be normal in DK. This is
however false, since
V(\,b-0)"V(1,0; 0) = ^(1,6 —63; 1);
this belongs to D only if 63 = b, whereas b may be chosen as an element
outside the prime subfield of k. Thus G e X but N f X.
4. System normalizers and Carter subgroups
In (5), Carter gave a systematic construction for the Carter subgroups
of an A -group, by means of system normalizers and their normalizers.
In the present section, it will be shown that the property of A -groups
established in Corollary 2.4 is relevant to this construction, which will
be proved to hold for a wider class of groups by using the properties of
pronormal subgroups from § 1.
First, however, we shall extend another result of Carter. He proved
in (5) that if D is a system normalizer of an A -group G, and H is any
subgroup of G containing I), then D is contained in a system normalizer
of H. He remarked that it was not known whether or not this statement
held for all soluble groups; although he had proved in (3) (Theorem 3.1)
that |Z)| certainly divides the order of the system normalizers of II,
for arbitrary soluble G. More recently, Alperin (1) has constructed a
soluble group of nilpotent length 3, which has a system normalizer D
and a maximal subgroup M containing D such that D normalizes no
Sylow system of M. Thus Carter's result for A-groups is false for general
soluble groups, but the following extension holds.
Theorem 4.1. If G e X, D is a system normalizer of G, and G ^ H > D,
then D is contained in a system normalizer of II.
Proof. Let H = H0 < Hl < ... < IIr = G be a maximal chain of
subgroups connecting H to G, and proceed by induction on r. The
result is trivial if r — 0, and so it may be assumed that r > 0. The
induction hypothesis implies that there is a system normalizer E1 of If
with D ^ Ex. Now H is maximal in Hx, and there are two possibilities.
(i) H < //,. In this case, if S is a Sylow system of If normalized by
Ex, and hence also by D, then S is reducible into II. Thus Sn/i is a
Sylow system of H normalized by I). Since D lies in If it follows that
D lies in a system normalizer of II.
(ii) H is abnormal in Hx. Then, if E is a system normalizer of H,
E is subabnormal in If and so E contains some system normalizer of If,
say E ^ Exx with x in If. Then E ^ IP, and since G e X, Dx = Dy for
some y in {/), I)x\ < II. Thus I) < FA'1, a system normalizer of II.
The result follows by induction on r.
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The following lemma is a consequence of Alperin's result on the
conjugacy of system normalizers contained in a single Carter subgroup,
but a short independent proof is included here.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that G e X. Then each Carter subgroup of G
contains just one system normalizer of G.
Proof. Let C be a Carter subgroup of G. Then C certainly contains
at least one system normalizer of G, by the characterization of system
normalizers as the minimal subabnormal subgroups. Suppose that C
contains system normalizers D, Dx of G (x e G). Let B = Na(D). Then
Bx = NG(DX). Since C is nilpotent, D is subnormal in C, so that, by 1.6,
C =% B\ and likewise C G Bx. But since C is abnormal in G, this implies
that Bx = B. Hence x e NG(B) — B, since C ^ B. Therefore Dx = D.
We come now to the extensions of Carter's results ((5) Theorems 6,
9, 10). The proofs follow closely those of Carter, but are based on the
properties of pronormal subgroups rather than on more special features
of A-groups.
Theokem 4.3. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group such that G and
all its subgroups belong to X. {In particular, this condition is satisfied if
G is an A-group.) Define D0 = 1, If = G; and inductively, for each positive
integer i,Di — a system normalizer of Bt_x, Bi = NfiDf. Then
(i) Di+1 > Dp Bi+1 sj If, for all i;
(ii) there is a Carter subgroup C of G such that Di ^ C ^ If, for all i;
(iii) if Di+1 = Di then Di = C; if Bi+1 = Bi then Bi — C;
(iv) for any Carter subgroup C of G, there is a uniquely determined
sequence DG, B0, Dlf If, ..., with C as its limit;
(v) ifl(Bf) > 3 for any particular i, then l(B{+1) < l(Bi) — 2;
(vi) if 1(G) ^ 2n + 1 then Bn = C; if 1(G) s; 2n then Dtl = C.
Proof, (i) We use induction on i. The assertion is trivial for i = 0,
so we suppose that i > 0, and assume the result true for all j < i:
Dj+1 ^ Dp Bj+1 < Bp
By hypothesis, Di is pronormal in B{_v so that, by 1.6, Nn (Df) is
abnormal in Bt _x. Then, since Np. fDf < NfiDf = Bt < iby the
induction hypothesis, it follows that Bi is abnormal in B{_v Therefore
Di+1 is subabnormal in B{_lt and hence Di+1 contains some system
normalizer of Bt_ly say Di+1 3? Df, where b e If_x. This implies that
Di < If = NG(Di),
so that Df normalizes Dp On the other hand, Dt is pronormal in B^,
and so, by 1.7, Dfi — Dp Hence Di+1 > Dp
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In order to complete the proof of (i), we use a separate induction
argument to show that, for fixed i, Bi+X < Bj for all j ^ i. This is trivial
for j — 0, so we suppose that j > 0 and assume that Bi+1 < Bj_x. Now
Dj ^ ... ^ Di ^ Di+1, and since B>i+1 is nilpotent, Dj is subnormal in Bi+1.
Since Bi+X ^ Bx_x and Dj is pronormal in Bj_x, it follows by 1.6 that
Bi+1 < NB (D}) < Na(Dj) — Bj. This completes the induction argument
on j. It follows that Bi+X < Bit and this completes the induction
argument on i.
(ii) Again we use induction on i. The assertion is certainly true when
i = 0, so we assume that i > 0 and that there exists a Carter subgroup C
of G such that Bi_x < C < Bj_x. Since J)i is a system normalizer of B{_x,
J)i is contained in some Carter subgroup C* of Bj_x. Now since C < Bt_x,
C is also a Carter subgroup of Bj_x, and therefore every Carter subgroup
of Bt_x is a Carter subgroup of G. Hence C* is a Carter subgroup of G.
By hypothesis, Di is pronormal in Bi_x, and so, by 1.6, I)i < C*. There¬
fore D{ ^ C* s? Nq^Dj) = Ki. This completes the induction argument.
(iii) If Di+1 — Di then is a system normalizer of B; and Dt <j Bv
This is possible only if Di — Bt, and then, by (ii), Di = C.
If Bi+1 = Bi then Di+1 is a system normalizer of Bt and Di+1 <i Bt.
Hence Di+1 = Bt, and then, by (ii), Bi+1 — Bt == C.
(iv) This follows from Lemma 4.2, since C is a Carter subgroup of
each term Bt of a sequence D0, B0, Dx, Bx, ... having C as its limit. Thus,
given any Bt_x, I), is uniquely determined; then Bj is uniquely deter¬
mined as the normalizer in G of Di; and so on.
(v) Bi+1 is the normalizer of a system normalizer of Bit and Bi+1 < B{,
by (i). Therefore Bi+1 is one of the subgroups Bx(Bj). Hence it is enough
to consider here the case i = 0.
We prove by induction on 1(G) that if 1(G) > 3 then l(Bx) < 1(G) —2.
If 1(G) = 3 then Carter's results on groups of nilpotent length 3
((5) Theorems 2, 3; or Alperin (2)) show that Dx has a subnormalizer
in G, which is in fact the unique Carter subgroup C of G containing Dx.
By 1.6, Bx = C, so that l(Bx) = 1.
Now suppose that 1(G) > 3, and let F be the Fitting subgroup of G.
Then l(G/F) = 1(G)— 1. DXF/F is a system normalizer of G/F, and, by
1.4, BXF/F is one of the subgroups BX(G/F). By the induction hypo¬
thesis, since l(G/F) ^ 3, l(BxF/F) ^ l(G/F) — 2. SinceBXF/F ~ BX/(BXC\F)
and Bx n F is nilpotent, l(Bx) < l(BxF/F) +1 < 1(G) — 2, as required.
(vi) The assertions follow readily from (v), by induction on n, exactly
as in the proof of Theorem 10 of (5).
Inspection of the proofs shows that Theorem 4.3 is valid under the
assumption that G and all its subabnormal subgroups belong to X.
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Whether the theorem remains true merely under the hypothesis that
G e X, or even more generally, is not known.
It is relevant to ask whether Theorem 4.3 is applicable to groups other
than A -groups and (trivially) metanilpotent groups. We may observe
here that if G = G1 x G2, where G1 is an A -group and G2 is metanilpotent,
and if if is a subgroup of G, then H/(H n G\) s HGx/G1, which is meta¬
nilpotent, and H/(H nG2) s HG2/G2, which is an A -group; therefore, by
Theorem 3.4, H e X. Hence Theorem 4.3 is applicable to direct products
of H-groups and metanilpotent groups. Some other groups for which
Theorem 4.3 is valid will be found in Corollary 5.4.
5. Soluble groups with special Sylow structure
In this section a number of different criteria will be established for a
group, whose Sylow structure is in some way special, to belong to X.
We begin by proving that a certain condition is necessary and sufficient
for a group G to belong to X, when G has a normal Sylow subgroup P
such that G/P e X. For this purpose the following lemma is needed.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group with a normal Sylow
p-subgroup P. Let D be a system normalizer of G, and let Gv be any
p-complement of G containing the unique p-complement Dp of D. Then
Dp is a system normalizer of Gp.
Proof. Gv ct G/P, and this isomorphism induces a one-to-one corre¬
spondence between the subgroups of G" and the subgroups of G/P, in
which system normalisoro correspond to system normalizers. DP/P is a
system normalizer of G/P. Moreover, D"P = DP. Since DpP/P corre¬
sponds to D" in the natural isomorphism Gv s G/P, the result is proved.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the finite soluble group G has a normal
Sylow p-subgroup P such that G/P e X. Let D be a system normalizer of G.
Then G e X if and only if Dp <3 CP(DP).
Proof. Suppose first that G e X. Then for any x in G, there exists
an element y of •/ = {D, Dx} for which Dx = Dv. In particular this implies
that Dpx = Dpv. If x is chosen to be an element of CP(DP), then clearly
J = {Dp, Dpx) x Dp, and in this case there exists an element 2 of {Dp, Dpx}
such that Dpx — Dpz. Certainly Dp ^ CP(DP), and the preceding remarks
show that Dp is pronormal in CP(DP). Since CP(DV) is a p-group, Dv is
also subnormal in CP(Dp), and then 1.5 shows that DpoCP{Dp). This
proves the necessity of the condition for G to belong to X.
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Now suppose conversely that Dp <1 CP(DP). Given an element x of G,
let J — {!), Dx}. Put E = Dp. Then E and Ex are p'-subgroups of J, and
therefore, by Hall's theorem, there exists an element y of J such that
E and Exy lie in the same p-complement of J. If Q is any p-complement
of G containing {E, Exy), then, by Lemma 5.1, E and Exv are system
normalizers of Q; so that there exists an element u of Q with Exy — E".
Since Q G/P e X, E is pronormal in Q. Hence there exists an element
z of {E,EU} such that E"z — E. Furthermore, Eu ^ {Ex, y} ^ J. There¬
fore Exyz — E and yz e J. It follows from this that we may assume that
Ex = E: for if from Exyz = E we can show that Dxyzl = D, for some t
in {D, Dxvz), then t e {D, I)x, yz} = J, so that Dxyzl = J) with yzt in J.
Thus we suppose now that x e N0(E). If Q, are p-complements
of G which contain E, then, by Lemma 5.1, E is a system normalizer
of both Q and ; and by the isomorphisms
Q ~ G/P s Q,, (1)
it follows that
Nq(E) ~ NQi(E). (2)
Now Na(E) has normal Sylow p-subgroup NP(E), and
Ng(E) = Np(E)V, (3)
where V is any p-complement of Na(E). Since E is a normal p'-subgroup
of N0(E), it follows by Hall's theorem that E ^ V. By Hall's theorem
again, F < Qx for some p-complement Qx of G, and then
V = Q1nNG(E) = NQi(E). (4)
Let Q be the p-complement of G belonging to a Sylow system of G
normalized by D. Then Q is the unique p-complement of NG(Q), and
therefore, since D < NG(Q), E < Q. By the isomorpliism (2), together
with (3) and (4), this implies that
Ng(E) = Np(E)Nq(E). (5)
Next, Dp = Pr\N0(Q) (Hall ((8) Theorem 3.3)), and so Dp < NG(Q). In
particular, Dp is normalized by Q, and therefore
Nq(E) < Na(Dp). (6)
Moreover, since P < G and PnE = 1, NP(E) = CP(E). By hypothesis,
CP(E) < N0(Dp). Hence, by (5) and (6),
No(E) ^
Since x e NG(E), it follows that also x e NG(Dp). Therefore
Dx = Dx xEx = DpxE = D.
Hence D is pronormal in G. This establishes the sufficiency.
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As an immediate deduction, we have
Corollary 5.3. If the finite soluble group G has an abelian normal
Sylow p-subgroup P such that G/P e X, then G e X.
By repeated application of Corollary 5.3, and by making use of the
fact that metanilpotent groups belong to X, we derive
Corollary 5.4. If the Sylow tower group G has a Sylow series of
complexion pv p2, ..., pr, where r > 3, and if the Sylow p^subgroups of G
are abelian for 1 ^ i ^ r — 2, then G e X.
Corollary 5.4 yields a class of groups, all of whose subgroups belong
to X, and to which therefore Theorem 4.3 applies. These groups are in
general not direct products of A-groups and metanilpotent groups. We
shall see in Example 5.6 that if, in the statement of Corollary 5.4, r — 2
is replaced by r — 3, the result fails to hold.
As a further application of Theorem 5.2, we shall establish a necessary
and sufficient condition for a group G of p -length 1 for every prime
factor p of [ G | to belong to X.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that the finite soluble group G has p-length 1
for every prime factor p of \G\. Then G e X if and only iffor any nilpotent
subabnormal subgroup II of G there is a system normalizer D of G such
that D <\H.
Proof. Suppose first that G e X, and let H be a nilpotent subabnormal
subgroup of G. Since II is subabnormal in G, H contains some system
normalizer D of G\ and since II is nilpotent, D is subnormal in II. But,
by hypothesis, D is also pronormal in H, so that, by 1.5, D <i H.
Now suppose conversely that G satisfies the condition given in the
statement of the theorem. We prove that G e X by induction on \G\.
If K < G and H/K is a nilpotent subabnormal subgroup of G/K, let E
be a system normalizer of H. Then E is a nilpotent subabnormal sub¬
group of G, so that by hypothesis there is a system normalizer D of G
such that D <\E. It follows that DK o EK, and, since H/K is nilpotent,
the covering properties of E show that EK = H. Thus DK/K is a system
normalizer of G/K such that DK/K <] H/K. Since the class of soluble
groups with p-length 1 for every prime factor p of their orders is q-closed,
we see that quotient-groups of G possess the same properties as those
assumed for G. Since X is a formation (Theorem 3.4), the induction
hypothesis allows us to suppose that G is monolithic. The unique minimal
normal subgroup of G is a p-group for some prime p, and it follows from
the hypothesis lp(G) — 1 that G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, P say.
By the induction hypothesis, G/P e X.
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Suppose that D is a system normalizer of G, and let P0 = CP(DP).
Further, let D* = {P0, Dp} = P0 x Dp. Then D* is nilpotent, and
D* ^ D*P = DP. Since D is a system normalizer of G, and P <]G,
DP is subabnormal in G. By Lemma 3.3, D — iVD»p0C(Z)*) is a Carter
subgroup of D*P. Therefore D is a nilpotent subabnormal subgroup
of G, and so by hypothesis Dx < D for some x in G. Set y = x~l. Then
Na(D) > Dy ^ (D*)v = P0y x {Dp)v.
Dp is characteristic in D, and therefore NG(Dp) > NG(D). From this it
follows that Ng( I)p) > P0y, and consequently
P,y < PnNG(Dp) = CP(DP) = P0.
By equality of orders, P0V = P0. Hence Na(D) ^ P0. However, Dp is
characteristic in D, so that NG(Dp) > NG(D). Therefore P0 < NG(Dp),
that is Dp <] Cp(Dp). By Theorem 5.2, this implies that G e X. This
completes the induction argument.
By Lemma 2.1, all A-groups satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.5,
so that the theorem yields again the result of Corollary 2.4.
We shall now construct a Sylow tower group, of nilpotent length 3,
which does not belong to X. This will show in particular that a group G
may have a normal Sylow subgroup P such that G/P e X (indeed, such
that G/P has abnormal system normalizers) but G / 3t*. It will show too
that the class of all soluble groups G in which lp(G) = 1 for every prime
factor p of | G\ is not contained in X, although the subclasses of A -groups
and of metanilpotent groups are contained in X. An example described
by Alperin (1) for other reasons would serve here, but it is perhaps of
interest to establish directly for a different group G the fact that G f T.
Example 5.6. A Sylow tower group, of nilpotent length 3, need not
belong to X.
Construction. Let T be the split extension of a cyclic group of order 7
by a cyclic group of order 3, defined by
T = {u,v} and v? = ?;3 = 1, uv = u2.
Then let G be the wreath product (according to regular representations)
of a dihedral group of order 8 by P. Thus
G = HT,
where PL — Dr n {xrs> Vr/h anc'
0<r<6
0<s<2
= Vrs = 1 = (.XrsyrsY,
ry It ry sit 11 n /
^rs —^r+i'.s' ttrs ~ilr+i',s>
xrsV = xr,s+1 > Vrf = Vr.s+1 >
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for all r, s with 0 < r ^ 6, 0^s^2. (Here we adopt the convention
that for any integers n, m such that n = r (mod 7) and m = s (mod 3),
< "Lim = *Gs 64ld ynm = // rs>)
Clearly G is a Sylow tower group, of nilpotent length 3; H is a normal
Sylow subgroup of G, and G/H is metanilpotent.
Let D be the normalizer of the Sylow system of G determined by T,
H{u], and H{v}. The Sylow p-subgroup of D is denoted by l),p (p = 2, 3, 7).
Since H{u} <i G, it follows that
Z)3 = {«}, the Sylow 3-suhgroup of G belonging to the Sylow system
under consideration.
_D7 = {u} n Ng(H{v}) = 1, since vw = u3v $ H{v}.
D2 = H n N0(T) — Ch(T), since H <\G and H nT = 1. Thus
I) = Ch(T) x {»}.
Theorem 5.2 shows that G e X if and only if I>2 = CH(T) < CH(v).
Straightforward calculations show that
CH{T) = \X{xrs,Y\yrs\, a dihedral group of order 8;{ r,s r,s I
and that
C" Li I J ryi /y% /y\ rv• /y* /y» /vi /yi /y* /y» /y* /y» /y* /y» rv* /yt /y* /y»h\u) — l^00x01^025 ^IO 11 12' x20x21,x'22? x30^31x32» x40lt/41x42> ^50x51^52>
X60a'6la'62' 2/oo2/oi2/o2' 2/lO?/ll?/l2> V<2&V1\V2.2.1 V3ol/3lU32> V\oVill!42> V3oU5lV52> 2/6o2/6j7/62}>
the direct product of 7 copies of a dihedral group of order 8.
Now
/ \ ^00^01^02 / \
In ?yr,j = ?/oox°°?/oixoi2/o2:ro2( n 2/«
Wo /
= a:002?/00a:'0122/0la;022l/02| n yrs\\r# 0 /
= (^00:C0ia:'02)2^n
* CjfjiT).
Therefore CH(T) <| CH(v), and so G i X.
Example 5.6 may be used to show that T, although a formation
(Theorem 3.4), is not a saturated formation. This is proved indirectly.
Gaschiitz and Lubeseder (7) have proved that a formation g is saturated
if and only if a finite group G belongs to § when (7/0(0) belongs to $
(where 0((7) denotes the Frattini subgroup of G). We show, by induction
on | GI, that if X were saturated then any finite soluble group G of p-length
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1 for every prime factor p of | G \ would belong to if. We may suppose
that G is monolithic, and, assuming X saturated, that <!>((?) = 1. The
unique minimal normal subgroup P of G is an abelian p-group, for some
prime factor p of J Gr |. By the induction hypothesis, G/P e X. There
is a maximal subgroup M of G such that M % P, and it follows from
this that MP = G and M nP = 1. Then CG(P) = P, and so P is the
Fitting subgroup of G. But since G has by hypothesis p-length 1, P
must also be the Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then Corollary 5.3 implies
that G e X, and this completes the induction argument.
Since Example 5.6 shows that the conclusion of this argument is false,
we deduce that the assumption that T is saturated is false.
6. Further investigation of the class X
We shall now consider more generally the problem of characterizing
the class X. In view of 1.6, a necessary condition for a soluble group G
to belong to X is that a system normalizer D of G should have NG(D)
as subnormalizer in G, or in other words that D <\E whenever D is
subnormal in a subgroup E of G. We ask whether this rather striking
property is also sufficient to ensure that G e X. Theorem 5.5 implies
that this is true when G has p-length 1 for every prime factor p of |(?|.
It will be shown in this section that the property is always sufficient:
thus we shall prove
Theorem 6.1.f Let G be a finite soluble group, and D a system normalizer m
of G. Then G e Xif and only if D has NG(D) as subnormalizer in G.
We begin by establishing a particular case, which will provide the
means of applying an induction argument to prove the general result.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that the finite soluble group G has an abelian normal
subgroup A such that G/A e X. Let D be a system normalizer of G, and
suppose that D has Na(D) as subnormalizer in G. Then G e X.
Proof. Since DA/A is a system normalizer of G/A, DA/A is by
hypothesis pronormal in G/A. Therefore DA is pronormal in G, so that
for any x in G there exists an element y of {(DA), (DA)X) such that
(DA)xy = DA. Let J — {D,DX}. Then yeJA\ and we may suppose
without loss of generality that in fact y e J.
Let U = NDjf°(D). Then, since D is subnormal in U and so by hypo¬
thesis D <] U, it follows that U = Nda(D). By Lemma 3.3, U is a Carter
•f After this paper had been accepted for publication, I learned that Dr Alperin
had also obtained this result.
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subgroup of DA. Then U and Uxv are Carter subgroups of DA, and
from this and the fact that D < U it follows that there is air element
z of A such that Uxvs = U. Put t = xyz.
Since D ^ U ^ DA,
U = D(A n U) = DNa(D) = D(A n H),
where H = NG(D). Since D <]H and A C)H o H, it follows that U <\ Ii.
Now J)1 <\ V1 = U <i H, so that J) is subnormal in H1'1. This implies by
hypothesis that D < H1'1, and so, by definition of H, that Hl~x 4, H.
Then, by equality of orders, H1'1 = H. Certainly D is contained in some
Carter subgroup G of G. Since C is nilpotent, I) is subnormal in G, and
therefore D <\C. Hence C < H, and consequently H is abnormal in G.
It follows then that t e H, and hence that Dl — D. This yields Dxv = Dz~x.
Put z-1 = a e A.
Let K = {D, Da} = {D, Dxy) < {D, Dx, y) = J. It follows from
D < K sS DA
that K = D(K n A). Since A is abelian, K r\A < A. Hence
Ka = Da{KnA) ^ K,
so that, by equality of orders, Ka — K.
Let V = Nk°°(D). By the same argument as was used for U, it follows
that V = Nk(D). By Lemma 3.3, and since K = D(K fl A) and K ni < K,
V is a Carter subgroup of K. Then V and Va are Carter subgroups of K,
so that there is an element k of K such that Vak = V. Moreover,
V < U = Nda(D), since K < DA. But U <\H, and since U is nilpotent
it follows that Dak is subnormal in H. Therefore D is subnormal in
jj(ak)-1, an(j so f),'] Then, arguing as before, we deduce that
fl(ak)-1 ^ H. therefore Hlak)= H and, since H is abnormal in G, ak e H.
Thus Dak = D. Finally, Dxyk = Dak = D and yk e J, since K < J.
Therefore D is pronormal in G, and G e X.
Corollary 6.3. Let G be a finite soluble group. Then G e X if and only
if, for each homomorphic image G of G, a system normalizcr D of G has
Nq(D) as subnormalizer in G.
Proof. The necessity of the condition for G to belong to X follows
from the fact that X is q-closed, and from 1.6. In order to prove the
sufficiency, we use induction on |(?|. G may be supposed non-trivial,
and then G has a non-trivial abelian normal subgroup A. Since every
homomorphic image of G/A is also a homomorphic image of G, the
induction hypothesis implies that G/A e X. Then Lemma 6.2 shows
that G e X.
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In order to prove Theorem 6.1, it is enough, by Corollary 6.3, to show
that the class of all finite soluble groups G for which a system normalizer
D of G has Na(D) as subnormalizer in G is q-closed. The method of
establishing this fact was suggested by the referee, to whom my apprecia¬
tion and thanks are given.
The key to the proof is the equivalence, pointed out by the referee,
of the two properties described in the following lemma. In statement (b),
z0 denotes the invariant with the same designation introduced by
Carter (5).
Lemma 6.4. Let G be a finite soluble group, and let D be a system normalizer
of G. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(a) D has NG(D) as subnormalizer in G;
(b) IW): D\ = z^D).
Proof. This is contained in the proof of Theorem 14 of (5). Let
H = Nr(D). If D has H as subnormalizer in G, then by Theorem 14(i)
of (5), \H:D\ = z0(D).
Conversely, suppose that \H : D\ = z0(D). Then, following in outline
the latter part of the proof for Theorem 14(ii) of (5), we find that each
Sylow system of G reducible into D is also reducible into H; and each
Sylow system of G is reducible into only one conjugate in G of H. Hence
D is contained in only one conjugate in G of H. Then it follows as in (5)
that H is the subnormalizer in G of D.
Let X be any subgroup of a finite soluble group G. For any maximal
chain Tl of subgroups joining X to G, /3(if) denotes the product of the
indices of the normal links in . It is shown in § 2 of (5) that z0(X) may
be characterized as the greatest value assumed by as la ranges
over all maximal chains of subgroups joining X to G. Then we may
remark that if K and L are subgroups of G such that X ^ L < K ^ G,
then z0(X) ^ | K : L |; for since K/L is soluble, a composition series of
K/L corresponds to a maximal chain joining L to K in which every
link is normal, and this can be extended to a maximal chain joining
X to G.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 6.1, since it is easy to show
that property (b) of Lemma 6.4 characterizes a q-closed class of groups.
Proof of 6.1. Let G be a finite soluble group and D a system normalizer
of G. Suppose that D has H as subnormalizer in G, where H = NG(D).
Then by Lemma 6.4, \H : D\ = z0(D). Suppose that K <\G. Then since
DK <\ HK, the remark above shows that
z0{DK) 55\HK : DK\ = \H : Hn(DK)\. (1)
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Any maximal chain joining D to DK may be extended by any maximal
chain joining DK to G to form a maximal chain joining D to G. Since
D <\H n (DK), this implies that
z0(D)>z0(DK)\Hn(DK):D\;
that is, by (1),
z0(D) > z0(DK)\Hn(DK):D\ >\H :D\. (2)
But since z0(D) = \H : D\, equality must hold in (2), and therefore
z0(DK) = \HK : DK\.
Hence
z0(DK/K) = z0(DK) = \ IIK : DK [ = | HK/K : DK/K\.
Since DK/K <] HK/K, it follows from this that HK/K = Ng/k(DK/K).
Now DK/K is a system normalizer of G/K, and so, by Lemma 6.4,
DK/K has N0/k(DK/K) as subnormalizer in G/K. Since K is an arbitrary
normal subgroup of G, Corollary 6.3 shows that G e X.
We recall Carter's results on groups of nilpotent length at most 3
((5) or (2)). If G is a soluble group and 1(G) < 3, then each system
normalizer D of G is contained in a single Carter subgroup C of G, and
C is the subnormalizer of D in G. This leads to a simple criterion for
such a group to belong to X.
Corollary 6.5. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group with 1(G) G 3.
Let D be a system normalizer of G, and C the unique Carter subgroup of G
containing D. Then G e X if and only if D <] G.
Proof. The necessity of the condition for G to belong to X follows
from 1.5. In order to prove sufficiency, we observe that since C is the
subnormalizer of D in G, the condition D <\C implies that C — NG(D),
and therefore that NG(D) is the subnormalizer of D in G. Then by
Theorem 6.1, G e X.
In view of the simplicity of the condition in Corollary 6.5, one might
be tempted to hope that an analogous result would be generally valid,
namely that if G were a finite soluble group, D a system normalizer,
and C a Carter subgroup of G, the condition I) <i G would imply that
G g X. That this is false, even when G has nilpotent length 4, is shown
by the following example, for which I am indebted to Dr J. L. Alperin.
I am grateful to him for his permission to include it here.
Example 6.6. A finite soluble group G, of nilpotent length 4, may have
a system normalizer D and Carter subgroup C such that D <\ C, yet G f X.
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Construction. Let H be a split extension of an elementary abelian
group {x} x {y} of order 52 by a symmetric group {u, v} of degree 3, defined
by x5 = y5 = u3 = v2 = 1, xy — yx, uv = m_1, xu = y, yw = x~xyx, x'° = x~x,
yv = xy. Then \ H\ = 2.3.52. D = {y} is a system normalizer of H (since,
by covering and avoidance properties, the system normalizers of H have
order 2, and are thus the Sylow 2-subgroups of II). There is a (unique)
Carter subgroup C of H containing D, and certainly C ^ {x,y}D. Since
C is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of H, we find then that C = {xy2} x {v}.
Thus D <\C.
Now H has a faithful representation of degree 3 over the Galois field
GF(24), by means of the mapping
where A is a primitive fifth root of 1 in GF(24); such roots exist since
5 is a divisor of 24 — 1. It follows that H has also a faithful representation
of degree 12 over GF(2). Therefore, by means of this representation,
we may form a split extension G of an elementary abelian group A of
order 212 by H. The element xy2 of C, which is represented over GF(24)
centralizes no non-trivial element of A, so that CA(xy2) =1. If g e N0(C)
then (j e Na({xy2}). We may express g in the form g = ah, where a e A,
h £ H, and then
Hence a e NA({xy2}) = CA(xy2), since A < G and A n II = 1. Therefore
a = 1, and so Na(C) = NH{C) = C. Thus C is a Carter subgroup of G;
and it follows that D is a system normalizer of G. Moreover I) < 0.
However, AD is a 2-group, and therefore D is subnormal in AD. If
D were normal in AD, then since A <] A I) and AC\D — 1, 1) wovdd
centralize A; but this is false: the element v does not centralize A.
Therefore by 1.5, D is not pronormal in AD, and so G £ X.
by
{xy2}a = {xy2}h 1 ^ {A{xy2}) fl H = {xy2}.
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A NATURAL SETTING FOR THE EXTENSIONS
OF A GROUP WITH TRIVIAL CENTRE
BY AN ARBITRARY GROUP
by John S. Rose
Let A and H be groups. The intention of the present note is to point
out that if A has trivial centre, then any extension of A by H is equivalent
(in the sense of extension theory) to one determined in a natural way by a
suitable subgroup of Aut A X H. This fact is already implicit in an early
paper of R. Baer [l]1, but the aim here is to provide a more explicit for¬
mulation; and to deduce that the non-equivalent extensions of a group A
with trivial centre by an arbitrary group H stand in one-to-one correspond¬
ence with the distinct homomorphisms of H into the group Aut Z/Inn A
of automorphism classes of A. This latter result is obtained in the treat¬
ment of Kurosh [5, p. 148] as a corollary of some cohomological theorems
of S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane [3]. The proof offered here is an entirely
elementary application of the fact that it is possible to work within
Aut AxH.
The notation and terminology used are largely standard. For an
arbitrary group A, Aut A denotes the group of all automorphisms of A
and Inn A the group of all inner automorphisms of A. We shall denote
by 91(^4) the group Aut AIInn A of automorphism classes of A. If B is
a subgroup of A, CA (B) denotes the centralizer of B in A. Then
CA (A) = Z (A), the centre of A. For an arbitrary element a of A, the
inner automorphism of A induced by a is denoted by t„; this notation is
relative to the group A, which is here presumed to be fixed. The groups
A/Z (A) and Inn A may be identified in the natural way by identifying, for
each a in A, the elements aZ (A) and za: this identification will be made.
An automorphism a of A is called a central automorphism if, for every a
in A, (aot) a-1 e Z (A). It is easy to show that the set of all central auto¬
morphisms of A forms a subgroup of Aut A which is in fact precisely
Cauia (Inn A): see Zassenhaus [6, p. 52].
i) See also H. Fitting [4, § 21].
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Let A and H be arbitrary groups. An extension of A by H is a pair
(G, cp) consisting of a group G, containing A as a normal subgroup, and a
homomorphism cp of G onto H such that Ker (p — A. (Reference to the
particular homomorphism cp involved in an extension is often omitted, for
instance in Kurosh [5, Chapter XII], but cp is tacitly assumed to be
specified in the development of the theory.) Two extensions (G, cp) and
(G*, (p*) of A by H are said to be equivalent if there is an isomorphism 0
of G onto G* mapping A identically onto itself and such that 0(p* = cp.
Suppose that (G, cp) is an extension of A by H, and that B is a char¬
acteristic subgroup of A. Then B is a normal subgroup of G, and (G, cp)
induces naturally an extension (G/B, cp) of A/B by H: cp is defined by
(gB) (p = gtp , for any g in G;
this is well defined since B rg A = Ker cp. We shall be concerned with
the special case in which B — Z (A).
Let A = A]Z (A). It is possible, for arbitrary groups A and H, to
construct extensions of A by H rather transparently by means of suitable
subgroups of Aut AxH (the external direct product). Aut A is identified
with a subgroup of this direct product in the obvious way by identification
of a with (a, 1), for each a in Aut A. Then A, which is identified with Inn A,
is also identified with a subgroup of Aut AxH. Let n denote the pro¬
jection homomorphism of Aut AxH onto H\
(a, h) n — h, for any x in Aut A and h in H.
Then any subgroup O of Aut AxH such that Q n Aut A = A and Qn = H
determines an extension (Q, n0) of A by H, where n0 is simply the restric¬
tion of Ti to Q \ for 7i0 is a homomorphism of Q onto H, since Qn = H,
and Ker n0 = Q n Ker n — Q n Aut A = A. For convenience, we in¬
troduce a term for such an extension: we shall call it a sited extension of A
by H.
We shall prove the
Theorem. Let A and H be arbitrary groups. Suppose that (G, <p) is
an extension of A by H. and let (G, q>) be the induced extension of A by H,
where G = G/Z (A), A = A/Z (A). Then (G, cp) is equivalent to a sited
extension of A by H. Moreover, if the only central automorphisms of A are
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inner automorphismJ then sited extensions of A by H corresponding to distinct
subgroups of Aut AxH are non-equivalent.
Proof For any element g of G, let ag denote the restriction to A of
the inner automorphism of G induced by g. (Thus oa = ra, for each a
in A.) We define a map ij/: G -+ Aut AxH by
gip = (<rg, gcp), for every g in G.
Clearly r/r is a homomorphism, and
Ker \j/ — {g e G | 1 ag = a for all a in A } n Ker cp
= CG (A) n A
= Z(A).
Then i/z induces naturally an isomorphism ^ of G onto a subgroup Q of
Aut AxH\ and
Q n Aut A = {(crg, gcp) \ g e G, gcp — 1 }
= {_Og> 1) \g e Ker <p }
= A,
Qti = { gcp | g e G }
= Im cp
= H.
Hence Q determines a sited extension (Q, n0) of A by H, where 7i0 is the
restriction of 7r to Q.
We show that (G, cp) is equivalent to (Q, 7r0). For this purpose we can
use \)/, which is an isomorphism of G onto Q. For any element g of G,
let g = g Z (A). Then
g 0/^o) = (g4') no = g(p) n = gcp = gcp ,
so that
4/ti0 = cp.
Also, for any a in A,
aft = a\p = (<ra, acp) = (t„, 1) = a ,
by identification, so that t/V maps A identically onto itself. This establishes
the equivalence of (G, cp) and (Q, n0).
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Now assume that the only central automorphisms of A are inner, that is
that CAutA(A) < A. Suppose that Q, Q* are subgroups of Aut AxH
such that Q n Aut A = A = Q* n Aut A and Qn = H = Q* n, so that
Q, Q* determine sited extensions (Q, n0), (Q*, n*) of A by H. Suppose
that these extensions are equivalent. Then there is an isomorphism 0 of
Q onto Q* mapping A identically onto itself and such that On* = n0.
• For each h in H, we choose och in Aut A such that (<xh, h) e Q: this is
possible since Qn = H. (In general h does not determine a unique such
. « J element txh, but we make a choice of one element for each h.) Let
(h) 0 = (a;, h*), with aj in Aut A and h* in H.
IIJT. Since A is a normal subgroup of Aut A,vvtL
<M a~hla cthsA for any a in A ,
and therefore
(a* 'a a*) 0 = a~hl a oth . (1)
Now (by identification)
b. I Tl ti
tULuUt, aft a aA = (ah, h)~ a (ah, h). (2)
Since (a,,, A) and a both belong to Q, (1) and (2) give
otft^aft = ((a*, h) 0)~l (a0)((cch, h) O)
= (aj, ft*)"1 5 (at, ft*),
that is
=(«jr1aaF (3)
Hence aj 1 e CAut A (A) < A, by hypothesis. Thus for each h in /7, there
is an element t]h in A such that




h* = (<xh, h) 0?r; = (aft, h) n0 = h ,
(<xk, h) 0 = (a*, /j),
(aA, h) 0 = rjh(cch, h). (5)
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Now we consider an arbitrary element of Q, say (a, h) with a in Aut A
and h in H. Since also (ah, h)e Q and Q n Aut A = A, there is an ele¬
ment a in A such that
(a,h) = a (clh, h.) .
Then
(a ,h)0 = (d0)((ah,h)0)
= a t]h (a„, h), by (5).
Since A :£ Q, this shows that (a, h) 0 e Q. Hence Q* = Q0 ^ Q.
Similarly Q ^ Q*. Therefore Q = Q*. This complete the proof.
We observe now that the distinct subgroups of Aut AxH determining
sited extensions of A by H stand in one-to-one correspondence with the
distinct homomorphisms of H into (A). To see this, suppose first that Q
is a subgroup of Aut AxH determining a sited extension of A by H, that
is such that Q n Aut A = A and Qn = H. Then Q determines a homo-
morphism XQ\ H -* 1f (A) as follows:
for any h in H, hXQ = aA if and only if (a, h) e Q ,
where a e Aut A.
Since Q n Aut A — A, XQ is well defined by this rule, and is defined on
the whole of H since Qn = H. Conversely, suppose that X is a homo-
morphism of H into 21 (A). Then X determines a subgroup Q of Aut AxH,
defined as
Q = { (a, h) | a e Aut A, he H and hX = aA },
and it is clear that then Q n Aut A = A and Qn = H, so that Q deter¬
mines a sited extension of A by H. Furthermore, XQ = X. Finally,
distinct homomorphisms of H into 2f (A) evidently determine distinct sub¬
groups of Aut AxH, and so the correspondence between homomorphisms
and subgroups is one-to-one.
If A is a group with trivial centre, then A is naturally identified with A
and the Theorem shows that any extension of A by H is equivalent to a
sited extension of A by H. Moreover, the only central automorphism of A
is the identity automorphism, so that we obtain
Corollary 1. Let A be a group with trivial centre and H an arbitrary
group. Then every extension of A by H is equivalent to a sited extension
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of A by H. The non-equivalent extensions of A by H stand in one-to-one
correspondence with the distinct homomorphisms of H into 91 (A).
If the only homomorphism of H into 91 (A) is the trivial homomorphism,
then the only sited extension of A by H is (A X H, n), where n denotes the
projection map of AxH onto H. Thus in particular we have
Corollary 2. Let A be a group with trivial centre and H a group.
Then (up to equivalence) the only extension of A by H is (A X H, n), where n
denotes the projection map of Ax H onto H, in any of the following cases:
(i) 91 (A) is trivial.
(ii) 91 (A) is soluble and H is perfect.
(iii) 91 (A) is a m-group and H is a m', group, where w is a set of prime
numbers and w' the set of all prime numbers not belonging to w.
(iv) H is simple and cannot be embedded in 91 (A).
Here (i) is the well known case of a complete group A.
According to a celebrated conjecture of O. Schreier, 91 (E) ought to
be soluble for any finite non-abelian simple group E. Schreier's Conjecture
is valid for every known finite non-abelian simple group. Thus (ii) applies
if A is any known finite non-abelian simple group.
Another result can be derived from (ii) and a Lemma due to H. Fitting
[4, Satz 12], which may be expressed as follows.
Lemma. Let E be a finite non-abelian simple group. Then, if n is a
positive integer and D is the direct product of n copies of E, Aut D is iso¬
morphic to the wreath product of Aut E by the symmetric group of degree n,
formed according to the natural representation.
A group is called completely reducible if it can be decomposed as a direct
product of a finite number of simple groups (Kurosh [5, p. 203]). An easy
inductive proof, using (ii) and the Lemma, establishes
Corollary 3. Let G be a non-trivial finite group. Associated with G
there is a set of non-isomorphic simple groups £j, ..., Ek and a set ofpositive
integers n,, ..., nk such that every composition series of G has precisely «,
composition factors isomorphic to £j (z = 1, ..., k) and no others. If
every Et is non-abelian and satisfies Schreier's Conjecture, and if every
ni < 5, then G is completely reducible.
This is a particular case of a recent result of R. Bercov [2],
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Nilpotent Subgroups of Finite Soluble Groups
John S.Rose
The general problem, with a particular instance of which the present paper
is concerned, is to obtain a description of the local structure of a group
from information about the global structure. The aspect of local structure
investigated here is the embedding of subgroups, especially of nilpotent sub¬
groups in finite soluble groups. A classification of embeddings of subgroups
in finite groups by means of an arithmetic function called abnormal depth was
proposed in [6]. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. Then a(G.H), the
abnormal depth of H in G, is the least number of abnormal links appearing in
any balanced chain of subgroups connecting H to G, that is a chain for which
each link is either normal or abnormal. Thus a(G:H) = 0 if and only if H is
subnormal in G; and a(G:P)^l for every subgroup P of G of prime power
order. It was shown in [6] that if H is a nilpotent subgroup of a finite soluble
group G, of nilpotent length n, then a(G:H)^n— 1. Here in § I we examine in
greater detail the easiest non-trivial case, in which n = 2, and then in §2 prove
certain supplementary results for n = 3 and n = 4. Some simple wreath product
properties are established in § 3 and used in § 4 for the construction of examples
showing that the embedding results obtained cannot be improved in various
obvious ways.
Notation and terminology follow common usage. If X and 9) are classes
of groups, then .T9) denotes the class of all groups G having a normal sub¬
group X such that XeX and G/Xe9). This defines a composition of classes of
groups which in general is not associative. However, we shall deal only with
classes of which the composition is associative, and we may therefore omit
brackets from products of more than two classes. Since we shall be concerned
exclusively with finite groups, we take 91 to denote the class of finite nilpotent
groups and 91 the class of finite abelian groups. Then for any positive integer n,
91" is the class of finite soluble groups of nilpotent lengths t^n; and 91" is the
class of finite soluble groups of derived lengths ^ n.
Henceforth the term group is understood to mean finite group. Then any
group G has a unique smallest normal subgroup L such that G/L is nilpotent:
G/L is called the 91-residual of G. IfH is any subgroup of G, then there is a unique
smallest normal subgroup of G containing H, called the normal closure of H
in G and denoted by H°; and a unique smallest subnormal subgroup of G
containing H, called the subnormal closure ofH in G and (following Wielandt [8])
denoted by H• •G. If Ha = G, we shall say that H is contranormal in G. Then,
for any subgroup H of G, it is clear that H is contranormal in H 'a. (This is
to be compared with the fact that the hypernormalizer Nq(H) of H in G is
self-normalizing in G.) An abnormal subgroup is both self-normalizing and
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contranormal; though a subgroup may be both self-normalizing and contra-
normal without being abnormal, as the existence of subgroups of abnormal
depth > 1 shows. A contranormal subgroup of G necessarily covers the 91-
residual of G. If G is soluble, the converse is also true: a subgroup which covers
the 91-residual of G is contranormal in G.
The present enquiry directs attention to contranormal nilpotent subgroups.
It is by now well known that a soluble group G possesses self-normalizing
nilpotent subgroups and that all such subgroups are conjugate in G (Carter [3]):
these are the Carter subgroups of G. They are in fact abnormal in G, therefore
in particular contranormal in G. But in general G has contranormal nilpotent
subgroups other than its Carter subgroups. For instance, any system normalizer
of G is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G; it is contained in, but in general
does not coincide with, a Carter subgroup of G. We recall, however, that if
Ge9l2 then the class of system normalizers of G is the same as the class of
Carter subgroups of G (Carter [1, Theorem 5.6]). In various situations, we shall
ask the question: is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup necessarily contained
in a Carter subgroup?
If H is any subgroup of G and X any non-empty subset of G, NH(X) denotes
the normalizer of X in H and CH(X) the centralizer of X in H. Thus NH(X) =
H n Ng(A) and CH(X)= H n CG(X). Also Cc(G)=Z(G), the centre of G. The
derived group of G is denoted by G'. The subgroup of G generated by X is
denoted by <X>, and if Y is another subset of G, the notation <X, T) is used
in place of u 7). If x and y are arbitrary elements of G, Hx = x~1 Hx and
yx = x~1yx.
The symbol p always denotes a prime number. If H is a nilpotent group,
then Hp denotes the unique Sylow p-subgroup of H and Hp the unique p-com-
plement of H.
§ 1. Nilpotent Subgroups of 9J2-groups
The basic lemma for the development of §§ 1 and 2 is the following, proved
in [6],
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that G = HK, with K^G and H,K nilpotent. Then
Nq(H) is a Carter subgroup of G.
Since a contranormal subgroup of a group G covers the 9I-residual of G,
this has the
Corollary 1.2. If Ge9t2 and H is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G,
then H is contained in a Carter subgroup of G.
If Ge9I9I, more precise information is obtainable.
Corollary 1.3. If Geill91, then the only contranormal nilpotent subgroups
of G are the Carter subgroups of G.
Proof. Let H be a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G, and let G/L be
the 91-residual of G. Then //L=G, and by 1.1, H^LJ, a Carter subgroup of G.
Since Ge912, J is also a system normalizer of G, and therefore, since Ge5l91,
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JnL= 1 (Carter [2, Theorem 2]). Moreover, JL = G. Thus \H\ divides |d|,
\J\ = \G/L\ and |G/L| divides |H|. Hence \H\ = \J\, and so H = J.
From 1.2 and 1.3 we deduce
Corollary 1.4. (i) If Ge9l91 and H is any nilpotent subgroup of G, then H
is abnormal in h-g.
(ii) // G e ill2 and H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G, then H is abnormal
in H -G.
Proof. In any case, H is contranormal in H"°.
For (i), apply 1.3, since // For (ii), apply 1.2: H is contained in a
Carter subgroup J of H"G, and then the maximality of H implies that H = J.
1.4 (i) yields, by a simple induction argument, a more general result:
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that Ge919l. If H is any subgroup of G, then H is
abnormal in H•'G. In particular, any contranormal subgroup of G is abnormal in G.
Proof. This is simply a repetition of the proof of Theorem 2 of [6], with
routine modifications.
1.4 may be used to obtain some information about the structure of the
subnormal closure of any subgroup of prime power order in an 2ItR-group.
(For a general discussion of subnormal closures of p-subgroups, see Wielandt
[8, §3].)
Proposition 1.6. Suppose that Ge9Is3L If P is any p-subgroup of G, then P G
has an abelian normal p-complement R; P-° = PR and PnR= 1.
Proof. Let K = P' G. By 1.4 (i), P is a Carter subgroup of K. It follows,
since P is a p-subgroup, that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of K \ and also, because
KeDl2, that P is a system normalizer of K. Therefore (Hall [5, Theorem 3.3])
P = PnNK(R),
for some p-complement R of K. This implies that R~3K. Now P covers the
9t-residual of K, and so, since P is a p-group, the 91-residual of K is a p-group.
It follows that K/R is the 9t-residual of K. But XeSWt, and therefore R must
be abelian.
Remarks. 1. In general, a group in til2 has contranormal nilpotent sub¬
groups other than its Carter subgroups. For instance, in the non-nilpotent
split extension X of a quaternion group Q = <j, k> by a cyclic group Y= <y>
of order 3, defined by the relations j'4 = fc4= 1, j2 = k2, kj—j3 k, y3 jy = k,
ky=jk, all proper subgroups of X are nilpotent. The Carter subgroups are
thus maximal subgroups, in fact cyclic of order 6. They are the normalizers
of the Sylow 3-subgroups of X, which are themselves contranormal in X
because the 9!-residual of X has order 3.
2. We shall see in Examples 2 and 3 of § 4 that a contranormal nilpotent
subgroup H of a group G in 9l3 need not be contained in a Carter subgroup
of G; although if GetlMtft, Proposition 2.1 will show that H is contained in a
Carter subgroup of G.
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3. By 1.5, if G is an 3191-group, contranormal subgroups of G are neces¬
sarily abnormal in G; on the other hand, self-normalizing subgroups of G
need not be abnormal. Indeed, if X is any class of soluble groups, closed under
the operations of forming quotients and direct squares, with the property that
whenever H is a self-normalizing X-subgroup of an X-group G it follows that H
is abnormal in G, then Xe9L To establish this, it is enough to show that any
non-trivial X-group has a non-trivial centre. Suppose to the contrary that
there is a group GeX with G=#l, but Z(G)=1. Then by hypothesis, G* =
GxGeX. Let G denote the diagonal subgroup of G*. Since G = G, GeX, and
since Z(G)=1, NC.(G)=G ([6, Lemma 2]). Therefore, by hypothesis, G is
abnormal in G*. But since G is soluble and G=|= 1, G' < G, and so 6 is not contra-
normal in G*, a fortiori not abnormal in G*. We conclude from this contra¬
diction that there is no such group G in X, and therefore that every non-trivial
X-group has a non-trivial centre.
It follows from 1.4 (ii) that if Ge9I2 and H is any nilpotent subgroup of G,
then there is a chain of subgroups
H^JSK^G,
with H subnormal in J, J abnormal in K and K subnormal in G. (This is the
case n = 2 of Theorem 1 in [6].) From 1.4 (i), we know also that if Ge9I91, we
can always choose J = H. We shall examine conditions under which we can
choose K = G (with in general H + J). For this it is natural to confine attention
in the first place to maximal nilpotent subgroups H of G. We shall prove the
equivalence of several conditions on a maximal nilpotent subgroup of a group
in 9t2, of which one is the existence of a chain of the kind under consideration.
For this purpose, it is convenient to make use of simple properties of
pronormal subgroups. A subgroup H is said to be pronormal in a group G if,
for any elements x and y of G, Hx and Hy are conjugate in <Hx, Hyy: see [7, § 1],
It is easy to show that if H is pronormal in G, then NG(H) is abnormal in G,
and that H is both pronormal and subnormal in G if and only if H~=3G. We
note another property: if H is pronormal in G, then H is contranormal in HG.
To prove this let K = H 'G. Then, for any x in G, KX = (HX) 'G. Since H is pro-
normal in G, there is an element y in <H, Hxy such that Hxy = H. Then Kxy = K;
and since <H, Hxy ^ Kxy, it follows that K is pronormal in G. But since K
is also subnormal in G, this implies that K~^G. Hence K = H°. We state the
two properties which will be needed as
Lemma 1.7. Suppose that H is a pronormal subgroup of a group G. Then
Ng(H) is abnormal in G, and H is contranormal in HG.
Proposition 1.8. Suppose that Ge9l2 and let H be a maximal nilpotent sub¬
group of G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There is a chain of subgroups H^Jf^G, with H subnormal in J and
J abnormal in G.
(ii) Na(H) is abnormal in G.
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(iii) Ng(H) is contranormal in G.
(iv) H is pronormal in G.
(v) H is contranormal in H°.
(vi) H is abnormal in H°.
It is well known that if H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of an arbitrary
group G, then NG(H) is self-normalizing in G; cf. (ii) and (iii) above. Recall
also 1.4(h).
Proof. (i)=>(ii) H is a subnormal nilpotent subgroup of J, and therefore H
is contained in the Fitting subgroup of J. Then by the maximality of H, H must
coincide with the Fitting subgroup of J. Therefore NG(H)^J, and so NG(H)
is abnormal in G.
(ii)=>(iii) This is immediate.
(iii) => (iv) Let G/L be the 9t-residual of G. Then by hypothesis, NG (H) L = G,
so that any element x in G may be expressed in the form x — uv, with u in N(; (II)
and v in L. This gives HX = HUV = Hv. Because L is nilpotent and H is a maximal
nilpotent subgroup of HL, 1.1 shows that H is a Carter subgroup of HL.
Thus H is abnormal in HL, and so ve(H,Hv} = (H,Hx}. Hence H is pro-
normal in G.
(iv)=>(v) By 1.7.
(v)=>(vi) The hypothesis implies that H-G — HG, and then the conclusion
follows by 1.4 (ii).
(vi)=>(iv) For any x in G, <H, HX}^HG, and so the hypothesis that H is
abnormal in HG implies that H and Hx are Carter subgroups of <H, Hx}.
Therefore H and Hx are conjugate in (H, Hx). Hence H is pronormal in G.
(iv) => (ii) => (i) By 1.7.
Proposition 1.9. If Get)hiI and H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G, then
the statements (i) — (vi) of Proposition 1.8 are fulfilled.
Proof. By hypothesis, G' is nilpotent. Therefore by 1.1 and the maximality
of H, H is a Carter subgroup of HG', so that H is abnormal in HG'. However,
HG'liG, and so H fLHG^HG'. Therefore H is abnormal in H°, so that state¬
ment (vi) of 1.8 is fulfilled.
Corollary 1.10. If GeiRSI and H is any nilpotent subgroup of G, then there
is a chain of subgroups H^J^G with H subnormal in J and J abnormal in G.
That a maximal nilpotent subgroup of a group in 9l2 does not in general
satisfy the conditions (i) — (vi) of 1.8 we shall see in Example 1 of §4.
Let G1,G2e9l2, and suppose that G1 has a nilpotent subgroup H{ which
cannot be connected to G: by a chain of subgroups H1^J1f^Gl, with Hi
subnormal in Jj and Jx abnormal in Gl5 and that G2 has a nilpotent subgroup H2
which cannot be connected to G2 by a chain of subgroups H2^K2^G2,
with H2 abnormal in K2 and K2 subnormal in G2. (By 1.10 and 1.4 (i), G^iRSl
and G2(£2I9L) Let G = Gt x G2e9l2. Then // = /ij xH2 is a nilpotent subgroup
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of G, and it is easy to see that among the chains (which certainly exist) of
subgroups HiSJ^K^G, with H subnormal in J, J abnormal in K and K
subnormal in G, there is none in which either J = H or K = G.
§ 2. Nilpotent Subgroups of 9l3- and 9i4-groups
In this section we obtain a few extensions of the results of §1 to 9t3- and
9t4-groups.
Proposition 2.1. If Ge9t9I9J and H is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup
of G, then H is contained in a Carter subgroup of G.
Proof By hypothesis, there is a normal nilpotent subgroup K of G such
that G/Ke9I9L Then HK/K is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G/K,
so that by 1.3, HK/K is a Carter subgroup of G/K. Therefore HK/K= CK/K
for some Carter subgroup C of G. Then, since C^HK, C is a Carter subgroup
of HK. This implies, by conjugacy of Carter subgroups, that every Carter
subgroup of HK is also a Carter subgroup of G. The result follows because
H^NfK(H), which by 1.1 is a Carter subgroup of HK.
Corollary 2.2. If Ge 919191 and H is any nilpotent subgroup of G, then
a{G:H)^ 1.
Proof. Let K = H' Ge919X91. Then H is contranormal in K, so that by 2.1,
H is contained in a Carter subgroup J of K. Thus H f/LJ iLK^G, with H sub¬
normal in J, J abnormal in K and K subnormal in G. This shows that a (G: H) 5S 1.
We shall see in Examples 2 and 3 of § 4 that a contranormal nilpotent
subgroup H of a group G in 913 need not be contained in a Carter subgroup
of G, and indeed it is possible that a(G:H)= 2. However, there is another situa¬
tion in which we may conclude that a(G:H)rg 1. To establish this, we make
use of the following helpful lemma, a remark made by Professor P. Hall in his
lectures in Cambridge in the Lent Term of 1963; his permission to include it
here is gratefully acknowledged.
Lemma 2.3. If H is a subgroup of a group G and Kt!G, with H abnormal
in HK and HK abnormal in G, then H is abnormal in G.
Proof. Let xeG. Since HK is abnormal in G,
xe(HK, (HK)xy = K <ff, Hx>,
because K^G. Let
x = ky with keK and ye<H, Hx}.
Since H is abnormal in HK,
ke(H, Hky = <H, Hxy~') ^ <tf, Hx>.
Therefore xe(H, Hx>. Hence H is abnormal in G.
Proposition 2.4. Let G e 9t3, and suppose that G has abelian system normalizers.
If H is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G, then a{G:H)r± 1.
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Proof. There is a normal nilpotent subgroup K of G such that G/KeDl2.
Then HK/K is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G/K, and so by 1.2,
k HK/K is contained in a Carter subgroup of G/K. Since G/KeSfl2, the Carter
subgroups of G/K coincide with its system normalizers, and therefore (by Hall
[5, Theorem 7.3]) HK/K^DK/K for some system normalizer D of G. Then
Hf^DK, and by hypothesis, DKe9l2I. Therefore, by 1.10, there is a chain of
subgroups H f/J ^DK, with H subnormal in J and J abnormal in DK. Since
DK/K is abelian it follows that JK = DK. Also DK is abnormal in G. Thus
Jf/LJK^G, with K-S3G, J abnormal in JK and JK abnormal in G. Hence
by 2.3, J is abnormal in G. The result follows.
The hypotheses in 2.4 imply that in fact Ge91221. However, it is not enough
in 2.4 to suppose merely that Ge91221: in Example 2 of § 4, we shall construct
a group G6219121 with a contranormal nilpotent subgroup H such that
a{G:H)= 2.
2.1 and 2.4 are distinct results. Any non-abelian nilpotent group satisfies
the hypotheses of 2.1 but not of 2.4. We shall construct in Example 3 of §4 a
group satisfying 2.4 but not 2.1, a group in which in fact a contranormal
nilpotent subgroup is not contained in a Carter subgroup.
Proposition 2.5. Let Ge9122191, and suppose that the Carter subgroups of G
are abelian. If H is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of G, then a(G:H)^ 1.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generatity that H is a maximal
nilpotent subgroup of G. By hypothesis, G has a nilpotent normal subgroup K
such that G/Ke912191. Then HK/K is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of
* G/K, so that by 2.1, HK/K is contained in a Carter subgroup of G/K. Hence
HK/K^CK/K for some Carter subgroup C of G. Now by hypothesis, C is
abelian, and so CKe912l. Therefore since H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup
of CK, 1.9 and 1.8 show that NCK(H) is abnormal in CK. It follows, since CK/K
is abelian, that NCK(H) K= CK. Moreover, CK is abnormal in G. Thus
Nck(H)^Nck(H)K^G, with K^G, NCK(H) abnormal in Nck{H)K and
Nck{H) K abnormal in G. Therefore by 2.3, NCK(H) is abnormal in G. It follows
that a(G:H1.
Corollary 2.6. Let G be an A-group of length Sj 4. If H is any abelian sub¬
group of G, then a(G:H)^ 1.
Proof. Let K = H a. Then K is an A-group of length ^4, so that in par¬
ticular Ke2I4 and the Carter subgroups of K are abelian. Since H is contra¬
normal in K, it follows from 2.5 that a(K:H)^ 1. Hence a{G:H):g 1.
Remarks. 1. It follows readily from 2.6 and 1.1 that if H is an abelian sub¬
group of an A-group G of length 5, then a(G:H)^2. In Example 5 of §4, we
shall construct such a G and H with a(G:H) = 2. Thus 2.6 cannot be sharpened
to yield the same conclusion for A-groups of lengths >4.
2. Let G be an A-group and H a contranormal abelian subgroup of G.
From 2.1, we know that if G is of length ^3, then H is contained in a Carter
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subgroup of G, and from 2.6 that if G has length 4, then a(G: H) ^ 1. In Example 4
of § 4 we shall show, however, that an A-group of length 4 may have a contra-
normal abelian subgroup not contained in a Carter subgroup.
3. The hypotheses in 2.5 imply that in fact Ge912l2I2; but it is not enough
in 2.5 to suppose merely that Ge912s212, as Example 2 of §4 shows. Indeed,
the hypotheses in 2.5 cannot even be weakened by replacing the supposition
that the Carter subgroups of G are abelian by the supposition that the system
normalizers of G are abelian. To see this, we may refer to the Example in
[6, § 4]; there the group Ge9l4, the system normalizers of G are abelian and V
is a nilpotent subgroup which is subabnormal in G, hence contranormal in G,
such that a (G: V) = 2.
4. Any subgroup containing a system normalizer of a soluble group G is
certainly contranormal in G. By a theorem of Carter [4, Theorem 3], if Ge9I3
and H is any nilpotent subgroup containing a system normalizer of G, then H
is contained in a Carter subgroup of G. On the other hand, Examples 2 and 3
of §4 show that a group in 913 may also have contranormal nilpotent sub¬
groups not contained in any Carter subgroup; and the Example in [6, §4]
shows that a group G in 2I4 may have a subabnormal nilpotent subgroup
(which certainly contains a system normalizer of G) not contained in a Carter
subgroup of G.
5. 2.5 does not contain either of the previous results 2.1, 2.4. Any 9291ill-
group with non-abelian Carter subgroups serves to show that 2.1 is not a
particular case of 2.5; and the symmetric group of degree 4 is an example of
a group satisfying the hypotheses of 2.4 but not of 2.5.
§ 3. Wreath Product Properties
Let X be any group, p any prime number and W=CptX, the wreath
product (formed according to the regular representation) of a cyclic group of
order p by X. Then
W— AX,
where
^ = Drn<«*>^, AnX=l, apx=\ and ayx = axy
xeX
for all x and y in X; A is the base group of W. It will be convenient to establish
some elementary general properties of W, which we shall subsequently apply
in the construction of examples. We retain the notation above throughout this
section.
Let Y be any subgroup of X. Any element of A is expressible in the form
EKc
xeX
where each vx is an integer such that 0^vx<p; and
11 ca(y) if and only if [] al*y= 11
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for every element y in Y, that is if and only if vx = vxy for every x in X and y in Y.








In particular, |Q(y)| = p'X:>r'.
Next we consider CW(CA(Y)). Because A is abelian, surely
A^Cw(Ca(Y))^AX,
and so Cw(CA(Yj) = ACx(CA{Yj). From 3.1, for x in X,
xeCx(CA(Yj) if and only if na<iy*=riatiy for i= 1,, r,
yeY yeY
and evidently this is true if and only if xeT
3.2. Cx(CA(Y))=Y,and CW(CA{Y)) = AY.
With any subgroup Y of X, we associate now the subgroup
Y* = CA(Y)x Y
of W. We shall consider the map
*: y^y*
from the set of subgroups of X into the set of subgroups of W, especially when
p does not divide |X|. Before we impose the latter restriction however, we
note that in consequence of 3.2, * is an injective map: for if yi5 Y2 are sub¬
groups of X such that Y1*=Y£, then AnYf = AnY£, that is CA(Y1)= CA{Y2);
therefore CX(CA(Y1))= CX(CA(Y2)), and by 3.2, this shows that Yr=Y2.
3.3. The map ♦: Y\—>Y*from the set of subgroups of X into the set of sub¬
groups of W is injective.
We now assume that p does not divide |X|. Then, for any subgroup Y
of X, since |Q(T)| and |T| have greatest common divisor 1,
Nw(Y*)=Nw(CA(Yj)nNw{Y).
Consider first NW(Y). Suppose that a xeNw(Y), with a in A and x in X. Then
for any y in Y, ax vyax = y1eY,
SO that —la —1 A V 1
y 1ya = y y\ eArxX=l.
Therefore aeCA{Y) and xeNx(Y). Hence
Nw(Y)=Ca(Y)Nx(Y).
We shall show that Nw(Y)^Nw(CA(Yj). To do this, it is enough by the
last equation to show that Nx(y):giV(C4(y)). Suppose then that xeNx(Y).
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where the integer j and element y' of Y are uniquely determined by the equa¬
tion tix = tjy'. Now the map yi—is a permutation of Y, and therefore
0 atj y'yx= n atjy-
yeY yeY
Hence by 3.1, xeNw(CA(Y)).
The following statement has now been established:
3.4. If p does not divide |X|, then NW(Y*) = NW(Y)= CA{Y) NX(Y). In
particular, IJV^jY*): Y*| = |Ny(Y): Y|; and Y* is self-normalizing in W if and
only if Y is self-normalizing in X.
Next we prove
3.5. If p does not divide |X|, then (Y*)W = A Yx. In particular, \W:(Y*)w\ =
\X: Yx\; and Y* is contranormal in W if and only if Y is contranormal in X.
For this purpose, we note that A Y*m W and (Y*)w S: Yx, so that it is enough
to show that (Y*)w~StA. We show first that (X*)w~2iA. For each x in X,
x_1 x"1 = (a1~1)xa1 = a~1 ale{X*)w, hence





it follows that a[x^e(X*)w; and therefore, since p does not divide |X|, that
a1e(X*)H'. This imples that axe{X*)w for every x in X, and so (X*)W^.A.
Now we shall show that it follows from this that (Y*)W^.A. Let
£, = Dr n for
ye Y
Then A = BX x x Br. Moreover, for each i, YSiiV^fB;) and BjY^CpTY
Therefore, by what has been proved above, with Y replacing X and Bt re¬
placing A, (Cfli(Y) x Y)B'y^B,.But Y*^CBi(Y)x Yfor 1 ^i^r, and sofY*)^
Bj x ••• x Br= A. This establishes 3.5.
If Yj, Y2 are conjugate subgroups of X, say Y2=Yf with x in X, then
CV(L2)= Cw(Yf)x\ and since A-siW, it follows that CA(Y2)=CA(Yl)x, hence
Y* = (Y*r. Thus the images under the map * of conjugate subgroups of X
are conjugate subgroups of W.
Now suppose that Y1? Y2 are subgroups of X such that Y*, Y* are con¬
jugate subgroups of W, say Y2* = (Y1*)>V with w in W. We shall show that Ylf Y2
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are conjugate subgroups of X (so that lj*, Y* are actually conjugate by an
element of X). Since p does not divide |X|, the equation Yf = (Y1*)w implies
that CA(Y2)=CA{Yl)w and Y2= Yf. Now w = ax for some a in A and x in X.
Since A is abelian, this gives CA(Y2)= CA(Yf)x and hence, since A~3 W, CA(Y2) =
CA{Yf). Then, since Yf^X, Yjc^Cx(CA{Y2))=Y2, by 3.2. However, [>jx] =
17^1 = 1721, and therefore Yf=Y2.
3.6. If p does not divide |X|, then the map *: 7i—>7* is such that subgroups
7j, Y2 of X are conjugate in X if and only if Y*, Y* are conjugate in W.
If 7 is a nilpotent subgroup of X, then 7* is a nilpotent subgroup of IT;
and on the assumption that p does not divide |X|, we shall see that 7* is in
fact a maximal nilpotent subgroup of W. Suppose that 7* (7 ^W, where
U is nilpotent. Then CA(Y)^Up=UnA, and Y^UP. Therefore Up^CA(Up)fL
Q(7), and so Up=CA(Y). Hence Up^Cw(Ca{Y))=AY, by 3.2. Since Y^UP
and p does not divide |t/p|, it follows that Up= 7, and therefore that U = 7*.
Next, we shall show that any maximal nilpotent subgroup U of IT is con¬
jugate in W to 7* for some subgroup 7 of X. We remark first that, by the
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, Up is contained in some conjugate in IT of X.
Hence, replacing U if need be by some conjugate in W, we may suppose that
UP^X. Now Up=UnA^CA(U"). Therefore U =Upx U"^CA(Up)x Up =
(Up)*. Since Up is nilpotent, so also is (Up)* nilpotent, and hence it follows
from the maximality of U that U = (UP)*.
In view also of 3.6, we have established
Proposition 3.7. If p does not divide \X\, then the number n of conjugacy
classes in IT of maximal nilpotent subgroups is equal to the number of conjugacy
classes in X of all nilpotent subgroups; and if Yt,... ,Yn are reprensentatives
of the distinct conjugacy classes of nilpotent subgroups of X, then 7t*, ...,7„*
are representatives of the distinct conjugacy classes of maximal nilpotent sub¬
groups of W.
We may note that if 7 is abelian, then 7* is also abelian. Thus 7* is a
maximal nilpotent subgroup of IT which happens to be abelian; so that in
particular it is certainly a maximal abelian subgroup of IT Let U be any
maximal abelian subgroup of IT Then as in the argument leading to 3.7,
replacing U if necessary by some conjugate in W, we may suppose that UP^LX.
As before, Up=U nA^CJU") so that U= Up x UPS CA(UP) x UP = (UP)*.
Since Up is abelian so also is (Up)* abelian, and hence it follows from the
maximality of U that U = (UP)*. This yields
Proposition 3.8. If p does not divide |X|, then every maximal abelian sub¬
group of IT is also a maximal nilpotent subgroup of W. The number m of conjugacy
classes in IT of maximal abelian subgroups is equal to the number of conjugacy
classes in X of all abelian subgroups, and if Y1,...,Ym are representatives of
the distinct conjugacy classes of abelian subgroups of X, then Y*,...,Y* are
representatives of the distinct conjugacy classes of maximal abelian subgroups
of W.
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§ 4. Construction of Examples
As well as the results of § 3, we shall need two simple lemmas, which will
be established before any construction of examples is undertaken. It is a
familiar fact that if H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of a group G, then
Na{H) is self-normalizing in G; but a slightly stronger assertion than this
can be made, namely that any subgroup of G in which H is subnormal is con¬
tained in Na(H), or in the terminology of Carter [4], that NG(H) is the sub-
normalizer of H in G.
Lemma 4.1. Let H be a maximal nilpotent subgroup of a group G. Then
Ng(H) is the subnormalizer of H in G.
Proof. Suppose that H is subnormal in a subgroup J of G. Then H lies
in the Fitting subgroup of J. Since H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of J,
it follows that H coincides with the Fitting subgroup of J. Therefore J ^NG(H).
The second lemma concerns the structure of a system normalizer of a
soluble group which has a normal Sylow subgroup.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that G is a soluble group with a normal Sylow p-sub-
group P. Let Gx be a p-complement of G and let Dl be a system normalizer of
G1. Then CP(G1)xD1 is a system normalizer of G.
Proof. Consider a Sylow system of G which includes the p-complement G,.
If D is the corresponding system normalizer of G, then
Dp = PnN0(G1)=Cp(G1) (Hall [5, Theorem 3.3]).
Furthermore Dp^Gl, and so ([7, Lemma5.1]) Dp is a system normalizer of
G1. Therefore DP = D* for some x in Gt. Then
D=CP{G1) x Z)f = (CP(G1) x Dj)x,
since x centralizes CP(Gf). Hence CP(G1)xD1 ( = DX ') is a system normalizer
of G.
Examples. 1. We shall construct a group G in 2191 with a maximal nil-
potent subgroup H not satisfying the equivalent conditions (i) —(vi) of 1.8.
Let G= CpTD8, where p is an odd prime and D8 is a dihedral group of order 8.
Then G = A X, where A is the base group of the wreath product, and X = <x,y>
with x4 = y2 = (xy)2 = 1. Certainly Ge2l9L Let T=<y> and let H=Y* =
Q(y)x f By 3.7, H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G. By 3.4, NG(H) =
CA(Y) NX(Y): this is not contranormal in G, because NG(H)^A Nx(Y)cG,
since Nx{Y)oX. Therefore H does not satisfy the conditions of 1.8.
2. Next, we shall construct a group G in 219121 with a contranormal
nilpotent subgroup H such that a(G:H) = 2. With this goal in view, we begin
by letting X be the subgroup of the general linear group GLln(p) discussed
in [6, § 3] (denoted there by G), where n is a positive integer and p is an odd
prime:
X = (U,t>,




the group of 2n-square unitriangular matrices with entries in GF(p) and
f = diag{— 1, +1, -1, +1,-1, +1}= X(-l)1' eu.
1=1
(The notation is as in [6].) Then
ej,=(-l )i+jeip
so that
(1 + Z kj etjf=l + E (- Vi+j eU'
i<j i<j
and this is equal to
1+ ZAijeij if and only if (— l),+J AiJ = AiJ for all i and j,
i<j
that is if and only if Afj = 0 whenever i+j is odd. Thus
Q/(t)={ 1+ Yj^'jeij\Aij=0 whenever i+j is odd}.
i<j
Now by Lemma 4.2, C[,(r)x<t) is a system normalizer D of X. Moreover
it was shown in [6] that (tjx = X. Thus any subgroup of X lying between
<t> and D is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup of X.
Now we prescribe that n^3. This ensures that Cv(t) is non-abelian, for
l+e13 and l+e35 both belong to Cv(t), and
(1 + ei 3) (1 + e3 5) = 1 + ei 3 + ei 5 + e3 5 >
whereas
(1 +e3 5)(1 +e13) = 1 +e13 + e3 5-
It follows, since Cv(t) is a p-group and p is an odd prime, that there is a sub¬
group V of Cv(t) which is not normal in Cv(t). Let Y=Vx <t>, a contranormal
nilpotent subgroup of X. Since
X= U <r>,
Nx(Y) = Na{YKty,
and Nu(Y) = Nu(V)n Cu(t) = NCu(t)(V)< Cv(t), by choice of V. Therefore
NX(Y)<D, and so, since D is nilpotent, NX{Y) is a proper subgroup of its
normalizer in X.
Let q be an odd prime different from p, and let G=CqXX. Then Ge 219191.
Let A denote the base group of G, and let
H=Y* = Ca{Y)XY.
By 3.7, H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G; and by 3.5 H is contranormal
in G. Therefore, by Lemma4.1, we could have a(G:H)^ 1 only if NC(H) were
abnormal in G. But by 3.4, NG(H)= CA(Y)NX(Y)?^ANX{Y); and since d^G,
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AnX=l and NX(Y)<NX(NX(Y)), ANx(Y)<Ng(ANx{Y)). Thus NC(H) is not
abnormal in G, and so, since a(G:H)^2 ([6, Theorem 1]) it follows that
a(G:H) = 2.
3. In Example 2, the system normalizers of G are non-abelian: we know
by Proposition 2.4 that if a group G in 9l3 has abelian system normalizers,
then a(G:H)^ 1 for any contranormal nilpotent subgroup H of G. We shall
show, however, that H need not be contained in a Carter subgroup of G.
For this purpose, let X be the split extension of a quaternion group by
a cyclic group of order 3 described in Remark 1 following 1.6. Let p be a
prime > 3, and let G = CpTX. Then Geift3. Let Tbe a subgroup of X of order 3,
and let V=NX{Y): then Lis cyclic of order6, and is both a Carter sub¬
group and a system normalizer of X. Let A be the base group of G. Then
by Lemma 4.2, CA (X) x V is a system normalizer of G, and so the system
normalizers of G are abelian.
By 3.4, V* = CA(V)x V is a Carter subgroup of G. Also Y is contranormal
in X, and so by 3.5, Y* = CA{Y)xY is a contranormal nilpotent subgroup
of G. Since |F*|=|=|y*|, Y* is not a Carter subgroup of G, and since by 3.7,
Y* is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G, Y* is not contained in a Carter
subgroup of G.
Thus G is a group satisfying the hypotheses of 2.4 and having a contra¬
normal nilpotent subgroup not contained in a Carter subgroup of G. Since
V* is abelian, G also satisfies the hypotheses of 2.5, and therefore shows that
in 2.5 H need not be contained in a Carter subgroup of G. We see this also
from the following example.
4. We shall show how to construct an A-group of length 4 with a contra¬
normal abelian subgroup not contained in a Carter subgroup. We begin by
selecting any A-group X of length 3 with a system normalizer D and Carter
subgroup £ such that D<E. (For instance, we may take X to be as in Example 5
below.) Then let p be a prime not dividing |X|, and consider W—CXYX.
It is clear that W is an A-group of length 4. Let P denote the base group of W.
By 3.7, D*—CP(D)xD is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of W which, by 3.5,
is contranormal in W, because D is contranormal in X. Also, by 3.4, £* =
CP{E) x £ is a Carter subgroup of W. Since D<E, D* and £* belong to different
conjugacy classes in W, and therefore D* is not a Carter subgroup of W Thus
D* is a contranormal abelian subgroup of W which is not contained in a
Carter subgroup of W.
5. Finally, we shall show that an A-group of length 5 can have an abelian
subgroup H with a(G:H)— 2. (We know as a consequence of Corollary 2.6
that u(G://)iS2.) We observe first that it will be enough for this purpose to
construct an A-group W of length 4 with an abelian subgroup V such that
(i) V is contranormal in W, and
(ii) NW(V) is not abnormal in W.
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For then we can choose a prime q which does not divide \W\, and let
G = Cq1W and H = V* = CQ(V) x V, where Q is the base group of G. Then
G is an A-group of length 5. By 3.7, H is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G,
and by 3.5, (i) implies that H is contranormal in G. Then, as in Example 2,
it follows from Lemma4.1 that a(G:H)^L 1 only if NG(H) is abnormal in G.
By 3.4, Ng(H)= Cq(V) Nw(V)^Q Nw(V), and (ii) implies that QNW(V) is not
abnormal in G. Hence a(G.H)>\ and so a(G:H) = 2.
We shall now construct such a group W. Let X be a split extension of an
elementary abelian group B = <b)x<c), of order 52, by a symmetric group
S=<u, v} of degree 3, defined by the relations b5 = c5 = u3 = v2 = (u v)2= 1,
bc — cb, bu = c, cu=b~lc~i, bv = c, cv=b. Then X is an A-group of length 3.
By Lemma 4.2, CB(S)x (v) is a system normalizer D of X. Now CB(S):S
Z(X)~ 1, so that in fact D = <d>. We see that CB(v)=(b c>; let E= (b c) x (v).
(Actually, E is the (by Carter [4, Theorem 2]) unique Carter subgroup of X
containing D.)
Let p be a prime > 5, and let W= CpXX: then W is an A-group of length 4.
Let P denote the base group of W:
P = DvY[<axy,
xeX
where apx= 1 for every x in X. By Lemma 4.2, CP(X) xD is a system normalizer
D of W, and by 3.1, CP(A')=<z), where
z=Y\ax-
xeX
Let Pl = <z> x <ax avCP(D), because (aj avf = av a1; and let V=P1x D. Then
V is abelian, and is contranormal in W because it contains a system normalizer
D of W.






For any x in X, (a1av)* = axavx, and this belongs to Px if and only if
ax avx — al av, hence if and only if xe <!>> = /). Thus
NAP^D,
and so
NW(V) = (P D) n (CP(D) Nx(D)) = CP(D) D = D\
the maximal nilpotent subgroup of W corresponding by 3.7 to the nilpotent
subgroup D of X. Now D is not self-normalizing in X, for D<E, and so by
3.4, D* is not self-normalizing in W. This shows that NW(V) is not abnormal
in W. Hence condition (ii) is satisfied and the construction is complete.
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1. The definition and main result. It has been shown ((l), § 3) that if G is any finite
group and p any prime number not dividing | G\, then the number of conjugacy classes
of maximal nilpotent subgroups in the regular wreath product of a cyclic group of
order p by G is equal to the number of conjugacy classes of all nilpotent subgroups
in G. This fact, together with various properties of the map by means of which it was
established, proved helpful in dealing with questions of construction raised in (l).
The present note isolates the key property of the wreath product on which the argu¬
ment rests, and from this shows how the argument can be carried over to a more
general context. The essential situation is that a group G acts on a group A in a way
which will be called 'absolutely faithful'.
A group G is said to act on a group A if for each element g of G and each element
a of A, there is a uniquely determined element aa of A, such that
(i) (a1a2)11 = a\a\, (ii) ag*gi = (agi)»2, (iii) a1 = a
for all a, alt a2eA and g, gv g2 e G. (Such an action naturally determines a homo-
morphism of G into the automorphism group Aut A of A, and conversely any
homomorphism of G into Aut A determines an action of G on A.) For each subgroup
H of G, set
= {azA\ah = a for all heH},
that is the' fixed point subgroup ofA under H' or the' centralizer ofH in A'. Similarly,
for each subgroup B of A, set
Ca(B) = {geG\bg = b for all beB},
the 'centralizer of B in G\ The action of G on A determines a semi-direct product
K of A by G; in K, ag = g~xag and CA(H), CG(B) have their customary meanings as
centralizers.
Definition. Suppose that the group G acts on the group A. The action is called
absolutely faithful if, for every subgroup II of G, Ca(CA(H)) = H.
When this condition is satisfied, then in particular C0(A) = CG(CA( 1)) = 1, so that
the action of G on A is faithful. Of course, faithful actions are not in general absolutely
faithful. We begin by noting an equivalent condition for an action to be absolutely
faithful.
1-1. Suppose that the group G acts on the group A. The action is absolutely faithful if
and only if the map If i—> CA(I1) from the set of subgroups of G into the set of subgroups
of A is infective.
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Proof. If the action of G on A is absolutely faithful and if Hv Il2 are subgroups of G
such that CA(Hf) — CA(H2), then If = CG(CA(HX)) — CG(CA(H2)) = H2. Conversely,
suppose that the map H\->CA(H) is injective. Let H = CG(CA(H)). Then H ^ H,
from which it follows that CA(H) > CA(H). But also, by definition, H central¬
izes Ca(H) and therefore CA(H) centralizes H, that is CA(H) < CA(H). Hence
Ca(H) = Ca(H), and so by hypothesis H = H. Therefore the action is absolutely
faithful.
For the remainder of this section, we suppose that the group G acts absolutely
faithfully on the group A, and we denote by K the semi-direct product of A by G
determined by this action. Further conditions are imposed as they are required. The
object of discussion is the map
♦ : Ht-*H* = Ca(H) x H
from the set of subgroups of G into the set of subgroups of K.
1-2. The map * is injective.
Proof. Suppose that Hv H2 are subgroups of G such that iff = fff. Then
CA{Hf) = A n Hf = A n Hi = Ca(H2),
and so by 1*1, H1 — ff2.
1-3. If A is abelian, then for every subgroup H of G, CK(CA(H)) = AH.
Proof. Since A is abelian, A ^ CK(CA(H)) < K = AG. The assertion follows by
Dedekind's rule and the hypothesis that the action of G on A is absolutely faithful.
1-4. Suppose that A is abelian, and let Hv H2 be subgroups of G. Then iff, /if are
conjugate in K if and only if Hx, H2 are conjugate in G.
Proof. Suppose first that II'[ = H2, for some geG. Then CK{Hf)a = CK(H2), and
therefore, since A is a normal subgroup of K, CA(Hf)a = CA(H2). Hence (iff)9 = iff.
Conversely, suppose that (iff)k = iff, for some keK. Then, since A is normal in K,
{A n iff )k — A n iff- that is CA(H1)k = GA(H2). Now Jc = ag with suitable elements
a in A and g in G. Since A is abelian and normal in K, it follows that CA(Hf) = CA(H2).
Then by 1-1, iff = ff2.
In order to carry over the arguments in (l), we now restrict attention to finite groups
acting in a ' relatively prime' way. Then we can formulate the main result as
Proposition 1-5. Let K be a finite group with an abelian normal Hall subgroup A,
and let Gbea complement of A in K. Suppose that the action (by conjugation) of G on A
is absolutely faithful. If If, ...,Hn are representatives of all the distinct conjugacy classes
ofnilpotent subgroups ofG, thenH*,..., H* are representatives of all the distinct conjugacy
classes of maximal nilpotent subgroups of K; where, for any subgroup H of G,
if* = Ca(H) x H.
Proof. Let tt denote the set of prime divisors of \A\. For any nilpotent subgroup
L of K, let Ln denote the unique Hall 7r-subgroup of L and Ln, the unique Hall
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^'-subgroup of L, so that L = Lnx Ln,. For any nilpotent subgroup H of G, H* is
certainly nilpotent. Suppose that L is a nilpotent subgroup of K with H* < L. Then
Ga(H) ^ Ln = A () L and H < Ln,.
Hence Lv s? CA{Lfi) sS CA(H), and so Ln = CA(H).
Therefore Ln, < CK(CA(H)) = AH, by 1-3.
Since H ^ L„. and (\A\, \Ln\ ) = 1, it follows that Ln, = II. Therefore
H* = CA{H)xH = LnxL7l, = L.
Thus H* is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of K.
In order to complete the proof, it will be enough, in view of 1-4, to show that every
maximal nilpotent subgroup of K is conjugate in K to some II*, with II a nilpotent
subgroup of G. Suppose then that L is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of K. By the
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem Ln, lies in some conjugate in K of G. Therefore we may
assume that Ln. G. Now L„ — A n L ^ CA(Ln'), and so
L = Ln x L„. s? CA(Ln.) x Ln, = L*..
But Ln- is nilpotent, therefore L*. is nilpotent, and hence by the maximality of L,
L = L*„
Corollary 1-6. Let K, A, G be as in 1-5, with the same hypotheses. Let Hbea class of
finite nilpotent groups containing the class offinite abelian groups and such that (i) any
Hall subgroup of an H-group is an %-group and (ii) the direct product of any two H-groups
of coprime orders is an £-group. If Hx,IIm are representatives of all the distinct
conjugacy classes of ^-subgroups of G, then II*,11% are representatives of all the
distinct conjugacy classes of maximal HL-subgroups of K. In particular, every maximal
HL-subgroup of K is also a maximal nilpotent subgroup of K.
Proof. If H is any 36-subgroup of G, then, since CA(H) is abelian and
H* is an 36-subgroup of K. Moreover, since it is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of K,
H* must certainly be a maximal T-subgroup of K. By 1-4, the proof will be com¬
pleted by showing that every maximal -subgroup of K is conjugate in K to some II*,
with H an F-subgroup of G. Now a maximal T-subgroup L of K must lie in some
maximal nilpotent subgroup of K and therefore, by 1-5 and replacing L if need be
by some conjugate in K, we may suppose that L < H*, where H is some nilpotent
subgroup of G. With the previous notation, it follows that
Ln «S Ga{H) and Lv. s? H.
Then CA(H) ^ CA(Ln.) and so L < L*,. However, Ln. is a Hall subgroup of L and con¬
sequently an T-subgroup of G, and therefore L*. is an -subgroup of K. Then the
maximality of L implies that L = L*..
The condition for the action in 1-5 to be absolutely faithful can be simply expressed
by 1-1 if G is cyclic of prime power order. Then we have
15-2
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Corollary 1*7. Let p be a prime number. Suppose that the finite group K has an
abelian normal p-complement A and that the Sylow p-subgroups of K are cyclic of
order pn. Let {g} be a Sylow p-subgroup of K. If
then K has precisely n+ 1 conjugacy classes of maximal abelian subgroups, of which
representatives are the subgroups CA(gpj) x with j = 0,1,
2. Permutation representations. Suppose that a group G permutes a set X: that is,
for each element g of G and each element x of X, there is a uniquely determined
element xg of X, such that (i) x(g1g2) = (xg1)g2 and (ii) xl = x for all xeX and gv g2eG.
(These conditions determine naturally a homomorphism of G into the unrestricted
symmetric group Sx of X, and conversely G permutes X by means of any homo¬
morphism of G into Sx.) For any group B, there is a corresponding action of G on the
(restricted) direct power A = Dr Bx, defined by
The semi-direct product of A by G determined by this action is of course the wreath
product of B by G defined by the given permutation representation of G. We ask:
when is the action of G on A absolutely faithful?
Let H be any subgroup of G, and letfeA. ThenfeCA(H) if and only iff(xh~1) = f(x)
for all heH and xeX. As G permutes X, so also H permutes X and therefore X is
partitioned into //-orbits. The condition for / to belong to CA(H) is precisely that
/ assume constant values on all //-orbits. Let the distinct //-orbits be denoted by
Xi (iel), with (J X{ — X. Then we have
where Bi = {feA\f(x) = f(y) for all x,yeXi and f(x) = 1 for all xfXfi.
Each Bi is isomorphic to B.
Suppose now that |Z?| 4= 1. Let geG. We show that geC6(CA(H)) if and only if
g fixes every //-orbit of X, that is X{g = Xi for every iel. Suppose first that g fixes
every H-orbit. Then iffeCA(H) and if xeXi:
because xg~1eXi and/assumes a constant value on Xt. This is true for all iel, and
so fa = /. Hence geCG(CA(H)). Now suppose that g does not fix every //-orhit: then
there is a jel and an element yeXj such that ygf Xj. We choose any non-identity
element b of B, and define feBj by
CA{g) < CA(gp) < ... < CA(gpn ') < CA(gpn) = A,
fa(x) =f(xg~1) for all /eH, geG and xeX.
GA(H) = BvBi,
f«{x) — f(xg~x) =f(x),
but
Then
b for all xeXp
1 for all xeX — Xj.
fa(yg) =f(y) = b, since yeXv
f(yg) = L since ygfX}.
Therefore/0 4 /, and so gfCG(CA(H)).
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Now if g fixes every //-orbit of X, then for each element x of X, because xg belongs
to the same //-orbit as x there is an element h of II such that xg = xh. Thus
greStabG(a;) H, where StabG(x) denotes the stabilizer in G of x. Conversely, if
f/eStab6,(x)// for every element x of X, then g fixes every //-orbit of X.
The following result has thus been established.
Proposition 2-1. Suppose that the group G permutes the set X, and let B be any
group with |Z?| 4= 1. Under the corresponding action of G on the group A = ~DvBx, for
every subgroup H of G
Cg(Pa{H))= f| (Staba(x)H).
xeX
Thus the action is absolutely faithful if and only if f) (StabG(x) H) = H, for every
subgroup H of G. xcX
When X = G and G permutes itself according to the regular representation, then
StabG(x) = 1 for every element x. Thus we can deduce from 2-1 and 1-5 the following
generalization of Proposition 3-7 of(l).
Corollary 2-2. Let nbea set ofprime numbers, and let B be a finite abelian tt-group,
with |Z?| 4= 1, and G a finite n' -group. Let K be the regular wreath product of B by G, and
let A = Dr BG, the base group of K. For each subgroup H of G, define the subgroup H*
of K by ZZ* = Ga(H) x H. If Hv .... Hn are representatives of all the distinct conjugacy
classes of nilpotent subgroups of G, then //*,..., ZZ* are representatives of all the distinct
conjugacy classes of maximal nilpotent subgroups of K.
If the action in 2-1 is absolutely faithful, then in particular fl StabG(x) = 1, that is
xeX
the associated permutation representation of G on X is faithful. On the other hand,
faithful permutation representations do not in general lead to absolutely faithful
group actions, as the following example shows.
Example 2-3. In 2-1, let X = {1, 2, 3} and let G = S3, the symmetric group ofdegree 3:
the natural permutation representation of G on X is faithful. Then
Stab0(l) = <(23)) = Gv say; StabG(2) = <(31)> = C2;
StabG(3) = <(12)) = Gs. Let H = <(123)) < G. Then GiH = G for i = 1,2, 3. By 2-1,
C'o(Ca(H)) = n OtH = G * H.
4=1
Therefore for any non-trivial group B, the natural action of S3 on the direct product
B-l x Z?2 x B3 of 3 copies of B is not absolutely faithful.
However, transitive permutative representations other than regular representations
can lead to absolutely faithful group actions.
Example 2-4. In 2-1, let G = A4, the alternating group on the set {1, 2, 3,4}, and
let X be the set of right cosets in G of the subgroup K = <(12) (34)) of order 2.
G permutes the elements of X transitively by right multiplication, and the associated
permutation representation (ofdegree 6) is faithful. For each xeG, Stab6,(/fx) = x~xKx,
so that by 2 -1 the condition that the corresponding action of G on Dr Bx be absolutely
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faithful, for any non-trivial group-B, is this: f| x~JKxH = H for every subgroup H of G.
xeO
The condition is clearly satisfied when H is any subgroup of G containing some con¬
jugate in G of K; and it is also satisfied when II = 1. It only remains to consider sub¬
groups H of order 3: then each x^KxH is a subset of G with \x~1KxH\ = 6; since
fl x"xKxH is a subgroup of G containing H, and since G has no subgroup of order 6,
xeO
it follows that the condition f~| x~xKxII = II is satisfied in this case too. Therefore the
xeG
corresponding action is absolutely faithful.
3. Normalizers and normal closures. For the applications in (l), it was a convenience
that the effect of the map * on normalizers and normal closures could be very simply
described. This is also true in a more general situation; indeed for this generalization
the hypothesis of an absolutely faithful group action is not needed.
We suppose that the group G acts on the group A, and denote by K the semi-direct
product of A by G determined by this action. For each subgroup H of G, we define as
before
H* = GJH) x H.
We are interested in the normalizer NK(H*) and the normal closure (H*)K of H* in K.
We note first
3-1. For every subgroup H of G, NK(H) — CA(H) Na(H).
Proof. Let ageNK(H), with aeA and geG. Then for each heH.
hag = hxeH,
and so h~1ha = h~1h±~1eA n G = 1.
Therefore aeCA(H) and geNa(H).
3-2. For every subgroup H of G, Na(H) ^ N0(CA(H)).
Proof. Let geNG(H) and aeCA(H). Then for each h in H,
(ia°)h = (a°ha~1)a = ag, since ghg^ell.
Therefore ageCA(H).
Now if A and G are finite and (\A\, |6r|) = 1, then
nk(H*) = nk(Ca(H)) n nk(H) = nk(H),
by 3-1 and 3-2. Thus 3-1 yields the following generalizations of 3-4 of (l):
Proposition 3-3. Let K be a finite group with a normal Flail subgroup A, and let G
be a complement of A in K. Then for each subgroup H of G,
Nk(h*) = nk(H) = cA(h)nG(h).
In particular, \NK(H*): H*\ = \NG(H): H\.
For the corresponding generalization of 3-5 of (1), we assume that A is abelian. We
prove
Proposition 3-4. Let K be a finite group with an abelian normal Hall subgroup A,
and let G be a complement of A in K. Then, for each subgroup H of G, (H*)K = AHG.
In particular, |K: (H*)K\ = \G: H°|.
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Proof. Certainly AHG is a normal subgroup of K, and H° ^ (H*)K; hence it is
enough to show that A < (H*)K. Since A is abelian, n a?l is> f°r any aeA, an un-
heH
ambiguously defined element of A. We observe that it belongs to CA(H): for if h' is
any element of H, then
(n a>i)h' — n a?ih' = n ah,
heH heH heH




that is, since A is abelian,
(II a*1)-1 alHle(H*)K.
heH
But n aheH*, and therefore
heH
ame(H*)K.
Since (\A\, \H\) = 1, it follows that
ae(H*)K.
Thus A ^ (H*)K, as we wished to show.
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In this note, p always stands for a prime number. Necessary and sufficient
conditions on a group K are given for all extensions of K by a group of order
p to split. As an illustration of the general result, the case in which K is a non-
abelian p-group with a cyclic subgroup of index p is considered.
The starting point for this enquiry was a lemma proved in [2] (Lemma 2.1):
(I) Let K and X be groups and Y a central subgroup of X. Suppose that all
extensions of K by X/Y split. Then any isomorphism of Y onto a central sub¬
group of K can be extended to a homomorphism of X into K.
The following fact is a direct consequence ([2], Corollary 2.2):
(II) Let K be a finite group and let n be the largest integer such that K
contains an element of order p". If Z(K) has order divisible by p then there is a
non-split extension of K by a cyclic group of order pn.
(Here and elsewhere Z(K) denotes the centre of K.)
Another simple consequence of (I) is
(III) lj'K is a group which has an element in Z(K) which is not the p-th power
ofany element in K, then there is a non-split extension ofK by a group oforder p.
To make this deduction, suppose that z is any element of Z{K). Let X be
a cyclic group of order p times the order of z (infinite if z has infinite order),
say A = <x>. Then there is an isomorphism cp of the (central) subgroup <xp)
of X onto the central subgroup <z> of K, with xp cp = z. If all extensions of K
by a group of order p split, then from (I), since X/(xps) has order p, cp can be
extended to a homomorphism cp*: <x>—>K; but then
z = xp q> = (x(p*)p,
so that z is a p-th power in K.
Thus in particular, if P is a finite p-group of exponent p", with n>0, there
is a non-split extension of P by a cyclic group of order p"; and if there is an
element of Z(P) which is not a p-th power in P, there is a non-split extension
of P by a group of order p. This suggests the question: do there exist non-
trivial finite p-groups for which all extensions by a group of order p split? We
shall see in Theorem B that there are such p-groups, at least for p =|= 3.
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First we give the general criterion for splitting of extensions by a group
of order p.
Theorem A. Let K be any group. All extensions of K by a group of order p
split if and only iffor each automorphism x of K and element a of K such that
a* = a and olp is the inner automorphism of K induced by a, there is an element
x of K such that
Proof. Suppose first that oeeAut K and aeK with a" = a and k*p = ka for all
keK. Let <y> be a cyclic group whose order is p times the order of a (infinite
if the order of a is infinite). Then we can form a semi-direct product H of K
by <y> with action defined by
ky = ka for all keK.
In H, ay = a and kyP = k" for all keK -, therefore y'a^eZfH). Let H = H/(ypa~1}
and for each element or subset X of H, let_X denote the natural image of X
in /LJTien K is a normal subgroup of H, H = (y}K, y$K and ypeK. There¬
fore K has index p in H. Moreover, in H, (ypa~1}nK= 1, so that K^K.
Thus if all extensions of K by a_group of order p split, H must split over K.
If conversely H splits over K for all suitable choices of a and a, then all
extensions of K by a group of order p split: for let G be any group containing
K as a normal subgroup of index p. Choose geG\K, so that
G = <g>K.
Let <y> be a cyclic group of the same order as <g>, and construct the semi-
direct product of K by <y> with the action of <y> on K defined by
ky = kg for all keK-,
call this semi-direct product H. Then the map
i//: yrk\-^>grk
(for all integers r and elements k of K) is a homomorphism of H onto G, and
KeriA = {//c|gr = /c-1 in G}.
Since gpeK, we see that ypg~p6Keri^; and
(gT = (gT = gp,
so that gp and y commute in H. Then since greK if and only if r is a multiple
of p,
Ker «A = <ypg-p>.
Let a be the automorphism of K defined by conjugation by g, and let a = gp.
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that is
ypa_=IeKer i/r.
It follows that aa = a (and in fact that KeripyLZ(H), since ypa~l in any case
centralizes K). Therefore a and a satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, H is
defined as in the first paragraph of the proof, and Ker i/t = <ypa_1>, so that
ip induces an isomorphism of H onto G in which K is mapped to K. Hence
if H splits over K, G splits over K.
For a particular a and a, H splits over K if and only if there is an element
of order p in H\K. Such an element must be of the form
Yx, where r^O (p) and xeK.
But then there is an integer s such that rs = 1 (p), the element (yrx)s of H also
has order p, and _ _
(fx)sK = ysK = yK,
hence (yrx)s = yx' with x'el Therefore we may as well assume that r=l
above. Hence H splits over K if and only if there is an element xeK such
that (yx)pe(ypa'1}. By induction on m, for each positive integer m
(y xf =/" x«m ~ V" ~2... x" x.
Then since y and a commute,
(yx)p6<ypa_1) if and only if xaP_1 ...xax = a~1.
Therefore (replacing x by x"1) H splits over K if and only if there is an ele¬
ment xeK such that
a = xx°t...xt"P
This completes the proof.
If we want to show that a particular group K has a non-split extension
by a group of order p, then according to Theorem A we must produce a
suitable automorphism a of K and element a of K. When can a be chosen as
an inner automorphism of K? If say a is conjugation by the element c of K,
then ap is conjugation by c" and therefore a must be chosen as an element
zc" with zeZ(K). Then
a" = (z cp)c — a.
For any xeK,
x x" x"2... x"p ~1 = x (c ~1 x c) (c ~ 2 x c2)... (c~(p ~11 x cp~')
= (xc~1)p cp.
If z is a p-th power in K, say z = bp, then by setting x = bceK we find
xx" x*2 ...x"pi = bp c" = zcp = a.
16 Math. Z., Bd. 117
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Therefore with this choice of a, we can show that there is a non-split extension
of K by a group of order p only if there is an element in Z(K) which is not a
p-th power in K: but this case is already covered by (III). So in general we
are forced to consider outer automorphisms of K.
As an illustration we now prove
Theorem B. Let K be a non-abelian group of order p" + 1 (where n^.2) with
a cyclic subgroup of order pn. Then there is a non-split extension of K by a group
of order p, except that if either p = 2, n^. 3 and K is quasi-dihedral or p?t 5 and
n = 2 then all extensions of K by a group of order p split.
Remark. Every element of Z(K) is a p-th power in K, so that (III) is not
applicable.
Proof of Theorem B. The possible structures for K are well known: see for
instance Huppert [1], I. 14.9, pp. 90-91. We consider them in turn.
(1) Suppose first that p = 2. We observe directly that if K is either dihedral
or generalized quaternion then there is a non-split extension of K by a group
of order 2. This is clear, for if G is a generalized quaternion group of order
2" + 2, say G = <x,y> with x2" + ' = l, y2=x2" and xy = x~\ then G has a sub¬
group Gt = <x2, y> which is generalized quaternion of order 2" + 1; and since G
has a unique element of order 2, G cannot split over G1.
Again, if J is a quasi-dihedral group of order 2" + 2, say J = <x, y> with
x2"+1 = l=y2 and xy = x2"-1, then J has a subgroup J1 = <x2,y) which is
dihedral of order 2"+1. An element xry of J has order 2 if and only if
1 = xr(xr)y = x2"r, that is if and only if r is even. The only other element of order 2
in J is x2", so that in fact every element of order 2 in J lies in Jl and therefore
J cannot split over J,.
(2) Now suppose that p = 2 and n^.3. There remain to be discussed two
possibilities for K. In either case K is a semi-direct product of a cyclic group
<w> of order 2" by a group <^) of order 2. Since K is non-abelian the action
of <>7> on <w> is faithful and we may assume that f?eAut<w) and K is a sub¬
group of the holomorph of <w>. It is well known (see Huppert [1], I. 13.19(c),
p. 84) that
Aut<w> = <y> x <e>,
where wy = w5 and w£ = w_1. The elements of order 2 in Aut<w> are y2"3, e
and y2"'3 s. Then in K,
)? = either y2"~3 or y2"'3 e
(for if p = e then K is dihedral, and we have disposed of this case already).
(3) Suppose that q = y2" 3. We show that then there is a non-split extension
ofK by a group oforder 2. This is clear if n^4, for then q is a square in Aut<w>
and we see that the subgroup <w> <y2""> of the holomorph of <w> does not
split over K=<w> <y2" 3).
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If « = 3 we can apply Theorem A. It is straightforward to verify that there
is an automorphism a of K such that
w* = w~1p and px = w4p.
Then ot2= 1 and so, since w2eZ{K), a2 is the inner automorphism of K induced
by w2. Moreover (w2f=w2. According to Theorem A it is now enough to
show that there is no element xeK such that w2 = xxa. To establish this, we
only need to verify that for r = 0, 1,2, 3,
(w2r) (w2T = w4r,
(w2r + 1) (w2r+1)x = w4rp,
(■w2rp) (w2rp)x = w4r+4,
(w2r+1p) (w2r+1p)x=w4rp.
(4) Next suppose that in (2), p = y2"~3 e. Then
w" = (W(1 + 22>2""3)£ = W-1 + 2"-',
so that K is quasi-dihedral. We show that then all extensions of K by a group
of order 2 split.
Let aeAutK. If wx=wsp for some integer s then (w2f = Ws(wsy = w2" 's:
this is however impossible since the element w2" ~1 s has order at most 2 whereas
the element w2 has order 2"_1>2, since nS;3. Therefore <w> is in this case a
characteristic subgroup of K, and
wa = ws and ;f= w' r\
for certain integers s and t. It is easy to check that the conditions imposed
on s and t by the requirement that a be an automorphism of K are just
s^O (2) and t = 0 (2). (i)
For the purpose of applying Theorem A, we now suppose that a2 is inner.
If a2 were induced by an element of K of the form wr p then we should have
s2 = 2"-1— 1 (2"):
but this congruence has no solution for s, for it implies on the one hand that
s2+ 1 is divisible by 2"_1(^4) and on the other that s is odd and hence that
s2 + 1 is twice an odd number.
Thus we may suppose that a2 is the inner automorphism of K induced
by wr for some integer r. From this we obtain the conditions
s2=l (2") and (s+1)fs(2""1-2)r (2"). (ii)
16*
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We require also that
(■wrf = wr,
which imposes the condition *
(s— 1) r = 0 (2"). (iii)
Since s— 1 and s+ 1 are consecutive even integers, it follows from (ii) that
s+1 is twice an odd number and s+l=0 (2n~1). Therefore we may assume
that
s= 1 or 2"~1+1 or 2n~1-l or 2"-l. (iv)
The assertion will follow from Theorem A if we show that for every choice
of r, s and t satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), there is an xeK such that
wr = xx".
Every element of K is expressible as either wm or wm rj, and
wm(wT = w(s+1,m,
(wmr]) (wmfy)a = wm + (ms+()<2"~1_1).
Therefore we must show that for every compatible choice of r, s and t, one
or other of the following congruences has a solution for m:
either
(s+1) m = r (2")
or (v)
(l+2"-1s-s)w + (2n-1-l)t = r (2").
We consider in turn the four possibilities for s, recalling that for integers
a, b and d with d> 0, the linear congruence
ax = b (d)
has an integral solution for x if and only if b is divisible by (a, d), the greatest
common divisor of a and d.
If s= 1, the first congruence in (v) is
2m = r (2").
This has a solution for m, since from (i) and (ii), r is even.
If s = 2"_1+ 1, the first congruence in (v) is
(2"-1 + 2)m = r (2").
Since n^.3, (2"_1 + 2, 2") = 2 and from (iii), r is even: therefore there is a solu¬
tion for m.
I
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If s= 2"_1 — 1, the first congruence in (v) is
2n~1m = r (2").
In this case (2"_1, 2n) = 2"_1, and from (iii), r = 0 (2"_1), so again there is a solu¬
tion for m.
Finally, if s=2"—\, the second congruence in (v) is
(2 —2"_1) m = r —(2"_1— 1) f (2n).
Here (2 —2"_1, 2") = 2 and from (iii), r is even, and from (i), t is even. Therefore
there is a solution for m.
(5) Now we suppose p> 2. Then the structure of K is uniquely determined:
it is a semi-direct product of a cyclic group <w> of order p" by a group <^)
of order p, and
= xvp" +1.
As in (2), we may assume that t7eAut<w) and X is a subgroup of the holo-
morph of <w>. Now Aut<w> is cyclic of order p"~1(p— 1) and therefore has
a unique subgroup Y of order p. Moreover when n^3, every element of Y
is a p-th power in Aut <w>, so that there is an automorphism £ of <w) such
that p = ^p: but then the subgroup <w> <£> of the holomorph of <w> contains
K = <w> <f?) as a subgroup of index p and cannot split over K. Hence if 3,
there is a non-split extension of K by a group of order p.
(6) We suppose finally that p > 2 and n — 2. Then K is a semi-direct product
of a cyclic group <w> of order p2 by a group (rj} of order p, with
w" = wp+1.
It is clear that
Z(K) = <wO,
and it is easy to check that, since p is odd, for any integers a and b,
(warib)p = wpa.
We wish to apply Theorem A and are therefore interested in automor¬
phisms a of K for which a" is inner. Then the restriction of a to Z(K) is a p-
automorphism of Z(K) and therefore has a non-trivial fixed point in Z(K).
Since Z(K) has order p, it follows that
(wpy=wp.
Now suppose that
w" = w" pb and p" = wc pd,
where a, b, c, d are integers. Then
wp = (wpy = (wa ph)p = wpa
and
1 =(np)" = (wcpd)p = wpc.
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Hence
a=\ (p) and c = 0 (p). (i)
Using these conditions on a and c, a straightforward calculation shows that
since a is to preserve the relation wn = wp+l, d must satisfy the condition
d= 1 (p). (ii)
Hence there are integers b, e,f such that
w* = w1+pe pb and p* = wpfp.
Moreover, these equations define an automorphism a of K for any choice of
integers b, e,f.
Next, one shows by induction on m that for any positive integer m,
w"tm _ wl+pme + p2 - tm(m- 1) fb mb
and
f= (iii)
Therefore, since p is odd,
oe"=l.
Hence ap is the inner automorphism induced by the element a of K if and
only if aeZ(K). Since also a fixes every element of Z(K), what remains to be
considered is whether or not every element of Z(K) is expressible in the form
xx"x" ...x" 1 with xeK (for each choice of b, e,f).^a. yZL2 ^a.P
Consider an arbitrary element of K, say
x = wstf.
From the equations (iii) we see that for each m= 1,2,p— 1,
= (w yjmby yyPw(es + /0 + P 2 " 1 m(m- l)fbs
Since
X m = ?p{p- 1)^0 (p)
m= 1
for p odd, and
v'l I n 1 / ,w f = 0 (P) for p> 3,X jm(m-l) = ip(p-l)(p-2)l
m=i [=1 for p — 3,
we see that
\ws ri'(wr]b)s p'(wr]2bY p' ...(wt]ip-1)bf p' for p> 3,
\wsp'(wpb)s p'{wp2b)s p'w3fbs for p = 3.
Let
v—wspl (w pby p'(wp2by p' ...(wp[p~l)by p'.
IT (12 &P '
X X X ... X =
i
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One shows by induction on s that
(wtjmby_ws-p2-'s(s-l)mb ^mbs
so that since
X ™ = 0 (P),
m= 1
v = wsrfws rjbs+twsr]2bs+' ...wsfp~1)bs+t.
Since for any integers r and s,
we see that
f ws = w(1-pr)s^,
*s T





S = s + (l-pt)s + (l—p(t + (bs +1)))sH f ^ 1 — p £ (jbs +1)j s
T = t + (bs +1) + (2bs +1)-\ b((p — 1) bs + f).
p-i
S = l 1 + X (l-pYtibs + t))
i= i V j=o /
p-i
= ps—p X — 1) bs + it) s
i= 1
= ps-£p2(p-l)(p-2)bs2-ip2(p-l)fs
and T=^p(p—l)bs + pt. Hence
fwps for p>3,
v = \w3s(1~bs) for p = 3,
and so
Cwps for p>3,
^w3S(l-6s + /6) for p_3
Since Z(K) = (xvpy, it is now clear that when p> 3, every element of Z(K)
is expressible in the appropriate form: in fact wps = (ws)(ws)a(ws)a2...(ws)"P ■
Then every extension of K by a group of order p splits.
So suppose that p = 3. We show that then there is a non-split extension of
K by a group of order 3 by showing that there exist integers r, b,f such that the
congruence
r = s(\—bs+fb) (3)
has no solution for s. If for instance we choose b— — 1 and/= 1 then the right
side of this congruence is s2. Since — 1 is a quadratic non-residue (mod 3), the
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congruence above has no solution for s if we choose also r= — 1. This means
in fact that in this case the equations
wa = wt7_1 and r]x = w3r]
define an automorphism a of K such that a3 = 1, w~3eZ{K) and (w"3)°t = w~3,
but there is no element xeK such that w"3 = x/x*2. This completes the
proof.
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Iii the investigation of a composite group G, it is often helpful to know
whether G splits over a particular normal subgroup K. The Schur-
Zassenhaus theorem furnishes perhaps the best known and most frequently
applied sufficient condition for this to happen. The question of splitting is
considered in this paper by looking for conditions on a group K which
ensure that all groups G which contain K as a normal subgroup, with
quotient G/K belonging to some suitable class of groups, split over K.
For instance, it is shown that all groups containing K normally split over
K if and only if K has trivial centre and the full automorphism group of K
splits over the group of inner automorphisms of K (Theorem 2.7). A
similar result gives a necessary and sufficient splitting condition related to
the Scliur-Zassenhaus theorem (Theorem 2.8).
The paper is arranged in three sections. Section 1 contains a brief
account of familiar facts from extension theory, and some preliminary
splitting criteria. Section 2 begins with a necessary condition for the
splitting of the extensions of one given group by another, when the second
group is presented in a particular way (Lemma 2.1). This, together with
the criteria from §1, provides the key to the main results. Section 3
gives examples of the splitting behaviour of extensions, especially of
generalized dihedral and analogous groups. In particular, it is shown that,
if n is an odd integer greater than 1 and D2n denotes the (ordinary)
dihedral group of order 2n, then all extensions of D2n split if at least one
prime divisor of n is congruent to — 1 modulo 4 (Corollary 3.9).
Notation and terminology are for the most part standard. The symbol
p is always used to denote a prime number, and w to denote a set of
primes; -nr' denotes the set of all primes not belonging to -nr.
1. Preliminary splitting criteria
An extension of a group A by a group Q is a short exact sequence
1 ► K > G Q -> 1
in which K is identified with a normal subgroup of G. (All the groups in
an extension will in this paper be expressed multiplicatively.) The
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extension is said to split if there is a homomorphism </r: Q -> G such that
ifjcp is the identity map on Q. It is well known and very easy to show that
this happens if and only if there is a complement to A in G, that is a
subgroup Q1 of G such that G = KQ1 and KnQ1 = 1. Thus the splitting
of the extension depends only on the structure of the group G, and not on
the homomorphism cp in the extension. When the extension does split,
one also says that G splits over A.
The special importance of split extensions rests on the fact that they
can be constructed 'externally' by means of semi-direct products. For
any groups A and Q, and a homomorphism p: Q -> AutA (where AutA
denotes the group of all automorphisms of A), the set of formal products
{yk: y e Q, k e A} acquires the structure of a group G when multiplication
is defined, for any elements y, y' of Q and k, k' of A, by
{yk){y'k') = yy'kv'Pk'.
Then G is the semi-direct product of K by Q with action p; A is identified
with a normal subgroup of G by identification of the elements k and Ik,
similarly Q is identified with a subgroup of G by identification of y and yl,
and then juxtaposition of elements may be interpreted as multiplication.
This semi-direct product determines a split extension of A by Q:
1 > K • > G > Q > 1,
where tt denotes the homomorphism yk b» y of G onto Q.
Two extensions of K by Q,
1—> K—> G-^Q—> 1 and 1—>K—> G*Q—> 1,
are called equivalent (or congruent) if there is a homomorphism y: G G*
making the following diagram commutative:
a
K } > 1.
It is easy to show that any split extension of K by Q is equivalent to one
determined by a semi-direct product of K by Q.
The group of all inner automorphisms of K is denoted by Inn A, and
the group Aut A/Inn K of automorphism classes of A by Out A. Each
extension of A by Q determines a homomorphism 6: Q Out A which,
in the terminology of P. Hall (see Gruenberg [7]), is called the coupling
I
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of the extension. If the extension in question is
I ^ K » 0 —Q 1,
i 9 is defined as follows. For each y in Q, choose an element g in G such that
gcp = y, and let yd be the residue class modulo Inn K of the automorphism
of K induced by conjugation in G by g\ yd is independent of the choice of
the element g. Equivalent extensions have the same coupling. (MacLane
([10]) uses the term conjugation class for 9 instead of 'coupling'.)
An immediate consequence of the definitions is
Lemma 1.1. Let K and Q be groups, and p a homomorphism of Q into
Aut K. Let G denote the semi-direct product of K by Q with action p. The
corresponding split extension of K by Q has coupling pv, where v denotes the
natural homomorphism of Aut K onto Out K.
Any homomorphism of Q into Out K will be called a coupling of Q to K.
The fundamental problem of extension theory is to determine, for given
groups K and Q, and a coupling 9 of Q to K, the equivalence classes of
extensions of K by Q with coupling 9. A solution in terms of cohomology
groups was supplied by Eilenberg and MacLane ([4]); see also MacLane
([10] Chapter IV, § 8) and Gruenberg ([7]). The centre of K is denoted by
Z{K). Then 9 induces naturally a homomorphism Q -> Aut Z(K): this
defines the action of Q on Z(K) in the cohomology groups which follow.
There is at least one extension of K by Q with coupling 9 if and only if a
certain element of H3(Q,Z(K)), denoted by Obs(Q,K,9), is zero. If
Obs(Q, K, 9) = 0, then the equivalence classes of extensions of K by Q with
coupling 9 are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of
E\Q,Z[K)).
One would like to have criteria for the splitting of extensions. In view
of Lemma 1.1, it is a simple matter to give one such criterion. A coupling
9 of Q to K will be said to lift to Aut K if there is a homomorphism
p: Q -> Aut K such that 9 = pv, where v denotes the natural homo¬
morphism of Aut K onto Out if.
Lemma 1.2. Let K and Q be groups, and 6 a coupling of Q to K. There is
a split extension of K by Q with coupling 9 if and only if 9 lifts to Aut K.
Proof. If 9 lifts to Aut A", then 9 = pv for some homomorphism
p: Q Aut K and the natural homomorphism v: Aut K -> Out K. Let G
denote the semi-direct product of K by Q with action p. Then by 1.1 the
corresponding split extension of K by Q has coupling 9.
If, conversely, there is a split extension of K by Q with coupling 9, the
extension is equivalent to one determined by a semi-direct product of K
i
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by Q, say with action p. Then since equivalent extensions have the same
coupling, 1.1 shows that 9 lifts to Aut A.
There may be several non-equivalent extensions of A by Q with a
specified coupling, so that in general Lemma 1.2 does not give a criterion
strong enough to decide whether a particular extension splits. But in
certain circumstances, there is at most one equivalence class of extensions
of A by Q corresponding to each coupling of Q to A, and then the
following corollary of Lemma 1.2 is applicable.
Corollary 1.3. Let A and Q be groups such that for each coupling
of Q to K there is at most one equivalence class of extensions of A by Q.
Then an extension of K by Q splits if and only if its coupling lifts to
Aut A.
Remark 1.4. There is just one equivalence class of extensions of A by Q
for each coupling of Q to A if either (i) Z(K) = 1 or (ii) Z(K) and Q are
finite with (\Z{K)\, \Q\) = 1.
In both cases, Hn(Q,Z(K)) = 0 for all n > 0, so that (i) and (ii) are
immediate consequences of the theorems of Eilenberg and MacLane
mentioned above; there is also an elementary proof of (i) in [12].
Corollary 1.3 makes it possible to reduce the question of splitting of all
extensions of a group A by groups of a suitable class to the question of
splitting of certain subgroups of Aut A over Inn A. A class X of groups
is called Q-closed if every homomorphic image of every X-group is also
an X-group.
Lemma 1.5. Let Xbea Q-closed class of groups. Suppose that A is a group
such that, for each X-group X and coupling 9 of X to A, there is just one
equivalence class of extensions of A by X with coupling 9. Then all extensions
of A by X-groups split if and only iffor every X-subgroup J/Inn K of Out K,
J splits over Inn A.
Proof. Suppose that, for every X-subgroup J/InnA of Out A, J splits
over Inn A. Let X be an X-group, and consider an extension of A by X,
say with coupling 9. Let Im0 = .//Inn K, an X-group since X is Q-closed.
Then, by hypothesis, the extension
1 Inn A > J -—Im 9 > 1
splits, where v1 is defined by restriction of the natural homomorphism v
of Aut A onto Out A. Then it is clear that 9 lifts to Aut A, and by 1.3 the
extension with coupling 9 splits.
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Suppose conversely that all extensions of A by 3E-groups split. Let
X = J/Inn K, an T-subgroup of Out K. Let t: X -> Out K be the inclusion
map. By hypothesis, there is an extension of K by X with coupling i, and
this must split. Therefore, by 1.3, t lifts to Aut A, and it follows that J
splits over Inn A.
Remark 1.6. If K is a group with trivial centre, then all extensions of A
split if and only if Ant K splits over Inn K.
This follows from 1.4 and 1.5, but can also be seen directly by con¬
sidering, for a group G containing K as a normal subgroup, the natural
embedding of G/C0(K) in Aut K. It will be shown in § 2 that the hypothesis
that all extensions of K split implies that K has trivial centre; thus
Remark 1.6 is subsumed in Theorem 2.7.
Bercov ([3]) proved that if A is a minimal normal subgroup of a finite
group G, so that N is the direct product of conjugates of a simple group II,
and if A is non-abelian and Aut II splits over Inn A, then G splits over N.
The hypotheses on A, in conjunction with a result of Fitting ([5] Satz 12)
on the automorphism group of a direct product of copies of a non-abelian
simple group, imply that N has trivial centre and Aut A splits over Inn A.
Thus Bercov's result follows from Remark 1.6. Bercov's proof is quite
different, depending on the construction of an explicit complement to A
in G in terms of a complement to Inn A in Aut A.
Suppose that K and Q are groups such that, for each coupling of Q to K,
there is just one equivalence class of extensions of K by Q. Consider a
particular extension of A by Q; suppose that its coupling is 6, and let
Imd = J/Inn A. The first part of the proof of Lemma 1.5 serves to show
that if J splits over Inn A then the extension with coupling 9 splits. But
it is not in general true conversely that if the extension with coupling 9
splits then J splits over Inn A. For instance, if A is dihedral of order 10,
then A has trivial centre. It is known that Aut A is isomorphic to the
holomorph of a cyclic group of order 5 (see §3). Therefore Aut A cannot
split over Inn A, since a cyclic group of order 4 does not split over its
subgroup of order 2. Let Q be a cyclic group of order 4, and let p be an
isomorphism of Q into Aut A. Then the semi-direct product of A by Q
with action p defines a split extension of A by Q with coupling pv, in the
notation of Lemma 1.1; and Im(pr) = Aut A/Inn A, but Aut A does not
split over Inn A.
2. Some necessary and sufficient splitting conditions
What restrictions are imposed on a group A by the condition that all
extensions of A by groups of some suitable class split? Various answers
to this question for various suitable classes can be found by means of
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Lemma 2.1. Let K and X be groups and Y a central subgroup of X.
Suppose that all extensions of K by X/Y split. Then any isomorphism of Y
onto a central subgroup of K can be extended to a homomorphism of X into K.
Proof. Suppose that y is an isomorphism of Y onto the central subgroup
L of K. Let A = y*1, so that A is an isomorphism of L onto Y, and let
G = K x X, the direct product,
and
N = {zzx: z e L}, a central subgroup of G.
For each subgroup H of G, let H = HN/N. Since KnN = 1, K is a
normal subgroup of G isomorphic to K. Moreover KN = KY, so that
G/K ~ KX/KY ~ X/Y.
Therefore, by hypothesis, G splits over K. Let J be a complement to K in
G, where J = J/N and N ^ J ^ G. Then
G = J{KN) = JK
and
JrK = (J n KN) n K = NnK = 1;
that is, J is a complement to K in G. It follows that for each x in X there
is one and only one element kx in K such that kxx e J. Since J is a sub¬
group of G, the map x i-» kx is a homomorphism, y say, of X into K. Then
J = {x^x: x e X}.
Since N < ./, it follows that for each z in L there is an element x in X for
which z = x7> and zA = x. Hence
z*i = z = zxf , for every z in L.
Since Lx = Y, this shows that y extends y.
Corollary 2.2. Let K be a finite group and let n be the largest integer such
that K contains an element of order pn. If all extensions of K by a cyclic
group of order pn split, then \Z(K) \ is not divisible by p.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that p divides \Z(K) |. Then Z(K) has a
subgroup L of order p. Let X be a cyclic group of order pn+1. There is an
isomorphism y of the subgroup Y of X of order p onto L. Since X/Y is
cyclic of order pn, Lemma 2.1 shows that y can he extended to a homo¬
morphism 7] of X into K. Then
Y n Ker -rj = Ker y = 1.
This implies that Ker 77 = 1, and hence that X can he embedded in K.
But this contradicts the definition of n. Therefore p cannot divide
\Z(K)\.
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Corollary 2.3. Let K be a finite group. Then the following statements
are equivalent.
(i) All extensions of K split.
(ii) All extensions of If by finite groups split.
(iii) Z(K) = 1 and Aut K splits over Inn K.
Proof. Trivially, (i) implies (ii).
If (ii) is true, then by Corollary 2.2 there is no prime p which can divide
[ Z(K) |. Therefore F(If) = 1. Then Inn A is naturally isomorphic to A, and,
since Aut K/Inn K is finite, (ii) also implies that Aut If splits over Inn If.
Thus (iii) is then true.
It has been pointed out in Remark 1.6 that (iii) implies (i).
For an infinite group K, the condition that all extensions of K by finite
groups split is not in general sufficient to imply that Z(K) = 1. Consider
for instance If eg Q+, the additive group of rationals. Since If is abelian,
Out If = Aut K so that every homomorphism 6 of a group X into Out If
defines an action of X on If and hence a split extension of Z by Z with
coupling 6. However, for any finite group X and any action of X on
Q+, Hn(X, Q+) = 0 for every positive integer n (MacLane [10] 117,
Corollary 5.4). Therefore all extensions of If by finite groups split.
Lemma 2.1 does yield some information here.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that K is a group such that all extensions of If
by finite non-abelian simple groups split. Then either Z(K) is torsion-free or
K contains copies of all finite groups. In particular, if If is finite then
Z(K) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that Z(K) is not torsion-free. Then Z(K) contains a
subgroup I of prime order, say p. In order to show that If contains copies
of all finite groups, it is enough to show that there is a prime q such that
for every positive integer n the special linear group SL(n, q) of degree n
over the Galois field GF(g) can be embedded in If. By Dirichlet's theorem
there are infinitely many primes congruent to 1 modulo p; choose q to be
one of these (and if p = 2, choose q > 3). Then, say,
q— 1 = ps.
For any given positive integer n, choose t to be an integer relatively
prime to s and such that pt ^ n. Since SL(n, q) can be embedded in
SL(;pf, q), it is enough to show that the latter group can be embedded in K.
Let X = SL(pt,q) and let Y — Z(X). Then the order of F is the greatest
common divisor of pt and q — 1; thus | F| = p. There is an isomorphism
of Y onto L, and since X/Y = PSL(pt,q), a finite non-abelian simple
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group, Lemma 2.1 shows that this isomorphism extends to a homo-
morphism rj of X into K. Then
However, Y is the only non-trivial normal subgroup of X (see Artin [1] 165,
Theorem 4.9). Hence Ker^ = 1 and X can be embedded in K.
It would be interesting to know whether Z(K) must be torsiou-free
when all extensions of K by finite groups split.
It can happen that all extensions of a finite group K by non-abelian
simple groups split but not all extensions of K split. For example, suppose
again that K is dihedral of order 10. Then K has trivial centre, | Out K | = 2
and Autif does not split over Inn K. Thus there is an extension of K by
a group of order 2 which does not split; but by Lemma 1.5 any extension
of K by any group which does not have a quotient of order 2 splits.
If all extensions of K split, then in fact Z(K) = 1 even when K is
infinite. In order to deduce this from Lemma 2.1, the following
observation is helpful.
Lemma 2.5. For any cyclic group L of prime order or infinite order and
any infinite set A, there is a group X which is nilpotent of class 2 and such
that Z(X) s L and \ X | = | A [.
Proof. Choose N to be a countable nilpotent group of class 2 such that
Z(N) s L. For instance, N can be the group of all 3x3 unitriangular
matrices, with coefficients in GF(p) if ] L \ = p, prime, or coefficients in Z
if L is infinite.
Now let D = Dr NA, the direct power. This is also nilpotent of class 2
and
Let y be a generator of Z(N), and for each A in A define/A in D by
Now let C — (JjJjjf1: A, /x e A> < Z(D), and let X = D/C. Then X is
nilpotent and |.X| = jA|. Certainly Z(X) ^ Z(J))/C. In fact, equality
holds: for suppose that / e 1) and fC e Z(X). Then
[/, g] e C for all elements g of D.
Choose g to be defined by
Y n Ker y = 1.
\D\ = \A\ = \D/Z(D)\.
Then/A e Z(D), and
Z{D) = </A: A e A>.
x if v = A,
1 if v 7^ A,
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where x is an arbitrary element of N and A is an arbitrary element of A.
Then
= Lflv),0(v)] ={V = A'
No element of C has support consisting of one point only; so the fact that
[/, g] e C implies that
[f(X),x] = 1.
Since this is true for any x in N, f (A) e Z(N); and since this is true for any
A in A, / e Z{D). Hence
Z(X) = Z{D)/C
= </aG>,
where A is any particular element of A. Therefore X has class 2 and
Z(X) ~ Z(N) z L.
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that K is a group such that all extensions of K
by abelian groups split. Then Z(K) = 1.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Z(K) # 1. Then Z(K) has a cyclic
subgroup L of either prime order or infinite order. By Lemma 2.5 there is
a group X which is nilpotent of class 2 and such that Z(X) = L and
|X|>|if|. Since X/Z(X) is abelian, Lemma 2.1 shows that an iso¬
morphism of Z(X) onto L can be extended to a homomorphism y of X
into K. Then
Z{X) n'K.er rj = 1.
But since X is nilpotent, every non-trivial normal subgroup of X has
non-trivial intersection with Z(X). It follows that Kcr q = 1 and X can
be embedded in K, in contradiction to ] X \ > \ K\. Therefore Z(K) = I.
An immediate consequence is
Theorem 2.7. The following tivo statements for a group K are
equivalent.
(i) All extensions of K split.
(ii) Z(K) = 1 and Aut K splits over Inn if.
There is a related result of Baer ([2] Theorem 1) showing that a group
K is a direct factor of every group containing it as a normal subgroup if
and only if Z(K) = 1 and Aut K = Inn K.
Note. I am indebted to Professor F. Loonstra for bringing to my atten¬
tion his paper [9]. Theorem 2.7 follows from Theorems 4.3 and 5.1 of that
paper, by arguments different from those used here.
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Theorem 2.8. Let K be a finite group and let Jibe a Q-closed class offinite
■us-groups which includes all cyclic p-subgroups of K for all p in vs. Then all
extensions of K by X-groups split if and only if Z(K) is a -us'-group and for
every X-subgroup .//Inn K of Out K. J splits over Inn K. ,
Proof. If Z(K) is a -cr'-group then, by 1.4, for any finite ur-group X and
any coupling of X to K there is just one equivalence class of extensions
of K by X. Therefore the whole result follows from Lemma 1.5 provided
that Z(K) is a -nr'-group when all extensions of if by T-groups split. This
is true by Corollary 2.2, since then all extensions of K by cyclic p-groups
of the appropriate orders split, for all p in -nr.
The Schur-Zassenhaus theorem gives as a sufficient condition for all
extensions of a finite group K by finite -nr-groups to split, that if be a
■bt'-group. Theorem 2.8 gives, when X is the class of all finite to-groups, a
necessary and sufficient condition for all extensions of a finite group K
by finite -ra-groups to split. However, the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem is
not an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.8: one can follow the usual
inductive proof from the case of an abelian K (Schur's theorem), which
does come at once from Theorem 2.8. The proof of Schur's theorem
contained in Theorem 2.8 is in the spirit of the proof given by Huppert
([8] 122, 1.17.5).
Corollary 2.9. Let K and X be as in Theorem 2.8, and suppose that
Z(K) is a ■us'-group. If for some term Zi of the upper central series of K all
extensions of K/Zi by X-groups split, then all extensions of K by X-groups m
split.
Proof. Let the upper central series of K be
1 = Z0 < Zx ^ Z2 < —
The fact that Z(K) = Zx is a tv'-group implies that Z{ is a ra-'-group
(Huppert [8] 266, III. 2.13). Also if L/Zx is a cyclic p-subgroup of K/Zx
for some p e us, then since Zx is a -nr'-group L splits over Zx, hence K has a
cyclic p-subgroup of the same order as L/Zx. Therefore it is enough for
the proof to assume i = 1. Suppose then that all extensions of K/Z1 by
3£-groups split. To show that all extensions of K by T-groups split it is
enough, by Theorem 2.8 and since Z(K) is a vr'-group, to show that, for
any T-subgroup J/Inn K of Out A, J splits over Inn if. But since
Inn If s if/ZL this is true by the supposition.
Corollary 2.10. Let K and X be as in Theorem 2.8 and suppose that K
is nilpotent. All extensions of if by X-groups split if and only if K is a
vj' -group.
t
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Proof. If if is a -ro-'-group then Corollary 2.9 shows that all extensions
of K by 3hgroups split. Conversely, if all extensions of K by it-groups split
then, by Theorem 2.8, Z(K) is a nr'-group. Since K is nilpotent this implies
that K is a tv'-group (Huppert [8] 266, III.2.13).
Every finite group G has a unique perfect normal subgroup K with
soluble quotient G/K: K is the 'perfect radical' of G and G/K is the
'soluble residual' of G. One would like to know when G splits over K.
Some information about this question is provided by Theorem 2.8 when
w is chosen to be the set of all primes and X the class of all finite soluble
groups.
Corollary 2.11. Let K be a finite perfect group. Every finite group G
with perfect radical K splits over K if and only if Z(K) = 1 and for every
soluble subgroup J/Inn K of Out K, J splits over Inn If.
3. Extensions of generalized dihedral and analogous groups
Let A be any abelian group other than an elementary 2-group, and let y
denote the automorphism a h-> a-1 of A . The semi-direct product of A
by the group <pj) of order 2 with the natural action is a non-abelian group
denoted by Dih A, and called a generalized dihedral group. The holomorph
of any group G is denoted by Hoi G: it is the semi-direct product of G by
Aut G with the natural action. It is known that Aut(Dih A) is isomorphic
to Hoi A (Miller, Bliclifeldt, Dickson [11] 169). In fact, A is characteristic
in Dih A and the map
i/c Aut(DihA) -> Hoi A
defined by
i/i: ah» cqa^,
where aq is the restriction of a to A and rf = aay is an isomorphism of
Aut (Dili A) onto Hoi A. Now
Inn (Dih A) = <t , t„: a e A),
where ra denotes conjugation by a and tv conjugation by y in Dih A.
Then, since in Dih A,




where A2 is the subgroup of A consisting of all squares of elements of A.
In conjunction with Theorem 2.8 this enables one to prove that if A is
finite then every extension of Dih A by every group of odd order splits.
Dr P. M. Neumann pointed out to me, however, that this is very easily
seen by an application of the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem and the Frattini
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argument, taken with the fact that the Sylow 2-subgroups of Dih A are
self-normalizing. The argument may be formulated generally in the
following way. A subgroup L has been called by Wielandt ([14])
intravariant in a group K if, for every a in Aut K, La is a conjugate of
L in K.
Remark 3.1. All extensions of the finite group K by finite ur-groups split
if K has a self-normalizing intravariant vj'-subgroup L.
To see this, suppose that A is a normal subgroup of a finite group G
with G/K a m-group. Since L is intravariant in K, G = NG(L)K, and
because L is self-normalizing in K, N0(L)nK = L. Therefore
Ng(L)/L S G/K,
so that because A is a -nr'-group, NG(L) splits over L by the Schur-
Zassenhaus theorem. Then a complement to L in Na(L) is also a comple¬
ment to K in G.
As an interesting particular case, note that, if K is any finite soluble
group and the Carter subgroups of K are -ur'-subgroups, then all extensions
of K by finite zn-groups split.
The extensions of a finite generalized dihedral group Dih A seem to be
predisposed to split. The question to be considered is for which choices
of A all extensions of Dih A split. By Corollary 2.3 such a Dih A must
have trivial centre, and therefore A must have odd order greater than 1.
In this connection it is perhaps worth while to consider a slightly wider
class of finite metabelian groups with trivial centre. With this aim, the
following notation is introduced and retained for the rest of the paper.
Notation. A denotes a finite abelian group with a fixed-point-free auto¬
morphism y of prime order q. (This implies that J A | = 1(g).) Then E
denotes the semi-direct product of A by (jj) with the natural action. Thus E
is a subgroup of Hoi A.
These groups E include all finite generalized dihedral groups with
trivial centre, for when | A | is odd the automorphism a ha a~x of A is
fixed-point-free. In fact these are the only groups E which occur for
<7 = 2.
Lemma 3.2. A is characteristic in E, every element of E outside A has
order q, and Z(E) — 1.
Proof. Since q does not divide | A|, A is the set of all g'-elements of E.
Let x be an element of E outside A. Then x = yra, where 0 < r < q and
a e A. Since xa e A,
Xq = X~xXqX = a~xy~rX'lT]ra — r)~rXqrf,
I
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so that xq e CA(i]r). But </rf> = /ij/ and so
CA(Vn = CA(7]) =1, by hypothesis.
Hence xq = 1. Finally, Z(E) ^ A (since otherwise A would be a direct
factor of E) and therefore Z(E) < 0A(rj) = 1.
It follows from the fact that CA(rj) = 1 that the Sylow g-subgroups of E
are self-normalizing. Hence, by Remark 3.1, every extension of E by
every finite q'-group splits. It is necessary in order to discuss further
splitting properties of extensions of E to investigate Aut A. My original
proof of Lemma 3.3 below depended on an explicit description of the
automorphisms of E. I am indebted to the referee for the suggestion of an
appeal to a simple cohomological result in order to eliminate a certain
amount of tedious computation.
Lemma 3.3. Aut E splits over Inn A7 if and only if AfIItA((r/)) splits
over (if).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that if 8 e Aut E then the restriction
Oy of 9 to A is an automorphism of A; and clearly r{' = ifa,, where
0 < r < q and a e A. Since
7]~lb7) = b' for all b in A,
a~1rj~Tb0lrfa = W
that is
b9 ir>T — b^1
for all b in A. Thus
0-Vi = if
so that
ei e NAutA«V>) = N> say-
Hence the map 9 h> 9y defines a homomorphism of Aut A into N. This is
in fact an epimorphism, because if a e N then
cx^yoc = rf for some r,
and a straightforward verification shows that the map
ifnb i-> r)rmba (0 < m < q, b e A)
is an automorphism a* of E such that a*x = a.
If 9 e Aut E and 9y = 1, then OfirjOy = rj and so if = -qa: hence 9 fixes
both A and E/A elementwise. But the group of all automorphisms of E
which fix A and E/A elementwise is isomorphic to the group of all crossed
liomomorphisms of E/A to A, where A is viewed in the natural way as an
<(?7>-module (MacLane [10] 106, Proposition 2.2). Since (\E/A\, |M|) = 1,
H1(A/H,A) = 0 so that every crossed homomorphism is principal.
Therefore (MacLane, loc. cit.) 9 is an inner automorphism of E induced by
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an element of A. Since Z(E) = 1, the inner automorphisms of E induced
by elements of A form a group isomorphic to A. Hence there is a short
exact sequence
1 A -> Aut E -> N -> 1.
Moreover, this extension of A by A splits: for the map a i-a a* is a homo-
morphism of N into Aut A such that a*! = a.
Restriction of the sequence above clearly yields the exact sequence
1 A -> Inn A -> <(77) -> 1.
Hence there is a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
1 1
1 > A - > Inn A -> <77) > 1




There is an induced homomorphism Out E -> N/(rf), preserving commuta-
tivity of the diagram; and this is seen from the diagram to be an
isomorphism. Then it is clear that either one of the vertical extensions
splits if and only if the other one also splits.
Since Z(E) = 1, and in view of Corollary 2.3, Lemma 3.3 already
provides a necessary and sufficient condition for all extensions of E to
split. A better condition will be given in Theorem 3.5. The following
simple lemma is used in the proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let Q be a finite abelian q-group and let y be an element of Q of
order q. Then (if) is a direct factor of Q if and only if y is not a qth power
in Q.
Proof. Let v denote the endomorphism x h> x9 of Q. Then ifQ — (if) x Q()
for some subgroup Q0 of Q, clearly Im v < Qn and so y is not a qth power
in Q. Conversely, suppose that y is not a qth power in Q. Let Q1 = Im v.
Then Q/Q1 is an elementary (/-group and y f Qv Hence
Q/Qi = <yQi> x Q0/Q1
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for some subgroup Q0 of index q in Q. Then y f Q0 and therefore, because
y has order q, Q = (y) x Q0.
Theorem 3.5. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of CAutA(y). Then all
k extensions of E split if and only if (y) is a direct factor of Q. IfQis abelian,
then either there is an extension of E by a group of order q which does not
split or all extensions of E split (according as y is or is not a qth power in Q).
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 3.3, all extensions of E
split if and only if NAutA ((y)) splits over (y). Since | NAutA((y))/CAutA(y) |
is a divisor of q — 1, Q is also a Sylow ^-subgroup of NAntA{(p)). Then, since
(jf) is an abelian normal g-,subgroup of NAnta theorem of Gaschutz
([6]) shows that NAutA((y}) splits over (yq if and only ifQ splits over
But y g Z(Q) and so Q splits over (y) if and only if (y) is a direct factor
of Q.
Now suppose that Q is abelian. If y is not a gth power in Q then, by
Lemma 3.4, (y) is a direct factor of Q and therefore all extensions of E
split. Suppose then that y is a qth power in Q, say y = a'1 with a e Q. Then
the semi-direct product (J of A by <(a) with the natural action contains E
as a normal subgroup of index q. Furthermore, G cannot split over E, for
if it did the cyclic group G/A of order q2 would split over its subgroup
E/A of order q, which is false. Thus there is an extension of E by a group
of order q which does not split.
Note. The last part of the argument above shows that in any case, if y
is a e/th power in Aut. A, then there is an extension of E by a group of
» order q which does not split. I do not know whether the condition that y
is not a gth power in Aut A is sufficient, without a condition on Q, to
imply that all extensions of E split.
It is now quite easy to classify, as far as the splitting behaviour of their
extensions is concerned, the groups E for which A is cyclic. The first
point to observe is that if a finite cyclic group A has a fixed-point-free
automorphism then | A \ is odd: for every automorphism of a cyclic group
of even order fixes its unique element of order 2.
A cyclic group of odd order greater than 1 has in general many other
fixed-point-free automorphisms besides the certain one, a t-> a-1. Some
of these may have prime orders.
Lemma 3.6. Let p be an odd prime and suppose that A is a cyclic group
of order pn, where n~^\. The fixed-point-free automorphisms of A are
precisely those whose orders are not powers of p.
Proof. Suppose A = (a). Let a be an automorphism of A which has a
non-trivial fixed point. Then a must fix every element of the unique
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subgroup of A of order p, so that (apn~1)01 = a'1" '. Let aa = ar, where
0 < r < pn and r ^ 0 (p). Then apH~ir = apn-1, hence pn~lr = p™-1 (pm)
and so r = 1 (p). Then r = 1 +ps for some s ^ 0, so that
j-p""1 = (l+ps)?""1 = l (p«).
Hence
n-1 n"-1
a»1 = a/v = a,
so that aP"_1 = 1. Therefore a has order a power of p. If, conversely, a is
an automorphism of A of order a power of p, then <a> is a p-group acting
on the p-group A and therefore, by the usual counting of orbits, a has a
non-trivial fixed point in A.
If now A is a cyclic group of odd order greater than 1, with say
S
| A | = n Pini> where px, ..., p, are the distinct prime divisors of \A |, then
i=1
! Aut A | = II (Pi71'-Pin^y);
i=1
and it follows readily from Lemma 3.6 that the number of fixed-point-free
automorphisms of A is
II (piH'-2p.^-1).
i=1
Which of these have prime order q ?
Lemma 3.7. Let A be a cyclic group of odd order greater than 1, and let the
S
distinct prime divisors of \A \ be pv ..., ps with, say, \A \ = II Pi1'- If A
i=1
has a fixed-point-free automorphism of prime order q, then pi = \ (q) for
1 = 1, ..., s. Conversely, for each common prime divisor q ofpx — 1, ...,ps — 1,
A has (q— l)s fixed-point-free automorphisms of order q.
Proof. For each i = 1, ..., s, let A{ denote the Sylow p£-subgroup of A,
and for each a e AutH let oci denote the automorphism of Ai defined by
restriction of a to A{. Then the map
a hA («j, ...,Q!S)
is an isomorphism of Aut A onto the (external) direct product
AutAxx ... x Aut Ax. Moreover, a is fixed-point-free of prime order q if
and only if each is fixed-point-free of order q (i = 1,..., s). Now Aut Ai
is cyclic of order Pj™i_1(Pj— 1), so that since q is prime Lemma 3.6 shows
that A{ has a fixed-point-free automorphism of order q only if q divides
pt — 1; and further, if q does divide pi— 1, that all the q— 1 elements of
Aut At of order q are fixed-point-free. The result follows.
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Theorem 3.8. Suppose, that the subgroup A of E is cyclic (and hence A
has odd order greater than 1). Let the distinct prime divisors of \A\ be
pv ..., ps. Then pt = 1 (q) for i = 1, ..., s; and if in fact pt = 1 (q2) for
i = 1, s then there is an extension of E by a group of order q which does not
split, but if, for some i, ptisi (g2) then all extensions of E split.
Proof. Since by hypothesis A has the fixed-point-free automorphism y
of prime order q, Lemma 3.7 shows thatg^ = 1 (q) for i = 1, ..., s. Because
in this case Aut A is abelian, the result will follow from Theorem 3.5 once
it has been shown that y is a gth power in Aut A if and only if p,L = 1 (g2)
for i = 1, ..., s.
Let Ai denote the Sylow g^-subgroup of A and let yi denote the
automorphism of Ai defined by restriction of y to Ai, for i = 1, ..., s. Then
y is a gth power in Aut A if and only if p£ is a gth power in Aut A{ for all i.
Now Aut A t is cyclic of order p"i_1( pt— 1) and yi has order q, so that yt is a
gth power in A\xtAi if and only if the order of the Sylow g-subgroup of
Aut Ai is at least g2, thus if and only if pi — 1 is divisible by g2. Hence y
is a gth power in Aut A if and only if pi = 1 (g2) for all i.
An interesting particular case is that of the ordinary dihedral groups,
which are the groups Dili A with A cyclic.
Corollary 3.9. Let n be an odd integer greater than 1, and let D2n denote
the dihedral group of order 2n. If every prime divisor of n is congruent to 1
{mod 4) then there is an extension of D2n by a group of order 2 which does not
split, but if at least one prime divisor of n is congruent to —1 {mod 4) then all
extensions of D2n split.
Among the groups E, as well as those for which A is cyclic the ones for
which A is elementary are of special interest. It is convenient when A is an
elementary p-group to suppose a base of A (regarded as a vector space
over GF(p)) fixed, and to identify each automorphism of A with the non-
singular matrix over GF(p) which represents it with respect to this base.
Then, if A has order pn, Aut A is identified with GL(n,p). With this
identification made it is clear that an automorphism a of A is fixed-point-
free if and only if the matrix a — 1 is non-singular.
The minimal polynomial of y over GF(p) must divide xa — 1. Let t be
the order of p (mod q), that is t is the least positive integer such that
pl = 1 (g). (Then t divides both n and g— 1.) The field GF(p') is the
splitting field of a;» — 1 over GF( p), and xq — 1 factorizes over GF(p') as a
])rod net of q distinct linear factors. Now y may be viewed as an element of
GL(n,pl). By the preceding argument, the minimal polynomial of y
over GF(p') must be a product of distinct linear factors. Therefore
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by a standard result of vector space theorj7, -q is conjugate in GL(n,pl)
to a diagonal matrix. The main result for elementary A can now be
stated.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose that the subgroup A of E is elementary abelian
of order pn. Let t be the order of p (mod q), so that y is conjugate in
GL(n,p') to a diagonal matrix. Let the distinct eigenvalues of y in GF(p')
r
be A,, ..., Ar with multiplicities lv ..., lr respectively, where 2h = n-
i=1
(i) Ifp1 1 (q2) and iffor some i, lt is not divisible by q, then all extensions
of E split.
(ii) If either pl = 1 (q2) or q divides li for all i = 1, ..., r, then there is an
extension of E by a group of order q which does not split.
Corollary 3.11. Let A be an elementary abelian group of order pn,
where p is an odd prime and n a positive integer. If p is congruent to 1
(mod 4) or if n is even then there is an extension of Dili A by a group of
order 2 which does not split, but if p is congruent to — 1 (mod 4) and n is
odd then all extensions of Dih A split.
For the proof of Theorem 3.10, it is convenient to note
Lemma 3.12. If p, q are primes and t, n positive integers such that
pl = 1 (q), pl ^ 1 (q2) and q does not divide n, and if A is an element of order q
in GF(y/)x, then (fin) 2S a direct factor of GAj(n,pl), where In denotes the
nxn unit matrix.
Proof. Let y = XIn. Then
detr? = Xn ^ 1,
since n is not a multiple of q. Thus y f SL(n,pl). Since OL(n, pl)/SL(n,pl)
is cyclic of order pl— 1, GL(n, pl) has a normal subgroup U of index q
containing SL(n,pl). Since pl ^ 1 (q2), q does not divide | U/SLfi.p1) \ and
therefore, because -q has order q, -q f U. Hence (y) is a complement to U
in GL(n,pl). Since -q e Z((LL(n,p1)) it follows that (rj) is a direct factor
of (AL(n,pl).
Proof of Theorem 3.10. By hypothesis, -q is conjugate in GL(n,pl) to
the blocked matrix
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where for each positive integer m, Im denotes the mxm unit matrix over
GF(pl). Simple calculations show that CGLfnJ)l}(rj) consists of all blocked
matrices
/ a1 0 ... 0 \
10 a2 • • • 0 I
where oc{ e GL(l^p1) for i — 1, ..., r. Thus there is an isomorphism of
CGL(n,2)')(^) onto the (external) direct product
GL(l^p1) x GL(l2,pl) x ... x GL(lr,pl) = G, say,
in which rj is mapped to the element
{VvV2> = V> say,
where ■qi = XJf. for i = 1, ..., r.
Now suppose that pl ^ 1 (q2) and, for some i, is not divisible by q: say
q does not divide lv Since -q is fixed-point-free, det(rj — In) / 0 and
therefore det(rj — In) # 0. Hence Xi / 1 for all i = 1, ..., r. It follows that
At has order q as an element of GF(p')x, and therefore, by Lemma 3.12,
< t)x) is a direct factor of GL(l^p1): say GL(Z1;p') = <(r^) x U.
For each i = 1, ..., r, let iri denote the projection homomorphism of G
onto QJj(l{,pl) and let ai denote the injection of GL(li}p') in G. If in the
(internal) direct decomposition
G — GL(Z1,p')<ri x ... x GtL(lT,ply*,
GL(?1,p') is replaced by x U, the factor <(?y1<ri) in the resulting
decomposition can evidently be replaced by <r)>, since f/ e Z(G), rj has
order q and Vni = Vv Hence (p} is a direct factor of G, and therefore (rj")
is a direct factor of CGUn>pl)(rj). Hence, passing to conjugates, we see that
\t/> is a direct factor of GGUn/l)!)(ri). A fortiori, (rf) is a direct factor of a
Sylow g-subgroup of CUL(n p)(r]) and therefore by Thoorem 3.5 all extensions
of E split. This establishes (i).
In order to prove (ii), it is enough by the Note after Theorem 3.5 to
show that under the conditions stated rj is a gth power in GL(n,p). Thus
the proof of Theorem 3.10 is completed by establishing
Lemma 3.13. With the notation of Theorem 3.10, suppose that either
pl = 1 (g2) or q divides li for all i — 1, ..., r. Then q is a qth power in
Grh{n,p).
Proof. It is convenient to change from the multiplicative notation for A
to additive notation: so let V be a vector space of dimension n over
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GF(p). Regard 77 as an automorphism of V (by referring to an arbitrarily
chosen base of V). Then, since p / q, by Maschke's theorem the
<i7>-module V is completely reducible: say
V = Vl®...®Vm,
where [j, Vm are irreducible <(?])-submodules of V. It is easy to verify
(and must be well known) that every irreducible representation of a
cyclic group of order q over GF(p) is equivalent to either the 1-representa¬
tion or one of (q—l)/t representations of degree t defined by mapping a
generator of the group to the multiplications of GF(p1) by (q—l)/t
suitable elements of GF(p'). Since 77 is fixed-point-free, no Jj can afford
the 1-representation. Therefore
dim Vj = t for j = 1, ..., to
and
n = mt.
Let rjj be the restriction of 77 to Vp for j = 1, ..., to. Then each rjj has
order q and belongs (by natural identification) to GL{t,p). However, the
Sylow g-subgroups of GL(t,p) are cyclic of order qs, where qs is the highest
power of q dividing pl— 1. Therefore, if s > 1, 773- is certainly a gth power
in GL(£, p), that is there is an automorphism ^ of Vj such that
tj9 = rij for j = 1, to.
Then an automorphism f of V can be defined by prescribing that its
restriction to Vj coincide with £;- for all j. It is clear that then
I e Gh(n,p) and = 77.
Thus it may be assumed that s = 1, in which case by hypothesis every
l{ is a multiple of q. Every Vj affords a non-trivial irreducible representa¬
tion of <77) over GF(p) and hence determines an element of GF(p'),
where the action of 77 on Vj is equivalent to multiplication of GV(p') by
IXj. Then /q must be an eigenvalue of 77, occurring corresponding to IJ
with multiplicity t. Therefore each lt is a multiple of t. Because q and t
are relatively prime, it follows that each is a multiple of qt. Hence the
number of Vj for which the corresponding /ij are all equal to any particular
eigenvalue is a multiple of q. In particular, q divides m, say to = qk.
Now V can be decomposed as
V = W1®...®Wk>
where each ll) = Vjl © ... © Vj for suitable jv jq such that /xji = ... =
that is such that Vjv ..., Vjq are isomorphic <77)-modules. It is obviously
sufficient to complete the proof to show that, for each j = 1, ..., k, the
restriction of 77 to Wj is a gth power in GL[qt,p). Therefore it may be
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assumed for the purpose of the argument that k = 1, so that
F = F1©...©Fa,
where Vv ..., Vq are isomorphic irreducible <(Tj)-submodules of V.
Now there is an automorphism £ of F of order q which permutes the
submodules fj, .Vq cyclically and has no other effect. Further let yf* be
the automorphism of F whose restriction to V1 coincides with yx and whose
restriction to I] for j ^ 2 is the identity map on Ij. Then it is easy to
verify that
(Vi*Oa = V-
(This is effectively just a calculation in the regular wreath product
Gg i Cg, where Cg denotes a group of order q. The Sylow (/-subgroups of
GL(g,p) are isomorphic to Gq i Cg when s = 1 as above: see Weir [13].)
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.13 and thus also of Theorem 3.10.
Theorem 3.10 can be applied to give in certain special circumstances a
criterion for a finite group G to split over the second term from the
bottom of a chief series of G. The following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 3.14. Let L be a finite group with an abelian normal subgroup N
of prime index q in L, where q does not divide \ IV |. Let y be an element of L
of order q. Then CN(y) is a characteristic subgroup of L.
Proof. Let a e AatL. Since (y/ is a Sylow g-subgroup of L, is also
a Sylow (/-subgroup of L and therefore, because L = ly'/N,
fyay = (yxf for some x e N.
Certainly N is a characteristic subgroup of L, and so
(CN(y))a = CN(r) = CN(y*) = (CN(y)r = CN(y),
since N is abelian.
Theorem 3.15. Let G be a finite group with an abelian minimal normal
subgroup N, say of order pn, and a chief factor L/N of prime order q ¥= p,
such that L is non-abelian. Let t be the order of p (mod q). Ifpl ^ 1 (q2) and
q does not divide n, then G splits over L.
Proof. Let y be an element of L of order q. By Lemma 3.14, CN(y) is a
normal subgroup of G, and hence by the minimality of N either CN(y) = 1
or CN(y) = N. The latter alternative would contradict the hypothesis
that L is non-abelian. Hence CN(y) = 1, which means that the action of y
on N by conjugation is fixed-point-free. Therefore L is isomorphic to the
group E of Theorem 3.10 when A = N and y is conjugation in N by y.
If the multiplicities of the distinct eigenvalues of y in GF(p') are lv ..., lr
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respectively, then since Yih — n an(l by hypothesis q does not divide n,
i=1
some lt is not divisible by q. Then it follows from Theorem 3.10 that G
splits over L.
An exactly similar argument, using Lemma 3.14 in conjunction with the
fact noted after Lemma 3.2 that every extension of E by every finite
c/'-group splits (without any condition on E other than its definition)
shows that if G is a finite groujp for which the prime q is a divisor of \ G hut
q2 is not a divisor of \G\, and if G has an abelian minimal normal subgroup
N and a chief factor L/N of order q such that L is non-abelian, then G splits
over L.
But in general, the arithmetical conditions in Theorem 3.15 are relevant.
To see this, consider an elementary abelian group A of order pn, where p
is an odd prime and n any positive integer, and let G — Hoi A. Let q be
any prime divisor of p— 1. Then A is a minimal normal subgroup of G,
G/A has a unique normal subgroup L/A of order q and L is non-abelian.
In fact L/A ^ Z(G/A), which is cyclic of order p — 1, so that if p = 1 (q2)
then Z(G/A) has a unique cyclic subgroup K/A of order q2; then G
cannot split over L because K/A > L/A but K/A does not split over L/A.
Now suppose that p ^ 1 (q2) but that n is a multiple of q. With -q as
the unique element of order q in A(Aut A),
L = (j])A — E in Theorem 3.10.
In the notation of that theorem, t = 1, r = 1, and = n. Then, since q
divides lv Lemma 3.13 shows that
■q = £a for some £ e AutA.
Let K = (fi'/A < G. Then again G cannot split over L because K/A > L/A
but K/A does not split over L/A.
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Abstract
It has been shown that for any group K with non-trivial centre, there is a
non-split extension of K by some abelian group A. There is evidence for
expecting that A may be chosen to be free abelian of rank 2. A general criterion
for all extensions of a group by a free abelian group of rank 2 to split is estab¬
lished. Then it is shown that a group with non-trivial centre may in fact have
all its extensions by a free abelian group of rank 2 split.
1°. A group G is called complete if it has trivial centre and if all its auto¬
morphisms are inner. It was shown by O. Holder [2, p. 94] that if G is complete
then G is a direct factor of every group containing it as a normal subgroup.
R. Baer [1] proved conversely that if G is a direct factor of every group con¬
taining it as a normal subgroup then G must be complete. Indeed, in this con¬
verse direction, Baer showed by appeal to a simple result of extension theory
[6, p. 131] that for any group K with non-trivial centre there is a group H
containing K as a normal subgroup but not a direct factor and such that HIK
is free abelian of rank 2.
More recently in [5] it has been shown that every group containing a group
G as a normal subgroup splits over G (as a semi-direct, not necessarily direct
product) if and only if G has trivial centre and the full automorphism group of
G splits over the group of inner automorphisms of G. In this connexion it has
also been shown [5, Corollary 2.6] that if A is a group with non-trivial centre
then there is a group H containing K as a normal subgroup such that H/K
is abelian and H does not split over K. The question is posed: can we even
arrange that H/K is free abelian of rank 2, as in Baer's argument?
Throughout this paper let F denote a free abelian group of rank 2.
2°. As circumstantial evidence we might adduce the fact (pointed out to
the author by Professor K. W. Gruenberg) that for F acting trivially on an
arbitrary abelian group A, the corresponding 2-cohomology group is isomorphic
to A:
H2 (F, A) = A.
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(This can be seen by a direct application of the universal coefficient theorem
for cohomology, together with a theorem of H. Hopf: see [3, Theorem and
formula (5)]). Now, according to the theory of S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane
(see for example [4, §§ 49 and 51]), the equivalence classes of extensions of a
group K by a group Q with a fixed coupling 9 of Q to K (in the terminology
of [5]) are, if they exist at all, in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of
H2 (Q, Z(K)), where Z(K) denotes the centre of Kand the action of Q on Z(K)is
induced naturally by 0; and hence with the equivalence classes of extensions
of Z(K) by Q with coupling 9l induced naturally by 0. If 0 is trivial then
there are corresponding extensions of K by Q, for instance the direct
product; and of course 9X is trivial. Hence, if Z{K) # 1 and Q = F,
there must be extensions of K by F with trivial coupling which corres¬
pond to a non-trivial element of H2(F, Z(K)) and hence to non-split
extensions of Z(K) by F. Then we might expect that one of these extensions
of K by F with trivial coupling would be non-split. But there is a difficulty:
for it is not clear that split extensions of K by F necessarily correspond to split
extensions of Z(K) by F. In fact we shall show that a group K with non-trivial
centre may have all its extensions by F split (for all possible couplings of F
to K). This will answer negatively the question posed in 1 °.
3°. In what follows, we make no use of the notion of equivalence of ex¬
tensions. It is therefore sufficient for our purposes to take an extension of a
group A by a group B to mean a group E containing A as a normal subgroup
and such that E/A = B. Then E is a split extension of A by B if E splits over A,
that is if there is a subgroup C of E such that E=AC and A n C= I. To say
that an extension E of A by B has trivial coupling means simply that E=A CE (A),
where CB(A) denotes the centralizer of A in E.
We shall use the following standard notation. If x and y are elements of a
group G, then
xy=y~1xy and [x, y]=x~1xy.
If xu x2, , xn are elements of G, then <x1; x2, , x„> denotes the sub¬
group of G generated by these elements.
For each element u of a fixed group K, we shall denote by vu the inner
automorphism of K induced by u.
Proposition 1. Let K be a group. All extensions of K by F split if and only if
for every pair cr, t of automorphisms of K and each element u of K such that
[o, t] = v„ there exist elements a, b of K such that
a°ba~1 b~z = u.
Proof. Suppose first that G is an extension of K by F, and let HfK be an
infinite cyclic direct factor of GjK. Then H splits over K, say
H= <s> K with s e H and n K = I,
and since G/H is infinite cyclic, G splits over H, say
G = (t} H with t e G and <t> n H= 1.
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Then
G/K=(sK, IK},
and since this is abelian,
Z/ = [s-, t] 6 K.
Let <t, t be the automorphisms of K induced respectively by conjugation in G
by s, t. Then
[<7, t] = v„.
Now suppose that there are elements a, b of K such that
arrba~1b~t = u. (1)
Define elements tx of G by
Si =sb and ti = ta.
Then
slti=sbta = ts'b'a=tsubTa, (2)
by definition of u and r, and
tiSi = tasb = tsasb=tsa'!b, (3)
by definition of a. Thence by (1),
sih =
so that the subgroup tj) of G is abelian. Therefore every element of J
has the form s"tim for suitable integers n, m. If s" f1m e K then t™ e H and this
implies that m — 0 because for any positive integer r, t{=trar with ar e K;
then sy" e K, and this implies similarly that n = 0. Hence
JnK= 1.
But also
J K= (s, t}K=G,
and so G splits over K. This proves the sufficiency of the condition for all
extensions of K by F to split.
In order to prove the necessity, suppose that a, i are automorphisms of
K and u e K with [cr, t] = v„ but such that there are no elements a, b of K with
a°ba~1b~T = u.
Let <j> be an infinite cyclic group, and let H be the semi-direct product of K
by with action of <s> on K defined by the condition that s induces a\ that is,
in H=(s}K,
as = a° for all elements a of K.
Now we extend t to a map f of H into itself, defined by
t : s" a l-> (su)" az
for all elements a of K and all integers n. The map t is an endomorphism of
H. To show this, let a, b s K and let n, m be integers: then
(s"a)(smb)=sn+manmb l-> (vu)"+ m{cfmb)x = {sufisuTa^hy
and we must verify that
(su)ma"mt = a\su)m.
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By hypothesis, [a, t] = v„, so that
T-1<7T = ffVll
and hence for every integer r,
r~ VT = (ffV„)r.
Since
a"vu = (su)~1a(su),
a(av«)r = (su) ~ ra(su)r.
Therefore
(su)"'aa"': = {su)ma^")m = a\su)m
as required. It is clear that r is bijective, so that in fact t is an automorphism
of H.
Let <i> be an infinite cyclic group, and let G be the semi-direct product of H
by <;) with action of on H defined by the condition that t induces t. Since
t maps K into itself, AT is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover,
G/K=(sK, tK>
and this quotient group is abelian since in G,
A
[s, ?] = s-1 sT = u e K.
In G, no positive power of either s or t belongs to K, and (sK} n <tK} — K/K;
hence G/K = F.
Finally, G does not split over K\ for if it did, there would be a subgroup J
of G such that G = J K and J = F. Then there would be elements slt t1 in J
and a, b in K such that
sx=sb and tx = ta.
As in (2) and (3), we should find that
s1tl = tsuFa and tis1 = tscfb.





A similar argument yields
Proposition 2. Let K be a group. All extensions of K by F with trivial
coupling split if and only if every element of Z(K) is a commutator in K.
Proof Suppose that G is an extension of AT by F with trivial coupling, and
let H\K be an infinite cyclic direct factor of G/K. Then H splits over K, say
H=(h)K with h e H and <h) n K= 1.
By the hypothesis of trivial coupling, h—ks for some keK and s c CG(K).
Then H=(s} K and <5) n K= 1, so that //=<s>x K, the direct product. Since
GjH is infinite cyclic, G splits over H, say
G=<t) H with t e G and <t> n H= 1.
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Now G/K is abelian and s e C0{K) so that
u=[s,t]eKn CG(K) = Z(K).
Since G = KCg{K) the automorphism t of K induced by conjugation in G by 1
is an inner automorphism of K, say
t = vw with w e K.




u = anba~ib~T, (1)
where a = w_1x_1 c K, b=y~1 £ Aland c=l, the automorphism of K induced
by conjugation in G by s. This equation (1) is the same as the equation (1) in
the proof of Proposition 1, and we can now show that G splits over K exactly as
in the previous proof.
Now suppose that there is an element z of Z{K) which is not a commutator
in K. Let <s> be an infinite cyclic group and let H be the direct product
<» x K.
It is clear that the map
a: s"a I-»- s" z~" a
(defined for all elements a of K and all integers n) is an automorphism of H.
Let <t> be an infinite cyclic group, and let G be the semi-direct product of H
by <t) with action of <t> on H such that t induces a. Then K is a normal sub¬
group of G, and as in the proof of Proposition 1 (with a in place of t) G/K = F
and G does not split over K: for it if did we should have z~1 = aba~1b~1 with
a,b £ K, and then z — [b~l, a~l], a commutator in K. Finally, the coupling
of the extension constructed is trivial, for s and 1 centralize K, hence
G = K Cc (AT).
4°. Let Q denote the quaternion group (of order 8). It follows at once
from Proposition 2 that every extension of Q by F with trivial coupling splits.
On the other hand, we can show that there are extensions of Q by F which do not
split. With the usual notation for Q, let /, j, k denote generators of the three
subgroups of Q of order 4. Q has an automorphism a of order 3 which permutes
the elements i,j, k cyclically. Let t be the identity automorphism of Q, and let
u= — 1, the unique element of Q of order 2. In order to show that there is a
non-split extension of Q by F it will be enough, according to Proposition 1,
to show that there are no elements a, b of Q such that
a"ba~1b~r=u,
that is, such that
a" = —(bab-1).
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Now cr fixes the elements 1 and — 1 of Q and since they are 'self-conjugate'
elements of Q, a could not be either of these. But if a were any of the other
six elements of Q, the conjugates of a in Q would be just a and —a whereas cr
would move a outside the subgroup <a> = {l,a, —1, -a}. Hence there are
indeed no such elements a, b.
5°. We shall show finally that it can even happen that all extensions by F
of a group with non-trivial centre split.
Proposition 3. Let D denote the dihedral group of order 8. All extensions of
D by F split.
In order to facilitate the application of Proposition 1, we introduce the
following terminology for a given group K: an ordered triple (a, t, w) consisting
of automorphisms a and x of K and an element u of K such that [cr, t] = v„
will be called a triple for K; and it will be called a splitting triple if in addition
there are elements a and b of K such that a"ba"1b"x=u. Then the assertion of
Proposition 1 is that all extensions of K by F split if and only if every triple
for A" is a splitting triple.
Now we note some simple facts. Let (cr, x, u) always denote a triple for K.
(i) (cr, r, u) is a splitting triple if there is an element a of K such that a"a"1 = u.
(ii) (cr, x, u) is a splitting triple if there is an element b of K such that bb~l = u.
(iii) If {a, t, u) is a splitting triple then (x, cr, u"1) is also a splitting triple.
We observe that (x, a, u"1) is a triple for K, since
[t, <t] = [cr, t]-1=v„_1=v„h
and then that if a, b are elements of K such that a"ba~ib"T = u', b, a are elements
of K such that bxab"1a"" — u"1.
(iv) //(cr, t, u) is a splitting triple and if c is an element of K such that cx — c
then (voc7, x, u) is a splitting triple.
To verify this, note first that for any x in K,
xVcT = {c"1xc)x = c~1 xxc = x™e
so that
K, t] = 1.
Hence [vca, x] = [vc, x]"[a, x] = [cr, t] = v„, and so (vccr, x, u) is a triple for K.
Now if a, b are elements of K such that a"ba~1b~x = u then
(cac~1)Vc'T {be"1) (ca~1c_1) cb~T = u,
that is
(cac-1)^" (be"1) {cac"1)"1 (bc~1)"t = u.
Thus (vccr, x, u) is a splitting triple.
A similar argument gives
(v) //(cr, r, u) is a splitting triple and if d is an element of K such that
d"—d then (cr, vdr, u) is a splitting triple.
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Proof of Proposition 3. We must show that every triple (cr, t, u) for D is a
splitting triple.
We can write
D = (x, t} where x4 = r2 = 1 and x' = x_1.
It is easy to show that the full automorphism group A of D is isomorphic to D:
in fact
A = <a, v(>,
where a is the automorphism of D defined by
xa = x and t" = xt,
and v, is the inner automorphism of D induced by t. Then a4 = v(2 = l and
aVt = a_1. Note that a2 = vA..
The only commutators in A are 1 and vx. Then since Z (Z)) = <(x2> the
triples for D are just the triples (cr, t, w), where cr, r s A and either [cr, t]=1 and
u= 1 or x2, or [cr, t] = v^ and u=x or x-1. Let (cr, t, u) be a triple for D.
If u= 1 then (cr, t, u) is trivially a splitting triple.
Suppose that u = x. Then cr, t Z(A) = (a2>. Note that
t*t~l =x,
(xt)"\xt)~1 — tx2tt(xt) — x,
and
t" v't1 — tx~1ttt=x.
Hence by (i), a triple for D of the form (o, t, x) is a splitting triple if o = ol or
<xvt or a~1vt. Also
tt"" =tx~~lt = x,
tt~aVc= t(txtt) = x,
and
(xt)(xt)~a v' = (xt)t = x.
Hence by (ii), a triple for D of the form (<t,t, x) is a splitting triple if x = ot~1 or
av, or a-1v(. The only remaining triples to consider with u = x are (a-1, v„ x),
(a-1, vxt, x), (v(, a, x) and (vxt, a, x). Since
(xty tfxty1 t~v,=tt(xt)t=x,
and
tv'(xt) t ~ 1(xt)~" = t{xt) t{x2t) = x,
(a-1, v„ x) and (v„ a, x)are both splitting triples. Then since xx —x and x" = x,
(v) shows that (a-1, vxt, x) is a splitting triple and (iv) that (vxt, a, x) is a splitting
triple.
Now suppose that w = x_1. If (cr, t, x-1) is a triple for D, then so is (t, cr, x).
Then by the previous paragraph (t, a, x) is a splitting triple and therefore by
(iii), (<t, t, x_1) is a splitting triple.
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Suppose finally that u — x2. We note first that
xv'x_1=x~2=x2,
votv,1 _ vvtv- 1 — v2A A A. A A 9
-y 1 y ^ — y2A A A A j
and
Hence by (i), all triples for D of the form {a, x, x2) with <r = a2 or v, or av, or
vxt or a-1v, are splitting triples. Next, since x_2=x2, (iii) shows that all triples
for D of the form (a, x, x2) with t = a2 or v, or av, or vxt or a_1v, are splitting
triples.
The only remaining triples to consider are those with u — x2 and
er, x e {1, a, a-1}. Any such x fixes x and so
txt~1x~T = x~1 x_1=x2.
Hence (1,1, x2), (1, a, x2) and (1, a-1, x2) are splitting triples, and then by (iii),
(a, 1, x2) and (a-1, 1, x2) are also splitting triples. Next,
t\xt) t~l{xt)~" = (xt) (xt) t{x2t) = x2,
so that (a, a, x2) is a splitting triple. Then since a_1 = v^a and x* = x, (iv) shows
that (a-1, a, x2) is a splitting triple, then (iii) that (a, a-1, x2) is a splitting
triple, and finally (iv) again that (a-1, a-1, x2) is a splitting triple. This covers
all cases and completes the proof.
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A SUBNORMAL EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR
FINITE GROUPS
JOHN S. ROSE
Let G be a group and X a class of groups. One says that G can be embedded
subnormally in an X-group if there is a group X in the class X which contains G as a
subnormal subgroup. R. S. Dark [3] has shown, for instance, that any group can be
embedded subnormally in a perfect group, but that the symmetric group of degree 3
cannot be embedded subnormally in a finite perfect group.
This note is concerned with the possibility of embedding finite groups subnormally
in complete finite groups. A group G is complete if it has trivial centre and if every
automorphism of G is inner. There is a classical theory of complete groups due to
O. Holder: see W. Burnside [2; §§70, 71, 72, 1962]. In this connexion there is a sub¬
normal embedding result which is an immediate consequence of the well-known auto¬
morphism tower theorem of H. Wielandt [7; (45)]. Since the terminal member of
the automorphism tower of a finite group with trivial centre is evidently a complete
group, any finite group with trivial centre can be embedded subnormally in a complete
finite group.
It will be shown here that any finite group can be embedded subnormally in a
complete finite group. In fact, the following more specific result will be established.
Let w be any set of at least two prime numbers and let G be any finite m-group. Then
there is a complete finite group K with a normal Hall m-subgroup J containing G as a
subnormal subgroup. Moreover, K/J is soluble; and if G is soluble then K can be made
soluble.
I do not know whether K can always be made a ro-group. Indeed, I do not even
know whether complete groups of odd orders exist.
Let G be any group. The group of all automorphisms of G is denoted by Aut G,
the group of all inner automorphisms of G by Inn G, and Out G = Aut G/Inn G. If
H<G and Ca(H) = 1 then there is a natural isomorphism of G onto a subgroup of
Aut//, by which H is mapped to InnH. This isomorphism will be used to identify
G with the appropriate subgroup of Aut H and H with Inn H: then H < G < Aut H.
In particular, when Z(G) = 1, Gc Aut G.
If G is finite then G/R(G) will denote the soluble residual of G: that is, R(G) is the
smallest normal subgroup of G for which G/R(G) is soluble. It is a simple observation
that if H is a subnormal subgroup of G and if there is a chain of subgroups
H = H0 ^ Ht «S H2 ^ ... < H„ = G
such that //j_! <i Hj and HJ/Hj-1 is soluble for each j = 1,..., n then R(G) < //.
The result stated above follows at once from the
Theorem. Let m be any set of at least two prime numbers and let G be any finite
m-group. Then G can be embedded subnormally in a finite m-group J such thatZ(J) — 1
and Out J is a m'-group. Moreover, there is a complete group K such that
J K ^ Aut J,
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and there is a subnormal subgroup E of J such that R(K) ^ E and E is a central
product of copies of G.
The last clause of this statement means that E is the join of normal subgroups
each isomorphic to G and which centralize each other.
The first step in the proof is to show that any finite w-group can be embedded
subnormally in a finite ro-group with trivial centre. The method is by a wreath product
construction. My argument has been simplified in the light of a helpful remark of
Dr. Brian Hartley.
Let T be any group permuting a set X, say by means of the permutation repre¬
sentation p. Let G be any group # 1, and let D = Dr Gx, the (restricted) direct power.
There is a corresponding action of T on D: let W be the semi-direct product of D
by T with this action. (See, for instance, [5].) Then W is the (restricted) wreath
product of G by T determined by p, and D is the base group of W. Each element
of W is uniquely expressible in the form tf with t e T and fe D. Straightforward
calculations show that tfeZ(W) if and only if teZ(T) n Kerp, f (x)eZ(G) for all
x e X and / is constant on each T-orbit of X.
Now suppose that T permutes X faithfully and transitively and that |2f| is finite
and # 1. Then
Z(W) = {fe D\f is a constant function and the value of/is in Z(G)}
^ Z(D).
Since |2f| > 1, D/Z{W) is certainly a central product of copies of G. Therefore G can
be embedded subnormally in W/Z(W).
Let
Z(W/Z{Wj) = Z2(W)/Z(W).
Lemma 1 characterizes Z2(W).
Lemma 1. Suppose that the group T permutes the finite set X faithfidly and
transitively, that |X| ^ 1 and that G is a group ^ 1. Let W be the corresponding
wreath product of G by T, and let D — Dr Gx, the base group of W. Then if \X\ > 2
or if |X| = 2 and G is non-abelian, Z2(W) = {fe D\f (x)eZ(G) for all xeX and
there is a homomorphism £ : T -* Z(G) such that f (xt) = /(x) for all xe X and all
teT}.
Proof. Let teT and feD. Then tfeZ2{W) if and only if [tl,tf]eZ(W) and
eZ(W) for all ty e T and all fxeD. Now
[tu tf] = tr1/"1 rl ty tf= Di, t][t~l ty t,fl
Since [tx, t] e Tand [t_1 ty t,f] e D, it follows that [ty, tf]eZ{W) for all ty e T if and
only if teZ(T) and [ty,f] eZ(W) for all ty e T.
If the latter condition is satisfied then for each ty e T and for all xeX,
f(xty~1)~lf(x) is independent of x and its constant value is in Z(G), say
f(xty~1r1f(x)=ztleZ(G).
Then
/(a?,) = /(x)z(1 for all xeX and all ty e T.
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Let tu ?2 e T and xeX: then
f(x)ztlt2 — f(xtl t2) =f{xt1)z,l =f(x)ztizl2.
Hence the map £ : h ^rZtl is a homomorphism of T into Z(G). Conversely, if there
is a homomorphism £ : T -> Z(G) such that
f(xti) = /(x) tx? for all x g X and all ty e T,
then clearly [tuf] eZ(W) for all ty e T.
Now suppose that [tf,ft]eZ{W) for all /x e £>. Since [tf,ff\ = /-1 t~ifi'i tffu
this means that for each fxeD and for all xeX, f(x)~l f1(xt~l)~l f(x)f1(x) is
independent of x and its constant value is in Z(G).
Assume first that G is non-abelian. Then if xt_1 # x for some xeX, there
would be a function f1e D such that fl(xt~1) = 1 and fl(x)fZ(G): but then the
condition /(x)-1/1(xf-1)-1/(x)/1(x)eZ(G) would be violated. Hence xt"1 = x
for all xeX, and therefore, since T permutes X faithfully, t = 1. By hypothesis
|X| ^ 2: let Xj, x2eX with x2 ^ x2, and let geG. There is a function fleD such
that/^Xj) = 1 and/j(x2) = g: since t = 1 the condition above gives
U(x2), g] = [/(x1),l] = 1.
Since x2 and g can be chosen arbitrarily, it follows that/(x)eZ(G) for all xeX.
Now assume that G is abelian: then by hypothesis |2f| ^ 3. The condition above
becomes that for each j\ e D and for all xe X, fi(xt~1)~1 fl(x) is independent of x.
If t fixes some point x0 e X, then, for all fl e D and all x e X,
fiixt'1)"1 fi{x) =/1(x0t"1)"1/i(^o) = i;
hence
x/_1 = x for all xeX,
and so, since T permutes X faithfully, t = 1. Suppose that t # 1: then t fixes no
point of X. If there were a point xt eX such that xx t'1 ^ xx t, then, since also
xx t~l # xx # x11, if f1 were a function in D taking a value # 1 at xx t~1 and the
value 1 at all points x^x^-1, it would follow that /i(xx t-1)-1/i(Xi) # 1 but
fi(x1)~1ft(xl t) = 1, in violation of the condition. Hence xt_1 — xt for all xeX
and therefore t2 — \. Let xx eX. Then xx t # xx and since |2f| ^ 3 there is a point
x2 e X such that x2 # xx, xx t. Then x2 t ^ xx, xx t, x2. Let/X be a function in D
taking a value # 1 at x{ and the value 1 at all points x # xx: then/x(xx t)_1/1(xj) A 1
but /x(x2 t)~1f1(x2) = 1, again in violation of the condition. Hence t = 1.
Since it is clear that if t — 1 and /(x)eZ(G) for all xeX then [//,/,] eZ(IF) for
all /; e D, this completes the proof.
Let/eZ2(IT) and let £ be the corresponding homomorphism T-> Z(G) such that
/(xt) =/(x)t; for all xeX and all teT.
Then clearly StabT(x) ^ Ker£ for all xeX, and therefore Stabr(x) ^ Ker£ (where
Stabr(x) denotes the normal closure of Stab7(x) in T, that is, the smallest normal
subgroup of T containing Stabr(x)). Hence if StabT(x) = T then £ is necessarily
trivial and so feZ(W). Thus Lemma 1 has the
Corollary. With the hypotheses of Lemma 1, if Stabr(x) = T for some x e X
(and so for all xeX) then WjZ(W) has trivial centre.
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Note that if |X| > 2 there is in Lemma 1 and its Corollary no condition on the
group G other than that it is non-trivial. An obvious choice for T is as the symmetric «
group of degree n permuting in the natural way the set X = {1,2,...,«}, where n is
an integer ^ 3: then the hypotheses of Lemma 1 and the Corollary are satisfied. For
the purpose of proving the theorem, however, it is desirable to arrange that if G is a
finite ro-group, where m is a set of at least two prime numbers, then W/Z(W) is also
a finite ra-group.
For any two distinct prime numbers, p and q say, the order of p (mod q) is the
least positive integer s such that ps = 1 (mod q).
Lemma 2. Let p and q be any 2 distinct prime numbers and let s be the order of
p (modq). There is a group T of order psq and a permutation representation of T for
which all the hypotheses of Lemma 1 and its Corollary are fulfilled (for any group
G * 1).
Proof. There is a non-trivial irreducible representation of degree s of a group Q
of order q over the Galois field GF(p) (defined by mapping a generator of Q to the
transformation of the field GF(ps) determined by multiplication of GF(ps) by an
element of GF(ps)x of order g). Let T be the semi-direct product of an elementary
abelian group P of order ps by Q with action defined by this representation. Since
the representation is irreducible, P is a minimal normal subgroup of T, and since also
the representation is non-trivial, Q is a non-normal maximal subgroup of T. Let X
be the set of right cosets of Q in T. Then T permutes X (by right multiplication)
faithfully and transitively. Note that |X| — ps > 2 (for if p = 2 then s > 1). Finally, "
Q e X, Stabr(Q) = Q and so Stabr(Q) = T.
Corollary. Let w be any set of at least two prime numbers and let G be any finite
m-group (# 1). Then G can be embedded subnormally in a finite m-group W/Z(W)
with trivial centre and with a normal subgroup D/Z(JF) which is a central product of
copies of G and such that W/D is soluble.
The next step will be to prove
Lemma 3. Let m be any set of at least two prime numbers and let H be any finite
m-group such that Z{H) = 1. ThenH can be embedded subnormally in a finite m-group
J such that Cj(H) = 1, Out J is a m'-group and R(J) < H.
The key to the proof is a recent result of E. Schenkman who gave a new proof
of Wielandt's automorphism tower theorem by establishing
Lemma 4. (E. Schenkman [6]). Let A be a subnormal subgroup of a finite group
G such that CG(A) = 1. Then the order of G is bounded in terms of the order of the
smallest normal subgroup B of A such that A/B is nilpotent.
Proof of Lemma 3. From H an ascending sequence of finite groups is constructed
in the following way: t
H =H0^Hl^H2^ ....
Suppose i > 0 and that H0, ...,Hi_1 have been defined with CHj(H) = 1 for each j,
and (if i > 1)Hj_( c Hj and is a finite soluble m-group (j = 1, ..., i—1).
Then Z(Hi_1) = 1 and so x AutHj-j. If there is a prime pern such that p
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divides the order of Out Hf_ls let //; be a subgroup of Aut //£ _ x containing H and
» such that has order p; but if OutHl_1 is a m'-group, let if; = Hi^1. In any
case Ht and Hi/Hi^l is a finite soluble m-group: moreover, CjjfH^f) = 1
and therefore, since CHl_,(H) =1, a result of Wielandt [7; (44)] shows that
CIIt(H) = 1. This completes the definition of the sequence. By Lemma 4, for every i
the order of Ht is bounded in terms of the order of H. Therefore the sequence must
become stationary in a finite number of steps, say at the term Hn — J. By the
definition of the sequence, H is subnormal in J, J is a finite m-group, Cj(H) = 1
and Out J is am'-group. Moreover, since every quotient Hi/Hi^1 is soluble, R(J) ^ H-
Lemma 5. Let w be any set of at least two prime numbers and suppose that J is a
finite m-group such that Z(J) = 1 and Out J is a w'-group. Then there is a complete
group K such that J ^ K ^ Aut J and R(K) ^ J.
Proof. By Lemma 3, with J in place of H and the set of all prime numbers in
place of m, J can be embedded subnormally in a finite group K such that CK(J) = 1,
Out K = 1 and R(K) < J. In particular, K is complete. Let L be the largest normal
ro-subgroup of K. Then J < L. Let N = NL(J). Certainly CN(J) = 1 and so
J ^ N < Aut J.








Since also CK(J) = 1, it follows that J ^ K ^ Aut J.
The Theorem follows at once from the Corollary to Lemma 2, Lemma 3 and
Lemma 5.
One may note that in Lemma 5 (and so also in the theorem) K is necessarily a
self-normalizing subgroup of Aut J: for, since K is complete, K is a direct factor
of NAutJ(K), say
NAutJ(K) = KxM,
and then since J < K, M consists of automorphisms of J which centralize J; hence
M = 1. Therefore Lemma 5 has the following
Corollary 1. Let p be a prime number and suppose that J is a finite p'-group
such that Z(J) — 1 and Out J is a p-group. Then Aut J is complete.
However, it is not true in general that K = Aut J in Lemma 5. For instance,
let w = {11, 23}, let H be a non-abelian group of order 11 x 23 (uniquely determined
up to isomorphism) and let J be the direct product of 5 copies of H. Then J is a
finite m-group and Z(J) = 1. Since Z(J) = 1, it follows from the Krull-Remak-
Schmidt theorem that J has a unique direct decomposition as a product of
indecomposable factors (B. Huppert [4; p. 69, Satz I. 12.5]). Therefore since H is
jour 18
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indecomposable, every automorphism of J permutes the 5 copies of H in the direct
decomposition of J. It follows that Aut J is isomorphic to the natural wreath product <
of Aut H by £5, the symmetric group of degree 5. Hence Out J is isomorphic to the
natural wreath product of Out// by I5. Since Out// has order 2, it follows that
Out J has order 28 x 3 x 5. Thus Out J is a ro'-group. Moreover, since J is soluble
and Aut J is insoluble, K # Aut J in Lemma 5.
There exist complete finite supersoluble groups: for example, the holomorph of
a cyclic group of odd order is complete and supersoluble. But not every finite super-
soluble group can be embedded subnormally in a complete finite supersoluble group.
In fact it is well known that every finite supersoluble group is 2-nilpotent (see
B. Huppert [4; p. 716, Satz VI. 9.1]); and it is easy to see that for any prime p, no non-
trivial finite p-group can be embedded subnormally in a finite p-nilpotent group with
trivial centre; for, if G is a finite p-nilpotent group which contains the non-trivial
p-group P as a subnormal subgroup, then P lies in the Fitting subgroup of G and so
G has a non-trivial normal p-subgroup; then any minimal normal p-subgroup of G
lies in the centre of G.
The final observations of this note concern perfect groups. Suppose that G is a
finite perfect group and let K and E be as in the statement of the theorem. Since
R(K) ^ E, R(K)<1 E and E/R(K) is soluble. However, since £ is a central product
of copies of G, £ is perfect, and so E — R(K). This establishes
Corollary 2. For any finite perfect group G there is a finite complete group K
with a normal subgroup E which is a central product of copies of G and such that K/E *
is soluble.
Here " central product" cannot be replaced by " direct product". For instance,
let G be the special linear group SL(2,5) of degree 2 over the Galois field GF(5).
Let n be any positive integer and let D be the direct product of n copies of G. Since
G is perfect and directly indecomposable it follows (B. Huppert [4; p. 69, Satz 1.12.5])
that the direct decomposition of £ as a product of n copies of G is unique.
Let t be the element of order 2 in Z(G) and let z be the element of D whose projection
in every copy of G is t. Then z is an element of Z(D) of order 2 and z is fixed by every
automorphism of D. Hence z lies in the centre of every group which contains D as a
normal subgroup, and so there is no complete group containing D as a normal
subgroup.
However, if H is a finite perfect group such that Z(H) = 1 then by Lemma 3, H
can be embedded subnormally in a finite complete group K such that CK(H) = 1 and
R(K) ^ H. It follows that H = R(K) and so He K «: Aut//.
Corollary 3. For any finite perfect group H such that Z(H) = 1 there is a
complete group K such that H ^ K < Aut H and K/H is soluble.
This result may be compared with the well-known fact that Aut H is complete
whenever // is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups. Of course one would
like to know whether, in the special case when H is itself a non-abelian simple group,
K = Aut H necessarily: if this could be shown, it would establish a famous conjecture
of O. Schreier.
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But in Corollary 3, K ^ Aut H in general. For instance, if G is a finite non-
abelian simple group and H is the direct product of n copies of G, where n > 5, then
Aut H is isomorphic to the natural wreath product of Aut G by Z„, the symmetric
group of degree n. Then Out H is insoluble and so K / AutH in Corollary 3.
In fact there are finite perfect groups H such that Z(H) — 1 but Aut if is not
complete. To see this, let G be any finite complete simple group: for example, G can
be a Mathieu group of degree 11, 23 or 24 (see for instance N. Burgoyne and P. Fong
[1]). Then let H = Ht x H2, where Hx is the natural wreath product of G by the
alternating group As of degree 5, and H2 is the direct product of 5 copies of G. Then
H is perfect and Z(H) = 1. The group Hl is directly indecomposable and so, by the
uniqueness of the direct decomposition of H into indecomposable factors, the sub¬
groups Hi and H2 are both characteristic in H. Hence AutH = AutHx x AutH2.
But Aut Hi and Aut H2 are both isomorphic to the natural wreath product W of
G by Z5. Thus Aut H is the direct product of 2 copies of W, and so is not complete.
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Let G and K be finite groups whose orders have a common prime divisor.
Then there is a group K* closely related to K for which there is a non-split
extension of K* by G.
In [8] the problem of splitting of group extensions was considered from the
following point of view: given a group K and a suitable class X of groups, under
what circumstances do all extensions of K by ^-groups split? In this note, we make
some remarks about the dual question: given a group G and a class X of groups,
when do all extensions oi 3c-groups by G split? We discuss only the case in which
G is a finite group and X a class of finite groups.
A first relevant fact is a result of W. Gaschutz [lj. If G is a finite group and
p a prime divisor of the order | G | of G then there is a finite group H with a normal
elementary abelian p-subgroup A # 1 such that H/A = G and A ^ O(H), the
Frattini subgroup of H; hence such that H does not split over A. Therefore,
if X is any class of finite groups which contains all elementary abelian p-groups
for all primes p which divide the orders of .T-groups, then a necessary (and of
course, by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, sufficient) condition for all extensions
of X-groups by G to split is that all 3£-groups have orders co-prime to | G ]. We
shall prove the following sharper non-splitting result:
Theorem 1. Let G and K be finite groups such that (|g|,|k|)> 1. Then
there is a non-split extension of a group K* by G, where K* is a subgroup of
^ I wish to express thanks to the Mathematics Institute of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem for its hospitality from September to December 1972, and to Dr. Avinoam Mann
for his helpful comments.
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a finite direct product of copies of K, and K is an epimorphic image of K*.
In particular, for every prime p, the Sylow p-subgroups of K and K* have the
same class, derived length and exponent; and if K is soluble, K and K* have
the same derived length, nilpotent length and p-length for all primes p.
On the other hand, we cannot in general choose K* in Theorem 1 to be a direct
product of copies of K, in view of the following simple fact.
Theorem 2. The class offinite groups all extensions of which split is closed
under the formation of finite direct products.
This class certainly contains non-trivial groups since it contains for instance
all complete finite groups; it also contains groups which are not complete: see [8],
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need a straightforward generalization of a
fundamental result of Gaschiitz [1], Before stating this, we introduce some no¬
tation and terminology. We use P. Hall's convenient notion of closure operations
on classes of groups: see [4, §1.3], Thus a class X of groups is said to be s-closed
if every subgroup of an X-group is an T-group, d0-closed if the direct product
of any 2 T-groups is an X-group, and r0-closed if any subdirect product
of 2 3£-groups is an 3£-group. If t is a positive integer, a group K is said to be a
t-generator group if K has a generating set of elements with at most t members.
We shall call a class X of finite groups bounded if, for every positive integer t,
there is a corresponding positive integer X{t) such that all t-generator £-groups
have orders 5S X(t).
The generalization of Gaschiitz's result which we shall use is
Theorem 3. Let n be a positive integer, G a finite n-generator group and
X a bounded R0-cIosed class offinite groups. Let ^ be the class of all group ex¬
tensions 1->KL>h~*G-+1 (where i denotes the inclusion map) such that
K is an X-group and H an n-generator group. Then there is in <€ an extension
1 -> K* -> H* -> G -» 1 which is universal for ^ in the following sense. For
any extension in ^ there is an epimorphism yy. H* -* H
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In this connexion, see the remarks at the beginning of Chap. 9 of K. W. Gruen-
berg's book [3],
Remark. In the diagram above, since i is an epimorphism, x maps K* onto K.
In order to prove Theorem 3 we first prove
Lemma 1. Let n be a positive integer and F a free group of rank n. Let G
and H be n-generator groups for which there is an epimorphism G
such that Ker £ is finite. Then, for any epimorphism d:F->G, there is an
epimorphism g: F -> H such that
G = <0i,
Since Ker£ is finite and H is an n-generator group, it follows from a result of
Gaschiitz ([2, Satz 1]) that there is a set {hu •••, hn} of generators of H such that
hjC = gj for j = 1, •••>«.
Now there is a (unique) homomorphism g: F -* H such that
Xjg = hj for j = 1, •••, n.
Since H = (Jil,---,hn') and F = <*!, it follows that g is an epimorphism
0 = gC.





Proof of Theorem 3. Let F be a free group of rank n and let
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1 -» R -> F ^ G -> 1
be a presentation of G. By Schreier's theorem, R is finitely generated. Therefore,
since X is a bounded class, the quotient groups of R which are ^-groups have
bounded orders. We choose a normal subgroup Tof R such that R/Tis an £-group
of maximal order. Then, since X is R0-closed, T is in fact the unique smallest
normal subgroup of R with an 3E-group as quotient. Hence T is normal in F.
Let 9 be the homomorphism of F/T onto G induced by 9. Then
1 -> R/T -* F/T 1 G-»l




be any extension in ^. Since G and F[ are n-generator groups and Ker£ = K,
which is finite, we can apply Lemma 1. This guarantees the existence of a presen¬
tation of H, say




S = Kerr] Ker9 — R.
Moreover, rj induces an isomorphism of F/S onto H in which R/S is mapped
to Ker£ = K. Therefore R/S is an £-group, and so
T ^ S.
Hence f? induces an epimorphism fj: F/T -* FL such that
fjC = 9.
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as required.
As particular choices for X in Theorem 3 we may take
(i) for any positive integers m and s, X = the class of finite soluble groups
of exponents dividing m and derived lengths ^ s;
(ii) for any prime p, X = the class of finite groups of exponent p (and 1):
this by a famous theorem of A. 1. Kostrikin [6],
Gaschiitz's original result ([1, Satz 1]) corresponds to choosing m = p, a
prime, and s = 1 in (i). Now in order to prove Theorem 1 we shall show that
another possible choice for X in Theorem 3 is
(iii) for any finite group K, X = the smallest {s,D0}-closed class of groups
containing K.
Since a class of groups which is {s,d0}-closed is certainly r0-closed, what
we have to show is that the smallest {s,d0}-closed class of groups containing
any finite group K is a bounded class. This is the content of Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Let K be a finite group. Then the class of all subgroups offinite
direct products of copies of K is a bounded class of groups.
This follows from Theorem 15.71 of H. Neumann's book [7]. A direct proof
is included here.
Proof. We show that for every positive integer t, every f-generator subgroup H
ofafinite direct product ofcopies ofK has order | K|'k'\ Let H ^ Ki x ••• x Kn,
where n is a positive integer and each Kj is a copy of K(j = 1, •••, n). We argue
by induction on n. The assertion is trivial for n = 1, so we suppose that n > 1.
By the induction hypothesis we may assume that H is not isomorphic to a sub¬
group of a direct product of n — 1 copies of K. Let F be a free group of rank t
and let
l-*R-+F^+H-*l
be a presentation of 77. Fory = 1 ,•••,« let 7ij be the projection homomorphism
of x ••• x onto K which maps each element of Kx x x Kn onto its
yth component; and let i denote the inclusion map ofHin fCj x - x X„. Then
dnti, •••, 9mn are homomorphisms of F into K. Now if 9inr — 9ins with
1 ^ r < s ^ n then, since 9 maps F onto FI, every element of H would have
its rth and sth components equal; but thenH would be isomorphic to a subgroup
of a direct product of n — 1 copies of K, contrary to assumption. Therefore
9in1, •••,9mn are distinct homomorphisms of F into K. But since each homo-
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morphism of F into K is determined by its effect on a set of t free generators
of F, there are just \K\' distinct homomorphisms of F into K. Hence n ^ | K |'
and so
\h\^\k\" ^ |x||k|t.
This completes the induction proof.
We use also
Lemma 3. Let X be any bounded, {s,d0}-closed class of finite groups. Let
n be a positive integer, G a finite n-generator group and If the class of extensions
defined in Theorem 3. Let 1 —> K* -> H* -* G -> 1 be an extension in ^ which
is universal for . Then H* splits over K* if and only if all X-groups have
orders co-prime to j Gf |.
Proof. If (|g|,|K*|) = 1 then H* splits over K*, by the Schur-Zassenhaus
theorem.
Now suppose that there is an T-group J such that (j G |, | J |) > 1 . Let p be a
common prime divisor of | G | and | J |. Since X is {s,d0}-closed, X contains all
finite elementary abelian p-groups. By a result of Gaschutz [1] mentioned above,
there is an extension
1-+A-*H-*G->1,
where A is an elementary abelian p-group and 1 < A tg <£>(#). It follows from
this, since G is «-generator, that H is «-generator, and therefore that the extension <





k Xy G 1V/
A H
Fig. 4
Then, since Ker/ ^ K*, if H* were to split over K* it would follow that
H split over A, which is false. Hence H* does not split over K*
Proof of Theorem 1. We suppose that G and K are finite groups such that
(| G j, | K |) > 1. Let X be the class of all subgroups of finite direct products of
copies of K; thus X is the smallest {s, d0}-closed class of groups containing K.
By Lemma 2, X is a bounded class. Since also X is r0-closed, Theorem 3 is appli-
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cable. Let n be a positive integer such that the direct product G x K is an «-gene¬
rator group and let # be the class of extensions defined in Theorem 3, with T
as above. Let
be an extension in & which is universal for H. There is also in an extension




in which K* is mapped onto K. Thus K is an epimorphic image of K*, which
is a subgroup of a finite direct product of copies of K. Moreover,
1 -> K* -> H* -» G -» 1
is an extension of K* by G which, by Lemma 3, does not split.
To prove Theorem 2, we note first
Lemma 4. Let n be a positive integer and let Ly,---,L„be normal subgroups
of, respectively, groups Ky,---,Kn. Then the direct product K1 x ••• x Kn splits
over Ly x ••• x L„ if and only if each Kj splits over Lj,forj = 1, •••,«.
Proof. Let K = Ky x x Kn and L = Ly x ••• x Ln. If Jj is a complement
to Lj in Kj for j = 1 ,-•-,« then clearly Jx x ••• x J„ is a complement to Lin K.
Conversely, if J is a complement to Lin K then, for j = 1, •••,«, (JU) (~\Kj is
a complement to Lj in Kj, where LJ is the product of all the L,-'s except L}.
Lemma 5. Let K be a group with a normal subgroup L, and let n be a
positive integer. Let W denote the natural wreath product of K by X„, the sym¬
metric group of degree n, let Ky x ••• x K„ denote the base group of W(a direct
product of n copies of K) and let Ly x ••• x L„ denote the corresponding direct
product of n copies of L, which is a normal subgroup of W. Then W splits over
Ly x ••• x L„ if and only if K splits over L.
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Proof. If W splits over L2 x ••• x L„ then Kj x ••• x Kn splits over
L1 x ••• x L„, and so, by Lemma 4, K splits over L.
m
Conversely, suppose that K splits over L, and let J be a complement to Lin K.
Let J1 x ••• x J, denote the corresponding direct product of n copies of J which
is a subgroup of IK normalized by Z„. Now it is clear that (Jl x ••• x Jn) Z„ is
a subgroup of IK which is a complement to Lj x x L„ in IK.
Now let 9) denote the class of finite groups all extensions of which split. A
finite group K is a 9)-group if and only if Z(K) = 1 and Aut K splits over InnK:
see [8, Corollary 2.3],
Lemma 6. Let K be any non-trivial ty-group. Then any indecomposable
direct factor of K is also a f)-group.
Proof. SayK = K1X x ••• x Klri x K21 x ••• x K2r2 x ••• x Ksl x ••• x KSfj
where s, rur2,---,rs are positive integers, each Ktj is a directly indecomposable
group and Ktj = Krj' if and only if i = i', for 1 i, i' s, 1 ^ j ^ r,,
1 g j' ^ rr. Since by hypothesis Z{K) = 1 , it follows that Z(Ktf) = 1 for all
i,j. Also, by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem ([5,1.12.6]) the decomposition
of K above is the unique decomposition of K as a direct product of indecompo¬
sable factors. Hence, for i = l,---,s, Kn x ••• x Kiri is a characteristic subgroup
of K ; and ■
AutK s Wi x IK2 x ••• x Ws,
where, for i = 1, •••,«, Wt is the natural wreath product of AutXa by Er,. The
normal subgroup of W2 x ••• x IKS corresponding to InnK is Yx x ••• x Ys,
where, for i = l,"-,s, Yt is the direct product of rt copies of InnK(1 naturally
contained in the base group of Wt. By hypothesis, Aut K splits over Inn K. Hence,
by Lemma 4, IK; splits over Yt, for i = 1, —,s; then, also by Lemma 5, AutKa
splits over InnJ^a. Hence, for i = 1 ,--,s, Kn is a ?)-group. This proves the
lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. We have to show that if and K2 are ^-groups
then the direct product K1 x K2 is a 'JJ-group. Each of K{ and K2 can be ex¬
pressed (by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem uniquely) as a direct product
of indecomposable factors; and by Lemma 6, these indecomposable factors are
also ^-groups. Hence, in order to prove Theorem 2, it is enough to show that any
finite direct product of directly indecomposable 9)-groups is a 'JJ-group.
I
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Let K = Klt x ••• x Klri x K21 x ••• x K2r2 x ••• x Ksl x ••• x Ksrs, where
s> ri> r2> rs are positive integers, each Ktj is a directly indecomposable 3)-group
and Kij = Kpy if and only if i = i', for 1 i, i' ^ s, 1 ^ j Si rt, 1 Si j' ^ r,-.
Since Z(KIJ) = 1 for all i, /, Z(K) = 1. Also, as in the proof of Lemma 6,
AutK ^ WtxW2x ■■■ x Ws,
where for i = 1, s, LfA is the natural wreath product ofAut Kn by Sr.. As before,
let the subgroup of Wt x x Ws corresponding to InnK be 1^ x - x fs,
where Yt is the direct product of rt copies of Inn Kn. Since Aut Kn splits over
InnX;i, Lemma 5 shows that Wt splits over Y,. Then by Lemma 4, Wi x ••• x W
splits over T, x ••• x Ys. Hence K is a 9)-group, as required.
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Throughout this paper, let G denote a finite group and p a prime number.
Notation used without further explanation is standard. If G is ^-soluble,
rP(G) will denote the largest integer n such that G has a chief factor of order
pn (with rp(G) = 0 if p does not divide | G j): see [7, p. 685, VI.5.2], If G
is soluble and rp(G) = 1 for every prime divisor p of | G \ then G is
called supersoluble. A familiar consequence of the supersolubility of G is
that G possesses an ordered Sylow tower, that is to say there is a series
1 = G0 < Gx < • • • < Gs = G of normal subgroups of G such that for each
i = 1,..., s, Gf/Gi^ is isomorphic to a Sylowy>,-subgroup of G, where p1 ,...,p$
are the distinct prime divisors of | G | and p1 >p2 > ■■■>ps [7, p. 715, VI.9.1].
As a partial generalization of this result, B. Huppert [6, Satz 14]; see also
[7, VI.9.1]) proved that if G is a soluble group such that rp{G) ^ 2 for every
prime divisor p of | G |, and if | G | is not divisible by 2 or 3, then G
possesses an ordered Sylow tower. More recently, K. A. Corradi [2] showed
that a group G possesses an ordered Sylow tower if | G \ is divisible neither
by 12 nor by the cube of any prime except perhaps its largest prime divisor.
It will be shown here that the only difficulty which would arise by allowing
the primes 2 and 3 to appear in these results arises from the possible involve¬
ment in G of the alternating group A4 of degree 4. We recall that a group
O is said to be involved in G if there is a subgroup H of G and a normal
subgroup K of H such that H\K is isomorphic to 0.
Specifically we shall prove the following results.
Theorem A. Let G be p-soluble, where p is the smallest prime divisor of
\ G |. If rp(G) V! 2 then either G is p-nilpotent or p = 2 and Ai is involved
in G.
(It follows from the first hypothesis on G and the Feit-Thompson
Theorem that G is actually soluble; but we shall not make use of this.)
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An immediate consequence is the following generalization of Huppert's
result.
Corollary 1. Let G be soluble and suppose that rv(G) ^ 2 for every
prime divisor p of \ G \ except perhaps the largest. Then either G possesses an
ordered Sylow tower or A4 is involved in G.
Corollary 2. Suppose that every p-subgroup of G can be generated by
2 elements, where p is the smallest prime divisor of \ G \. Then either G is
p-nilpotent or p = 2 and A4 is involved in G.
Here it is not assumed that G is />-soluble. This result generalizes
[7, p. 437, VI.5.11]. When/) = 2, A. R. Camina and T. M. Gagen [1] have
obtained a much stronger result in case G has a Sylow 2-subgroup >S with
a cyclic normal subgroup N such that SjN is cyclic of order >2. They
showed that then G contains a 2-nilpotent normal subgroup of index a
divisor of 6.
The following generalization of Corradi's result follows at once from
Corollary 2.
Corollary 3. Suppose that every p-subgroup of G can be generated by
2 elements for every prime divisor p of \ G\ except perhaps the largest. Then
either G possesses an ordered Sylow tower or Ai is involved in G.
For p > 2, a better result than Corollary 2 is known. If G contains no
elementary abelian subgroup of order p3, where p is the smallest prime
divisor of [ G j and | G | is odd, then G is />-nilpotent (W. Feit and
J. G. Thompson [3, Lemma 8.5]; see also [4, p. 257, 7.6.1]). It is also known
that for p > 2, a />-group P has no elementary abelian subgroup of order
p3 if (and only if) all its abelian normal subgroups can be generated by
2 elements (W. Feit and J. G. Thompson [3, Lemma 8.4] and [4, p. 202,
5.4.15]). The corresponding statement for _p = 2 is false: the situation in
that case has been investigated by Anne R. MacWilliams [9]. Here we shall
establish a result which generalizes the />-nilpotency result.
Theorem B. Suppose that G has no elementary abelian subgroup of order
p3, for some prime divisor p of \ G |. Then one of the following statements holds:
(a) G is p-nilpotent, or
(b) p- = 1(</) for some prime divisor q of j G |, or
(c) p = 2 and | G \ is divisible by 5.
In their proof, Feit and Thompson make use of the fact that if P is a
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/>-group with no elementary abelian subgroup of order p3, p > 2 and P
has an automorphism of prime order q ^ p then p2 = l(^) ([3, Lemma 8.4]
and [4, p. 202, 5.4.15]). Here the procedure is reversed and we deduce from
Theorem B
Corollary 4. Let P be a p-group which has no elementary abelian sub¬
group of order ps, and suppose that P has an automorphism of prime order
q p. Then either p2 = \(q) or p = 2 and q = 5.
In fact we shall prove slightly more explicit results than Theorems A and
B. In order to state these we need to introduce some notation.
Let T denote the central product of a dihedral group of order 8 and a
quaternion group of order 8 obtained by identifying their centres. Then T
is an extra-special group of order 25. We shall need the following facts about T.
Lemma 1. (i) T has no elementary abelian subgroup of order 2s and T
possesses automorphisms of order 5.
(ii) An extra-special group of order 2s with an automorphism of order 5 is
necessarily isomorphic to T.
(iii) There is just one isomorphism type of semi-direct product of T by a
group of order 5 with non-trivial action.
Proof, (i) Since T' = Z(T), of order 2, an elementary abelian subgroup
A of T of greatest possible order must be normal in T. Since any maximal
abelian normal subgroup of T can be generated by 2 elements [7, p. 355,
III. 13.8], \A\=22.
To see that T possesses automorphisms of order 5, we may refer to
[7, p. 357, III. 13.9b], Explicitly, we can define an automorphism of T of
order 5 as follows. We have
T = O, t, u, w>,
where x4 = t2 = 1, x2 = u2 = v2, xt = tx~4, uv = vu~1 and <T, tj and
<u, v) centralize each other. Then it can be checked directly that there is a
unique automorphism a of T with
xa = uv, ta = xu, ua = x~1, vx = tuv,
and a. has order 5.
(ii) An extra-special group of order 25 which is not isomorphic to T is
necessarily isomorphic to the central product, X say, of two dihedral groups
of order 8 obtained by identifying their centres [7, III.13.8]. By reference to
[7, III. 13.9b and p. 248, II. 10.16d] we see that X has no automorphism of
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order 5; explicitly, we can argue as follows. Let X = X/X' and let the usual
"circumflex convention" apply. There is a quadratic form q: X —>■ GF(2)
on the vector space X, defined by
/ (0 if y2 = 1, „
= Ji if y£X
{[7, III.13.8c]). Any automorphism of X induces an orthogonal transforma¬
tion of X corresponding to q.
Now
X = (x-i , , x2,
where xf = tt2 = = 1 for i — 1,2, x±2 = x22 and (x± , tj} and
Kx2 > h) centralize each other. The elements of X on which q takes the value
1 are just
V V "A -v-i -V1 ~h 7 V m 4- •
1 ' 12 ' "i"2 2 i j L-yX2 > AJIJA2J
on the other 10 elements of X, q takes the value 0. If X had an automorphism
a of order 5, the corresponding orthogonal transformation aofZ would also
have order 5 (by a wel^known theorem of Burnside, since X' = C?(A): see
[7, p. 275, III.3.18], [4, p. 174, 5.1.4]). Since <$ would permute the 6 non-
trivial elements of X on which q takes the value 1, a would necessarily fix one
of these elements. But then by Maschke's theorem, the order of a would be
a divisor of J GL(3, 2)! = 168, a contradiction.
(iii) Any automorphism of T induces naturally an automorphism of
T/7". This correspondence defines a homomorphism of Aut T into
GL(4, 2), and by the same theorem of Burnside as before, the kernel of
this homomorphism is a 2-group. Therefore, since the Sylow 5-subgroups
of GL(4, 2) have order 5, the Sylow 5-subgroups of Aut T have order 5.
Now if G is any semidirect product of T by a group of order 5 with non-
trivial action, the action is in fact faithful. Let Hoi T denote the holomorph
of T. Then G is isomorphic to subgroup of Hoi T of the form TH with
\ H I =5. All such subgroups are conjugate in Hoi T because all subgroups
of Aut T of order 5 are conjugate in Aut T. Hence any two semidirect products
of T by groups of order 5 with nontrivial actions are isomorphic.
Let B32 denote a semidirect product of T by a group of order 5 with non-
trivial action. (The superscript 32 is used by analogy with the superscript 4
in Ai, for one can show that 32 is the minimal degree of a faithful permuta¬
tion representation of B32. Of course, there is a transitive such representation
on the cosets of a subgroup of B32 of order 5.)
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If g is a prime number such that p = 1 (g) we let CP>a denote a nonabelian
group of order pq. There is just one isomorphism type of such groups. If
q is an odd prime number such that/) = —1(g) we let Dpiq denote the semi-
direct product of the additive group of the field GF(/)2) by a group of order
q, with action determined by multiplication in GF(/>2) by an element of
order q in the multiplicative group of GF(/)2). We note
Lemma 2. Let q be an odd prime number such that p = — 1 (q). Ifp is odd,
there is a unique isomorphism type of nonabelian groups of order p-q (and
Dv2>a is such a group). Also D2i 3 is isomorphic to A*.
Proof. Suppose that p is odd and let G be a nonabelian group of order
p2q and P a Sylow />-subgroup of G. Let n denote the number of Sylow
/>-subgroups of G. Then n = 1 (/>) and n divides q. Hence if n # 1, n = q
and so q = 1 (/>) and p = —1(g): then q > p and p -\- \ ^ q, hence p = 2,
contrary to hypothesis. Therefore P is normal in G and G is a semidirect
product of P by a group of order q. The action is nontrivial and therefore in
this case must be faithful. Hence G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Hoi P,
the holomorph of P, of the form PQ, where 0 is a subgroup of order q.
Also | P | = p2 and since p 1 (<?), P must be elementary abelian. Hence
Aut P is isomorphic to GL(2, p). Since GL(2, p) has a cyclic subgroup of
order p2 — 1 and since q does not divide p2 — p and j GL(2, p)\ =
(/>2 — 1 )(/>2 — p), Aut Phas cyclic Sylow (/-subgroups. Hence the subgroups
of Aut P of order q are all conjugate in Aut P. Therefore all the subgroups of
Hoi P of the form PQ, with j 0 \ = q, are conjugate in Hoi P and therefore
isomorphic.
It is clear that D2» 3 is isomorphic to A4.
The results to be proved are the following generalizations of Theorems A
and B.
Theorem A'. Let G be a p-soluble with rv(G) ^ 2. If G is not p-nilpotent
then for some prime divisor q of \ G |, either p = 1(g) and Cr< a is involved in
G or q is odd, p = —1(g) and Dvi q is involved in G.
Theorem B'. Suppose that G has no elementary abelian subgroup of
order p3, for some prime divisor p of \ G \. Then one of the following statements
holds:
(i) G is p-nilpotent, or
(ii) p > 2 and for some prime divisor q of \ G \ either p = 1(g) and
Cv q is involved in G or q is odd, p = —1(g) and Dpz v is involved in G, or
(iii) p — 2 and either A4 or B32 is involved in G.
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In connexion with Theorems A' and B' we note that J. G. Thompson has
proved that if p > 2 and G is p-soluble with no elementary abelian subgroup
of order p3 then in fact rv{G) ^ 2 ([11, Lemma 5.2.4]).
From Theorem B' another sufficient condition for the existence of ordered
Sylow towers follows at once.
Corollary 5. Suppose that for every prime divisor p of \ G \ except
perhaps the largest, G has no elementary abelian subgroup of order p3. Then
if G does not possess an ordered Sylow tower, either A* or B"''1 is involved in G.
We prove Theorems A' and B' by least counter-example arguments. In
either case suppose the result false and let G denote a counter-example of
least possible order. The hypotheses are inherited by all subgroups of G,
so we may assume that G is a group which is not p-nilpotent but whose
proper subgroups are all p-nilpotent. Now a theorem of N. Ito [8; and 7,
p. 434, IV.5.4] is applicable. G must be a minimal nonnilpotent group, with
normal Sylow p-subgroup P and GjP a cyclic (/-group for some prime q p.
We shall make use of standard properties of minimal nonnilpotent groups,
to be found in [7, p. 281, III.5.2]. In addition we need the following facts,
which are contained in a paper of L. Redei [10; see also 5, especially pp. 16-
17]. Short proofs are included here.
Lemma 3. Let G be a minimal nonnilpotent group, so that G has a normal
Sylow p-subgroup P for some prime p and GjP is a cyclic q-group for some
prime q p- Then P/P' is a chief factor of G, P' is elementary abelian and
| P/P' | = po(P'i\ where o(p, q) denotes the least positive integer n such that
Pn = !(?)•
Proof. Let Q be a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. We note first that P/&(P) is
a chief factor of G. If not there would be a normal subgroup P1 of G with
0(P) <P,<P, and then by Maschke's theorem there would also be a
normal subgroup P2 of G with 0(P) < P2 < P and
P/0(P) = Pf&tP) X PoJ<P{P).
But then PfO and PfO would be proper subgroups of G and therefore nil-
potent. From this it would follow that Cc(0) ^ P\P^ = P- This is false
since G is not nilpotent.
Next, P' is abelian (since by [7, III.5.2b], P' ^ Z(G)) and has exponent
p or 1. The justification for the latter assertion follows the argument for
[7, III.5.2c]: namely, since P has class ^2,
[xi, x2p = [Xip, X2]
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for any elements xx , x2 of P; hence since xxp e 0(P) ^ Z(G),
[*1 > xi\p — 1 •
Thus the abelian group P' is generated by elements of orders dividing p
and therefore P' has exponent dividing p.
Now let G = G/P' (with the "circumflex convention" applying). Since
P' ^ Z(G), G is nonnilpotent. We shall prove that P' = 0(P) by showing
that P has exponent p, that is (since P is abelian) by showing that ^(P) = P.
Suppose to the contrary that QfP) < P. Then Q1(P) 0(P) < P and there¬
fore, since 0(P) = 0(P) and hence by what we have proved P/0(P) is a
chief factor of G, GfP) 0(P). But then 0 centralizes QfP) and therefore
[4, p. 178, 5.2.4] 0 centralizes P. But this is contrary to the fact that G is
nonnilpotent. Hence P' = 0(1'), as claimed.
Finally, let [ P/P' \ = pn. Since 0(O) ^ Z(G), G/0(O) is nonnilpotent.
Hence the group QI0(Q), of order q, acts faithfully and irreducibly on PjP'.
Now it follows from [7, p. 165, II.3.10] that n = o(p, q).
Proof of Theorem A'. Suppose the result false and let G be a counter¬
example of least possible order. Then as pointed out above, G is a minimal
nonnilpotent group with normal Sylow />-subgroup P and G/P is a cyclic
<7-group for some prime q # p. In fact, | G/P | = q since otherwise G would
have a nontrivial normal ^-subgroup, and then the quotient of G by this
would be ^>-nilpotent, since the hypotheses on G are obviously inherited by
quotients of G. But then G would itself be p-nilpotent, contrary to hypoth¬
esis. By Lemma 3, P/P' is a chief factor of G, and so by hypothesis has order
p or p2. Hence o(p, q) — 1 or 2. If o(p, q) = 1, p = l(^) and GjP' is a
nonabelian group of order pq, hence G/P' is isomorphic to Cv Q , a contra¬
diction. If o(p, q) = 2, then q~>2 and p = —1(^). Since G/P' is in this
case a nonabelian group of order p2q it follows from Lemma 2 that if p > 2
then G/P' is isomorphic to Dpi a , again a contradiction. The only remaining
possibility is that p = 2, <7 = 3 and ! G/P' | = 12. But then since G/P' is
nonabelian with a normal Sylow 2-subgroup, it follows that G is isomorphic
to A4, that is to D2i 3 , a final contradiction.
Proof of Corollary 2. Again suppose the result false and let G be a counter¬
example of least possible order. Ito's theorem applies to show that G must
be a minimal nonnilpotent group. But then G is soluble; and by hypothesis,
every />-chief factor of G can be generated by 2 elements, hence rv(G) ^ 2.
Now Theorem A gives a contradiction.
To prove Theorem B', we need a variant of a known result about extra-
special ^-groups (see [7, p. 353,111.13.7]).
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Lemma 4. Let P be a nonabelian p-group with 0(P) = P' ^ Z(P) and
| P' \ = p. View P = PIP' as a vector space over GF( />) in the natural way.
this vector space is a symplectic space relative to the bilinear form f defined
(for all x, y e P) by
f(x, y) = a,
where P' — <#)■ and [x, y] (and a is interpreted (mod p)). Then Z(P)
is the radical of P and if \ Z(P)\ = jf then ) P \ = pr+2s+i j()r some integer
s 0. Moreover, P has abelian subgroups of order pr+s+i and elementary
abelian subgroups of order pr+s.
Proof. For any particular choice of generator z of P', f is a well-defined
bilinear form on P, since P' ^ Z(P), and / is obviously alternating. By
definition, the radical of P is
{xeP\ f(x, y) = 0 for all y e P)
= {x e P I [x, y] = 1 for all y e P}
= Z(P).
We now apply the structure theorem for a symplectic space ([7, p. 217,
II.9.6]). For some integer s ^ 0,
P = (Z(P), x, , y ,..., xs, ys}
where, for i,j = 1,..., s,
f(Xi, y) = 1 and whenever i # j
0 = f(y , x,) = f(y , y) = f(x{, y).
Thus I P\Z(P) I = so that with I Z(P)jP' \ = p\
I P j = j&r+2s+1.
The subgroup A = Z(P)/x1 xs) has order pr 1 s 11 and is abelian. Then
since \ A/0(P)\ = pr+s, A has an elementary abelian subgroup of order
pr+s.
Proof of Theorem B'. Suppose the result false and let G be a counter¬
example of least possible order. As before, G is a minimal nonnilpotent group
with normal Sylow p-subgroup P and GjP is a cyclic <r/-group for some prime
q p. Again, | G\P \ = q: otherwise G would have a normal (/-subgroup
H # 1 and then, since P would be isomorphic to /'// //, a Sylow /«-subgroup
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of G/H, G\H would satisfy the same hypotheses as G. But then GjH would
be +nilpotent, hence also G would be +nilpotent, contrary to hypothesis.
By Lemma 3, PjP' is a chief factor of G, \ P/P' \ = p<""•«> and P' is elementary
abelian. Hence by hypothesis, | P' | ^ p'1.
If P' = 1 then also by hypothesis | P \ ^ p2 and so o(p, q) = 1 or 2. As
in the proof of Theorem A', this leads to the involvement in G of either
Cj, 3 or D'vi q , a contradiction.
Hence P is nonabelian and | P' | = p or p2. Let P0 < P' with | P'/P0 | = p.
Since P' ^ Z(G), P0 is normal in G. We consider G = G/P0 , with the
"circumflex convention" applying. Then P' = P', of order p. In particular,
P is nonabelian. Then, since P' ^ Z(G), P' ^ Z{P) < P- But Z(P) is
normal in G and PIP' is a chief factor of G. Therefore
P' = Z{P) = 0{P):
thus P is extra-special. By Lemma 4,
| P \ = pim+1) where 2m = o{p, q),
and P has abelian subgroups of order p*"'1 and elementary abelian subgroups
of order pm.
Now we note that m > 1, and if p = 2, vi > 2. For if m = 1 then
°(P< l) = 2: this implies that q > 2 and p = —1(</) and, as in the proof of
Theorem A', it follows that GjP' is isomorphic to Dvi Q , a contradiction.
Also if p = 2 and rn = 2 then o(2, q) = 4, which forces q = 5. But G is
not 2-nilpotent: for if it were, so would G be, since P0 ^ Z(G). Hence P
is an extra-special group of order 25 with an automorphism of order 5. It
follows by Lemma 1 that P is isomorphic to T and hence that G is isomorphic
to B32, a contradiction.
Suppose that | P' \ = p. Then P0 = 1 and G = G: so P has abelian sub¬
groups of order pm+1 and elementary abelian subgroups of order pm. Hence
by hypothesis m 2, which by what we have shown above implies that
p > 2 and m = 2. But when p > 2, P has exponent p ([7, III.5.2c]) and so
the abelian subgroups of P of order pm+1 are in this case elementary. Then
by hypothesis m+1 ^ 2, a contradiction.
Hence ] P' \ = p2. Now for any x e P\P', P' is abelian, since
P' ^ Z(G). If p > 2, P has exponent p, in which case <X> P' is elementary
abelian, hence by hypothesis has order ^ p2. Thus if p > 2, \ P' \ = p,
which we have seen to be impossible.
Therefore p = 2 and | P' \ = 22. Let PJP0 be an elementary abelian
subgroup of P of largest possible order; we know that this is i+2m. If P1
were abelian, it would have an elementary subgroup of order 2m and so by
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hypothesis m ^ 2, a possibility which has already been ruled out. Hence
Pi is nonabelian and
Pi =P0 = ®(Pi) < Z(Pi)-
In fact P0 < Z(P1): for we must have P' ^ P1 ; if not we should have
P1nP' = I with P' = Z(P), and then PjP' = Px x P', an elementary
abelian subgroup of P of order > | f\ |, contrary to the choice of P1 . Hence
P0 < P' < P1 n Z(P) < Z(Pp.
Let | Z(Pl)jPl' | = 2r, where r >• 0. Iiy Lemma 4,
| p1 | = 2r+2s+1
from some integer s > 0 (since P1 is nonabelian), and Px has elementary
abelian subgroups of order 2r+s. Hence
r + s^C2, r > 0, ^>0, r 2s m and m. > 2.
These inequalities imply that
r = s = 1 and m = 3.
Hence o(2, q) = 6.
Then since 26 = l(^), it follows that q = 3 or 7. But o(2, 3) = 2 and
o(2, 7) = 3: a final contradiction.
Proof of Corollary 4. Let a be an automorphism of P of prime order
q ¥= p, and consider the subgroup G = <ct)>P of the holomorph of P. If G
were ^-nilpotent then would be a direct factor of G, and so ct would
act trivially on P, a contradiction. The result now follows from Theorem B.
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V
C1l
AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF GROUPS WITH TRIVIAL CENTRE
By JOHN S. ROSE
There is no systematic general procedure by which the automorphism group
of a given group can be found. For a group G which possesses a proper
characteristic subgroup H with trivial centralizer in G, Lemma 1.1 of the
present paper gives a possible means of reducing the calculation of A^ut G by
identifying Aut G with a specific subgroup of Aut H. This method is applied
in the rest of the paper to the determination of automorphism groups for various
familiar classes of finite groups with trivial centre: semi-simple groups in the
sense of H. Fitting ([4J) in §2, certain wreath products in §3, and relative
holomorphs of abelian groups in §§4, 5. In particular, the results reveal
various complete subgroups of groups already known to be complete: automorphism
groups of direct products of non-abelian simple groups (see Burnside ([2] §71),
Schenkman ([26J 95, Theorem III.4.t) and holomorphs of abelian groups of odd
orders (G.A. Miller [ 14J). An example of interest which has perhaps not been
recorded before is given in Corollary 5.6: the extended affine group of any
finite field with more than 2 elements is a complete group. None of the complete
groups produced by the methods to be discussed seems to have odd order, so that
a question raised in ([24_]) (and previously mentioned by G.A. Miller ([ 15J)) is
not answered here, "t"
Notation and terminology are mostly standard. For any group G, Aut G
denotes the group of all automorphisms of G, Inn G the group of all inner
automorphisms of G, and Out G = Aut G/Inn G. The holomorph of G, denoted by
Hoi G, is the semi-direct product of G by Aut G with natural action. When
Z(G) = 1, G is identified with Inn G by identifying each element of G with the
inner automorphism of G which it induces. A group G is called complete if
Z(G) = 1 = Out G; equivalently (R. Baer [ij) if G is a direct factor of every
"I" ^ "fcA*njext T&oJ/ Olm, £s>UlHijJjL Oi /K&YI' C
'IftfMj* Crfbl/ CTclfcy {jtti j <VK/ Hi
frvv Imtrt. lldLU VZJU.U.
group containing it as a normal subgroup. For any group A, a subgroup V of
Aut A is said to be a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of A (or to
have fixed-point-free action on A) if C^(V) = 1. (This adheres to the
convention of Gorenstein ([7j 333) rather than that of Huppert ([11_] 497,
V.8.4)). If A is any abelian group other than an elementary 2-group, the
corresponding generalized dihedral group Dih A is a subgroup of Hoi A,
namely the semi-direct product with natural action of A by the group of order
2 generated by the automorphism which inverts every element of A.
For any non-trivial finite group G, the product of all the minimal
normal subgroups of G is denoted by S(G) and called the socle of G. It is
known that S(G) is the direct product of some of the minimal normal subgroups
of G (R. Remak [20j). The exponent of G is denoted by exp G. The symbol p
is always used to denote a prime number, and n to denote a set of prime
numbers; %' denotes the set of all primes not belonging to n. The unique
largest normal 7i-subgroup of G is denoted by 0 (G) and the unique smallest
K
normal subgroup of G by which the quotient of G is a rc-group is denoted by
0n(G).
For any finite set X, the symmetric group on X is denoted by E^* Since
E^ is determined up to isomorphism by the cardinality of X, E^ is also often
denoted by E , where n = |x|.
The greatest common divisor of integers m and n is denoted by (m, n).
When (m, n) = 1 and n is positive, o(m, n) denotes the order of m (mod n),
that is the least positive integer k such that m^ = 1 (n).
For any group G and any positive integer n, nG denotes the direct
product of n copies of G.
I am grateful to the Mathematics Institute of The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem for kind hospitality from September to December 1972, to
Dr. Avinoam Mann for many stimulating conversations, and to the Science
Research Council for the award of a Senior Visiting Fellowship. I wish
also to thank the referee for his helpful comments, which in particular
led me to improve the result contained in Theorem 4.1 (b).
1. Characteristic subgroups with trivial centralizer.
Suppose that G is a group which has a characteristic subgroup H
such that C„(H) = 1. Then Z(G) = 1 and we identify G with Inn G in the
O
natural way. Restriction to H of automorphisms of G determines a
homomorphism p:Aut G -» Aut H. Since H^J GAut G and C^(H) = 1 =
it follows by a result of H. Wielandt ([y.?J (45)) that q(H) = 1. This
means that p is injective. Furthermore G*3 ^ Im p ^(g").
We now define a map cp:N. , ..(G13) - Im p as follows. Each x € N. , ..(g'3)^ T Aut H ^ Aut H
determines by conjugation of G^ in Aut H an automorphism of G*3 which
corresponds (via p) to a unique automorphism x of G. Let x^ = x*3. Then ep
is evidently a homomorphism. It is injective because p is injective and
CAut S °Aut H(hP) = CAut H^ Inn H) = 1 > since Z^H) = 1 * Let y € Im p :
then y = a*3 for some a € Aut G, and since, for all g € G, (a'3) ^g^a^ = (g")*3,
it follows that y = a. Hence y^ = y*3 = y. Therefore, for any x € t ^(G^),
(x*)* = x?, and so, since cp is injective, x^ = x. Thus Im p = ^ ^ jjIg'1).
We now use p to identify G and Aut G with subgroups of Aut H. This means
that each element of G is identified with the automorphism of H which it
induces by conjugation in G. This establishes
LEA/IMA 1.1. Let G be a group with a characteristic subgroup H such that
Cq(H) = 1. Then G is naturally embedded in Aut H by means of conjugation of
H by the elements of G, and there is a natural isomorphism between Aut G and
NAutH<G>-
A special case of this result is to be found in D.S. Passman's book
([18] 37, Theorem 5.9). Indeed, 1.1 can be reformulated in the following
statement which is of the same kind as Passman's.
Let H be a group with Z(H) = 1 and let H £ G £ Aut H. If H is
characteristic in G then Aut G = N. , ti(G) (by a natural identification).Aut H '
If G is a group and H G but H is not characteristic in G then there
is a normal subgroup Hw of G such that H / = H. Then H*/H fl H% = HH*/H^PG/H.
Hence G/H has a non-trivial normal subgroup which is isomorphic to a quotient
l/o
of H*, and hence also^a quotient of H. This remark gives
COROLLARY 1.2. Let H be a group with Z(H) = 1 and let H ^ G ^ Aut H. If
no non-trivial normal subgroup of G/H is isomorphic to a quotient of H then
Aut G = N^u^.pj(G). In particular, Aut G = ^ jj(G) if any one of the following
conditions holds:
i) H is perfect and G/H is soluble, or
ii) G is finite, H is a 71-group and 0 (G/H) = 1, or
iii) G is finite, G/H is a 71-group and O^H) = H.
It was shown in ([!/+•] ? Corollary 3) that if H is any finite perfect
group with Z(H) = 1 then there is a complete group G such that H 2 G £ Aut H
and G/H is soluble. Corollary 1.2 yields a different proof of this fact.
Indeed 1.2 i) shows that if H is a finite perfect group with Z(H) = 1 and if
G/H is any self-normalizing soluble subgroup of Out H then G is necessarily
complete; and it is easy to see that any finite group Q must possess self-
normalizing soluble subgroups, for any maximal soluble subgroup of Q must be
self-normalizing in Q.
It was also shown in ([2^-j Corollary 1) that if J is a finite p'-group
such that Z(j) = 1 and Out J is a p-group then Aut J is complete. This can
now be generalized by ii) and iii) of 1.2 to give the following statements:
If H is a finite ru-group such that Z(H) = 1 and 0^(0ut H) = 1 then Aut H
is complete.
If H is a finite group such that Z(H) = 1, 071:(H) = 1 and Out H is a
71-group then Aut H is complete.
In particular, in Lemma 5 of ([2/fJ) Aut J is necessarily complete, even
although in general K / Aut J.
- 6 -
.In principle Lemma 1.1 allows the determination of the automorphism
group of a group G with trivial centre to be reduced to the determination
of the automorphism group of a smaller and possibly more amenable group,
providing that G has a proper characteristic subgroup with trivial
centralizer in G.
The condition that C„(H) = 1 for a subgroup H of G is equivalent tob
the condition that every subgroup of G containing H has trivial centre: for
if H s J ^ G and C„(H) = 1 then obviously Z(J) = 1, and for the converse, ifb
H £ G with 1^x6 C (H) then H <; <H, x) <; G and 1 ^ x € Z (<H, x>).b
When G is finite and H«? G there is another equivalent condition which
is easily verified:
LEMMA 1.3. Let H be a normal subgroup of a finite group G. Then
Cg(H) = 1 if and only if Z(H) = 1 and S(G) <; H.
If G is a finite group with Z(G) = 1 one might try to reduce the
determination of Aut G as far as possible by applying 1.1 to a characteristic
subgroup H of G which is minimal subject to C^(H) =1. By means of 1.3 andb
the result of Wielandt referred to above, it is easy to show that then Z(H) = 1
but Z(K) p 1 for every proper characteristic subgroup K of H which contains
S(H). But of course the structure of H can be very complicated. Moreover in
general H is not uniquely determined by G and the minimality condition. It is
hoped to show nevertheless that 1.1 does provide a simple tool for the
calculation of automorphism groups in several cases of interest.
For use in §§2, 3 we note the following simple consequence of the
Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (Huppert [||] 70, 1.12.6; see also Fitting w\
Satz 12).
LEMMA 1.4. Let G be a non-trivial finite group with trivial centre.
Suppose that
G = n^G'' x ... x n GS,1 s
1 s
where s, n , . .., n are positive integers and G , G are pairwise
1 s
non-isomorphic directly indecomposable groups. Then
Aut G = (AutG^) | E x ... x (AutGS) En ,ni s
where the direct factors are natural wreath products.
2. Fitting's theory of semi-simple groups
(Lit J) Fitting defines a finite group G to be semi-simple if it
has no abelian normal subgroup -f- 1, equivalently if Z(S(G)) = 1» (For an
account of Fitting's theory, see (Kurosh [jl] §61).)
Let G be a finite semi-simple group. Then by 1.3, S(G) is a characteristic
subgroup of G with trivial centralizer in G, and is the unique minimal such
subgroup. Now 1.1 applies to show that G is embedded in AutS(G) (as proved
by Fitting) and furthermore that Aut G is also embedded in Aut S(G) as
NAut S(G)^*
Here S(G) is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups. Now Fitting
also showed (Kurosh [(2j 207) that if S is any finite direct product of
non-abelian simple groups and if G is any subgroup of Aut S which contains
S then G is semi-simple and S(G) = S. Thus the extra information provided by
1.1 is expressed in
THEOREM 2.1. If S is any finite direct product of non-abelian simple
groups and if S ^ G ^ Aut S then (by a natural identification) Aut G = ^ g^)-
In particular, if G is self-normalizing in Aut S then G is complete.
Now let s, n., ..., n be positive integers, E , ..., E pairwiseI s I s
non-isomorphic finite non-abelian simple groups, and
S = n^E x ... x n E .11 s s
By a natural identification we may by 1.4 set
Aut S = (AutE^) x ... x (Aut Eg) £ 2^ ,
where the direct factors are natural wreath products. For i = 1, s
let B. denote the base group of the wreath product (AutE^) 1 ^n. * thus Bi
is the direct product of n^ copies of Aut , and
Aut S = x ... x Sn Bg.
For an application of 2.1, consider a subgroup G of Aut S of the form
G = T.B. x ... x T B , where, for each i = 1, ..., s, T. is a self-normalizing11 s s' ' ' ' ' 1 3
subgroup of E . Then S ^ G and by 2.1, Aut G = N. „ (G). Letn. Aut o
l
D = B1 x ... x Bs^l AutS. Then Aut G /D = NAut g (G)/D = NAut g ^(G/D) • But
Aut S /D =" E x ... x E , by an isomorphism in which G/D corresponds to
1 s
T. x ... x T . Hence, by hypothesis, G/D is self-normalizing in Aut S /D.
I s
Therefore Aut G = G, that is G is complete.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let s, n., ..., n be positive integers and E , ..., EIs is
pairwise non-isomorphic finite non-abelian simple groups. For each
i = 1, ..., s let T. be a self-normalizing subgroup of E . Then the group
i
(Aut E ) | T. x ... x (Aut E ) 1 T is complete (where the wreath products areI v I S V s
the natural ones determined by T^ ^ En , •••, Tg :£ En )•
1 s
3. Wreath products
The structure of the automorphism group of a regular wreath product W
has been investigated by C.H. Houghton ([^]). Here we ask what information
is provided by the application of Lemma 1.1 when W is finite and Z(W) = 1.
Let G and X be finite groups with G £ 1 and let W = G ^ X, the regular
y
wreath product of G by X. Let D = DrG , the base group of W. It is easy
to verify that C^(D) s D. Hence if Z(G) = 1 then C^(D) = 1.
P.M. Neumann ([)"?] Theorem 9«12) proved that D is characteristic in W
unless G = Dih A for some abelian group A of odd order and |X| =2. Therefore,
if Z(G) = 1 and either G is not generalized dihedral or |X| / 2 we can apply
j
1.1 and find that Aut W = ^j-j(W). We use this in conjunction with
1.4 to prove
THEOREM 3.1. Let G and X be finite groups and let W be the regular
wreath product G ^ X. Suppose that G £ 1, Z(G) = 1 and either |X| / 2 or
1 s
G is not generalized dihedral. Let G = n^G x ... x ngG , where s, n^, ..., ng
1 s
are positive integers and G , ..., G are pairwise non-isomorphic directly
indecomposable groups. Let D = DrG , the base group of W. Then (by a
natural identification) Aut W = N. , ~(W). Moreover, Aut W has a normalAut D
subgroup C and a subgroup H such that Aut W = CH and C (T H = D,
C/D = n^Out g'' x ... x n^Out GS, and there is a normal subgroup K of H and
a subgroup J of H such that H = KJ, K (3 J = D, K/D == (n. + ... + n )X and
I s
j/O = Sn x ... x x Aut X. Here C/D and K/D centralize each other and
C/D . j/D "= (Out g'') XL x ... x (Out GS) ^ X x Aut X, where the first s
1 ns
direct factors are natural wreath products. Also D s W ^ H, W/D D K/D = Z(W/D),
W fi J = D and C/D and W/D centralize each other.
Proof. For each i = 1, s and for each ordered pair jx with
j € {1, ..., n.} and x G X let G") be a copy of G1 in which, for each g1 6 G1,1 j x
g^ is the corresponding element of G1. . Then D = D r 1 II G"^ and in W, for
each y G X, (g^ = g^ . By 1.4, Aut D = BT, where B = Dr n (AutG1). ,
J x jxy i, j , x JX
T = T^ x ... x Ts, with 'L the symmetric group (of degree n^|X|) on the set
of all ordered pairs jx with j G {1, n^} and x G X, and where for each
a* G Aut G^" and t = (a\ aS) € T (with G T. ),
\a. ) = a/. \ i .jx' (jx)a
Now W = DX is identified with a subgroup of Aut D, with D identified
as a subgroup of B in the obvious way and X identified with a subgroup of T






We know that Aut W /D = p(w) /D = Nnn+ n^W/D^' anc3 a naturalOut D
identification Out D = BT, where B = B/D = Dr n (Out G1) . . In Out D,
i>j>x JX
W/D is identified with X £ T. One can check readily (or apply 3.1 of
(III]) to show) that N0ut D(X) = C_(X)Nt(X), with C_(X)^ NQut Q(X). Clearly
B B
C_(X) = Dr n { n a"( : a1 € Out G1} = n.Out G x ... x n Out GS .
B i,j x € X JX 1 S
Let t = (a1, • ••, crS) € T and y = ( fj*J ' (jxy) ) 6 X" Then
/ I / / \ \ '
T , /(jx)a1 \
y = i i 1
v(jxy)o /
(jx)cr' , ,
s . If t € N.p(X) then the map y H y
\(jxy)cr
is an automorphism, |i say, of X, and for i = 1, ..., s,
(JX)CT1 \ / JX
jx(yn)(jxy)a1
We may define a map ju of the set {1, ..., n^} into itself and elements
Uj £ X for j = 1, .. ., n^ by
(j1 )a1 = (jTuJUj ,
and then by the preceding equation, for all x £ X
(jx)a1 = (j7ii)Uj(x(i)





Conversely, if |i is any automorphism of X and, for each i = 1, ..., s, tu








is an element of 1\; and t = (cr , .a ) is an element of N^.(X). Let
the element of T\ defined by (#) be denoted by (in, (x; (u^) ^(u^ ) ^).
Then one checks that the rule of composition of T^-components of elements of
Nt(X) is
(7^,11; x*, ..., x„.) (pi»v5 •••» = X1VY1tc.' Xn.Vyn.Tt.^'
If ct1 = (ti^, |x; x*, x^ ) let cr^ = (tc^, |i; 1, . .., 1). Then the map
"1 s s
\jf s (a , •••, a ) l-> (cjq, • ••, ctq) is an endomorphism of with
Im \|r ^ En x ... x x Aut X and Ker iji "= (n^ + ... + ng)X. Moreover, N^.(X)
1s
obviously splits over Ker \|/ . We note also that y € X has T^-component
(1, y; y\ . .., y ^), where "y is the inner automorphism of X induced by y.
Therefore X fl Ker t|f = Z(X) and X 0 Im \(r = 1.
The action of N_(X) on C_(X) is described as follows. Let a1 € Out G1,
B
j 6 Out G , j € {l, •••, n^} and t € N^,(X), where t has T^-component
(7^, (jt; x\ . . ., x^ ). Then
i
( n )T = n a1 = n a1
X 6 X Jx X € X (j7i.)(xj) (x|i) X 6 x (jti^x
Hence Ker i|f centralizes C_(X) and
B
C_(X) . Im i|r *= (Out G^) | E x . . . x (Out GS) "[ E x Aut X.
B 1 ns
This completes the proof.
We shall now suppose in 3.1 that all extensions of G split, equivalently
([7,3] Corollary 2.3) that Z(G) = 1 and Aut G splits over G. We note some
conditions under which all extensions of W split.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let the notation and hypotheses be as in 3.1. Suppose
further that all extensions of G split. Then all extensions of W split if
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any one of the following extra conditions holds:
(a) G is indecomposable (that is, s = 1 = n^), or
(b) all extensions of X split, or
(c) X is abelian and (ni + .. . +- n , |X|) = 1.I s
But there is an extension of W which does not split if s = 1, n. = p, prime,
and |X| = p.
Proof. The class of finite groups all extensions of which split is closed
under the formation of finite direct products ([25] Theorem 2). Hence all
extensions of D split.
Since Z(W) = 1, all extensions of W split if and only if Aut W splits
over W; by the preceding remark, that is if and only if Aut W /D splits
over W/D, hence by 3-1 if and only if H/D splits over W/D. Thus, with the
notation of the proof of 3.1, all extensions of W split if and only if N^.(X)
splits over X. The assertion under (b) follows immediately.
If G is indecomposable then T = X^., X is embedded in T by means of the
regular representation, and N (!x) = Hoi X. In this case Aut X is a complement1 *
to X in N^.(X), and the assertion under (a) follows.
Now suppose that X is abelian: then by 3.1, W ^ K. Let K = Ker i|/ and
J = Im i|r (where \|t is as in the proof of 3.1), the subgroups of N^,(X)
corresponding in the natural isomorphism between H/D and N^.(X) to K/D and J/D,
respectively. Then X corresponds to W/D and X ^ K. If N^.(X) splits over X,
let U be a complement to X in N^(X) : then U fi K is a complement to X in K
and since K is abelian, U f| K UK = N^.(X). If, conversely, V is a complement
to X in K and V <3 N^.(X) then JV is a complement to X in N^.(X). Hence in this
case all extensions of W split if and only if X is complemented in K by a
normal subgroup of N^.(X).
Each element t of N_(X) determines %. E £ , .... n € XL , u € Aut XT 1 n ' s ' ii
and n. + ... + n elements of X (j = 1, ..., n.; i = 1, ..., s) such
i S J 1
that t = (c/', • ••, ctS) and, for i = 1, ..., s, a1 = ( tu , p; x^j, ..., x*_)j
in the notation of the proof of 3.1. Here t € K if and only if
% = 1, . • •, 7i = "I, p. = 1, whereas t € J if and only if = 1 for all i, •s j
j. The action of J on K is determined by the following equation for
T^-components of elements:
i (^, (i; 1, ..., 1) ^ ^
(1> x-j j • • • j xn ) = (1 j 15 x-| n--] F » ' ' '' Xn n"i ^ ^ *
i i i i
Let V be the subgroup of the abelian group K consisting of all elements t
s ni i
as above such that n II x. = 1. Clearly V <J J K = NT(X). Now as a
i=1 >1 J " i
subgroup of K, X consists of those elements t for which x^ has a constant
value for all i, j. Therefore V fl X = 1 if (a. + ... + n , |x|) = 1, inI s
which case V is a complement to X in K, since |v| = jK/x|. This establishes
the assertion under (c).
Finally, suppose that s = 1 and n^ = p = |x|. Then K == pX and J = x Aut
where Aut X is cyclic of order p - 1. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of J : then
|P| = p and PK = the regular wreath product X \ X. Then |z(PK)j = p.
Therefore, since X PK and |x| = p, X = Z(PK). Now every non-trivial normal
subgroup of N^.(X) contained in K is normal in PK and so contains X. Hence X
is not complemented in K by a normal subgroup of N^.(X), and so the extensions
of W do not all split in this case.
Remark. 3.2 would fail if G were allowed to be generalized dihedral
and |X| =2. One can show for instance that if W is the wreath product of
X^ by a group of order 2 then Aut W does not split over W.
P.M. Neumann ([IfJ 373) observed that if G is an indecomposable complete
group, .not isomorphic to X^, then the wreath product of G by a group of order
2 is complete. We note
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G and X be non-trivial finite groups and let
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W = G X, the regular wreath product. Then W is complete if and only
if G is complete, indecomposable and not isomorphic to X^, and |X| = 2.
C.H. Houghton ([^J) discussed some instances of wreath products with
soluble automorphism groups. We note also
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G and X be finite groups with Z(G) = 1 and let W
be the regular wreath product G 1 X. If Aut G and Aut X are both soluble
then Aut W is soluble.
In order to prove 3.3 and 3.4 we need some information about the
exceptional cases excluded from 3.1.
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be an abelian group of odd order > 1, G = Dih A, X a
group of order 2, and W the regular wreath product G ^ X. Then Aut W has a
series Aut W > L > M > 1 with Aut W /L dihedral of order 8, L/M =* Aut A and
M = A x A.
Proof. w = (A^(t^) x A^t^Kx), where A^ and A^ are copies of A, with
each a £ A corresponding to elements a^ £ A^ and a^ £ A^ respectively,
t^ = t^ = = 1, t* = 1a* = a^ for all a £ A, and a^i = ad for i = 1, 2.
Let y = A^ x A^, a characteristic subgroup of w of odd order with w/y dihedral
of order 8. Then Aut (W/y) is also dihedral of order 8, and the natural
homomorphism \|( : Aut w -» Aut (w/y) is in fact an epimorphism: for Aut (W/y)
is generated by the images under \jf of the inner automorphism of W induced by
cc — 1 oc
x and the automorphism a of W such that a^ = a^ a^ for all a £ A, t^ = x and
a
4-x = t^.
yLet L = Ker t|r. If y £ L and a 6 A with, say, ajj = where b, c £ A,
"1 — "1 V t •"] _
then, since a^1 = a^ and tjj s t^ (mod Y), (b^c^) 1 = (b^c^) Therefore,
since |A| is odd, c = 1. Hence y leaves A^ invariant, so that y determines
by restriction to A^ an automorphism, y say, of A such that
A
a^ = (a^)^ for all a £ A.
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Moreover, since a* = and = x(mod Y), y leaves invariant and
A
a^ = (a^)2 for all a £ A.
Now the map x ! Y H Y is obviously an epimorphism L -» Aut A.
Let M = Ker x> "the stability group of W with respect to Y. Let y € M.
Then, since y € L, t^ = ^>'\C2^1 c € A. Then 1 = (t^)^ = c^, so that
c = 1. Also x^ = d^e^x with d, e £ A. Then 1 = (x^)^ = ^iei^2e2' S°
-1
e = d . Now the map 0 : M -> A x A defined by
0 : y I-» (b, d),
Y v -1where tjj = b^t^ and x1 = d^d^ x, is a homomorphism. It is an isomorphism
since y is uniquely determined by the last two equations, and for any
(b, d) £ A x A there is an automorphism y of W such that
a^ = a^ for ail a £ A, t^ = and = d^d^x.
Proof of 3.3. Z(W) = 1 if and only if Z(G) = 1. Assume that Z(G) = 1,
1 1 s
and G = n^G x ... x ncG , in the notation of 3.1. Suppose first that either
|X| / 2 or G is not generalized dihedral. Then W is complete if and only if
Aut W = W, which by 3.1 is true if and only if C/D . H/D = X, hence if and
only if s = 1 = n, and Out G = 1 = Aut X, that is G is complete and
indecomposable and |x| = 2. Now suppose that |x| = 2 and G is generalized
dihedral. Since Z(G) = 1, G = Dih A, where A is abelian of odd order > 1.
If W were complete we should have
8|A|2 = |W| = |Aut W| = 8|Aut A| jA|2, by 3.5,
hence Aut A = 1, which is impossible for |A| odd > 1. Moreover, for A
abelian of odd order > 1, Dih A is complete if and only if Dih A = Ho.l A
(Miller, Blichfeldt, Dickson [lb] 169), that is if and only if |Aut A | = 2,
hence if and only if Dih A ~ *
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Proof of 3.4= Suppose that Aut G and Aut X are both soluble. We
may assume that G 1 / X. Assume first that either |x| / 2 or G is not
1 s
generalized dihedral, and let G = n^G x ... x ngG , in the notation of
3.1 . Since by 1.4, Aut ~ (Aut G^ ) "1 2 x . . . x (Aut GS) ^ 2 , it follows
ni . ns
by hypothesis that for i = 1, ..., s, Aut G is soluble and n^ s 4. Now
in 3.1, D, C/D, k/D and j/D are all soluble. Hence Aut W is soluble. Now
assume that |x| = 2 and G is generalized dihedral. Since Z(G) = 1, G = Dih A
for some abelian group A of odd order > 1. Since Aut G = Hoi A (Miller,
Blichfeldt, Dickson, loc cit.) and Aut G is soluble, it follows that Aut A
is soluble. Hence by 3.5, Aut W is soluble.
4. Faithful fixed-point-free actions on finite abelian groups
From now on A always stands for a finite abelian group / 1. A subgroup
of Hoi A which contains A is called a relative holomorph of A. Various
results are known about automorphism groups of relative holomorphs: for
instance, Aut(Dih A)= Hoi A (Miller, Blichfeldt, Dickson [|(>J 169) and Hoi A
itself is complete if | A| is odd (Miller [flj-j). Following earlier work of
Yu. A. Gol'fand ([ (j J), Nai-Chao Hsu ([ 10 J) has investigated the groups of
automorphisms of relative holomorphs of A which leave A invariant. (See also
Plotkin [|£jj §6.3). Here we shall show that under various conditions, if G
is a relative holomorph of A with Z(G) = 1 then A is characteristic in G and
Aut G can be identified with a specific subgroup of Hoi A.
Let A £ G ^ Hoi A . Then G = VA, where V = G (T Aut A , and
CHol A(G) = CHol A(V) 0 CHol A(A) = CA(V)* HenCe als0 Z(G) = CA(V)' ThuS
Z(G) = 1 if and only if V is a fixed.-point-free group of automorphisms of A,
and if so then Cu n .(G) = 1.hoi a
Hence if Z(G) = 1 then N a (G) can be embedded in Aut G. Note alsohoi a
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that since
Nu .Hoi a(g»/a - "hoi a /a<va/a> - NAut A<V> S NAut a'v)a/a ^ nhol a(g)/a-
Nu . (G) = N. (V)A. We shall show that under various conditions, Aut gHOI A AU L A
can be identified with N^u+ ^(V)A«
Before bringing Lemma 1.1 into play we deal directly with two special
cases in the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that V is a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms
of A and let G = \IA <. Hoi A. Suppose further that either (a) (| V| , | A| ) = 1
or (b) V is nilpotent. Then [V, A] = A and, by a natural identification,
AutG = NAut A(V>A-
Proof. (i) We prove first that [V, Aj = A. If (|V|, |A|) = 1 then, by
a theorem of Zassenhaus (Huppert [ jj] 350, III.13.4)
A = [V, Aj x CA(V) = [V, A], as required.
Now suppose that V is nilpotent; in this case we argue by induction on I AI.
If a = A^ x A^, where A^ and A^ are V-invariant proper subgroups of A then
by the induction hypothesis [V, A^] = A^, for i = 1, 2, and so [V, A] = A.
Therefore, we may assume that A is indecomposable as a V-module, and in
particular that A is a p-group for some p. Now we may write V = P x R,
where P is a p-group and R is a nilpotent p'-group. Consider the action of
P on the V-invariant subgroup B = Ca(R) of A. Since Cg(P) = B f! ^A(P) = ^^(V) =1
and P and b are both p-groups, we must have B = 1. Thus the action of R on
a is fixed-point-free. Since (|R|, |a]) = 1, it follows from case (a) that
[r, a] = a. Hence also [V, a] = a. This completes the induction argument.
(ii) Next, we show that A is characteristic in G. In case (a) this is
clear, for then A is a normal Hall subgroup of G. In case (b), we show by
induction on m that for any positive integer m, K (G) = K (V)A, where K (G)m ' ' m
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denotes the m-th term of the lower central series of G (and similarly for V).
This is trivial for m = 1, so assume that m > 1 and inductively that
Km-1(G) = Km-1(V)A* Then Km(G) = [Km-1(G)' G^ = ^Km-1(V)' V^Km-1(V)' A^A' V^'
since A is abelian. Hence by (i) Km(G) = Km(V)A. This completes the induction
argument. Now if V is nilpotent of class c, Kc+^(G) = A and so A is
characteristic in G.
(iii) Now we observe that H (V, A) = 0, where A is viewed in the natural
way as a V-module. In case (a) this is immediate (MacLane [13 J, 117,
Proposition 5.3). In case (b) we note that since C^(V) = 1, H°(V, A) = 0,
^
o
a fortiori the Tate cohomology group H (V, A) = 0. Then the assertion follows
from a result of Hoechsmann, Roquette and Zassenhaus ([$ ]) and Wong (["!$] )•
(iv) The completion of the proof follows closely the proof of
Lemma 3.3 of ([*2_3 J) • By (ii)j each automorphism 0 of G determines by
-1 Tl
restriction an automorphism 0^ of A. In G, Tl bf| = b ' for all elements b in
A and T] in V. Application of 0 to this equation shows (as in [T.3]) that
©1 6 ^(V) = N, say. The map 0 l—* therefore defines a homomorphism
\:Aut G -» N. This is in fact an epimorphism, for if a £ N then the map
a*:G -> G, defined by a**:T|b I—) (a ^T|a)ba for all elements b in A and T] in V,
is easily shown to be an automorphism of G such that awx = a*
Let K = Ker If 0 S K then, as in ([l3l) Q fixes both A and G/A
pointwise. Hence (MacLane [jj] 106, Proposition 2.1) K is isomorphic to the
group of all crossed homomorphisms of V to the V-module A. It follows from
(iii) that every crossed homomorphism of V to A is principal. Therefore
(MacLane, loc. cit.) K consists of the inner automorphisms of G induced by
elements of A.
For each element a € A let t denote the inner automorphism of G
induced by a. Then K = € A} = A, since Z(G) = 1. Now there is a short
V
exact sequence 1 -» K -» Aut G -» N -» 1. Moreover, this sequence splits: for
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the map §:N -> Aut G defined by ^rcti—^a* for all a € N is a homomorphism
such that 5X = identity on N. Hence Aut G = NWK, where N* = K Aut G
and N* fl K = 1. Now each element of Aut G is uniquely expressible in the
form o*t with a € N and a € A. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the
a
map <#t oca is a monomorphism Aut G -» Hoi A .
We use this monomorphism to identify Aut G with a subgroup of Hoi A.
Then Aut G = NA, as asserted.
Remark. It can happen that the group G in 4.1 is a complete proper
subgroup of Hoi A. In 4.1, G is complete if and only if V is self-normalizing
in Aut G , in particular only if V £ Z(Aut A). It is known that |z(Aut A) j = ep(m),
where m = exp A > 1 and cp is Euler's function (Miller, Blichfeldt, Dickson
S ti[It] 101). If, say, m = n p. 5 where p1, ..., p are distinct primes and
. ^ 1 I s
1-1 s t-~1
s, t , ..., t positive integers, then cp(m) = II p.1 (p. —1) and this has to1 s i=1 1 1
divide |v|. In case (a) of 4.1, (|V|, m) = 1, so that then we must have
t^ = 1 for all i and G can be complete only if A is a direct product of
elementary groups. An instance in which G is complete and G ^ Hoi A occurs
2
when A is elementary of order 3 and V is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut A.
By means of 4.1 (b) we can now prove
THEOREM 4.2."^ Let G be a finite group with an abelian normal subgroup A
such that G/A is nilpotent and Z(G) = 1. Then G splits over A, and there is
a nilpotent subgroup V of Aut A such that G = the subgroup VA of Hoi A and
Aut G "= the subgroup N^u^ ^(V)A of Hoi A.
Proof. G acts on A by conjugation. Since A is abelian, this action
naturally induces an action of G/A on A which, since Z(G) = 1, is fixed-point-
a
q
free. Hence H (g/a, a) = 0 and so, since g/a is nilpotent, it follows by
the theorem of Hoechsmann, Roquette and Zassenhaus ([$ ]) and Wong ([26'J)
used in the proof of 4.1 that H^(g/a, a) = 0. Therefore (MacLane []3 J 112,
Theorem 4.1) g splits over a.
f 1 (fcm to tyj.f. mLhw I^ tol tfUl * cJhtJj
/JLrA 1 ^ ^ 2Sk'H0m
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Let V be a complement to A in G. Then C^(A)<^ V. If C^(A) / 1
then, since V is nilpotent, C^(A) H Z(V) ^ 1: but this would imply that
Z(G) / 1, contrary to hypothesis. Hence C^(A) = 1, that is the action of
V on A is faithful. Thus we may assume that V ^ Aut A and G = VA ^ Hoi A.
Now the result follows from 4.1.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G be a finite group with a cyclic normal subgroup
A such that G/A is nilpotent and Z(G) = 1. Then (i) G/A is abelian,
(ii) A = G7, (iii) |a| is odd, (iv) Aut G = Hoi a, and (v) Aut G is complete.
Proof. By 4.2, we may assume that G = VA <, Hoi A^where V is a nilpotent
subgroup of Aut A, and Aut G = N^ , ^(V)A < Hoi A. Since A is cyclic, Aut A
is abelian, and so, since G/A = V, G/A is abelian. Also N. . (V) = Aut A,
AU X A
so that Aut G = Hoi A . This proves (i) and (iv).
Since Z(G) = 1, the action of V on A is fixed-point-free, and so by
4.1, A = [V, A.] ^ G'. Since also G/A is abelian, it follows that A = G'.
Since A is cyclic, an element of order 2 in A would lie in Z(G). Therefore,
since Z(G) =1, |A| must be odd. This proves (ii) and (iii). Now (v) follows
from (iii) and (iv) and the fact that the holomorph of a cyclic group of odd
order is complete (see, for instance, Burnside^[% ]Jj.
4.3 (v) contains results of L. Gerhards ([^ j Folgerungen 4.9.1, 4.9.2).
We call a group cyclic-by-nilpotent if it has a cyclic normal subgroup
with nilpotent quotient group; metacyclic if it has a cyclic normal subgroup
with cyclic quotient group.
COROLLARY 4.4. (i) The only finite complete cyclic-by-nilpotent groups
are the holomorphs of cyclic groups of odd orders.
(ii) The only finite complete metacyclic groups are the holomorphs of
cyclic groups of odd prime power orders.
Proof. The holomorph of a cyclic group g of odd order is known to be
complete, and it is clearly cyclic-by-nilpotent, metacyclic if |g| is a
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prime power. Conversely, let G be a finite complete cyclic-by-nilpotent
group. Then by 4.3, G == Aut G = Hoi G' and G7 is cyclic of odd order.
This proves (i). Now suppose that G is a finite complete metacyclic group.
rv . .
Then, as above, G = Hoi G and so G and Hoi G have derived groups of the
same order. Also Hoi G7/G7 = Aut G7, which is abelian because G7 is cyclic.
Thus G7 is the derived group of both G and Hoi G7. But by 4.3 (ii), G/g'
is cyclic, and therefore Aut G7 is also cyclic. Since |G71 is odd, this
implies that |G71 must be an odd prime power, and completes the proof of
(ii).
Next we note a condition for the action on A of a subgroup V of Aut A
to be fixed-point-free in terms of the actions on the Sylow subgroups of A.
LEMMA 4.5. Let the distinct prime divisors of |A| be p., ..., p with
s S
li ni
say, |A| = II p. . For i = 1, ..., s let A. denote the Sylow p.-subgroup
i=1 1 1 1
of A and identify Aut A with Aut A^ x ... x Aut A^ in the natural way. Let
denote the projection map Aut A -» Aut A^ and, for any subgroup V of Aut A,
P •
let = V 1, so that V is a subdirect product of x ... x Vg. Then the
action of V on A is fixed-point-free if and only if for every i = 1, ..., s,
the action of on A^ is fixed-point-free (hence if and only if the action
of x ... x Vg on A is fixed-point-free).
Proof. If, for some j, V. fixes a. £ A. with a. / 1 then, since V.
J J J 3 ' i
fixed every point of A^. whenever i / j, it follows that x ... x Vg fixes
a..
J
Conversely, suppose that a.. ... a is a point / 1 of A which is fixed
I s
by V, where a^ £ A^ for all i = 1, ..., s. Then, for all elements
a ... a £ V (where a. £ Aut A. for all i),is 11
an . . . a a. a
/ \ 1 s 1 s
31 " " * 3s ~ 1 "*" 3s ~ al * * ' as '
ai P •hence a. = a. for all i. Since V. = V 1 this makes a. a fixed point ofii l l r
V., for i = 1, ..., s; and certainly a^ / 1 for some i.
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If A is cyclic, it must have odd order if it is to have a fixed-point-
free group of automorphisms.
COROLLARY 4.6. If in 4.5 A is cyclic of odd order then the action of
V on A is fixed-point-free if and only if, for every i = 1, ..., s, is
not a p^-group.
Proof. With the notation of 4.5, A^ is now a cyclic p^-group and
is cyclic. Then the result follows from 4.5 and Lemma 3.6 of ([13])•
Now from 4.1 and 4.6 we deduce at once
s n.
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose that A is cyclic of odd order II p.1, where
i=1 1
P-], • • • j Ps are distinct primes and s, n., ..., ns positive integers. Let
V be a subgroup of Aut A. For each i = 1, ..., s let A^ denote the Sylow
p^-subgroup of A and the group of automorphisms of A^ determined by
restriction of elements of V to A.. If, for each i = 1, ..., s, V. is not
l ' ' l
a p^-group then Aut(VA) = Hoi A. (in particular, this is true whenever
VA s Dih A .)
We shall consider next how Lemma 1.1 can be applied in the present
context.
LEMMA 4.8. Let W be a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of A,
U = /\(W) an<3 W ^ V ^ U. Let H = WA and G = VA, subgroups of Hoi A.
(i) If Aut H = UA and H is characteristic in G then
flUtG = NAutH<G> =NU<V>A = NAutA<V>fl-
(ii) If A is characteristic in G and either (|w|, |A)) = 1 or W
is nilpotent then Aut G = A(V)A.
Proof. (i) Since the action of W on A is fixed-point-free, C (H)HOl A
Thus it follows from 1.1 that if H is characteristic in G then \
\
Aut G = NAut H(G) = NU(V)A, since Aut H = UA. Also G = VA <1 NAut a(V)A and
C^Hol a(G) = 1. Therefore Aut G contains a copy of NA^ a(V)A, which itsd"if
contains NIt(V)A. Hence also Aut G = N. , . (V)A.U Aut A '
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(ii) Now suppose that A is characteristic in G and either (|W|, [A|) = 1
or W is nilpotent. Then by 4.1, Aut H = UA. If W is characteristic in V
then clearly H is characteristic in G and the result follows from (i). But
even if W is not characteristic in V, we can replace it by a subgroup which
is, and reach the same conclusion. If W is nilpotent let W* = F(V)jthe
Fitting subgroup of V. If W is not nilpotent then (| W| , |A| ) = 1: in this
case let W# = 0 (V), where o> is the set of prime divisors of |W|. Then in
ly
either case, is characteristic in V and W* s W, so that C^(W^) = 1; and
either W* is nilpotent or (|W*|, |A| ) = 1. Therefore everything holds with
W* in place of W, and the proof is complete.
In what follows we shall apply this result repeatedly with W a 'relatively
prime' group of automorphisms of A. It is convenient to fix notation.
NOTATION Throughout the remainder of this paper, W will denote a
fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of A such that (|W|, |A|) = 1, and
H will denote the subgroup WA of Hoi A. Further, n will denote the set of
prime divisors of | A| .
In order to apply 4.8 we need some information about the normal
subgroups of H.
lemma 4.9 The normal subgroups of H are precisely the subgroups XB,
where b is a w-invariant subgroup of a, x ^ w and x ^ C^(a/b).
Proof. Let L H and let B = L fl A. Then B is W-invariant and B is
the normal Hall 71-subgroup of L. By Schur's theorem, B has a complement X
in L. Since H is ^-soluble and W is a Hall Tt'-subgroup of H, there is an
element h € H such that X ^ W (Huppert [l| ] 660, VI.1.7). Now we may
T_
replace X by X and assume that X s W. Then L = XB and X = L fl W W .
Furthermore [X, a] <; L D a = B, so that X £ Cw(a/B).
Conversely, suppose that B is a W-invariant subgroup of A, X $3 W and
X £ CW(A/B). Then B H ; and XB/B ^ WB/B.A/B = H/B, hence XB ^ H .
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From 4.1, 4.8 and 4.9 we deduce the following criterion.
THEOREM 4.10. Let W s V £ NAut (W) and G = VA £ Hoi A . Suppose that
there do not exist normal subgroups and of V and a normal subgroup X
of W such that V s V > W :> W and V^ = W/X. Then Aut G = NAut A (V)A.
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion is false. Then by 4.8 (i), H is
not characteristic in G. Hence (by the argument leading to 1.2) there is a
non-trivial quotient of H isomorphic to a normal subgroup «of G/H, and hence
to a normal subgroup of V/W. Say L <3 H and V^/W ^ v/w with H/L =" V^/W.
By 4.9, L = XB, where b is a W-invariant subgroup of a, X W and X £ C^(a/b).
Then v^/w is isomorphic to a semi-direct product of a/b by W/X (with action
induced by the action of W on a). Let W^/W be the normal subgroup of V^/W
corresponding in this isomorphism to a/B. Then w^/w = 0 (v^/w), and so
W ^ V. Moreover, = W/X. Therefore, by hypothesis, X = W and so
[W, aj s B. Hence by 4.1, B = a. But then L = H, a contradiction.
Now we establish another criterion.
THEOREM 4.11. Let W £ V £ ^Au^_ ^(W) and G = VA £ Hoi A. Suppose that
for each V-invariant proper subgroup b of a either 0 (c (a/b)) = 1 or
71 v
C^(a/b) does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to w. Then Aut g = ^Au^ a(V)A.
Proof. By 4.8 (ii) it is enough to show that A is characteristic in G.
Let V € Aut G. If HY = H then AY = 0 (H)y = 0 (Hy) = 0 (H) = A. Therefore
71 71 71
we may assume that HY = H# / H. The image under y of any subgroup F of G
will be denoted by F*. Now J = H 0 H* <3 G and so in particular J <3 H.
Hence by 4.9, J = XB for some W-invariant B £ A and some X ^ W such that
X £ CW(A/B). Then B = 0 (J) <3 G, so that B is V-invariant.
Let G = G/j and let the bar convention apply. Thus G = VA. Since H
and are normal subgroups of G with trivial intersection,
H* £ C—(H) £ C—(A) = C (A)A.
A straightforward calculation shows that C—(A) = C^(A/B), and so
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H* 5 Cy(A/B)AJ = CV(A/B)A, (i)
since X £ C^(A/b). Now A* = 0^(H#) £ 0 (C^(A/b)A), since G. It is
easy to show for any T s V, 0 (TA) = 0 (T)A. Hence A* s 0 (C,,(A/B))A. (ii)
71 71 71 V
By (i), w* = W*A/A <; c^(A/b)A/A = C^(A/b), so that C^(a/B) has a subgroup
isomorphic to W. By hypothesis, it follows that if B < a then 0 (C^(a/B)) = 1.
But then (ii) shows that A# = A, as required. Therefore we may assume that
B = A. Then A ^ and so A = 0 (H*) = A*, as required.
COROLLARY 4.12. Let W <; V s NAut A (W) and G = VA s Hoi A. Then
Aut G = NAut a(V)A if any one of the following conditions holds:
(i) 0 (V) = 1, or
71
(ii) any normal subgroup of V which contains a copy of W contains
W, or
(iii) no chief factor of V/W is isomorphic to a quotient of W.
Proof. For any V-invariant subgroup b of a, C^(a/b)<C1 V, so that
0 (c (a/b) ^ 0 (v). Moreover, when b < a, C,,(a/b) ± w, by 4.1. Now cases
71 V 71 V \ ' J
(i) and (ii) are covered by 4.11 and case (iii) is covered by 4.10.
A special case of interest occurs when |A| is odd and V is any subgroup
of Aut A which contains the (fixed-point-free) automorphism which inverts
every element of A; equivalently G = VA a Dih A. Then we may for instance
choose W = <f|) (or similarly 0^(V) or 0 ,(V)).
COROLLARY 4.13. Suppose that |A| is odd and that G is a subgroup of
Hoi A which contains Dih A. Let V = G fi Aut A, so that G = VA, and let
_ -1
Tj be the automorphism a i-> a of A. Then Aut G = a ^ ^ an^ one
the following conditions holds:
(i) 0^(V) - 1, or
(ii) every normal subgroup of V of even order contains (T|), or
"(iii) no chief factor of V/<T]) is of order 2.
In Example 4.15 we shall see that these conditions cannot be omitted.
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Although we shall not need it in what follows, we note one more
criterion, because it is the crux of G.A. Miller's proof that when |A|
is odd, Hoi A is complete.
LEMMA "4.14. (Cf. Miller [llf])* Suppose that W is abelian and let
W £ V £ CAut A(W) and G = VA £ Hoi A. Then Aut G = NAut A(V)A unless there
is a normal subgroup A* of G such that A / A* = A, A* = (Aut A ) IT A# x A IT A*,
and A IT Aw has the same exponent as A.
Proof. By 4.8 (ii), if Aut G f N. (V)A, there is automorphism of GnUt A
which moves A, say to A*: then A* <J G and A /- A*. Since V £ C . (W),
AU L A
[W, Gj = [W, Aj s A. Hence W £ C^(A^/A (T A*). Now A (T A* is W-invariant and W
fixes each element of A#/A D A*. Since (|W| , |A (T A*| ) = 1 it follows from a
result of G. Glauberman (Huppert [ l|j 131, 1.18.6^ that every coset of A IT A*
in A* contains an element which is fixed by W. Hence A* = (AD A*)Caw(W). It
is easy to see that A(W) = CAut A(W)CA(W) = CAut A(W), by hypothesis.
Hence C^(W) £ (Aut A) (T A*. Therefore, since A# is abelian and (Aut A) (T A = 1.
A# = (Aut A ) 0 A* x A fl A«.
Since A and A* normalize each other [(Aut A) f! A*, Aj £ A IT A*, so that
(Aut A) HA* £ C A(A/A n A#). But also (Aut A) fl A* £ C ft(A (T A*).
Thus (Aut A) f| A** is contained in the stability group of A with respect to
A n A*. Hence (Huppert [II J 20, 1.4.4) exp((Aut A) IT A*) divides exp(A DA*).
Therefore exp A = exp A* = exp(A fl A*).
In §5 we shall apply the criteria obtained above to the particular
case when A is elementary. We end this section by setting down an example
to show that Aut(VA) cannot always be identified with NAu^. a(V)A when V is
a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of A.
EXAMPLE 4.15. Let V £ Aut A with C (V) = 1 and let G = VA £ Hoi A.
If Aut G = NAu^_ a(^M then A is characteristic in G. We show that A and V




Let A be elementary of order p , where p £ 5, say A = (a^) x (a^),
where a^ = a^ = 1• We identify Aut A with GL(2, p) by identifying each
automorphism of A with the matrix representing it with respect to the base
a^, a^ of A. Let r be an integer such that r ^ 0(p) and r ^ l(p), and
let m = o(r, p). We use the same symbol r for the residue class (mod p)
1 o
which r determines. Now let V = <0, £) <, Aut A, where 0 = ( ) and
2
P 0 ™ 3? i
£ = (q )• Then © has order p, £ has order m and £ @£ = G . Hence |V| = pm.
Since C^(£) = 1, C^(V) = 1. Let G = VA ^ Hoi A. Then G = <0, £, a^, 82)
with defining relations
= f = aP = - 1, 9« = 9r, ,
0 9 £ r^ r r
1 = 9-1» a2 = 9^2» a* = a1 , a® = a2.
Let A* = (0) x (a^) and note that A ~ A* <[ G. Now there is an automorphism
Y of G of order 2 such that A' = A*; namely, y is defined by the following
equations, which are compatible with the defining relations of G:
ai = 311' a2 = @Y = a2' ^ =
Hence A is not characteristic in G.
Now choose p and r so that m is even and let
*n = ("J .?) £ v-
If in the construction above, we replace V by = V x <T|> and G by G* = V*A,
then |G*:G| = 2 and Gw = (0, £, T|, ai, a2> with defining relations as for G,
together with the extra relations
T|2 = 1, 0T| = Tl©9 £11 = Tl£, = a~1, a£ = a~1.
Now the automorphism y of G defined above can be extended to G* by setting
if = cj °) - cm/2i.
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Thus G* is a subgroup of Hoi A which contains Dih A, but which violates
the conclusion of 4.13.
5. Relative holomorphs of elementary abelian groups
For the rest of the paper we consider the case in which A is elementary,
a particular base of A and identify each automorphism of A with the non-singul
matrix over GF(p) which represents it with respect to this base. In this way
we identify Aut A with GL(n, p).
We begin by noting sufficient conditions for fixed-point-free action on
A of a p'-subgroup of Aut A.
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that A is elementary, of order pn, and let W be a
p'-subgroup of Aut A. Then the action of W on A is fixed-point-free if
either |W| is divisible by some prime q for which o(p, q) = n or W contains
a Sylow q-subgroup of Aut A for some prime divisor q of pn-1.
Proof. We may assume that n > 1. Let q be a prime divisor of pn-1
such that either o(p, q) = n or W contains a Sylow q-subgroup of Aut A. Let
Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of W. We show that C (Q) = 1.
Pi
If Ca(Q) /1, let 1 fa 6 CA(Q). Since p does not divide |Q|, Maschke's
theorem implies that there is a Q-invariant subgroup B of A such that
A = (a) x B. Hence Q is conjugate in GL(n, p) to a subgroup of the group of
all matrices of the blocked form
and this latter group is isomorphic to GL(n-1, p). Therefore |Q| divides
|GL(n-1, p)| = (pn ^-l)(pn ''-p) ... (pn ^-pn ^). This gives a contradiction
if o(p, q) = n. We also get a contradiction if Q is a Sylow q-subgroup of
of order pn. It is convenient to view A as a vector space over GF(p), choose
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Aut A: for |GL(n, p)| is divisible by (pn-l)|GL(n-1, p)| and therefore,
since q divides pn-1, |Q| does not divide |GL(n-1, p)|.
If q is a prime such that o(p, q) = n then GL(n, p) has cyclic Sylow
q-subgroups (Huppert [l| J 187, II.7.3) and any element of GL(n, p) of order
q acts irreducibly on A. We shall discuss this action later on in this
section.
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that A is elementary of order pn, and let q be a
prime divisor of pn~1 and Q a Sylow q-subgroup of Aut A. If Q ^ V s A (Q)
say, and G = VA s Hoi A then Aut G = = Pai"ticularj the
subgroup UA of Hoi A is complete.
Proof. By 5.1, Q is a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of A. Then
we may take W = Q in 4.12 and deduce that Aut G = a(V)A. Now A is
characteristic in G, and certainly Q is characteristic in V. Hence QA is
characteristic in G and therefore, by 4.8 (i), Aut G = N^(V)A.
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that A is elementary of order pn, and let V be a
subgroup of Aut A which acts irreducibly on A. Let G = VA s Hoi A. If
0 ,(V) / 1 then Aut G = NAut A(V)A.
Proof. Let W = 0 ,(V) / 1, and let a € C (W). Since W <1 V, a" € C (W)
p A >v A
(X /
for all a 6 V. Therefore W fixes every point of (a :a € V) = A if a f- 1,
since V acts irreducibly on A. This contradicts W ^ 1. Hence the action of
W on A is fixed-point-free and we may apply 4.11s the only V-invariant proper
subgroup of A is 1, and so Aut G = NAu^_ A(V)A.
If in 5.3, V is p-soluble then automatically Oy(V) / 1s for, since V
has a faithful, irreducible representation in characteristic p, Op(V) = 1»
COROLLARY 5.4. Let A be elementary of order pn and let V be any
p-soluble subgroup of Aut A which acts irreducibly on A. Then
Aut(VA) = NAut a(V)A.
If in 5.4 V is abelian then in fact V is cyclic, |V| divides pn-1 and
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n = o(p, J V|) (Huppert [ ||] 165, II.3.10). Moreover, the action of a
generator of V on A is equivalent to the action by multiplication of an
element of GF(pn)X of order |V| on GF(pn)+ = A. Conversely, the action
by multiplication of any non-trivial subgroup of GF(pn)X on GF(pn)+ is
faithful and fixed-point-free; and is actually irreducible if n = o(p, m),
where m is the order of the subgroup. We shall now investigate this action.
Let A be elementary of order pn with n > 1 and let £ be an element of
Aut A of order pn-1 corresponding to a generator of GF(pn)X acting on
GF(pn)+:£ is called a Singer cycle (Huppert [II J 187, II.7.3). Let
T = (£> and S = NAut a(T). Then CAut A (£) = T and S = <a>T, where an = 1
QC n
and £ = £ (Huppert, loc. cit.). Every non-trivial subgroup of T has
fixed-point-free action on A. Since (pn-1, pn) = 1, it follows at once
from 4.1 that Aut((£J)A) = NA ^ A((£J>)A for every divisor j of pD-1 with
1 £ j < pn-1. In particular, Aut(TA) = SA. Moreover, if o(p, pn—l/j) = n
then NAut A ( <£A ) = S (Huppert, loc. cit.).
Now suppose that T < V ^ S. Since T acts irreducibly on A, so also
does V. Moreover, 1 / T ^ 0 /(V). Hence 5.3, Aut(VA) = N. (V)A.
P A
Certainly S <; NAut A(V) <; NAut A(V'). We prove that NAut A(V) = S by showing
that NAu^ a(V') = S. We have V = (a^, £) for some proper divisor i of n.
Since every subgroup of T is normal in S, V' = ([£, A]} = <£^ ^). By the
n JL
result quoted above, ^(V') = S provided o(p, p -1/p -1) = n. Suppose
to the contrary that o(p, pn-l/p^-l) = m < n. Then m divides n and
(P^-D(pm-1) = k(pn-l)
for some positive integer k. If JL ^ m then
pX-1 = k(l + pm + p2m + ... + p(nA>l)m)
m
S: 1 + p , since m < n.
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This is a contradiction. Hence X > m. But then the same argument with
X and m interchanged leads again to a contradiction.
In summary we have proved
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that A is elementary of order pn, where n > 1.
Let £ be a Singer cycle in Aut A, T = (£) and S = a(T) = (a)T, where
an = 1 and £a = £^. Then
(i) For every proper divisor j of pn-1, Aut((£J)A) = ^
In particular, Aut(TA) = SA. Moreover, Aut(<£~')A) = SA whenever o(p, pn-1 /j ) =
(ii) For every divisor m of n, Aut((am, £) A) = SA. In particular, SA
is complete.
The groups TA and SA are easily recognizable. Since the action of T on
A is equivalent to the action of GF(pn)x on GF(pn)+ by multiplication, one
sees that TA is isomorphic to the group of affine transformations of GF(pn),
that is the group of maps GF(pn) -» GF(pn) of the form
x ax + b,
where a € GF(pn)x and b € GF(pn)+. This group will be denoted by Cl(p">•
Also the action by conjugation of (a) on T is equivalent to the action of
the group Aut GF(pn) of field automorphisms of GF(pn) on GF(pn)X. Furthermore
the action of S = (a)T on A is the natural one (see [)| j, 188, proof of
II.7.3a). Thus SA is isomorphic to the group of maps GF(pn) -» GF(pn) of the
form
. . oc ,
x k-f ax + b,
where a 6 GF(pn)X, b € GF(pn)+, a € Aut GF(pn). We shall follow R.S. Dark
([3 j) in calling this group the extended affine group of GF(pn) (often
called the group of semilinear transformations of GF(pn)) and denote this
by ^(pn).
Combining 5.5 with known facts about (^(p) = ^(p)> we have
n.
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COROLLARY 5.6. Providing that pn / 2, the affine group (J/pn) of
GF(pn) has its automorphism group isomorphic to the extended affine group
J (pn) of GF(pn), and *j(pn) is complete.
Note. The fact that Aut d(pn> - f(Pn ) is contained in Lemma 8 of
R.S. Dark ([3 J ) •
We retain the notation of 5.5 and consider the possibility that SA has
complete proper subgroups among the relative holomorphs of A. Any such
subgroup if of the form VA, where V is a self-normalizing subgroup of S.
We can characterize the abnormal subgroups of S. If V is such a subgroup
then VS7 = S and V (T S7 <£| S. Then v/v fl S7 is a complement to S'/V H S' in
S/V fl S'. All such complements are conjugate, because they are Carter
subgroups of S/v fl S7.
Thus we ask: if y ^ s' (and therefore, since s7 is cyclic, y ^ s), when
does S/y split over S'/y? If it does then so also must T/y split over S'/Y.
Since T/y is cyclic, this splitting occurs if and only if (|T/S7|, |S7/y|) = 1;
or equivalently, since S7 = ^>, if and only if (p-1, |S7/y|) = 1.
Suppose now that Y ^ S7 with |S7/Y| = j and (p-1, j) = 1. Then
Y = <C(P ^ • Let S = S/Y = (a) (Q). Here £ has order (p-l)j, and since
(p-1j j) = 1j (£> = <Cj> x Now (a) <Cj) is a subgroup of S which
complements ^) = S7 in S. Let V = (a) (C^). Then VS7 = S and V 0 S7 = Y.
The normal closure of V in S is S and so ([ijj Corollary 1.5) V is abnormal in
S. This establishes
LEMMA 5.7. With the hypotheses and notation of 5.5, the number of
conjugacy classes of abnormal subgroups of S (including S itself) is the
number of divisors j of |S71 = pn-1 /p-1 such that (j, p-1) = 1. For each
such j, a representative of the corresponding class of abnormal subgroups
is (a, £J), of order n(pn-l)/j.
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We now consider a typical abnormal subgroup V = (a, c/) of S, where
j divides pn-1 /p-1 and (j, p-1) = 1. If p = 2 and V = (a) then the action
of V on A is not fixed-point-free: for if we identify A with GF(2n) we see
that a fixes 1 as well as 0. We discard this case. In every other case,
/ 1 and so = 1. Then Z(VA) = 1.
Let W = 0 ,(V) s ) / 1. Since V/<^) is cyclic, we see that V/W is
P
a p-group. Hence by 4.12, Aut(VA) = NAut A(V)A. Now V' = <[£J", a] > = <C^P"1^)»
and NAut A(V) £ NAut A(V')« By a result quoted previously, NAut A(v') = S
if o(p, pn-1 / (p-1)j ) = n, and then N'A ^ A (^) = ^g(V) = V. Then VA is complete.
COROLLARY 5.8. With the hypotheses and notation of 5.5, for each divisor
j of pn-1 /p-1 such that (j, p-1) = 1, V = (a, (/) is abnormal in S and
(excluding the case p = 2, j = 2n-l) Aut(VA) = N. (V)A. Moreover, VA is
nliL A
complete if o(p, p"-1 /(p-1 )j ) = n.
Consider the simplest non-trivial case: n = 2 with p > 2. Then
pn-1 /p-1 4 p+1; and since (p+1, p-1 ) = 2, the divisors j of p+1 such that
P~1) = 1 are just the odd divisors of p+1. Consider such a divisor j,
and suppose that o(p, p+1 /j) /2. Then o(p, p+1 /j ) = 1, that is there is
a positive integer k such that j(p-1) = k(p+l). Then j(p-1 /2) = k(p+1 /2),
and since (p-1 /2, p+1 /2) = 1, j is divisible by p+1 /2. But j ^ p+1 /2.
Hence o(p, p+1 /j) = 2 unless j = p+1 /2. Thus, when n = 2 and p > 2, all
the groups VA mentioned in 5.8, one for each odd divisor j of p+1, are
complete; except possibly for j = p+1 /2.
From this we now prove
COROLLARY 5.9. Let m be any positive integer and (q , ..., q^) any
sequence of m odd primes (not necessarily distinct). Let k be any integer > 2
and let p be any prime which is congruent to -1 (mod kq^q^ 9m)' (Such
a p exists, by Dirichlet's theorem.) Then in the extended affine group
i (p2) = g, say, there is a chain of subgroups G = Gq > > ... > G^
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with |Gj, -pGjJ = q^ for i = 1, ..., m, and every complete (i = 0, 1, m).
Proof. As before we identify (p^) with the group SA, where the
notation is as in 5.5 and n = 2. For each i = 1, ..., m let V. = (a, C^)j
2 2
where anc^ ^ = ^A* Then |Gq| = jG| = 2(p -1 )p ; and
for each i > 0, |G^| = 2(p2-1 )p2/j^• Hence [= q^ for all i. Since
is an odd divisor of p + 1, V^ is abnormal in S. Moreover, Gq is complete;
and for each i > 0, £ j , which divides p+1 /k < p+1 /2, hence G^ is
complete.
We note finally that a group VA appearing in 5.8 need not be complete.
If for instance p = 5 and n = 2 then pn-1 /p-1 = 6. The only odd divisors of
6 are 1 and 3. Here 3 = p+1 /2, the possibly exceptional case in the
3
argument above. Consider V = (a, £ ), an abnormal subgroup of S. Certainly
Z(VA)= 1. Now |V| = 2(52-l)/3 = 24 and |GL(2, 5)| = 25.3.5. In this case
V is contained as a proper normal subgroup in a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut A.
Thus VA < NAut a(V)A = Aut(VA).
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CI?
Frattini normal subgroups of finite groups
Let G be a finite groups A a normal subgroup of G and H a subgroup
of G containing A and such that (|G:H| s |A| ) = 1. Then 5 according to
a well known theorem of W. Gaschutz [l]s
(i). Providing that A is abelians G splits over A if and only if
H splits over A.
There are in the literature examples to show that the splitting of
G over A does not follow from the splitting of H over A if in (l) the
hypothesis that A is abelian is weakened to 'A is nilpotent': see
examples of H.J. Zassenhaus ([8]9 pp.243-4)s R. Baer ([7]s pp.225-6)
and K.H. Hoffmann ([4]» I. 18.7s p.131)*
In his papers Gaschutz proved in parallel with (i) a 'partial
splitting' results which may be formulated as
(il). Providing that A is abelians A ^ $(G) if and only ifs whenever
. A G
S is a supplement to A in (S fl A) = A.
Here §(G) denotes the Frattini subgroup of Gs and for any subgroup
q
L of Gs L denotes the normal closure of L in Gs that is the smallest
normal subgroup of G which contains L. A subgroup S of H is a supplement
to A in H if SA = H.
We shall show that in contrast to (i) s the hypothesis on A in (II)
can be weakened without invalidating the conclusion. This is proved by
means of a simple induction arguments using (i).
Theorem 1. Let A be a nilpotent normal subgroup of the finite
group g and let A ^ H £ G with (!g : H| > |Al) = 1. Then A £ $(g)
if and only if» for every supplement S to A in H » (S f| A)G = A.
Proof. Suppose first that A ^ §(G). Then there is a maximal
subgroup M of G such that G = MA. Hence H = (M fl H)A and MflHnA=MflAj
which is normal in M. Moreover» since A is nilpotent and M f| A < A>
M f| A <!* N (M 0 A) . Therefore» since M is maximal in G » M 0 A is
A
normal in G. Thus M 0 H is a supplement to A in H and
Q
(m n h n a) = m n a < a.
Now suppose that A <■ $(G) and argue by induction on I A] . , If
| A| =1 there is nothing to prove» so assume that | A| > 1 and let S
be a supplement to A in H. Let B be any non-trivial normal subgroup
of G contained in A» and» for every subgroup L of G» let L = LB/B.
Then
A ^ $(G) = |(G) (since B ^ §(G))
and
A <: H £ G with (| G : Hj , | A| ) = 1.
Since A is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G and SA = H» the induction
hypothesis implies that
(S n A)G = A.
Hence ((SB) fl A)G = A»
Q
that is (S fl A) B = A. (*)
Now if S fl A = 1 then (*) implies that A is a minimal normal subgroup
of G and therefore» since A is nilpotent» that A is abelian. Moreover»
H splits over A» and so it follows from Gaschutz's splitting theorem (I)
that G splits over A. But this is in contradiction to 1 / A £ §(G).
Q
Therefore S fl A / 1 and so in (*) we may choose B ^ (S f| A) and
V
G
conclude that (S fl A) = A.
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Of course? Theorem 1 would look neater and more obviously analogous
to (i) if it were possible to formulate the conclusion as
'A ^ $(g) if and only if A S $ (H)4 Now it is certainly true that
if A 5 $(H) then A <; $(G): this follows from Theorem 1 and? indeed?
is true whenever A is a normal subgroup of a finite group G and
A ^ H ^ G? by another result of Gaschutz ([2]? Satz 5» or [4]?
III.3-3a)» p-269). However? as we shall see in Theorem 4? it is
not in general true? under the hypotheses of Theorem 1? that if
A ^ §(G) then A S $(H). We note some special circumstances in
which this implication does hold.
Theorem 2. Let A be a normal subgroup of the finite group G?
let A £ H S G with (JG : H| ? |A|) = 1? and suppose that A ^ $(G).
If §(H) is normal in G (in particular? if H is normal in G) then
A <. $(H) .
Proof. Suppose the result false and let G provide a counter¬
example of least possible order. Then A ^ 1. Suppose that $(H) ^ 1
and? for each subgroup L of G? let L = L$(H)/$(H). Then A is normal
in G) A < H £ G and (|G : H| ? IA|) =1. Moreover? A ^ §(G) ^ $(G)
and §(H) = 1. Hence? by the minimality of G? A = 1; that is A ^ §(H) ?
contrary to hypothesis. Therefore §(H) = 1. Since A is normal in H
it follows that §(A) = 1 ([4]? III.3.3b)? p.269); hence? since
A ^ §(G)? that A is abelian (Gaschutz [2]? Satz 9? or [4]? III.3.11?
p.271). Then? since A f| §(H) = 1? H splits over A ([2]? Satz 7»
or [4]? III.4.4? p.278). But then? by Gaschutz's splitting theorem
(i)? G splits over A? in contradiction to 1 / A < $(G).
In the rest of this paper? p always denotes a prime number. For
any finite group G? 0 (G) and 0 /(G) denote? respectively? the
P P
largest normal p-subgroup of G and the largest
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normal subgroup of G of order not divisible by p» and 0 /(G) is
P»P
defined by the equation 0 /(G/O (G)) = 0 /(G)/0 (G).
p p p »p p
A case of particular interest in (i) and (II) occurs when A
is a normal p-subgroup of G for some p and H is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G. The remaining results in this paper are concerned with this
situation.
Theorem 3* Let A be a normal p-subgroup of the finite group G
and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If A i §(G) f| Z(P) then
A <; $(P) .
Proof. Suppose the result false and let G provide a counter-example
of least possible order. Then A / 1. Let B be a minimal normal subgroup
of G with b ^ A. Then b ^ ?(P) : for if b s §(P) then
$(P/b) = §(P)/b jC A/b and A/b <; $(G)/b ("1 z(P)/b ^ $(G/b) fl z(P/b) , so
that G/B would provide a counter-example to the theorem of smaller order
than G.
Suppose that B S §(H) for some H < G and let P^ be a Sylow p-subgroup
of H. Then P^ < PX for some x £ G. Since B is normal in G and B <. Z(P) j
it follows that B ^ Z(P )» hence also B ^ Z(P^). Thenj by the minimality
of G) the assertion of the theorem is correct for Hi so that
B ^ ?(Pl) ^ $(?*) (since Px is a p-group and by [4]» 111.3.3b) j p.269).
But from this it follows that B ^ §(P) » which we have shown to be false.
Thusj for every proper subgroup H of G> B ^ §(H).
Certainly P < G. Let M be any maximal subgroup of G containing
P and let S be a minimal supplement to B in M. Then S fl B is a normal
p-subgroup of S and S flB <; §(S) (see [4] 111.3*9» p.27l)« Moreover»
S n B £ S n Z(p) 5 Z(S n p) • Now B :£ P M = SB, so that SP = M.
Hence |S : S f) P | = | M : P J and thereforeS f|P is a Sylow p-subgroup of S.
Thus since S < G and by the minimality of G » S R B ^ §(S R P) . Hence
(since P is a p-group) S R B < §(P) .
Furthermore» since b is abelian» S 0 B is normal in SB = M; and
since B i $(M) » S < M j so that S fl B < B. If S R B were normal in G
then» since B is minimal normal in G» we should have S f) B = 1.
But then M would split over B> hence also P would split over b>
and so» by Gaschfitz's splitting theorem (i) » G would split over B»
in contradiction to 1 4 B £ $(G). Hence N (S f| B) = M.
g
For any g £ G» S9 is a minimal supplement to B in the maximal
subgroup M9 of G. Since S9 R B = (S R B)9» we have n (S9 f| B) = M9 .
vj
But since B <, Z(P) » S9 f| B is normal in P and therefore P ^ M9 .
Therefore the previous arguments are applicable to M9 and S9 in
place of m and S. We conclude that S9 fl B < $(P) for every g £ G.
q
Since 1 / S fl B and B is minimal normal in G» (S R B) = B.
But this means that B = (S9 R B : g ( G) ^ $(P) » a contradiction.
We now show that the condition A ^ Z(P) cannot be omitted in
Theorem 3 by proving
Theorem 4. Let H be a finite group with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups
for some prime divisor p of |HJ and such that H has no normal subgroup
of prime index q dividing p(p-l). Then there is a finite group G with
an abelian normal p-subgroup A £ $(G) such that G/A = H and A ^ $(P) 9
where P is any Sylow p-subgroup of G.
For the proof we shall use another fundamental result of Gaschutz
[3]:
(ill). For any finite group h and prime divisor p of |h| there is
a finite group g with an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup a such that
1 / a <; $ (g) and g/a = h.
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V
Proof of Theorem 4. In (ill) choose H to be the given group»
(
p the given prime» and let G be a group with the properties specified
in (III). Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and suppose that A ^ $(P).
Then» since P/A is a Sylow p-subgroup of G/A and is therefore by
hypothesis cyclic» P is cyclic. Hence» since A is elementary» IA| = p.
Therefore G/C (A) is cyclic of order dividing p-1. Since A £ C (A) itG G
follows by hypothesis that
A <; Z(G) . (i)
If A ^ g' then p divides |g/g'| and so G has a normal subgroup
M with 1G/M1 = p. But then A S f(G) 5 M» so that this contradicts the
hypothesis on H. Hence
A ^ g' . (ii)
Then» from (i) and (ii)>
A £ P n G' D Z(G) = 1»
since P is abelian ([4]» IV.2.2» p.416). This contradicts the fact
that from (ill)» A ^ 1. Thus we conclude that A ^ §(P).
In Theorem 4» we may for instance choose H to be the alternating
group of degree 5 and p = 3 or 5« Now we note that any group H which
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4 is necessarily insoluble. This
follows from
Proposition 5» Let H be a finite p-soluble group with cyclic
Sylow p-subgroups for some prime divisor p of |h|. Then H has a
normal subgroup J with |H/j| = q» where q is some prime dividing p(p-l).
Proof. We argue by induction on |h|. We may assume that |h| > p.
Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of H. If p divides Ih/l| then» by
the induction hypothesis» H/L has a normal subgroup of prime index
dividing p(p-l)» and therefore so has H. Now suppose that p does not
divide |H/L| . Then L contains a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Since H is p-
soluble? it follows that L is itself a p-group? hence hy hypothesis is
cyclic. Then» since L is minimal normal in H) IL| = p. Hence ll/C (L)H
is cyclic of order dividing p-1. If C (L) < H it follows that H has aH
normal subgroup of prime index dividing p-1. Therefore we may suppose
that l ^ z(h). hien ? since p does not divide |h/l| ? Schur's Theorem shows
that L is a direct factor of hj hence that H has a normal subgroup of index p.
There remains the question: if in Theorem 3 G is p-soluble can the
conclusion A £ §(P) be drawn without the condition A ^ Z(P)? I do not
know the answer. We shall prove two particular positive results in this
direction.
Note that if A is a normal p-subgroup of the finite group G with
A ^ $(G) and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G then A ^ P fl §(G) . Moreover?
since P fl $ (G) is the unique Sylow p-subgroup of §(G) ? P fl §(G) is normal
in G. Note also that if P fl §(G) <, §(P) then in fact P fl §(G) is the
largest normal subgroup of G contained in §(P) (cf. [4]» Satz III.3»3a)?p.269)•
Theorem 6. If G is a finite p-soluble group of p-length 1 and P is
a Sylow p-subgroup of G then P fl $(G) ^§(P) .
Proof. Let a = P fl § (g) . We argue by induction on ! g ] . We may assume
that JgJ > p. Let m = 0 /(g) . Suppose first that m / 1. For each subgroup
L of g let L = LM/!m . Then a is a normal p-subgroup of g and a ^ §(g) 5 §(g) .
Hence? by the induction hypothesis? a ^ $(P). Since p does not divide ]m| ?
P = P and so $(P) = $(P) = $(P) ^ $(P)• Hence §(P) = §(P) ? and so we have
a < $(P)m. Then a is a normal p-subgroup of §(P)m and §(P) is a Sylow p-
subgroup of §(P)m. Therefore a £ §(P). Now suppose that m = 1. Since g
has p-length 1? it follows that P is normal in g. Then? by Theorem 2? a s §(P)
Essentially the same result was proved by B. Huppert: see [5]» Satz 5'
and the remarks following Definition 2.
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Corollary 7. Let G be a finite p-soluble group and P a Sylow
p-subgroup of G. If P' <. P fl $(G) then P fl ?(G) <. §(P) .
Proof. Let A = P fl ?(G) . Then G/A is p-soluble with abelian
Sylow p-subgroups. We may suppose P / 1. Then G/A has p-length 1
([4]» VI.6.6a)» p.69l)• Therefore» since A ^ §(G)> G has p-length
1 ([4]» VI.6.4e)» p.689)« Now the result follows from Theorem 6.
Theorem 8. Let G be a finite p-soluble group and P a Sylow
p-subgroup of G. If every subgroup of P can be generated by at most
3 elements then P f| §(G) -< §(P) »
Proof. Suppose the result false and let g provide a counter¬
example of least possible order. Let a = P f| $(g) 4 1 •
(i) 0 /(g) = 1 and no non-trivial normal subgroup of g lies in
P
$(P) •
Let K be any non-trivial normal subgroup of G and» for every
subgroup L of G» let L = LK/K. Then A is a normal p-subgroup of G»
A ^ $(G) S $(G) and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Clearly P satisfies
the same hypothesis as P. Hence» by the minimality of Gj A ^ $(P).
If K = 0 z(G) it follows» just as in the proof of Theorem 6» that
p
A <. f(P). This is contrary to hypothesis» so we conclude that 0 /(G)
p
Again» if K i $(P) then $(P) = §(P)/K and so A <. §(P) » contrary to
hypothesis.
(ii) It follows immediately that 0^(G) = F(G)> the Fitting
subgroup of G» and A = $(G).
(iii) For every proper normal subgroup H of G» §(H) =1» and
0 (G) is elementary abelian.
p
Certainly P f| H is a Sylow p-subgroup of H and §(H) ^ §(G)
([4]» III.3.3b)» p.269)« Then by (ii)» $(H) is a p-group. Since
\
\i
H < G and by the minimality of G j it follows that ?(H) < $(P fl H) ^ $(P)
(since P is a p-group and by [4]> loc.cit.). Then» since $(H) is normal
in Gs it follows from (i) that §(H) = 1. Certainly °p(G) is a proper
normal subgroup of G. Hence $(0 (G)) = 1 and therefore 0 (G) is
P P
elementary abelian ([2]» Satz 9)•
(iv) A < 0 (G) .
P
Since 0 (G) < G and G is p-soluble> 0 (G) < 0 /(G). By
P P P»P
Schur's Theorem» 0 /(G) splits over 0 (G) and the complements to
P»P P
0 (G) in 0 /(G) form a single conjugacy class of subgroups of 0 /(G).
P P»P P»P
Let Q be such a complement. Then the Frattini argument shows that
G = N (Q)0 z(G) = N (Q)0 (G). Hence if A = 0 (G) » Q would be a non-
G p »p G p p
trivial normal subgroup of G with Q. <. 0 /(G)j in contradiction to (i).
P
(v) Let B be a minimal normal subgroup of G with B < A. Then
B ^ $(H) whenever B ^ H < G.
By (i) » B ^ $(P). Then the assertion follows as in the proof of
Theorem 3•
(vi) Let M be a maximal subgroup of G containing P and let S be a
minimal supplement to B in M. Then S fl B ^ |(P) and N (S fl B) = M.G
The argument is as in the proof of Theorem 3»
(vii) P^ = G .
If P^ < G we could in (vi) choose M a P^. Then M® > P for every
g € G. Since S® is a minimal supplement to B in the maximal subgroup-
of G j it would follow from (vi) that S® |~| B ^ §(P) for every g £ G.
Then (S f| B)^ = (S^ f| B : g £ G) < §(P) . By (i) » this would imply that
S fl B = 11 in contradiction to (vi) .
(viii) |0 (G) 1 = p"^ and | Aj = p2.
O
By (iii) and the hypothesis on P» |0 (G)| ^ p . If Ia| = p then
P
G/c (a) is cyclic of order dividing p-1 > hence by (vii) } A <, z(G) . ButG
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then A ^ Z(P) and so» by Theorem 3» A £ $(P)» contrary to hypothesis.
2 3
Therefore |A| > p and so by (iv) we must have jA| = p and |0^(G)| = p .
(ix) 0 (G)/A £ Z(G/A).
P
By (viii)» |0 (G)/a] = p. Then the assertion follows from (vii) by
the same argument as in (viii).
(x) The final contradiction.




0 / (G)/A = 0 (G)/A X R/A.
P >P P
Then R/A = 0 z(G/A)» so that R is normal in G; and A < R. The same
P
argument as in (iv) (with R in place of 0 /(G) and A in place of
P >P
0 (G)) shows that G = N (Q)A» where Q is a complement to A in R.
P G
Then since A = |(G)> Q is normal in G and so 1 / Q £ 0 /(G)» in
P
contradiction to (i).
Finally» we point out an application of Corollary 7 to Gaschutz's
results in [3]» First we give a brief summary of the relevant general
theory (which is the justification of the statement (ill) above).
Let h be a finite group and p a prime divisor of |h|. Suppose that
H can be generated by a set of at most n elements» where n is a positive
integer» and consider the class ^ of all group extensions
E : 1 —♦ A G —» H 1 j
where A is an elementary abelian finite p-group and G is an n-generator
p
group. Then there is in \9 an extension
1->A*-»G*->H-»1
which is universal for ^ in the sense that for any E £ "(9 there is an
epimorphism \ : G* -» G such that the following diagram commutes:
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and | A* | = p I ^ . (See [3]t Satz 1? and [6]» Theorem 3»)
Now Gaschutz shows ( [3] si Satz 6) that A* is expressible as a direct
product of normal subgroups of G* ? say A* - B* X C* » such that A*/B* ^ §(G*/B*)
and G*/C* splits over A*/C*. Moreover? G*/B* is of largest, possible order
among all finite groups G having an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup
A ^ §(G) such that G/A = H; and G*/C* is of largest possible order among
all finite n-generator groups G having an elementary abelian normal p-
subgroup A such that G/A = H and G splits over A* Gaschutz also shows
([3] s Satz 8) that if the Sylow p-subgroups of H have order p"" and |C*j = pS
then s Hf(mod p™) .
With this notation? we now show
Corollary 9» Let H be a finite p-soluble group? where p divides
IH]? and let s be the largest positive integer for which there is a group
s
G with an elementary abelian normal subgroup A of order p such that
A ^ §(G) and G/A = H. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H and say |P| = p1"»
If P is abelian and the minimum number of generators of P is d then
s = 1 + rp"1 ? where r is an integer such that 0 <, r < do In particular?
if P is cyclic then s = 1.
Proof. Let n be a positive integer such that H is an n-generator
group and let
1~»A* -»G*
be the universal extension mentioned above. Then we may suppose that
G = G*/B*? where B* is as above? and A = A*/B*. Then |A| = pS and? by the
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result of Gaschutz mentioned above ([3]» Satz 8)» s = 1 (mod p ). Let
P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. By hypothesis» B/A is abelian» so that
P' <, A. Certainly G is p-soluble and so? by Corollary 7» A £ §(P).
Hence P/$(P) = P/$(P) » which has order p^» by the Burnside Basis Theorem
([4]» 111.3*159 p«273)* Therefore P is a d-generator group. Now it
follows from Schreier's Theorem ([7]9 8.4.13» p.203) that A is a
(l + (d-l)pm)-generator groups hence that s ^ 1 + (d-l)pm.
In view of the remarks above» we have as an immediate consequence
Corollary 10. Let H be a finite n-generator p-soluble group» where
p divides |h] » and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of h. Let t be the largest
positive integer for which there is an n-generator semi-direct product
of an elementary abelian group of order p^ by h. If P is abelian»
IPI = p1" and the minimum number of generators of P is d then t = (n-l)]H| - rp »
where r is an integer such that 0 ^ r < d. In particular» if P is cyclic
then t = (n-l)|H|.
For instance» there is a 2-generator semi-direct product of an
24
elementary abelian group of order 3 by the symmetric group of degree
4.
Remark. Corollaries 7 and 9 both fail in the absence of the condition
of p-solubility. To see this let H be as in Theorem 4 (so that by Proposition
5» H is not p-soluble)» and let s» G and A be defined as in Corollary 9*
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since A and G have the properties
specified in (ill) » the proof of Theorem 4 applies to show that A % §(P) .
Since P/A is cyclic» P' <■ A < P f| $(G)^ but the conclusion of Corollary 7
is violated. Again» if s = 1 then» as in the proof of Theorem 4» it follows
from the fact that !a| = p that A ^ Z(G). But then A ^ Z(P) » and so by
Theorem 3> A S §(P) » in contradiction to the remark above. Hence s > 1»
even though the Sylow p-subgroups of H are cyclic.
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On finite insoluble groups with nilpotent maximal subgroups
By a celebrated result of J.G. Thompson ([17]); see also
[5]» p.445> Satz IV.7.4) a finite group is soluble if it has a
nilpotent maximal subgroup of odd order. An elementary consequence
([10], Lemma 1 and Corollary) is that if a finite insoluble group
G has a nilpotent maximal subgroup M> then M = N (T) for some SylowG
2-subgroup T of G; hence every nilpotent maximal subgroup of G is
conjugate in G to M.
Examples are known of insoluble groups which have nilpotent
maximal subgroups: some of these examples will be considered later
in this paper. In these the nilpotent maximal subgroups are actually
the Sylow 2-subgroups» and we begin by showing that this phenomenon
is in some sense typical.
Theorem 1. Suppose that G is a finite insoluble group with a
nilpotent maximal subgroup M. Let T be the unique Sylow 2-subgroup
of M and U the unique 2-cbmplemert of M. Then U is normal in G >
Z(U) ^ Z(G) » G/Z(U) = G/U X U/Z(U) and G/U is an insoluble group whose
Sylow 2-subgroups are maximal subgroups. In particular» if Z(G) = 1 then
M is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Proof. Suppose first that G is semi-simple (in the sense of H.
Fitting): that is that G has no non-trivial soluble normal subgroup.
Then every non-trivial Sylow subgroup of M has M as its normalizer
in G. Moreover» M is a Hall subgroup of G; for if p were a common
prime divisor of IM| and |G : M| » the Sylow p-subgroup of M would be
normal in G. By the theorem of Thompson mentioned above» T / 1.
Suppose that U / 1; then M is not a Sylow subgroup of G. Hence» by
a theorem of H. Wielandt ([20]; or [5]» p.444> Satz IV.7«3)> there
is a normal subgroup K of G such that G = MK and M fl K = 1. Let
q be a prime divisor of |k| and Q a Sylow q-subgroup of K. By
Frattini's Lemma» G = N (Q)K. Then N (Q) is normal in N (Q) and
G K G
N (Q)/N (Q) = G/K = M. Thus N (Q) is a normal Hall subgroup of
G K. K.
N (Q) and» by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem» N (Q) has a subgroupG G
M* =" M. By another result of Wielandt ([l9-];or [5] J p.285» Satz 111.5.8)»
M* is conjugate in G to M» and therefore M* is a maximal subgroup of
G. But then N (Q) > (M*»Q) = G» so that Q is a non-trivial normal
q-subgroup of G» which is contrary to the hypothesis that G is semi-
simple. Therefore U = 1 and M is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. There
is nothing more to prove in this case.
Now consider the general case. Let L be the largest soluble
normal subgroup of G. Since G is insoluble» L ^ M» and by what we
have proved above» M/L is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/L. Hence U ^ L.
Since U^L^M»U is the unique 2-complement of L and therefore U is
normal in G. Moreover» M/U Of T and so» because M/L is a Sylow 2-
subgroup of G/L > M/U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/U. Now M = T x U ^ C (U)U>G
which is normal in G. But M is certainly not normal in G» so it follows
that C (U)U = G. Therefore Z(U) <; Z(G) . Also
G
G/Z(U) = C (H)/Z(U) x U/Z(U)
G
* G/U x U/Z(U);
and G/U 'is an insoluble group with a maximal subgroup M/U which is
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/U.
Finally» if Z(G) = 1 then Z(U) = 1 and therefore» since U is
nilpotent> U = 1. Hence in this case M is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Corollary 2. Suppose that G is a finite insoluble group with a
nilpotent maximal subgroup M. Let L = F(G) > the Fitting subgroup of G.
Then G/L has a unique minimal normal subgroup K/L > K/L is non-abelian»
and G/K is a 2-group.
Proof. Certainly L ^ M. Let K/L be a chief factor of G. Then
K is not nilpotent» so that MK = g and g/K ^ M/M f| K. Hence K is
insoluble» and so K/L is non-abelian. If G/L had another minimal normal
subgroup» say K*/L» then K (1 K* = L and g/K» g/K* would both be nilpotent.
But then g/L would be nilpotent» which is false. Thus K/L is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of g/L. Certainly Z(g/L) = 1» so that» since g/L
is an insoluble group with a nilpotent maximal subgroup M/L» Theorem 1
shows that M/L is a Sylow 2-subgroup of g/L. Therefore» since L ^ M fl K>
g/K is a 2-group.
We shall see in Lemma 7 that here G/K can be any finite 2-group.
First we examine some known examples of insoluble groups with nilpotent
maximal subgroups. We refer to the known list of all subgroups of the
f f
simple group PSL(2»p ) » where p is a prime» f a positive integer and p >3
(see [5]» p.213 » Satz II.8.27). Together with an elementary arithmetical
result ([l8]» Lemma 3) » this shows that the Sylow 2-subgroups are maximal
£
subgroups of PSL(2»p ) if and only if f = 1 and p is a Fermat or Mersenne
prime with p 2: 17 • (The first observation that a non-abelian simple group
can have a nilpotent maximal subgroup seems to be due to n. I to [6J.) In
these cases» the Sylow 2-subgroups are dihedral groups ([5]» p«196»
Satz II.8.10).
In his paper [l8]» Thompson proved the following converse result;
(i). Let G be a finite insoluble group with a nilpotent maximal sub¬
group M. If the Sylow 2-subgroup of M is either dihedral or generalized
quaternion then G has a subgroup G such that |G : G I ^ 2» G > F(G) and
o ' o1 o
G /F(G) = PSL(2»q) » where
o
(i) q is a Fermat or Mersenne prime >7»
or (ii) q = 9»
or (iii) q = 7» in which case |G ; G | = 2
_ 4 -
To this one ought to add the remark that if q = 9 then also
|G : G I =2: for the Sylow 2-subgroups of PSL(2»9) are dihedral of
o '
order 8 and are contained in subgroups of PSL(2»9) isomorphic to
the symmetric group of degree 4 ([5]» p.202» Satz II.8.18). As
a matter of fact? by an extension by Z. Janko [7] of a theorem of
W.E. Deskins [3] and the result of Thompson mentioned at the beginning
of this paper» the Sylow 2-subgroup T of M in (i) must have class >3
(see [5]» p.445» Satz IV.7.4); and therefore ] T J 2: 16.
It is not difficult to list the possibilities for G/F(G) in (i).
The following two results are easy and the proofs are omitted.
Lemma 3* Suppose that the group G has a normal subgroup H such
that Z(H) = 1 and G/H is simple. If H is not a direct factor of G
then G can be embedded in Aut H.
Lemma 4. Suppose that G is a subgroup of index 2 in the finite
group G. If the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are maximal subgroups of G
o o
then the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are maximal subgroups of G.
An obvious consequence of Lemma 4 is
Corollary 5» Suppose that K is a normal subgroup of G such that
G/K is a 2-group. If the Sylow 2-subgroups of K are maximal subgroups
of K then the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are maximal subgroups of G.
In (I) the largest soluble normal subgroup of G must of course
lie in M and must therefore coincide with F(G). Thus» for the purpose
of considering the possibilities for G/F(G) in (l) » we may as well
assume that F(G) = 1. Then G is a finite semi-simple group in which»
by Theorem 1» the Sylow 2-subgroups are maximal subgroups. By Lemma 3>
G can be embedded in Aut G . It is known (see 0. Schreier and B.L.
o
van der Waerden [ll]» L-K. Hua [4]» Appendix» R. Steinberg [l6]) that
when q is an odd prime» Aut PSL(2»q) = PGL(2»q); and of course
PGL(2»q) contains a unique subgroup of index 2 which is isomorphic to
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PSL(2»q). Therefore in cases (i) and (iii) of (i)» if |G : | = 2»
we must have G = PGL(2»q)• It is known that the Sylow 2-subgroups of
PGL(2»q) are dihedral whenever q is odd (see R.W. Carter and P. Fong
[2]).
By Lemma 4 and the remarks above? the groups PGL(2»q) actually
occur with q as in (i). As Thompson pointed out» the group PSL(2>7)
does not occur as G in (i). However» the group PGL(2>7) does occur»
for the Sylow 2-subgroups of PGL(2>7) are maximal subgroups. Suppose
to the contrary that there were a proper subgroup R of G = PGL(2»7)
properly containing a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G. Let G^ be the subgroup
of G isomorphic to PSL(2>7) • Then T f| G is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
o o
and R [I G would be a proper subgroup of G properly containing T fl G .
o 00
This would imply that R H G = E, (see [~5 ] > p.213,Satz II.8.27) and
o 4 '
hence» since E^ is complete ([15] §15 *3), that R = E^ X W with lw| =2.
But this would contradict the fact that T is dihedral.
There remains the case (ii) of (I) » with q = 9. This is rather
more delicate. We have pointed out above that the group PSL(2»9) does
not occur. It is well known that PSL(2>9) = A,» the alternating group
b
of degree 6 ([5]» p.183» Satz II .6.14). There is a natural identification
of Aut A, and Aut E^ (see [15] §11.4). By Lemma 3> we may identifyb b
Eg with a subgroup of Aut Ag . Then JAut Ag/Eg| = 2 ( [ 15]» loc.cit.).
Thus the groups G which can occur in (i) with F(G) = 1 and q = 9.
all appear as subgroups of index 2 in Aut A,. The group E,- is notb b
one which occurs in (I)> for the Sylow 2-subgroupsof E, are obviously
b
contained in subgroups isomorphic to E^ X W» where |wj =2. However»
Aut Ag has other subgroups of index 2» for by Lemma 3jAut Ag has a
subgroup isomorphic to PGL(2>9); and since the Sylow 2-subgroups of
PGL(2»9) are dihedral» PGL(2>^) Eg* Thus Aut Ag/Ag is a four-group»
and so there remain two subgroups of Aut Ag to consider» one isomorphic
to PGL(2>9) and another. In fact» the Sylow 2-subgroups of PGL(2>9)
are maximal subgroups: we can see this by the same argument as for
PGL(2,7) .
Iri [21]» W.J. Wong defines» for each integer q of the form
2f
q = p » where p is an odd prime and f a positive integer» a group
H(q) containing a subgroup of index 2 isomorphic to PSL(2»q). The
Sylow 2-subgroups of H(q) are semidihedral (also called quasidihedral).
By Lemma 3» there is a group G of index 2 in Aut kr isomorphic to H(9);6
and since the Sylow 2-subgroups of H(9) are isomorphic neither to the
Sylow 2-subgroups of E, nor to the Sylow 2-subgroups of PGL(2»9)> thisb
group G must be the one remaining subgroup of index 2 in Aut A..
b
Since the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are neither dihedral nor generalized
quaternion»G does not occur in (i). Thus we now have a complete list
of the possible groups G/F(G) in (i).
We note that the Sylow 2-subgroups of H(9) are maximal subgroups;
we can use the same argument as for PGL(2»7) and PGL(2»9) • Therefore
it is natural to ask how (i) is affected by allowing the Sylow 2-
subgroup of M to be semidihedral. This question was settled by
J. Randolph [9]» who showed
(II), The conclusion of (i) is unchanged if the Sylow 2-subgroup •
of M is allowed to be semidihedral.
Then the remarks above show that the only additional group which
occurs as G/F(G) in (I) and (II) is H(9): this was noted by Randolph.
If now we take account of results of A.R. Camina and T.M. Gagen [l]
and Wong [21] (Theorem 1; or [5]» p.424> Satz IV.3.5)» together with
[5]» p.90» Satz 1.14.9 and the Text-Thompson Theorem» the conclusions
can be summarized in
Theorem 6. (Reformulation of the results of Thompson [17]
and Randolph [9]») Let G be a finite insoluble group with a nilpotent
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maximal subgroup M. If the Sylow 2-subgroup of M is metacyclic
then G/F(G) is isomorphic to one of the following groups ;
PSL(2,q), PGL(2,q), PGL(2»9)> H(9), PGL(2,7)>
where q denotes a Fermat or Mersenne prime S 17 • In all these
groups the Sylow 2-subgroups are maximal subgroups; in all but
H(9) they are dihedral» while in H(9) they are semidihedral.
Thompson remarked that it appeared likely-(hat the conclusion
of (I) would remain valid with no assumptions whatsoever on the
structure of the Sylow 2-subgroup of M. In a private communication
to the author» J.L. Alperin indicated that this could not be true.
The remarks above» together with Lemma 4» show that Aut provides
o
a counter-example. In fact» as Alperin suggested» one has
Lemma 7- Let G be a finite insoluble group in which the Sylow
2-subgroups are maximal subgroups. Let X be any finite 2-group and
let W = G^X» the regular wreath product of G by X. Then the Sylow
2-subgroups of W are maximal subgroups.
Proof. Let K be the base group of W» so that
where» for each x £ Xj G^ is a copy of G; W = XK» X fl K = 1 and
for all Xjy £ X»
K = Dr
G = G .
x xy
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of W containing X.
Then T = X(T Pi K) ,
and T f| K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. For each x £ X»





Suppose that T 5 V < W. Then
v = x(v n K)
and» for each x $ X»?
T Pi G 5S V n G <; G »
x xx
so that by hypothesis
V PI G = either T f| G or G .
X XX
If for some y $ X» V fl G =G» then G ^ V and therefore» since X <, V»
y y y
G ^ V for all x £ X» Hence XK = W :£ V» contrary to hypothesis. Thus
x
V n G = T n G for all x £ X.
x x
Let the projection of V f| K on G be U . Then V f| G is normal in U .
xx x x
But T f| G is a non-normal maximal subgroup of G and therefore
X X
U = T n G for all x £ X.
x x
Hence V R K <; DrTTu = DrTT (T R G ) = T R K.' I x ' ' x
x£X xgX
It follows that V fl K = T fl K and so V = T. Thus T is a maximal subgroup
of W.
If now in Lemma 7 we chqos6 for G one of the simple'groups PSL(2»q)
listed in Theorem 6» then W is semi-simple» the base group K of W is
the unique minimal normal subgroup of W> and of course W/K ^ X.
This shows that in Corollary 2 the 2-residual of the group in question
can be any finite 2-group. The general problem of classification of
semi-simple groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups are maximal subgroups seems
at present cto be quite intractable.
We end this paper by showing that under suitable circumstances in
Theorem 1}U is itself a direct factor of G (Theorem 12). However»
this is not true in general (Corollary 11). We need some preliminary
information about multiplicators.
A
Let G be a finite group. We shall call a finite group G a cover of G
A A f
(in German» Darstellungsgruppe von g) if g has a subgroup A s g 0 Z(g)
such that (a/A '= G and 16| is as large as possible subject to these conditions.
2 y
Then A = H (G)> the 2nd cohomology group of G with coefficients in the
trivial G-module C (the multiplicative group of the field of complex
2 ^numbers) . The group H (g ><t ) is called the multiplicator of g: we shall
denote it by M(g). (See I. Schur [l2]> and [5]» § V.23>) We include proofs
of the following two lemmas in the spirit of [5]»
Lemma 8 (Schur [13]» p.108). Let T be a semidihedral group of order
n+1
2 j where n is an integer ^ 3« Then T has trivial multipicator.
Proof. The group T can be defined by a set of 2 generators with 3
relations ([5]» p«90» Satz 1.14.9b)(4)) . Hence M(T) is cyclic ([5]» p.642>
Satz V.25«2a)). Since T has a cyclic subgroup of index 2j it follows that
|m(t) j ^ 2 ([5]» p. 635» Satz V .23 >9b)) •
Suppose that ] M(T) | = 2 and let T be a cover of T. Then T has a subgroup
A ^ t' f| Z(T) such that T?/A = T and | Aj =2. Let T = T/A and let the usual
bar convention apply. Then there are in T elements xjy such that T = (x»y)»
where
-a"
, -2 „ -y -a""1-!x = 1 = y and x = x
Tjien T = (x»y) ( [5 ] » p.272» Satz III.3.12); and if A = (a) then
2n r 2 s y t 2n *-1
x = a » y = a and x = a x >
where each of r»s»t is either 0 or 1. Now
*2 „2n-2 n _
y t, t 2 -1»2 -1-1 2- t 2 -2+1x = x =a(ax ) = a x
2 2n+ ^
Since a = lj x =1» and since n S 3» 2n-2 S n + 1. Thus the
equations above imply that
2n
x =1.







and since a 6 Z(T)»
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r r V -],[ 1y t, t 2n4-l,2n_1-2 r -|2n_1-l[_x»yj = Lx>yJ and Lx>yJ = a (a x ) = Lx>yJ
Hence ([x,y]) is normal in T and therefore
f . <[*,y]> = t.'/"1-').
Since a 6 is follows that
, t 2n_1-2,m .
a = (a x ) for some integer m.
Since a (x) » t = 1» m is odd and
X = 1.
But since sP~^-2 is twice an odd integer» this contradicts the fact that
x has order 2n with n S 3* Therefore IM(T) | = 1.
Lemma 9 (Schur [13]» pp.121-2). The multiplicator of PGL(2>9) has order 2.
Proof. Let G = PGL(2,9): then |G] = 24 x 32 X 5• Hence ([5]» p.642,
Satz V.25.I and p.643» Satz V.25*3a)) the only possible prime divisors of
|m(G)| are 2 ana 3. Let K = and» as before» identify » G and H(9)
with subgroups of index 2 in Aut K.
Let u = (123) , v = (456) and U = (u) X (v): then U < K and U is a
Sylow 3-subgroup of G. It is easy to see that ^(U) = ((1425) (36) )U » and
clearly IN (U) : N(U)I = 2. Now1 G K
Aut K = ( ot)£g »
where
(12)a= (12)(34)(56) » (23)a= (23)(45)(16) , (34)K= (12)(35)(46) ,
(45)a= (23)(56)(14) and (56)a - (12)(45)(36);
and a has order 2 (P.J. Lorimer [8]). Since the semidihedral group of
order 16 does not split over its (unique) dihedral subgroup of order 8»
c ^ H(9) . Therefore
<a)K = G.
Now it is easy to verify that a(253) € N (U) and a(253) has order 8. ThusK
N (U) = <k)U, where k = a(253).K
The action of (k) on U by conjugation determines a representation (with
respect to the base u»v of U)
9 : (k> - GL(2,3) .
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Let 6* = 6 <g> Q((k>- GL(4»3) .
Then one verifies (using the base u<gu» uigv > vtgu > vtgiv of UiW)that
1 1 1 1 \
/ -1 1-1 1 t
kG* -1-1 1 1
1-1-1 1
Since 1 is not an eigenvalue of kG* > it follows ([5]» p.644> Hilfssatz
V.25-4) that 3 does not divide |m(G)|.
Therefore» since the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are dihedral» |m(G)| £ 2
([5]» p.642> Satz V.25-1 and p.646» Satz V.25«6). In fact | M (G) j = 2
because G does have a cover of order 21G) . To see this note that
I GF(34)X| = 80 and let A. be an element of order 16 in GF(3^)*« Let
6 SL(2»34)•
2
Then x € SL(2»9) and one verifies that the subgroup (x)SL(2>9) of
4
SL(2>3 ) is a cover of G.
Lemma 10. The multiplicator of H(9) has order 3*
4 2
Proof. Since 1H(9)1 = 2 x 3 X 5 and the Sylow 2-subgroups of
H(9) are semidihedral and the Sylow 3~subgroups of H(9) are elementary
abelian» it follows (by Lemma 8 and [5]J p.642» Satz V.25»l> p.643>
Satz V.25.3a) and p.652» Satz V.25«ll) that 3 is the only possible prime
divisor of !m(H(9))I and that |M(H(9))| ^ 3» We shall show that |M(H(9))|
by constructing explicitly a cover of H(9)•
It is known that ]M()j = 6 ([5]» p.646» Satz V.25«7)» and Schur
([l4]» p.242) has written down explicit generators and defining relations
for the (unique) cover A. of A :
6 6
A
A, = (x^ » x^ > x » x,) » with relations6 N 1 2 3 4/
12 -
3 2 2 2
X = X = X = X,
12 3^ (X1X2)3 = (X1X3)2 = (X2X3)3 = (X3X4)3 = w3'
2 3 6(x x, ) = w, xx, = w x,x„ , wx, = x.w for all i » w = 1.
14 24 42 li
Let K = A-/(w^) ± then K has a subgroup L = (w)/(w"^) ^ k' fl Z(K)6
with |Ll = 3 and K/L = A,. Now K has a presentation of the form
o
K = (y »y ,y ,y ), with defining relations12 3^
yn = y0 = y,. = (y„y„) = ty-,^ = (y^yJ = (y->y,.^'1 2 13 23 3 4
= 1:
(V4»' Z' y2y4 = y4Y2' zyi = yiz for a11 i> Z 1.
Here L = (z^. Let K = K/(z) and let the bar convention apply. We
identify K with A by identifying
o
y1 = (123), y2 = (12)(34), y^ = (12)(45), y4 = (12)(56):
see [5]>P*138, Beispiel 1.19.8.
We begin by observing that the Sylow 3_subgroups of K (which have
order 3 ) are non-abelian of exponent 3* Let U be the Sylow 3-subgroup
of K such that
U = ((123)> X ((^56))




u = (y^) x (y3y4) •
[y^y^jJ = 1- Then
( ^ ^ ^ \ ^
yiy3y4 = yi y3y4
-1 -1 -1
= y1 y4 y3 » Since y± 1 = (y3y4)
yiy4 = z(yiy4)_ '
-1
y^ = y^ gives
y4y1 = z(y4ya) > and so
, s2 -1 -1
(y!y3y4} = Z y4yiy3 ' (i)
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But also on the supposition above»
o
= 1» so that
(yiy3y4)2 = (yiy3y4)_1
= y4 y3 v1 • <")
2 2
Since = 1 = y^ > it follows from (i) and (ii) that
(yiy3)2 = Z'
2
andwhich contradicts the relation (yv ) =1. Hence U is non-abelian
U = (y^ >y^y^) . Since IU | = 3"^ » U is regular ([5]' p.322» Satz III.10.2) and
therefore» since y^ and have order 3» U has exponent 3 ([5]» p.324»
Hauptsatz III.10.5).
Let J = (y^ »y2 »y ) < K.
Then J is mapped by the natural homomorphism \j : K -» K onto
j = <ya'y2'y3> = y
Since y^ = y^ = ^yiy3*2 = ^y2Y3^ =
J is itself a homomorphic image of A^_ ([5]» p.l38> Beispiel 1.19*8).
Therefore v maps J isomorphically onto J.
Now Aut K = (a) Eg> where a is defined as in the proof of Lemma 9»
As before» we identify Eg» PGL(2»9) and H(9) in the natural way with the
3 subgroups of index 2 in Aut K. Let
Y = oc( 12) £ Aut K.
Then y2= (34)(56) € K.
The group (y)K is a subgroup of index 2 in Aut K and is distinct from
both Eg and (a)K = PGL(2>9) • Hence
(y)K = H(9).
We shall show that y is induced by an automorphism y of K: then





r yV = (253) (146) = y/1
i
_ _
I y2Y = (36)(45) = (y2y4) 3 2>
- y
y Y = (23)(14) = y 1 > and
J ^





y-^oU - <y2V 3 2
y
= y 1 j and
r y-3
" <%> 3 '
y2 '
Then it is enough to show that there is an automorphism y of K such
that
Y / o
y.1 = y for all l;
i Ji
and this will be so if (y^j y^> y^» y^) = K and y^>y^»y^»y^ satisfy
the same relations as y_»y„»y„»y, (in order).
1 2 3 4
Since
<y»>T ^ = <yiY ,y2Y 'y3Y ,y4Y> = *
and z is a non-generator of K ([5]» p.272» Satz III. 3.12) it is
certainly true that
<y^»y2»yyy^> = K.
_ —7- — y /
Since y^ = y_^' has order 3» y^ is a 3-element of K and therefore» since
the Sylow 3-subgroups of K have exponent 3»
y'i " *•
Also > since y^ and y y^ have order 2 »
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/2 /2 ,2
y2 = y3 = y4 = 1-
The same argument as for y' shows that
(yV J3 = 1 for i = 1,2,3'
i i-bl
Next, since y has order 2,
2
-1
' ' r >y3yl
yly3 = (y2y4>






, , yi* yii
yly4 = " y2 »
Let -1
yi y y
, / /.w yl yl
v = yiy4 = y2 w w
2 2
Since y^ = (y^) =
wl1- - Vfy
2 — 1
Also y, = 1 and y. y„ = z(y,y„) , so that4 4 1 4 1
Y1 t -12




ww = (y2y4(y2y4) }
yi yi
= (y2y4(y4y2) )





since (y..y0) = i» (y0y.,) = 1 311(1 soJ. ^ 1
-1
y «1 „i —1^3
WW = z ((y^) )
= Z_1(y^ y2) 3 .
Hence
Now
-1 Yl, -1 ^y3
v = z y2 (Yl y2) .
zv 6 J j
and one verifies that
zv = v = (14)(35)j
of order 2. Since v maps J isomorphically onto Jj it follows that
zv has order 2. Hence
2 P2, v2
V = z (zv) = z.
Now (since w has order 2)j
-1
Y1
/ ,s2 , 2,w
(y1y,4) = (v ) = Z «
Since y'y' = (yQy> > which has order 2j y'oy'r has order eitherft 4:
2 or 6; and if the latter alternative holds then z € (y^y• But
since y^ and y^ have order 2j it follows that if y^y^ has order 6
then (y'»y') is dihedral of order 12 and hence does not have a
u ft
central element of order 3» Thus y'y! has order 2 and
C-l ft
/ / / /
y2y4 = y4y2 *
It is certainly true that
ft 3
zy = y z for all 1j and z =1,
1 1
This completes the proof that there is an automorphism y of K
such that
Y / .
yT = y for all 1.
"l
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Since y2 = (34)(56) = y2y^ 5
2 y y
Y 24 . .. .
y. = z.y. for all i>
1 11
where each z. 6 (z). Since y has order 2 for i = 2 >3 s1* z. =1 and
1 N •'i 1
2 y y,
V 2 4
y. = y. for 1 = 2»3»Zt*
2 y y,
2 4
Now (y1y )Y = »




Thus y is conjugation in K by y2y4'
Now let G be the natural semidirect product of K by (y)• Since
2 y y,
Y 2 4
y = y for all y fc K
2
and y„y, has order 2» the element Y y„y. of G centralizes K.J2 4 2 4
Moreover? since
(y2y4)Y= (y2)y = y294






Y = (y y2y^) ' a central subgroup of G of order 2.
, \2
Since z = (y^)
zy = (y^y4)2 = z » and so
L = (z) is a central subgroup of G of order 3»
Clearly g' = K» and therefore
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LY/Y <; (g/Y)' n Z(g/Y) ,
with | LY/Y| = 3» Moreover» since y induces y» it is easy
to see that
G/LY = H(9) .
Hence 1M(H(9))I = 3 and G/Y is a cover of H(9)•
Remark. Since 1H(9)(9)'| = 2 and IM(H(9))I = 3» H(9) has
a unique cover (Schur [l3]> pp«95-6).
Corollary 11. Let G = H(9)» the unique cover of H(9)•
Then G has a nilpotent maximal subgroup M» and the unique 2-
complement U of M is not a direct factor of G.
Proof. Let A <: g' H zee) with G/A = H(9) . By Lemma 10, | A| = 3«
We know that the Sylow 2-subgroups of G/A are maximal subgroups. Let
M/A be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/A. Then M is a maximal subgroup of G
and, since A <; Z(G) » M is nilpotent. Moreover, A is the unique 2-
complement U of M. Finally, since 1 / A <, g' ) A is not a direct
factor of G.
We note that by Theorem 6 » if G is a finite semi-simple group
with a Sylow 2-subgroup T which is matacyclic and is a maximal sub¬
group of G» then T is dihedral unless G = H(9)• This accounts for
the hypothesis in the final result.
Theorem 12. Let G be a finite insoluble group with a nilpotent
maximal subgroup M» T the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of M and U the
unique 2-complement of M. Let L = F(G): then, by Theorem 1»
U ^ L < M. If M/L is dihedral then U is a direct factor of G.
Proof. Suppose the result false and let G provide a counter¬
example of least possible order. Since U^L<M = TxU,
L = (T Pi L) X U
and T fl L is normal in G. Let G = G/T f| L and let the usual bar
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convention apply. Then G is an insoluble group with a nilpotent
maximal subgroup M. The 2-complement of M is U. Since G/L is
semi-simple» F(G) = L> and of course M/L is dihedral. Hence if
T 0 L ^ 1> the minimality of G implies that U is a direct factor of
G » say
G = U x V) where T fl L < V ^ G.
But then G = UV j U and V are normal in G s and U (~| V = U flT PlL = 1 >
so that G = U X V. This is contrary to hypothesis. Therefore
Tf|L = l|L = U and T is dihedral.
We know that G = C (U)U (see the proof of Theorem l). Since
G
U <; M, it follows that M = C (U)U. Thus M/Z(U) = C (U)/Z(U) x U/z(U)M M
and this is a maximal subgroup of G/Z(U) = C (U)/Z(U) x U/Z(U).G
Therefore C (U) is a maximal subgroup of C (U). Certainly C (U) isM G G
insoluble and C (U) is nilpotent. Moreover
M
C (U) = T x Z(U).
M
Since now U = F(G) and since F(C (U)) ^ F(G)j because C (U) is
G G
normal in G 9
F(C (U)) = Z(U) .
G
Hence if C (U) < Gj the minimality of G implies that Z(U) is aG
direct factor of C (U)j sayG
C (U) = H x Z(u) .
G
But then G = HU and H f|U = H f|C (U) flU = 1; hence sinceG
H ^ C (U)j G = H x U. This is contrary to hypothesis. ThereforeG
U ^ Z(G) j and so in fact U = Z(G).
Certainly U / 1-. Let p be a prime divisor of |u| and let P
be a subgroup of U of order p. Now let G = G/P and let the bar
convention apply. Then G is an insoluble group with a nilpotent
maximal subgroup M = T X U; since P ^ Z(G) > F(G) = U; and T = T.
Therefore the minimality of G implies that U is a direct factor of Gj say
- 20 -
G = U x W » where P ^ W ^ G .
Then G = UW» with U and W normal in G > and U 0 W = P. Since
U ^ M) M = U(M 0 W) . Moreover» M = U x M f| W is a maximal sub¬
group of G = U x W» and therefore M f] W is a maximal subgroup of W.
Now V is an insoluble group with a nilpotent maximal subgroup M f| W.
Since |u| is odd and W is normal in Gj T S W. Hence M fl W = T x Pi
and clearly F(W) = P. Thus if W < G» the minimality of G implies
that P is a direct factor of W> say
W = P x Q.
But then G = UW = UQ and U flQ=U f)W nQ = P*flQ="l; hence» since
U = Z(G)» G = U x Q' This is contrary to hypothesis. Therefore W = G
and |u| = p.
If u ^ g' then u fl g' = 1 and p divides |g/g'| . Then g has a
normal subgroup J such that |g/j| = p. Since u = F(g)» Corollary 2
shows that u ^ J. But then g = J x u» which is contrary to hypothesis.
Therefore u ^ g' and so u = g' fl Z(g) . It follows (Schur [12]» p.31;
[5]» p.629 9 Hilfssatz v. 23«3) that p divides the order of the
multiplicator of the semi-simple group g/u. Hence the Sylow p-sub-
groups of g/u cannot be cyclic ([5]' p.642» Satz v.25.i and p.643»
Satz V, 25 o3a)) .
By Theorem 6 (applied to the group G/U)» G/U is isomorphic to
one of the groups PSL(2»9) » PGL(2»q) » PGL(2»9) > PGL(2>7) > where q
denotes a Fermat or Mersenne prime ^ 17» Then» since p is odd» the
fact that the Sylow p-subgroups of G/U are not cyclic implies that p=3
and G/U = PGL(2»9) ([5]» p.191» Satz 11.8.2 and p.196» Satz II.8.10).
But by Lemma 9» the multiplicator.of PGL(2>9) is not divisable by 3*
This final contradiction establishes the theorem.
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